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PREFACE

For-the second year the Research and Theory Division of the

Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT)

is publishing these Proceedings. Papers published in this

volume were presented at the national AECT Convention in Denver,

Colorado. A limited quantity -'of this volume were printed in

-hard. copy and sold. It also--a-vCilabq tifillfcrfffiae-trifbWgh

the Educational Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC)

system.

.REFEREEING PROCESS: All Research and Theory Division papers

selected for presentation .at the AECT ,

Convention and included in this 'Proceedings. weressubjected to

a rigorous blind reviewing process. Proposals were submitted

to Dr. Louis Berry of the University of Pittsburgh who coordin-

ated the review process. All references to author were

removed from proposals *before they were submitted to referees

for review. Approximately thirty five percent of the manuscripts

submitted for consideration were selected for presentation at

the Convention and for publication in these Proceedings.

The. papers contained in this do6iment represent some of the

most current thinking in educational communications and

technology.

M.R.S.

Research and Theory Division
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ABSTRACT

m MY/. YY y My

1- Results

.

.Factor analysis and Schaffe post-hoc comparisons were performed on the

achievement scores'apd processing time data, respectivelY;fOr a .05 level of

significance. Achieyement results indicate a significant pictorial elaboration

test task interaction with later post-hoc compariions, indicating that the simple

line drawings with wordiabels were superior for the dravring.task. Significant

main effects for longer response time were found for objects receiving

instruction by simple line drawing's with word labels a for subjects receiving

Spanish evaluation. Plausible theories of bilingual information processing are

discussed.
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The Cognitive Effect in Bilingual Learners Given
Different Pictorial Elaboration and Memory Tasks

Intro ction

Although'Ahere-is ample evidence substantiating that visual aids

'designed specifically to explain, clarify, and reinforce important concepts

.do facilitate learning (Carpenter & Greenhill,\1956; Lumsdairie & Sulzer,1951;

OlanderMeer, 1949), there. is uncertainty as to the generalization of these

findings,given current curriculum decisions and improved research design

procedures (Torkelson, 1977). -What has been evidenced suggests that

pictorial illustrations can differentially affect learning"(Dwyer, 1978),

yet little is known about the effect of visualization on a bilingual

population (Paulston, 1979). Indeed,the generalizability of the visual

research on moblingual populations does not provide sufficient evidence

for the following interrelated questirins: Cil What type orpictorial

materials should be used in teaching bilingual learners? (2) Are different

types of pictorial elaboration equally effective? (3) What type of materials

should be used for evaluating bilingual learners?

The research which has concentrated on the bilingual population has

been limited to the linguistic or verbal aspects of memory (Lopez, 1972).

Thus,the integration of these issues inia research investigation may pro-
,

duce relevant information that may help clarify the current controversies--

of single or dull processing and memory systems in bilingual students. This

study,therefore,s(!eks to address these concerns,given the limited research

base which integrates these multtple issues.'

13
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Purpose of.theStudy

The purpose of the investigation was to assess the relative effect

on Spanish dominant bilingual students of different types of pictorial

elaboration with audio -s1 ide_English instructjon_given different evaluative

measures in their respective proficient languages. Specifically, the

investigatiOn measured the achievement scores and the amount of retrieval

time of bilingual learners given:

11 externally presented English audio-slide instruction containing

a type of pictorial elaboration (pictures only, pictures and words,

or words only); and

2. self-paced evaluation measures in Spanish or English requiring

different memory retrieval (drawing, identification, terminology,

and comprehension).

Review ,of the f.iterature

An extensive review of the literature (see Acevedo, 1980) found that

although. the use of visualized materials has increased greatly over the

years (Carpenter, 1953; Dwyer, 1972; Gropper, 1966), empirical evidence

providing guidelines for the Incorporation of visual materials into the

instructional environment needs further investigation (Torkelson, 1977).

The primary conclusion from this .investigative area has been that the use

of visualized materials to complement oral/print instruction produces

different-levels of achievement dependent upon various instructional

"characteristics and environments (Dwyer, 1978). This conclusion appears

14
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dependent upon the degree of realistic detail, method , presentation,

student characteristics, type of evaluation, or other task features.

As used in the context of this study, pictorial elaboration (combinations

of simple line pictures and word labels) attempts to facilitate learning

of.meaningful audio concepts by focusing the learner's attention on visual

cues which would enhance their ability to extract the essential components

of the presented information. Broadbent (1958, 1965) and Travers (1964,

1969) have suggested that too many irrelevant cues may Actually compete for

attention and subsequent information storage. .r
Further basis for the study was derived from investigations in human

information processing and memory (Bower, 1972; Glanzer & Clark, 1963, 1964;

Paivio, 1971). Research findings currently favor -learners having a

limited and seie..tive information processing system and a dual (verbal and

visual) memory system (Levie Levie, 1975). Thus, structuring devices,

such as codes for verbal and visual instruction,have_been_fopnd.to_ facilitate

the encoding and decoding of concepts in what might otherwise bg. a complex

task (Lamberski, 1980). However, evidence as to how these processes take

place in the bilingual person has not been thoroughly investigated

(McCormack, 1977). The emphasis on research dealing with memory and the

bilingual student has been directed towards the linguistic components

as opposed to the visualizing aspects (Kolers, 1963; Lopez,.1972, 1977;

Rose, Rose, King, & Perez, 1975).

The authors hypothesized that the use of varying degrees of pictorial

elaboration in relevant verbal and visual materials wouldproduce

differentiated achievement scores fdr Spanish dominant college learners.

15



Based on the literature, it was also hypothesized that the learners would

perform better on the evaluative measures in the language of presentation

(English).

Summary of the Methods

There were fifty-four Spanish dominant bilingual subjects who

voluntarily.participated in the investigation. All were enrolled, in an-

undergraduate program of study at the Inter-American University of Puerto

"Rico., The students who participated demonstrated a moderate to high

degree of proficiency in the use of the Spanish and the English languages

(Acevedo, 1980, pp. 41 -42).

An externally paced audio-slide instructional unit, adapted from

Diver and Lamberski (1977/1980), was' developed for the study. The concepts

and processes conveyed in the twenty-one slide presentation,with accompany-

ing 18 minute English audio-taped narration (see Acevedo, 1980, pp. 108-116),

were_on_the_hurnan_heart A-simple-1-i ne-draw-i ng-of- -the-heart-was-used:as

the illustrative base for use with or without word labels; the word lables

would also be used by themselves (see Appendix A). Thus, three versions

of the presentation were prepared, identical in content except that one

presentation had simple line pictures only for the illustrative component,

the second had simple line pictures and word labels (see Acevedo, 1980,

PP. 86-107), and the third had word labels only. Together; the three ,

instructional presentations constituted one experimental factor - pictorial

elaboration.



Two versions (English and Spanish) of an 80-item self-paded evaluative

measure (see Acevedo, 1980, pp.,117-127), adapted from Dwyer and

Lamberski (1977/1880 ), were also developed. Together, the two test versions

constituted another experimental factor - language of evaluation. Both,

evaluative measures were identical in content, the difference being the

language in which they were written. Each evaluatiie measure was divided

into four task tests, each of which measured a different proportion of

verbal .or visual recall and application. Thedrawing test required the

'learner to draw a.simple line drawing of. the heart, 4beling the drawing .

with twenty concept words which were provided. The identification test

required the learner to recognize twenty numbered visual 'attributes of a-.

provided simple .ine drawing of the heart. Each numbered visual attribute

had a corresponding test item containing five multiple-choices. The term-

inology test required the learner for each of twenty items to complete a

statement,with a missing concept. For each of the twenty items, the learner

was-to-se4eet-a-concept-word-from-a-provi-ded five-choice-rem-poi

The comprehension test consisted of twenty items which included.,a question

or statement relating to a complex process of the heart. For each item

the learner was required to select from'a provided four-choice response list'

a concept word or function which related to the process. Distracter

concepts (concepts not found in the instructional resentation)were added

to,sonie multiple-choice responses in the task tests. The four task tests

constituted the third experimental factor - type of task test.

Experimental procedures for the investigation included three sessions.

For,the first experimentil session, subjects reported to a central location

17



where they were administered a 50-item English Proficiency Pretest.1

At completion of the English Proficiency Pretest, subjects were matched

by language proficiency and randomly assigned to one of six treatment

.. groups (see Figure 1). .

For the second experimental session, subjects-reported-to three

separate treatment. rooms, dependent upon their random- matched assignment.

They were administered a 36-item, Physiology Pretest (see Dwyer, 1972,

pp. 133-138) u!-4-h measured prior/biological knowledgeof human anatomy

and bodily functions. Later, they received one of thrf externally paced

instructional presentations.

After forty-eight hours,subjects reported for the third experimental

session to one of two assigned evaluation rooms (dependentpon their

random - matched assi ment),where they received the self-paced drawing

test in Spanish or glish. Upon completing and handing in the drawing

test, the remaining self-paced.evaluation tests (identification, terminology,

andisiTir_compti)" were giveff-t-VaTh-MBJect. Starling time and-anTIVTEtion

time for all four tests.were recorded by the subjects on a provided time

card.

Research Design

. The design chosen to test treatment conditions was an adaptation of

the posttest -only, multiple, treatment design,as described by Campbell and

1King, H.V., & Campbell, R.H. An English Readij Test'for Students,
of English as a Foreigh Language. Portland, Oregon: English
Language Services, 1975,

18
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Hypotheses and Results

The hypotheses for the learner achievement data (number of correct

item responses for each of the task tests) were analyzed using'a 2 x 3 x /.4)

_
mixed factorial analysis of variance for repeated measures with subsequent

post...hoc mean comparisons. The factorial analysis represented in Table

-14-and illustrated in Figure 2 irbased upon the means and standard

deviations for the treatment groups found in Appendix B., Diagnostic data

and Hoyt's Estimate of Reliability for the individual tast tests has been

provided in Appendix D.

The hypotheses and results are as follows.
,

Hypothesis 1. Spanish dominant bilingual learners who receive an , '

English audio-slide presentation containing pictorial
elaboration of simple line picturei with wordiabpls
will obtain significantly greater achievementImeans on
the, four criterion Measures given in English or Spanish
than Spanish dominant bilingual learners who receive .

.
. . the identical presentation containing pictorial _____----

____-..---,.111mr-ation7ofp4t4-uresionly-orwf words only. --'----

PR

The two- way.interaction between task,test and pictorial elaboration

was less than a .01 level of significance! -This
,,
,

torial elaboration does not iignificanly,affeCt

.

implies that while pic-
,

each mean difference for

respectivetreatment,conditions, it m //y affect one.or more of the task test ,

0
comparisons. ,Post -hoc mean comparisons further substantiated this finding

(see.Table2) for the drawing test. leanachieitement scores for the

respective treatment grou0 oh the four*tasks indicated that the ceAerion

measures assessed different levels ofContent recall and application-and

may reflect varying degrees'of ask difficulty.

22 .
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TABLE ).

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CRITERION MEASURE
SCORES FOR TREATMENT GROUPS

Source of
Variation

df Mean
Square

F Probability

Language of
Evaluation (LE) 21.93 0.42 0.52

--Pictorial
Elaboration (PE)

a,

LB x 2

50.23

59.84

0.97

1.16

0.39

.6.32

,Residual 48 51.74. .

Task` Test (TT) 3 96.27 16.32* 0:01

TT,xLE 3 11.19 1.90 0:13 -I
0

:TT x PE 6 15.46 2.62* 0.01

TT x LE x PE 6 3.38 0.57 0.75
I

_Residual . 144' 5.90

p <.05

410
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TABLE 2

SCBEFFE'S MEAN SCORE COMPARISONS FOR PICTORIAL
_ETA ORATION ON CRITERION-MEASURES

PE Mean
Comparisons

4iVei PE
(2 +5)

PE(144)vs PE
(3
+5)

PE (2 +5)'s PE (3 +g)

Drawing Identification Terminology Comprehension

I

g
P=2.51 P=0.05 ; P=0.05

p=0.18 P=0:02 P=0.02 P=0.85

F =8.86* P=3.14 P=0.54 P=0.55

Wherv; of = 2.50; critical F .05 value = 3.18

PE (1+4) TR (picture only, English evaluatIon) plus
TR 4 (picture only, Spanish evaluation)

PE(245) ,,TR 2 .(picture and

TR 5 (picture, and

PE(34.6) = TR 3 (words only.
,

TR 4 "(words only

0

words, English evaluation) plus
words, Spanish evalUation)

glish evaluation) plus
Spanish evaluaticn)

25/
V



I.
itypothetis 2. Spanish dominant bilingual learners who receive an

. English audio-slide presentation containing different
levels of pictorial elaboration with an English
evaluative test will obtain significantlygreater
achievement means on the four criterion measures than
.Spanish dominant bilingual learner4 who receive.the
identical presentation- -but given a Spanish evaluative
test.

Wn effects due tolanguage of evaluation or subsequent factor inter-
.,

action were found not tb be significant. This implied that the language'

of evaluation did not significantly affect performance pn any of the individual

task tests. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was not supported.

Hypothesis Spanish .dominant -bilingual learners who receive an
English audiolslide'presentation containing different
levels of pictorial elaboration wilT obtaip significantly
greater means on the test measures that require more .

visual retrieval than those test Measures that require
. verbal retrieval. .

The addition .of pictorial elaboration to the English audio. narration

during.instructiondld-Wat-peoduce the significantly greater mean achieve,-

ment scores,for the more visual than retrieval tasks-for' each

pictorial elaboration condition: Rather, as the main and post-hoc analyses

air

..-

.indicate, significance is dependent upon type of pictorial elaboration.

(picture and word labels) and type of task (drawing test). It should be noted,

hoWeverin the identification task test, a trend existed that also suggested

that pictures and word labels were more effective than word labels alone

or pictures alone in this more visual retrieval task. ,

. .The hypothesis for the'learner time data (amount of total time

spent interacting with all four task tests) was analyzed using a 2 x.3

factorial analysis of variance with subsequent post-hoc mean comparisons.

8



TABLE 3

ANALYSIS-OP-VARIANCE-ON TIME CRITERION MEASURE
At FOR - TREATMENT GROUPS

..)

Source of
Variation

Language of
Evaluation (LE)

Pictorial
Elaboration (PE)

LE x PE

Residual

df Mean
Square P Probability

1 2063.20 11.85* 0.001

2 ,848.21 4.87* 0.012

3 21.51 0.12 0.88

48 174.10

*p .05

271
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TABLE 4

sdamils, MEAN TIME COMPARISONS POR
PICTORIAL ELABORATION

Scheffe's F
. PEMean--

Comparisons
=1.IMImIMNmIM..slIlb

PE (1 +4) vs PE12+5) 0.36 .

PE(1+4)vs PE (3 +6) 1.19

PE(246)vs PE(34.6) 3.14

ttp <.05

Where: df = 2.50; critical F value= 3.16

PE(1+4) = TR 1 (picture only, English evaluation) plus
TR 4 (picture only, Spanish evaluation)

PE (2.x.5) = TR 2 (pictures and words, English evaluation)
plus TR 5 (pictures and words, Spanish
evaluation)

PE (3+6) = TR 3 (pictures only, English evaluation) plus
TR 6 (pictures only, Spanish evaluation) -
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The factorial analysis represented in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 3

is based upon the means and standard deviations fOr the treatment groups

found in Appendix C.

Alypothesfsk-.Spanish dominant-bilinguallearners-who-rereve-an
. English audio-slide presentation with different levels
of pictorial elaboration with an English evaluative
test will requiti a significantly smaller glean time to
retrieve-the information than Spanish dominant bilingual
earners who -receive an identical presentation but with
a Spanish evaluative-test.

Both the language of evaluation and pictorial elaboration had a sign-

ficant effect on the total time required to complete the tests.

.The main effect of language of evaluation indicates that those students

who were given the evaluation in English performed significantly faster than
.

those given the evaluation in Spanish. Post -hoc comparisons (Table 4) on the

-.

main pictorial elaboration effect, while not significant, suggested that

those students given the word labels only presentation performed faster

than flOse.given the pictures only presentati66 or the pictures with word

\AD

label presentation. While post-hoc comparisons failed to reach the specified

level of significance, this could be partially explained in that the power
. _

of the posi-hoc comparisons does not equal or exceed the power of the overall

test o means.

thterpnetation of the Findings

Discussion ot Hypothesis 1

The finding that externally paced audio-slide English presentations
-

with simple line drawings and word labels were more effective for the

t
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drawing task measure for *bilingual learners (together with, the,same trend

in the identification task measure) appears to be supportive of the con-

tention that two referents during the acquisition of the desired concept

taciiiTiti-thi-TifiFFifFriTil of information in tasks requiring more

visual informatio(Groppei, 1966). Other retrieval tasks requiring more

verbal solution did not produce significant mean differences for different

pictbiial elaboration conditions, as has been generally found for monolingual

subjects (Dwyer, 1972).

This finding also partially supports the cue summation.theories

(Black, 1962; Rappaport, 1957; Rosonke, 1974; Travers, 1969) which.

suggested that the addition of cues to instructional materials will pro-

vide increased achievement. However, this finding did:not neceisarily-

support the contention that learning does conform to a linear relationship

which is dependent upon the number or complexity of the cues employed

(Fitts,.1956; Atitz, 1966). Rather, the data suggested that the value of

cues for instruction,was highly dependent upon the retrieval task (Dwyer,

1972).

The finding that word labels only and pictures only were less effective

than pictures,and word labels was consistent with cognitive theories which

maintain that if a learner does not previously have.a set of codes (natu'ral

language mediators) to identify with, learning will not be. enhanced (Paivio,

1971). By providing word labels in addition to the simple line drawily.is,

the materials provided mediation enhancing the encoding or decoding strate-

gies. (1971) contends that these two systems of processing infor-
.

nation, images, and verbal, would significantly enhance learning; the data

31
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appears to support this contention for bilingual learners.

Since codes were proVided in the picture and word label conditions,

learners may have been better able to encode the more information-rich

audio narration: Thui, it 4s possible that the visual presentation was

a reinforcing element to the visualizing, locating, and associating of , .*

elements, initiating the construction of Aental.images and verbal associations.

The dual encoding of information,however,does not seem to produce

any significant differences as the retrieval.task becomes more sequential

-or verbal. An these criterion measures having two referents appears

redundant to the task retrieval requirement.

-Discussion of Hypothesis 2
.

The finding that retrieval recall or application was not significantly

affected with the alteration,of languages from instruction to testing was
%

inconsistent with the stimulus generalization theories which suggested a

significant effect for identical learning and testing -materials (Hartman, 1961;',

Severin, 1967). If the results had been consistent with these theories, the

bilingual student would have obtained better scores for an evaluatioh that

was carried out in the same language of instruction (Fryetes, 1977).

Pictures with word labels in English seemed to have facilitated the ac-

quisition' of English narrative information,bot once the concept was acquired,

the'retrieval advantage of a specific language in testing became irrelevant.

should.be noted that a Spanish presentation may alter this interpretation.
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Discussion of Hypothesis 3

Results and interpretation again reflect the interaction of pictorial

eliboration with type of task test and subsequent post-hoc comparisons.

As previously noted, achievement on the more visual tasks (drawing test

and the trend noted for the identification test) was enhanced:by the dual

representation during presentation, Also,the opposite is possible-that

pictures with word labels during presentation could have been distracters

that affected achievement on the more verbal tasks during recall and

application. This would tend to support the contention that higher order

cognitive memory is more dependent upon the availability of a verbal code

and not necessarily a visual one (Del Castillo & Gumenik, 1972).

Given this contention,it is possible that word labels oniy or pictures

only might have made easier the coding of the verbal narrative information

during presentation serving as natural language mediators in later verbal
.

retrieval taski which require more abstract and sequential information for

solution rather than the more concrete and spatial.

Discussion of Hypothesis 4

The finding that language of evaluation does significantly affect the

time required to complete the testing instrument is'supportive of the theory

of two independent libguistic systems and the dual system hypothesis for

bilingual leilliers (Kolers, 1963; Paivio, 1971). The delay in completing

the Spanish test,was probably due to 'code - switching. Thus, the concept of
4

a single storage area from which each language draws its responses was not

supported since there was ni immediate transfer (Kolers, 1963; Tulving &

33
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Colotla, 1970). The information appears to.have been acquired in the

.language,of presentation and more readily retrievablo.when the same language

was available at task testing. Where the Spanish test required another

processing step to derive the correct solution, MacNamara (19671 has

indicated that this transfer may 'reflect a stage of relearning a second

language., However, since the students had been exposed to English as

a second language for at least twelve years; this seems less likely.

The results should emphasize that thts code-switching process

did not affect learner achiivement; the cognitive _requirement merely took

longer to process and derive the correct solution. An alternative to
. .

investigate is that if students

instruction, the results may be

The finding that bilingual

were provided practive or feedback during

different.

studenti who received the presentation with

word labels only performed faster'on the evaluative test than the

groups may indicate that they had less coded informationto access, particu-

larly since their achieiement scores were less.

Conclusions

If designers of externally paced visualizedinstruction and self-

paced evaluation are to be responiive to the results of the empirical

evidence, it would be important to give spetific attention to the structure

of different types of presentations in providing instructional' content to

bilingual learners. The selection of a specific method of pictorial

elaboration appears dependent upon the learning and retrieval task involved.

34
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Specificafly,as the self-paced retrieval task in testing requires more visual
\

than verbal recall or application, simple line pictures with word labels
\\

during English instruction appear to enhance the Spanish dominant learner's
\

achievement more than the pictures alone or word labels alone. Language

of evaluation does-not appear to be a relevant variable in relation to

overall achievement, but does influence the amount of time necessary-for----

completion of criterion measures. self-Paced English evaluation

;appears most efficient for Spanish dominant bilingual learners wheninstruc-

'ted by externallypaced English presentations.

Thus, this study indicates that when interaction is allowed with.

different types of pictorial elaboration during presentation of concepts,

bilinguals will achieve different performance levels for different cognitive

memory tasks.
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE OF PICTURES ONLY

4,

EXAMPLE OF PICTURES

& WORDS

.

a

o

.4,

.9. I

PERICARDIUM.

EPICARDIUM

MYOCARDIUM

c

N.

r

/

ENDOCARDUJM

\
PERICARDIUM .

EXAMPLE OF WORDS ONLY \\.

4

EPICARDIUM\ :

MYOCARDIUM. .

ENDOCARDIUM
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APPENDIX $

MEANS/AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF CRITERION
MEASURE SCORES FOR TREATMENT GROUPS

Treatment
Groups (PR)

..',-

n. indlceS Task 'Tests . *

A It C ; D

1 6 -. 5c- 6.00 9.33 4.67 5.67
SD 6.42 4.41 3.01 2.88

4 10 X 6.70 7.80 7.10 5.70
SD 5.12 5.16 3.84 3.40

PE (Pictures) 16 X .6.44 8.38 6.19 5.69
SD 5,.44 4.80 3.66' 3. i1'

2 r 12 X 10.25 10.75 6.58 6.42
SD 4.43 3.82 3.53 3.45

5 8 5f 8.61e 9.38. 6.63 5.25
SD 5.24 5.66: 4.17 2.76

PE (Pictures 0 -3i - 9.60 10.22% 6:60 5.95
+ WOrds)-

3 7

SD

X

4.71

4.00

'4.55

7443

3.69,

4.14

.17

5.14
SD . 4.16 2.99 2.48 2.79

6 11 ' 3E 7.73 8.73 6.82- 7.82
SD 4.36. 4.82 . 4.07 '4.07

,ICE (words) 18 7 6.28 8.22 5.78 6.78
, 'SD 4.56 4.15' ..30.70 3.18

1

Notes where - TRl = Picture only, English Evaluation
TR2 = Picture + Words, English Evaluation
TR3 = Words only, English Evaluation
TR4 = Picture .only, Spanish Evaluation

.TR5 = Picture + Words,-Spanish Evaluation
TR6 = Words only, Spanish Evaluation

.1

A = Drawing Task Test
= Identification Task Test

C = Terminology Taek'Test
D = Comprehension Taik Test

PE = Le'velsLevels of Pictorial Elaboration
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AhfEtIDIX C

MEANS ANDSTANDARD DEVIATION OF TIME
FOR -TREATMENT GROUPS -

Language
gvaluati.on

(LE) .

Pictorial Elaboration (PE) Total
MEI

.

Indices.
Picture Picture + Words Words,

English

.

Spanish

.

.

- .

3f
SD
n

.

IC

"SD
n

39.17
13:03
(6)

.

49.40
14.51
410)

' 43.42
11.93

(12)

58.13
22.02
(8)

.

0

30.43
3.55
(7).

43.73
7.60
(ii)

38.76
11.61

(25)

49.66
15.62'

(2.9)

(PE) Total
.

y
- SD

n

_

45.56
14.46
(16)

.

.

49.30
17.77
(20)

1

.

,

.

_.

38.56
9.11
(18)

Grand
Total
44.61
4.83
(54)

,.

Y.
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APPENDIX I)

-RELIABILITY PIGURES:FOR THE
. .INDIVIDUAL TASK TESTS

Ihdices
Task Tests

.111.1

Drawing IdentiTA.cation Terminology Comprehension

Mean

Standard''

Deviation

7%56 9.00

5.05 4.51

High,
Score*

Low
Score*

4

17 ti 18

6.20 6.15

3.63 *3.34.

18 16

0 2 1 2

Hoyt's

Standard,
Error'

0.86 .Q.80 0.69 0.58.

1.81 '1.87 . 1.90 1.95

*Total number of possible scores in each task test is 20
points.

Note: Total "numher of individuals taking tests was 54
subjects. ?
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF COMMUNICATION-liPPREHENSION LEVEL:

AND MEDIA COMPETENCY

Dr. Cheryl AndersOn

University of Texas at Austin

Introduction

The identification of variables which determine users and

nonusers Of media in the classroom is important to media educators

because decisions must be made as to the best methods for persuad-

ing nonusers tomake media an integral part of their instruction.

There have been numerous studs which have attempted to isolate

utilization variablis, however, the findings are frequently contra-
,

dictory. The variables studied have included: grade level, subject

'taiight, media training, media competency, barriers to utilization,

_

attitudes toward media, sex, teaching experience, mechanical ability,

and personality traits.

Recently, Dunathan and Powers (1979) linked the personality

trait of communication apprehension (CA) to past and projected fu-
r,-

ture use of media among preservice teachers. Communication appre-

hension is generally defined as a fear of oral communication. This

trait can have a negative impact Upon a person's life. Research

indicates that a person with high CA is viewed less positively by.

teachers, employers, and peerz, (McCroskey, 1977). A person with

high CA will seek to avoid any type of communication activity. .

Dunathan and Powers conclude that this avoidance can be expanded ,to
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'include technologically based communication as well.

In their study, Dunathan and Powers asked beginning education

majors enrolled in a required introduction to education course to

indicate on a 10-point scale (see appendix) their past and project

ed future use of ten instructional media: motion pictures, televi-

.sibni overhead, audio, slides, filmstrips, models, games and charts.

Studtnts were also given McCroskey's Personal Report on Communica-

tion Apprehension (PRCA,_:1970,see appehdix). The researchers con -,

cluded that high and moderate CA individuals tend to group together,

in their past and projected future media use. These two groups,

which made up 85% of the sample, reported significantly less media

use than the low CA group. This finding was repeated in another

Powers and Dunathan study (1979) that was conducted with ending

education majors. Thus, communication apprehension appears to be

a, possible factor in media utilization.

As of yet no specific media competencies have been empirically

related to media use. However, most. experts would agree that gen-

eral competency in media requires 'knowledge in selection, utilization,,

production, equipment operation, and evaluation of media (Fulton,

1960; Meierheniy,1966; Pascoe, 1957;Phite, 1953).- In'addition,

teachers, administrators, and media educators feel that knowledge

-of-production skills and tratniNg- tn-ather-isp-ects of media are

important in teacher education (Brookens, 1970; Busse, 1976; Ford,

1974; Haselwood, 1972; Kennard, 1973; King, 1967; Meierhenry, 1967;

Mars and Bergeson, 1970; Romano and Speiker, 1974; and Salley, 1965)

Streeter (1969) is the only study which has successfully re-

media competency to media utilization. Using Meierhenry's

competencies (1966), Streeter questioned teachers and found a pos-
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itive correlation of .41 between media competency and frequency of

use. 'Twelve of the competencies were identified as potential_in-

fluencing factors in media utilizatien. 'Only five_of -these were

ssessed by the teachers and yet two-thirds of them had received

media training. This may indicate ,that training in, media is not

po-

neccessarily related to media competency.

Purpose of the Study.

From-the literatUre, it is possible to suggest that media cow:

Tetency can be correlated with media utilization. It is also pos-

sible to suggest that CA is an indication of media utilization.

What then is.the relationship between CA level and media utilization?

The purpose Of this study was to investigate the relationship be-

tween CA level and the attainment of media competencies which are

fundamental tOthe production of basic media, and the relationship

between the attainment of competency and the future use of media

among preservice teachers. The first null hypothesis was that there

would be no significant differences in the achievement of media com-

petencies among the three levels of CA subjects. The second null

hypothesis was that there would be no significant correlation be-

tWeen the attainment of media competency and the projected future

use of.ten common classroom media.

Methods andProcedures

A quasi-experimental design was used because the subjects

were an intact group,who were enrolled in the Winter 1979 semester

of a basic media course at the University of Missouri-Columbia,

The experiment was conducted over an eight week period and involved

only production skills. At the beginning of the course Ainty-two
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' subjects were tested for CA level using the PRCA and asked to in-

dicate their plans for the use of media on Dunathan's and Powers'

Media Utilization Scale.

The PRCA is a self-report instrument which gelincates individuy-

als who are high, moderate, and low A. High CA indicates an indivi-

dual who iefearful of communicative encounters. According to

McCrdskey's(1977) standard procedures, a score which falls, one stan-
A.

dard deviation above the mean indicates a high CA Person. A moder-

ate CA individual 30 one who exhibxts some disomfort in communicative
o

encounters. A PRCA*ore which falls + one standard deviation froni

the mean indicates a moderate CA. Low CA is represented by a per--

son wno is quite comfortable in communicative encouters., A score

it 4,

which falls more than one standard deviation below the mean indica-

tes a lots CA individual. The data collected are reported in Table 1.

TABLE 1

PRCA RESULTS

Level of CA
,

Numbur or 8tudent, Range of Scores,

Low CA

Moderate CA

High CA

13

U4

15

33

5622

83.79

- 56.21

- 83.78

- 113

N = 92 Mean ==. 70

....6
..taudard deviation = 13.78

,

In testing the first null hypothesis eight tasks were designed

to develop production skill.s in pictur?e mounting, lettering, illus-

tration, and design., These were evaluated by three qualified judges

using the researcher's Media Production Skill Scale (MPSS, see ap-
.

pendix) which rates each task according to specific criteria on a
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5-point scale,. The data was analyzed using -a Krosal-Wallis one
/

way analysis of variance. In tasting the second null hypothesis

the Composite scores from the MPSS and the averages,,from the Media

Utilization Scale were correlated using the Spearman rank coeffi-

cient. The level of significance was set at .05..

Finding

In testing the first hypothesis the .05.1evel of significance

had an f# value of 5.99 with two-degrees of freedom. The null hy-

pothesis was rejected in three of the tasks. CA level was.sigpifi-
.

cantly related to the competencies of squared reduction, projected

enlargement, and hand lettering. The H value for squared reduction

(18.74) was significant at the .005 level. The H value for project-

ed enlargement (10.76) was significant at the .01 level. The H

value for hand. lettering(6.86) was significant at the .05 level.

Commercial lettering (H= -4.82) approached the .05 leyel of signi-

"ficance'indicatihg a possible relationship between CA and this

Particular,media competency. CA level was not significantly related'

to the competencies of dry mounting, rubber cement mounting, mechan-

-ical lettering, and design. In all but _two- tasks:- mechanical let-
_

term.__ and-dry-6614nting ) the low CA group produced the lowest

mean rank. The data are reported in Table 2. .,

ilnThe second null hypothesis was accepted. The reuits of the

Spearman rank coefficient are repotted in Table 3. A correlation

coefficient of -.0725 was obtained. The t value of .61 was not \---

significant at the .05 lev1 (t,2.00) with 71 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE 2

RELATIONSHIP OF' CA LEVEL TO MEDIA COMPETENCY

-Assignment

Rank 'Means

Low Moderate - High ii value

Squared Reduction 38:00 4.,20 50.82 18.74***

Projected. Enlargement 27.92 45.86 42.96 10.8C**1

Dry Mountfng 43.00 46.68 38.1r -0.60

'Rubber Cement-Mounting 34.79 48.32 36.78 -1.22

Commercial Lettering 35,86 42.06 45:75 -4.82

...hanical Lettering :19.96 44.15 33.46. . -1.06

Hand Lettering 35.45 41.29 41.33 6.86*,

Designand Composition 35.55 38.46 0.Q26 .6

51

\ *significant at the .05 level
**significant at the .01 level

***significant at the-.005'level
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TABLE 3
.

RELATIONSHIP OF PROJECTED MEDLA-11TILIZATION
TO MEDIA COMPETENCY

r
s

- 0725 .

t .61.

Not significant at the .05 level

I

...

N -73

df = 71

O
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Discussion .

. ,

In analyzing the data two patterns emerged:, (1) the low CA

groups received the lowest scores on a majority of the tasks; and
,.

(2) the type of task whidh produced significant results required
4.

good eye-hand coordination. The high and moderate CA groups e x-

celled_ in the tasks of squared reduction, projected enlargement,

and hand lettering,however, when the task required the use of me-

chanical or commercial devises, there was no significant differ-

ences among the groups.

A possible explanation for these findings may be found in the

literature on CA. McCroskey (1977) has found low CA individuals

to be less anxious and more easy going. This may have.affected .

their approach ;II attempting these visual tasks. The approach, may

have been one of "winging it", resulting in lower scores. The

high CA individual is more anxious, more task oriented and there-
.

fore, may have'taken the visual tasks'more seriously, resulting in

higher scores.

a

The low scoring en the part of the low CA q).oup is not typical

of their academic pOi-formance. Rosearch' has documentedthat the

low CA individual/maintains a higher grade poirit average than the

CA individual (McCroskey and Anderson, 1976). Another possible

explanation is that, because the high CA person is less capable and

less comfortable in dealing with oral communication, the high CA

individual may actually exeeli in visual skills. The reverse being

the case for the low CA individual. This study's findings indicate

that the low CA goup May havo some visual handicap which can be

overcome when mechanical devicdo are used. There findings also in-

dicate that the high and moderate CA individuals have some natural
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visual a4lity..

The findings of '1100 siiniiican
,

Correlation between media com-

petency and media utilization in t sting the second hypothesis

is consistent with the findipgs of the first hypothesis. If com-
.

etency in production skill was related to media utilization, At
0

would have been logical to expect the lOw CA group to obtain

higher scores and greater media competency, however, the reverse

proved to be true.;

QuesiEdns still r&vain:e ik the high and moderate CA g4ups

have the competency to produce media, why do they choose not to

use it and why is the reverse true for the low CA group? The an-

sv.Ar may lie 1.n the 4ay media is pereeived. If media is viewed

as being 4n extension of verbal communication rather than visual
1

4
communication, it is logical that the low CA. individual would use

'media and, the high CA individual, would not The findings of this

study may have some implications. for the. media educator. If 0A is

related io media utilization :and meeiu competency is,not, then the

treatmentof.cominufficationappr ;.tension becomes an impOrtant tool

in encouraging teachers t- use me.lia. Media production training is.

also important, but if it cannot guarantee media utilization then,

it 4s time:to look for other. methods which will.

Summary

Again, the purpose of this study was to investigate the

relationship of communication apprehension level and media com-

petency, and the relationship between attainment of media com-

petency and future media utilization. The first null hypothesis

that there would not be a significant difference in the achieve-

ment of media competencies fundamental. to the pyoduction of media
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among the chree levels of communication apprehension was rejected

in three of the eight competencies. These were squared reduction,

projected enlargement, and hand lettering. The second null hypottie-

sis that the attainment of these media competencies would not cor-
.

relate with projected future use of ten common classroom media was

accepted.
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PERSONAL REPORT ON COMMUNICATION APPREMNSION

DIACT1CO5: "this instrument is composed of 25 statements concerning
your communication with other people. Please indicate the degree t()

which each statement applies to you by marking whether yeti:
I) Strongly Agree, 2) Agree, 3) Are Undecided, 4) Pisagrce, or
5) Strongly Disagree with each statement. There air no right or wrong
answers: Work quickly, just record your first impression.

1. While paiticipating in u conversation with a new acquaintance .1
feel very nervous,

2. 1 have no fear of facing an audience.
3. 1 to l k less because I'm shy.

4. 1 look forward to expressing myopinions at meetings.
S. 1 am afraid to _express myself in a group.

6. I look forward to an opportnntty to speak in public.
7. 1 'find the,prospect ofkpeaing mildly pleasant
S. When communicating, my posture feels strained and unnatural.
9. 1 am :tense and nervous while participating in gronp discussions..

10. Although 1 talk fluently with friends, at a loss for word's

on the platform.
II. I have no fear about expressing myself In a group.
12. My hands tremble when i handle objects on the platform.
13. 1 always avoid speaking in public if possible.
14. I.feel that I am more fluent when talking to people than most'

other people arc,
IS, 1 am fearful and ten:-. all the while I am speaking before a group

of people.
16. My thoughts become confused and jumbled when I speak before an

audience.

17. 1 like to get involved in z:roup dii4cussions.

IS. Although 1 310 lierVouS,JWA bel ore.' getting up, I soon forget my

fears and enjoy the experience.
19. Conversing with people who hold po,ittons of authoiity causes we

to be fearful and tense.

20, 1 dislike to use my body and voice expressively.
21. 1 feel-relaxed and comfortable while speaking.
22. I feel self-conscious when I am called upon to answer a question

or give ,an opinion in class,
23. 1 face the prospee.t of making a speech with complete confidence.

24. I'm afraid to speak UP in conversations.
25. I would enjoy presenting a speech on a local television show.

To compute the MICA score, follow these three steps:

1. Add the .ore.; for items 1, 5, 3, s. 9, lo, 12, I.i, l5, I(i,

19, 20, 22, and 24.

2. Add the score. for item'. .'6, 7, II, 1, 1:, 1s, 21. 23.
and 25.

3. Complete the foiioong toipula:
PRCA 54 - (totl fro. step 1) 4 ttotal trom -.tep 2)
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*nix urnA:ArioN scat!

,4

,ON mg FOLI*NG ITE% PLLASL RIACLLN 1HL CoRRLSPONDING NUMBER REPRE-
'SENT1NG YOUR REACTION "JO EACH -1 h

To what extent do ou plan to u:.e the lollowing instructional media in
your own teaching?

26, Motion Pictures

Not at all 0 1 2 3 S u 7 t 9. Ektremely often
,

27. Television
.

Nut at all 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Extremely often'

28. Overhead Projec-tion Trom.parencies "
Nat at all ! 1 . 3 S o 7 'S 9 Extremely often

29. Audio Tape Recordings, kerods, or Radio
, Not atall 0 1 ..1. 3 4 S o 7 S 9 ixtremely often

30, Sli4t Programs
Not 'at all 0 1 2 3 O 7 s 9 Extremely often

31. Filmstrips
.

.

Not at all 0
%

1 1. 6 1 5 0 7 8 9 Extremely often

.
32.* Models or Sp:imens

Not at all 0 1- :

33. Games

1 5 6

. .

7 $ 9 Lxtremely often

\

Not at all 0 1 2 3 5 b 7 8 9' Cxtreinely often

34. Charts, Graphs, Posters, holletin IL.trLIs
No at all 0 1 2 3 1 5, 0 7 S 9 ixtremoly often

35. Chaaboited
Not at nll 0 1 3 5 6 7 3 9 Extremely often
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MEDIA PRODUCTION SKILL SCALE (MISS)
-

Ratings: 1) Vey poor, 2) poor, 3) fair, 4) good, S) very good.

Dry Mount,

Tatk: To- mount -a -- visual -on a 11 x 14 inch piece of Illustration

board using, dry mounttissue.

f

Criteria:
Placement of visual on board 1. 2 3 4 S.

.Trimming of visual
.

, 1- 2 3 4 S /

Dry mount tissu0' visible from edges of visual I- 2 3 4 s/
Bubbles and creases 1 2 3 4 Si.

Permanency of mount 1 2 3 4 SF

Dirt on board and visual . 1 2 3 4 S

Overall appearance
.

1 2 3 4 IS

.,
.

Rubber Cement 'Mount . .

/
4 ,

Task: To mount a visual on a 11 x 14 inch niece of illustration
board using the,permanent rubber eet.:nt technique.

1

114 S

S

/

Criteria: - .

Rubber coment blemishes . 4 2 3

Placement of visual on board 1 2 3

Rubber cement left on margins and Surface
Visual

.

Dirt or fordign matter under visual or can
mount board

Trimming, of visual

Tightness of adhesion
Overall appearance

of

1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

Commercial Lettering

4

4

4 5

4

Criteria:

Letter alignment
Neatness of letters

Line spacing
Word spacing
Overall appearance

Tasi: To letter a set of given words lo that the letters are
properly spaced using dry transfer letters.

1 . 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 ' 5 4

1 2 3 4
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Mechanical Letterink

Criteria:

Letter alignment
Neatness of letters
Spacing_betmeen_Lnuti.w4

Smoothness of ink
Line spacing
Overall appearance

Task: To letter a set of Orem werds so that the letters are
properly spaced using a letter guide and pen or brush.

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1-2--3-4 S

1 2 3 4 S
1 2 3 4 '5
1 2 3 4 5'

Hand Lettering

Criteria:

Letter alignment
Neatness of letters
Letter spacing'
Word spacing
Line spacing

Smoothness of ink
Overall'appearance

Tack: To letter a given phrase so that tote letters are properly

spaced using the speedball pen technique.

I

3 4 .5

5 4 5

1 2 3 4 5"
1 2 3 4, 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 i 5

4 5-

Illustration Squared Reduction

Task: re reduce a given Illustration using the squared reduction
- method-. A-fiffishea-pen dndink drawing is required:

Criteria:
Accuracy of reduction
Smoothness of line
Finished appearance

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1. 2 3 4 5

Illustration - Projected Enlargement.

Task: To enlarge a given illustration using the opaque projector.
A'finished pen and ink drawing is required.

Criteria:

Accuracy Of enlargement L
...

. 3 4' 5

Smoothness of line 1 2 '3 4 5

Finished appearance I .
1 3 4 5
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,t

'Displuy

Task: To create a bulletin board display no smaller than 20 x 32
inches which is directed toward a yarning objective and a

palticulavaudience.

Criteria:

Content

Doe-SWe content suit he audience 1 2. 3 4 5

Does the content suit the objective 1 2: 3 4 5

Is material logical OW' understandable 1 2 3 ,4

Free of irrelevant material 1 2 3 4 5

Design . ...

Durability of materials 1 .2 3 4 5

Originality of design 1 2 3 .4 5

Neatness of design . t 2 3, 4 5

'Simple without jeopardizing components 1 ,2 3 4 5

. Is the design balanced 1 2 4 5

Is the message or central theme emphasized. 1 2 3 4 5

Is there sufficient contrast 1 , 2 3 4 , 5

Is the desitn harmonious i 2 3 4 5

Is the design unified 1 2 3 4 5

Is there too much or too little negative space 1 2 3 4.

--DiS the verbal messages support the visual'
statement 1 2 3 4

.5

S

ls,the lettering size and style appropriate I 2 3 4 5'.

Iv the lettering legible (spacinp 4
contrast) 2 3 4 5

Are the illustrations executed well 1 2 3 4 5"

Are the mounting techniques smooth and

straight 1 2 3- 4 5

Overall appearance I 3 4 5
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The success of behaviorism in the social. sciences has depended,.

in large part, on a researcher's belief in his or her ability to isolate

thought processes and to measure, with*a fair amount of certainty, the

products of thought. But if you believe, as does Suzanne Langer (1967)"

that thinking is an act which proceeds in fits and starts and is

variously informed by such mental functions as. memory; imagination and

will, than the stimulus response paradigm looses some of its explanatory

I

power. If you take an additional stip and believe that imaging plays

_1

a major.role in the act of thinking, yOu are confronted with another

mental. function that often defies isolation and measurement. Consider

what psychologist Edward Titchner (in Arnheim, 1965} said in 1909 about.

imaging and thinking.

"My mind, in its ordinary operations, is a fairly Complete picture

,

gillery, not of finisheepaintings, but of impressionist notes. %(henever

I read or hear that somebody has done something hodestly' or grav9ly,
4

or proudly or humbly or courteously, I see a visual hint of the'modesty

of gravity or pride or humulity or Courtesy. The stately heroine gives

me a flash of a tall figure, the only clear part of which is a bowed

back."
4

. .

i of thinking iIn Titchner's view, image formation in the o s
__

/impressionistic. He would agree, I believe,lwith Langer that the Aux
,

tions of thought do not yield'to isolation a6d measurement. Yet,

Titchner's images have mailing which can still be communicated today.'

The combined words 'stately hiaroine' 'tall figure' 'steely grey skirt'

allow us to form our own images_and meaning is then communicated in a

4.4
.1114
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'situated sense. The image created, the picture in your mind, has in

its entirety stimulated the formation of a conc ept.

One learning theory that deals with the act Of thinking and the

construction of concepts in a situated manner is Gestalt theory.

Another word for Gestalt is form. Notice that Titchner's image was.

. , .

_largely understood because of its form, because of what was included

7 4

within the frame of his mental picture and what was excluded. Some

psychologists who have long been confronted with the problem of accbunt-
,

ing for haphazard imaging functions of the mind have applied gestalt

theory. It has at vetibus times been a favored paradigm in perception

.

research. It does not force a researcher ,to isolate and meadure"mental.
: . . .

.
,

. ,

functions; such as imagingbut allows him or her to consider them.
0

1

in a...situated sense, as part of. amhole. .

.

In asking perceyteal questions, gestaltists have explored the
. -

° ability of the mind to organize haphazard information both visual and

non-visual.' The mind, they tell us,organizes visual information because

of relationships between objects. ,Such relationships have beep dividedJ.
into categod

1%i
es of similarity, continuity, proximity and closure. The-

.

key words for ge5taltists are form and meaning. The mind, they believe.,

extracts meaning by interpreting the form cues which are present in a

visual display (Wilson, et. al., 1969). I would like to-refer to_those

form cues as the smallest units of meun,ng in a visual display.

Gestaltists b elieve, 'then, that, we read these form cued. The ability
r

of a viewer to read or decipher figure ground relationship is primary

in distinguishing essential and incidental information. The ability of

a
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a viewer to compare and contrast shapes employs the gestalt principles

of similarity and proximity. The ability of a viewer to fill and

correct shapes employes the gestalt principle& of continuity and

closure. Additional perceptual skills are needed, gestaltists paint

out, to interpret form and color constancy; size scaling, Igure

ambiguity anti line alternation (Bloomer, 1979). Placement of\the

figure allows the viewer to exercise' viewpoint and orientation skill:

It is important to note that the smallest units of meaning, the form

cues, are contained in the visual display itself. The mind in inter

action with thOse units extracts meaning, so that the intuitive mcent

of conceptualizption is less one of discovery And more one of inter-

action between mental skills and form cues. Current visual communica-

tion research employing gestalt principles either theoretically or

methodologically have helped ,ubtract some of the "aha" from the in-

tuitive moment of conceptualization.

Since the founding of the ;,.:stilt school of psychology by Wertheimer

in the early 20's, stress has been placed on insightful learning (Wilso

et.al., 1969). insight, in face, was emphasized in the interpretation

4

Of the work Kohler and Yerkes with primates. Focus was placed on the

discovery aspects of.the chimpanzee's and gorilla's behavior. fec,

Yerkes himself discusses the steps which preceed insight. He describes

first, a survey of the situation or display; second , hesitation and

concentra:;ed attention; third, trial and error; fourth, recurrent. con-

centrated r in; and fifth, finally performance and repetition

(in wilsf Gi. L., 1969). Note that his concern was with the outward
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behavior of the gorilla. F,-om that behavior or motion,.to_be exact,

he/had to extrapola.e the process of insightful learning., In that
,

early stage of Gestalt research, he did not ask questions about the

first, and second steps, namely survey and attention that have been sub-

sequently asked. One might have asked "as the gorilla' surveyed the

displlay, what form cues gave himthe information he to proceed

and Which cues riveted his lattention and facilitated his extraction

of meaning from the situation."

Current visual commulidations researchers do ask such questions

(usually Pot of gorillas)ithey ask questions about how viewers extract

.1"

meaning from form and content of visual displays. Those researchers

who ddress themselves to questions of form and meaning, whether it is

1

I.
an investigation of obvious gestalt principles suc.. as figure/ground,

closure, proximity or n mioration of struct4re, codes, aesthetics

or girt-t:mar of visual displays are employing gestalt theory. The central
1

question isoone of see ing the extraction ofimeaning from a visual

display.

III popular way of d fining the patterns which emerge from application

of form cues in a visual display is to call thesepatterns codes

(Barthes, 1977). Codes c rry some of the infrastructure of a picture,

but before I discuss codes, I would like to talk about those form cues

that gain our attention. 4pearchers deajing with visual displa-s

are often stymied by ti t of information within a frame. Methods

for retrding thousands of bit,r of information created by form cues

appear almost impossible. Yet, the peopie WO create the visual
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displays, the artist, the photographer, the camera person., apply

those form cues daily. They understand the patterns or codes of those

cues, whether their understanding is intuitive or.realized. to get in-

side each medium, to study the patterns of usage would help unpack

SOin of the vital information about form cues and their relation to

meaning. The task may still appear impossible, but patterns would be

studied within the context of a question or hypothesis. CI will later

describe some studies which do this.) Units of form or structure which

communicate meaning in a visual display have been identified in art,

photography and film as well as otbe. visual media. Some of these cues

are frame, line, color and shape. Rudolf Arnheim in Art and Visual

Perception (1969) lists ten within a frame and John Kennedy (1974) lists

seven methods of line representation to depict surface within a frame.

In photography,borrowed,s well as unique cues are important. Someof

them are frame, focal point, proximity, angle of approach and depth

perception. Eleanor Gibson (1969) in her seminal work in perception

stressed the importance of these form cues to the interpretation of

photographs. Additional form cues are round in the creation of motion

visuals. Cues operate in film and TV on three moving planes, the plane

or the image, the plane of the geography of the space photographed and

the plane of depth perception (Monaco, 677). Problems of describing

patterns of overlapping, convergence, relative size and density gradient

become more complex. Problems of describing pat erns unique to motion,

cues such as panning, tilting, zooming and dollying;and switches such

as cuts, fades, dissolves and superimpositions are not as complex.



We not only know form cues are present within a frame, but we

know 'how we read them. We know that the bottom is moreimportant than

the top, that the left side of the frame is read first and that the

bottom is stable and the top unstable (Monaco, 1977).

Description of these form cues in visual media such as art, photo-

graphy, and film have been available to us for some time and it has

bean traditional in aesthetic and.literary criticism to study the con-

tribution of form to meaning. What has not been carried out in either

the humanities; nor the social sciences is a sy twAtic description

of the patterns of usage, in other words, the codes, in various visual

media. I believe that with current micro computer technology this can

be accomplished. For instance, the pattern of usage, or the code for

plot development varies frpm theater to cinema to television. A

study which compares and contrasts the usage of plot development in

these three visual media would accomplish two things. First, it would

allow us to evaluate the contribution of codes from theater and film to

and secondly, it would allow us to describe the unique contribution

of TV to plot development. Consider similar comparative analysis to

uncover the codes of suspense used in art, photography and film or the

codes of dialogic suggested by photography and applied in film and

television. Such comparisons would yield a clearer understanding of

the unique visual charactcristcs of these media.

Calls for the study of coding in visual media have come recently

from Wilbur Schramm (1977), Gnvrtel Salomon (1979), and Howard Levie

(1978) among others. In his work on symbolic codes, Levie discUssed
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the relationship 'between pictorial codes and mental operations and

suggests that future visual literacy study focus on this relationship.-

Suggestions for the study of coding, however, have been borrowed

from the area of semiotics, which has been called a general science of
;

treating "sign systems". (deSaussiire, 1966). Since visual media are

generally thought to be sign systems they are.ripe for 'semiotic analyses.

This analysis attempts to describe the unknown parameters of a sign

system, such as .photography, by close observation of the existing

medium (Barthes, E77). Basic objectives of this type of anlaysis

call for a logical description of the codes and signs that give meaning

to the system. These codes- -and signs must be observed from the inside

of the existing medium. One must understand how they, are used and what

they contribute to the whole system. Some current semiological research

in the visual media has been carried on by Metz (1974) and tettitini

(1973) in cinema, by Umberto Eco (1976) in television and by Roland

-Barthel-in printed text and other media (1977). Each of these researchers,

if they may be so called, are structural analysists, following a time

honored literary tradition of "reading text". In most cases here they

give readings of media and describe with precision their meaningful

units. Social scientists have long eschewed the methods subjective

criticism, in which these analysists engage because it dues not pro -
\

vide verificatiOn nor generalizability. Semiotic theory, however, is

too rich for us to ignore. Methods of observation already established

in the social sciences can be applied, I believe to semiotic analySis.

Given the problem of comparing specific codes among two or three



-visual media, observation techniques could be developed. Form cues

could be categorized and prioritized and then submitted to a panel of

experts for a validity check. Observers could be given similar train-

ing to reduce bias. Computer assisted programs could be written for

the observers to check the appearance, frequency and duration ofform

cues.

Observers could analyze with the assistance of the computer the

same medium at the same time and a reliability check could be run on

their recording. Finally, patterns or codes would emerge and again

the computer could help not only with the analysis but with visual

displays of these codes.

Analysis of codes and their contribution to the meaning in visual

media is only one part of semiotic analysis, but is 'the only aspect of

that analysis that 1 am addressing here. It must be understood that

codes only exist within and because of a communication. It woad be

foolish to study the pattern of shots (long, medium, close up) which

emerge in a random selection of film or TV. Yet, to study the patterns

which emerge when Suspense, ot plot advancement, or dialogue occur would

net meaningful information. Those studies which deal with ceding or

unpacking meaning through the study of form, I have loosely classified

as Gestaltists studies. Some current theorists and researchers address

coding issues in.. various visual media. In 1975 =tie (1975). iuggested

the use of some classic gestalt principles namely similarity, proximity,

closure, and continuity, as codes in photography.

A current. study in progress at the University of Wiscouain-Madison
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investisates the concept of closure as a code in photography.
,

Niko Metallinos (1979) in. his recent article on television suggests

the study of asymmetry, main direction, magnetism, attraction of mass,

figure/ground relationship, closure and vectors as codes operating within

the TV frame.

Television is also the subject of two current studies at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin - Madison. One study is attempting to describe the codes

used in the audio track of TV news programs while the other is con-

sidering plot codes present inTV drama.

Additional hypotheses can and have been posed about visual codes

used by novices in production. Howard Levie has indicated the desir-

ability of such an approach when he said thatibven though the ability

to interpret a code is not usually.dependent upon being able to pro--

duce it, production may be an excellent avenue to a richer understanidng

of the process" (Levie, 1978, p. 34). Worth and Adair _(1972) in a now

famcus study with Navajo Indians asked questions about which compositional

style novices would use when asked to tell a story with film. They :7

found that native narrative styles used to tell existing Navajo myths

and stories emerged in film composition. in fact certain grammatical

structures were transferred intact to film composition. It waslidis-

closed then that codes of storytelling, narrative codes that were

embedded in Navajo taaition, dominated the new medium. Codes from

another medium (storytelling) supplied some of the infrastructure of

the new medium, film.

A study similar to the Worth and Adair study was conducted by



ethnomethodologists Beryl.Bellman and Bennotta Jules-Rosette (1977)

in Africa; They asked approximately the same questions of natives

selected from two African communities in Liberia and Zambia. Questions

about compositional style of novi'es were posed. Video cameras were

given to the selected participants who then created their own stories

on tape. Traditional narrative codes which appear in the oral litera-.

tura of both of these tribes were transferred to the composition of

videotape. As with the Navajo's, their compositional style was narra-

tive, When Bellman and Jules-Rosette conducted this same study, by

the way, with American TV production novices, it was fouid that their

dominant compositional style was dramatic, not narrative. The value

to us, however, of both the Navajo and African studies can be found in .

the methods. Both studies developed methods for reading motion visuals,

for describing form cues and'their patterns of usage, their codes. In

fact, Bellman and Jules-Rosette gave a detailed reading of the motion

cues contained in the narrative style of videotaping. Patterns which

emerged on the tapes were extensive use of panning for establishing

shots, slow panning throughout, an absence of zooms (wheras Americans

used the zoom), use of dollying and use of hesitations. that they are

-

describing for the first time-are codes of narration in documentary

videotape.

I have attempted here to suggest a research method for the analysis

of form cues and their codes in visual media. Descriptions of patterns

which emerge from observation of these existing visual media will, I

believe, allow us not only to articulate the contri.ution of codes to
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the meaning of the visual communication, but will give us more control

.
over the proper design of visuals for communication with these media.
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Although pictorial illustrations are one of the most. common. components

of initructiOnal texts, little has been done to determine how they affect

leagling,from texts. The research assaiated with this area is characterized

by a diversity of purpose, approach, and methodology. Among the most common

problems are the utilization of materials, both verbal and pictorial, which .,

are not representative of materials found in, instructional texts, an mphasis
.

on hftpictures help learning to read rather than how they hglp learning

from reading, a lacieof.diversity'of instructional content, and a general

Pack of attention to the theoretical aspects ofthi problem.

To gain a more complete- understanding of how pitisres affect learning

. from text it will be nec4ssary.to encourage researchers to focus their
,/.

\.
-------- att tfon on "practical problems. .This may call for the

(s- deve opment of a new type of researcher, onewho'has both traditional

1

research skills, as well as 4r.concernsof,the- instructional development.
e

spe6cialist. Additionally, it will be necessary to focus on pictorial
-. .

.attributes rather theinpn the entire picture.
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INTRODUCTION

'Instrutional texts are probably found 'in more schools than any

other type G. ilnstru tioeal media. Instructional texts are usually

characterized by both written words and symbols as well as various

types of pictorial and visual illustrations. Yet, it spite of the

--___fact that there has been considerable research in related areas such

as the effect of pictures on learning to read both individual words

and passages, surprisingly little is known about the effect of pic-

tures on learning from instructional text. As a matter of fact, the

term "instructional text" is often confounded with other types of

instructional books. In this paper ft will refer only to those books

whose primary purpose is to present subject-specific information and

techniques, rather than those books, such as basal readers, whose a-

jactives are generally free of'the constraints of specific academic

subjects.

Unfortunately, once this distinction'is made, it becomes-quite

apparent.that research in this area is characterized by a diversity

of purpos(, approach, and methodology. The following then is an

attempt to describe the difficulties associated with research which

attempts to determine the relationship of pictorial illustrations and

learrong from instructional text, and to indicate some directions

needed to be ti4.2n in order to provide useful results.

82 73 .
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Difficulties \

1

One of the major difficulties associated with determining the

effect of pictorial illustrations on learhing f m instructional

texts has been a continued. emphasis on studying hr pictures affect

learning to reach-ether than examining-how picture's affect learning

from reading. Asa result, there are, numerous stud es of the former

type with only rare examples of the latter. The pro lem then feeds

upon itself as evidenced by reviews of research which\continue this

emphasis. Samuel's .(1970),oft cited review, for example, concentrates

on the effect of pictures on acquisition of sight vocabulary whiie

paying only slight attention to how they affect compreh4sion of

verbal materials. The few results cited by Samuels whichl deal with
'1

comprehensiOn indicat.2 that pictures do not hinder comprehension;

however, P en th4e conclusions are confounded by the facithat the

sources cited used materials that were more representative\of

passages used in.training stuients to learn how to read rater than

as sub,;vct-specific instrutional materials. Conclusions arid

retnodology sielar to Samuels were also fcund in another review of

research, Concannon's 0975) analysis of the role of picture's in the

reading erocess.

1

The use of pictorial stimulus materials which are not

tative of those found id instructional text is another conmo9 problem

in picture-text research. Peeck (1975), while concluding that pic-

tures help increase the amount of information acquired, incorporated

. 63 74
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a reading passage into cartoon-like illustrations. Similarly, using

young children, Haring and Frye (1979) and Rugh and Cevin (1977) based

their conclusions on studies which used simplified line drawings

rather than the more replete illustrations found in texts. The pro-

blem of making generalizations from studies using inappropriate illu-

strations is also found in studies which used older learners apd which

do focus odlearning from reading. Line drawings which were not re-

presentative of those found in texts were used by Royer and Cable

(1976); computer generated graphics were used with college students

by Rigney and Lutz (1976) who concluded that pictures can help con-

cept acquisition from verbal material.

Justus results are confounded by utlizing pictures not repre-

sentative of those found in instructional texts, so too are the re-

su is co ounded by the verbal component of experimental' treatments.

One such manifestation of this problem is the use of passages which

are toe short. Rankin and Culhane (1970), for example, useia 250

word passage as the treatment for college students. Similarly,

Koenke and Otto (1969) required third and sixth grade students to

read passages of only 198 words is length, even though,they had pro-

bably been exposed to longer passages in instructional texts. The

use of verbal materials that are more indicative of basal readers

than instructional texts are often found in those experiments which

utilize elementary level students. Verbal treatments which use

narrative and prose styles of writing rather than the expository

style usually found in instructional texts (e.g., Haring & Frye.,

1979) are the rule rather than the exception,



st:

Other research variables are similarly suspect. Reading pass-

ages and their accompanying pictorial illustrations are often pre-

sented in ways which barely resemble the manner in which they are

typically used in in.c..;luctional texts. Presenting stimulus mate-

rials by slides (Rohwer & Harris, 1975) only loosely approximates-

the manner in which instructional texts are read: turning back to

review, if allowed, is difficult; psychomotor differences between

turning a page and operating a project can confound, as can the

perceptual difference between reading project and non-projected

images; size and distance of images differ. Similarly, presenting

the stimulus materials in a computer assisted instruction format

presents an artificial treatment which make* accurate and meaning-

ful interpretation difficult.

The lack of diverrit, if content presents another example of

difficulties encountered when trying to determine how the use of

pictures can effect learning from instructional texts For the most

part, the content has been based on science and mathematic instruc-

tion. Dwyer's (1971) study was based on the functioning of the

human heart; passages on heat flow and electrical conductivity were

used by Royer and Cable (1976); mathematical concepts were' the con-

tent of the Rasco, Tennyson, and Boutweil (1975) study. While

science and mathematics are certainly valid subjects for instruc-

tional inquiry, they represent only a partial, id similar, sample

of the content and techniques studied in modern schools. Even at

the elementary school level, students are exposed to instructional

texts in such diverse areas as language arts, social studies,

b
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health, and communications. While each of these may require learn -

ing. skills which differ considerably from those needed .to master

science and/or math, with few exceptions they have been ignored by

media research.

--Still-other conditions abound-which increase the difficulty in

extracting useful informeion about the relationship between'pic-

torial illustrations and learning from instructional text. For ex-

ample, rather than focusing on how pictures influence learning from

text, Snowman and Cunningham (1975) had subjects actually draw.

pictures after reading a picturelese passage. Whileartificial

manipulations such as this may be appropriate for imagery studies,

they hardly represent the conditions found in current educational

practice.

Another such condition centers on the number of pictures that

are found.in a reading passage. Whereastexts usually have a

limited number of pictures, particularly at more advanced levels,

several studies have been used an inordinately large number of pic-

tures. In Dwyer's (1971) study,,college students viewed thirty-

seven'visuals in a 2000 word passage, approximately one visual for

every 54 words; in the Rankin and Culhavey (1970) study, subjects

viewed seventeen visuals in a 250 word passage, approximately one

visual for every fifteen words. Utilization of materials with such

low picture/word ratio not only raises serious questions of external

validity, but also demonstrates a lack of concern for appropriate

pedogogical ter Agues.

The continued emphasis on the gross media comparison tradition
-



also makes the identification of information relevant to the relation-

ship between pictures and learning from text more difficult. With

few exceptions, the majority of students have examined the pictorial

illustrations and reading passages as discrete invariant wholes rath-

er than as units. consisting of various attributes: This then leads

to the predOminance of studies which compare learning from passages

that include pictures to pasiages without pictures. Peeck (1974)

compared passages that included cartoon illustrations to passages

without such illustrations. A somewhat more complex, but similar,

approach was used by Main and Griffiths (1977) who compared various

combinations of pictorial, printl'and audio stimuli. Similarly,

Jahoda et.-al. (1976) compared text only, simple line drawings, and a

combination of the to While these studies at least made some at-
.

tempt to describe.the nature of the visuals utilized, tither studies

failed to mention even this minimal consideration.
4

As can be se en, the above studies neither compared different

pictorial attributes, nor did they compare similar types of visual

formats. Instead, they seem to focus on determining if pictures,

whatever is meant by the term, help increase learning from text,

rather than determining which pictorial components or attributes

help learning from instructional text. Although this-approach has

peen criticized with a fair degree of regularity (e.g., Allen, 1971;

Salomon & Clark, 1977; Torkilson, 1977) , picture-text research has

only sporadically followed this advice.

Although there are instances where the effectiveness of pic-

torial attributes ar6 compared , Thomas, 1978; Dwyer, 1971) .
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these studies shire certain similarities. First, the basis for com-
.

.parison is usually the visual's physical and/o-r charac-

teristics such as color and fidelity, Second, the theoretical con-

siderations are generally limited to the realism continum, a concept

which research has continually suggested has only limited utility as

a predictor of learning (Dwyer, 1978, 1972). Third, there has been

an emphasis on outcomes dealing with either the transfer and repli-

cation of information or attitude change rather than-how pictorial

attributes affect behavioral outcomes. Fourth, most of,the studies

which have compared pictorial attributes have attempted to answer

questions related to whether or not pictures help increase learning

while neglecting more recent conceptualizations (e.g, Levie, 1978)

.which emphasize how different pictorial attributes affect learning.

Directions

It is quite difficult to determine future trends in picture-

text research. While there seems to be an increasing interest in

studying the various effects of pictures, there has been a general

lack of hard disciplined research on how learning from instructional

texts is affecte' by various types of pictures and pictorial,attri-

butes. In addition to some of the difficulties mentioned pre-

viously, the research in this area is characterized by one-shot

studies, where researchers seem to abandon the area after reporting

only one study.

However, it Is this general increase in pictorial research which

may result in more picture-text studies, for as more individuals be-

88
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comq_01.1Cerned_with-the-effect-of -iiiitures on other types of learn-

ing there may be a corresponding increase in this neglected area.

Additionally, current economic conditions require research to be

more applicable to practioneri:-Irki-instructional texts are one

of the most commonorms of instruction 1 media, this trend may re-

sult in increased attention to the picture-text relationship. How-
,

ever, the general tendency to resist change may make it necessary to

look in other directions for solutions to this and similar problems.

A potential source may be the developmentand <

new breed of researchers who, in addition to the traditional re-

search skills, have the background and concerns of the instructional

design, specialist.

Increasing the number and/or focus of concerned researchers re-

presents only part of the solution, for it is also necessary to exa-

mine the effects,of pictures on instructional text in a broader con-

._

text. More attentioni for example, needs to be paid to the identifi-

cation and description of those pictorial attributes being examined,

thereby increasing the precision of research. This in turn will en-

able time and ene iy to be spent where it will do the most good. On

the other hand, a continuation of current research methodologies will

only suggest that there is something in some pictures which increase

learning from instructional text.

The selection of pictorial attributes studied needs to be ex-

panded from the narrow realisip perspective 0 approaches that will

provide more useful and applicable information. While somewhat use-

ful, the realism approach often distracts from utilizing and ex-

8.9 \ 80



'amining variables which may be more directly related to the effect of

pictures. on learning from instructional text. An alternative appro-
vt

ad would not examine isolated attributes such as color or fidelity,

but would examine variables in terms of their relationship to instruc-

tional text. Hartley (1979), for example, suggested that while,lo-

cation of a picture within a passage may have important consequences,

it has rarely been studied. Other, similar concerns include the

need to determine the optimum number of pictures per passage and the

relationship of different types of pictures to different types of

content.

'Another approach would first determine how pictorial variables

function and then compare these functional characteristics to other

pictorial and non-pictorial variables which function in a similar

manner. For example, if a particular pictorial .variable functions

as a device which encourages students to review previously read

materials, then it can be compared to other non-pictorial variables

which function in a similar manner (e.g. questions).. Thus, the

ability to generalize from other mediums and instructional techni-

ques is increased, resulting in expanded utility of research efforts.

Future research must also begin to pay more attention to how

pictures affect instruCiond outcomes other than those related to

the transfer and replication of knowledge. For example, the need for

instruction to affect the development of the various internal or

mental ski'ls ha§,been_suggested by those directly involved with

media research (e.g., Levie, 1978) as well as those whose primary

concern 13 in other areas of instruction (.g., Gagne, 1974).
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O

Perhaps the most prominent advocate of this approach is Salomon

(1979), who has-not only theorizpi that various media attributes or

symbol systems can affect covert mental behavior; but has also pro-

vided some empirical proof to support his contentions. More specifi-

cally,cally, he has indicated that the various symbol systems employed by

different mediums vary as to the type of mental skills they require

the student/receiver to utilize and that theie symbol systems can be,
I-- a.worme0,.

used to activate these skills in students who already possess them or

can supplant the skills in learners who do not. Appiying Salomon's .

conceptions to the picture-text relationship could lead to added pre-

cision in tie design of instructional text. For example, Brody and

Legenza (1980) have suggested that pictures placed aftera reading

passage can encourage students to review prev"...ssly read information.

As greater emphasis is placed on individualized instruction and

on providing a first class education to an increasingly heteorogen-

eous population approaches such as these have the potential to pro-

foundly influente instructional materials design.

M=1
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Introduction

The present study examined the effects of three levels of visual

complexity upon the learning of an instructional slide-tape program

about the functions of the human heart;odetevels of visual complexity

forsod the visual portion of the slide-tape instructional program. The

three complexity levels were: (1) a simple line drawing in color,

(2) an illustration in color, (3) a realistic color photograph. .A

second area of interest in this study was the effects of visual stimulus

complexity upon the information porcessing of field-dependents and

field-independents. The learning (information processing) of each

level of this cognitive style was also examined on three levels of

educational objectives or learning outcomes, ranging from: (1) simple

-list learning,'to (2) spatial learning, and, finally (3) conceptual

;earning.

Rationale and Literature

The individual difference variables in the form of cognitive

styles have a major effect upon how the learner will process instruc-

tional material of a visual nature. The cognitive style is pervasive

throughout all school learning and life problem_ solving activities

(Cross, 1976). A cognitive style operates much like the executive

program operates in the computer. The cognitive style forms a meta-

plan system, or a set of super plans the person must put into opera-

tion when it is time for him or her to learn, solve a problem or

I
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simply day dream (Hiller, G.A., Galanter, E. and Pribram, K.H., 1960).

In other words, the particular cognitive style. the person uses

actually determines hod the individual will psychologically differen-

tiate, or "see and record" the stimuli in his or her environment.

This means that the reflective style will see an environmental stimuli

differently than an impulsive cognitive style (Harvey, Hunt and

Schroder, 1961Y; or that a cognitively complex style will see a

group of concepts to-be-learned quite differently than the cognitively

'simple style '(Bier, 1961; Kelly, 1955). The construct of cognitive

styles has tremendous implications for those involved with the.design

of learning materials and instructional,programs. This is pointed

out by Dwyer (1978) when he cites as a critical area of research the

fol/owing:

the investigation of . . . . What specific individual
difference variables interact disordinally with different
types of visual illustrations for specific educational
objectives. (p. 20)

The formation psychologically of one cognitive style or another

seems to be a function of the interaction between -the person's 'genetic

characteristics and environmental occurrences occurring during matura-

tion. dnce formed, the particular style of differentiating environ-

mental information,iquite "hard and fast" and not likely to change.

Therefore, it is necessary to investigamcognitive_styles-and

various types of instructional stimuli design so that a match between

style and stimuli can be made rather than a "mismatch."

The cognitive styles of interest in the present study were

field-dependents and field-independents. The primary researcher in
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the area of f.d/4 has beenWitkin. Witkin, et al.* (1977) poine out

the critical nature of research in the area of cognitiVe styles

by noting:

While research on educational applications is atilt in
its early stages, the evidence that research has already
produced suggests that a cognitive-style approach maybe
applied with profit to a variety of educational issues.
It accordingly seems timely to bring to the attention of
educators the concept of cognitive styles in general and the
vork of field-dependents-independents in particular : . . .

(p..1) .

There, is extensive evidence to indicate that the cognitive

style of fd/fi manifests itself through the learners' thinking, pro-

blem solving and symbolic representatiims of his or her experiences

tz.

in the learning situation. While the cognitive styles of fd/fi

influence social, as well as intellectual perceptions of environ-

mental stimuli, the present investigation will concentrate on only

intellectual characteristics. In general the field-independent cognil-

tive style can be characterized as an analytic perceiver of stimulus

infOrmation. The fi is able to perceive relevant items as discrete

from their background. When perceiving a complex visual for example

the fi can identify the important figure from the background infor-

mation. During problem solving the fi can restructure the problem

elements, which tends to facilitate finding the solution in many

problem solving situations. The fi is able to impose a structure or

R.A. Witkin, C.A. Moore, D.R. Goodenough, and P.W. Cox.



chaotic visual stimuli. The fi is able to store information in

highly.discrete conceptual categories, in other words the fi tends

° to think in terms'of mature or "full blown" concepts. The fd can

be characterized as a global thinker. The fd will

tend to confuse figure/ground relationships, being unable, or having

difficulty separating the relevant item from the background. Thit;

situation is especially accuse when perceiving a complex stimuli.

Problems requiring a restructuring of the problem elements are

especially difficyls for the fd, For the fd a chaotic stimuli situa-

tion will remain chaotic, because the fd attempts to remember the

entire "global" percept. The fd stores conceptual data in over-

lappihg categories, rather than discrete conceptual categories.

The external variableof interest in this study was visual

complexity. There were three levels of the visual complexity variable.

The visual display levels constituted three slide programs making up

the visual portion of an instructional segment on the human heart.

The relevant academic information presented in each program wad

identical. The three levels of visual complexity vaiiedNonly in the

amount of irrelevant data contained in the visual display. Current

research tends to indicate that a simplified visual presentation of

information is generally processed more effectively by learners
_ .

(Dwyer, 1)67; Travers, 1970).

The first level of the visual complexity variable consisted

of line drawings of the heart and its appropriate parts. The majority

of the focal information in this visual was relevant Information.

The second'level of the visisal complexity variable consisted of a
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.detailed color illustration of the heart and its parts. Ti this

. -
visual design relevant focal ieal nforiation and irrelevant focal infor-

mation were approximately equarin amount. The third level of the visual

complexity variable consisted .of realistic photographs of a disected

heart. This visual contained more irrelevant focal information than

relevant focal informatiOn.

The,final area of intetest in this study was level of objective

or learning outcome. Three dependent measures were used to attain

data on three types of learning outcomes. The first learning outcome

was list learning. This was measured by the Identification Test:

(Dwyer, 1967). in.this situation the learner had to acquire the

names of the parts of the heart.- The second learning outcome con-

sidered acquisition of information on the spatial/location of a part

in the set of all parts of the heart. This learning outcome was

-measured by the Drawing Test (Dwyer, 1967). The third learning out-
,

come was the acquisition of relational concept information about the

interactions of the parts of the heart. This was measured by the

Comprehension test (Dwyer, 1967).

Design and Method

Tne design of the study was a 2 x 3 analysis of variance.

J

There were two levels of the cognitive style variable; field-

independents and field-dependents. There were three levels of

the visual complexity variable: (1) line drawing 2 x 2 slide set,

(2) detailed illustration 2 x 2 slide set, (3) realistic photograph

2 x 2 slide set. Performance on acquiring information was measured
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using three dependent measures, each measuring a different leyel

of difficulty in terms of learning outcome (e.g., list learning,

spatial-location learning, and relational concept learning). Also

of interest in the design were two attitudinal questions on pre-

ference,for visual learning. This attitudinal measure data had four
Op

possible answers and was'irialyzed using a chi-square analysis.

Subjects ponsisted of 50 undergraduates from an instructional
.1>

media course at Ohio State during tall term 1979. They were given'

the Thurston Closure test to determine their field-dependents-

independents. Subjects-were then randomly assigned to-the visual

_

stimulus-treatments. They were presented the visual treatments

in the form of a slide/tape instructional:program about the heart.

Immediately after the instructional prograil was over all subjects

were given the three dependent measures. The attitudinal questions

were presented' prior to viewing the instructional program:

'Results and Discussion

Pour separate data analysis-were completed for the measures.

An unequal n's analysis was done on the Identification Test, Drawing

Test and Comprehension Test. A chi-square was calculated on the

attitudinal measure.

a

The Identification test measured the learner's ability to

acquire the names of the parts of the heart. This was considered

the simplist learning outcome since it required only the learning

of a list of terms, no other information about the terms was

acquired. Data analysis indicated significance on the complexity

of
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variable, [f, (2,44).= 3.50, p < .04]. Follow-up testing wit? a

Tukey WSD at .05 alpha finds significance fivoring the illustration

(R = 16.12) over the line drawing (Z= 13.18) and the photographic

display (13.21). The analysis found no significance between the

fd/fi variable, [f (1, 4%) = .76, p. < .39].

Significance did not occur on the fd /ti variable because the,

list learning task was,quite simple and could not deter the perfor-

mance of the fes. In other words most learners could easily acquire

o

a liat.of information. In the context of this situation it is

difficult to explain why the color illustration was significantly

better for list learning than the line drawing or the photograph.

The Drawing Test measured the learner's ability to acquire

spatial-location data from the instructional program. This learning

outcome 'is more difficult than list learning. Analysis yielded

significant results on the Drawing Test (f (1, 44) = 9.51, p < .004],

favoring the field-independents (i = 12.7) over the field-dependents

= 8.13). Significant results did not occur on the stimulus variable

[f (2, 44) = .53, p ,< .59]. A significant interaction also failed

to occur in this analysis [f, (2, 44) = 1.99,p <.15].

The Ws had more difficulty acquiring spatial-location data

than_the_Ws. _The acquisition of spaaaliaformation- requires the

restructuring. of the stimulus situation since each part must be
. .

recalled in terms of its relation to the set of all possible parts.

It is likely that the stimulus variable was non-signific'ant because

subjects had too much time to interact with each slide (15 to 20

seconds after the narration ended). The interaction approached

102
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significance and it is likely that an equal n's analysis would

(04=.
find a significant interaction between the fdifeAnd stimulus

complexUy variables, demonstrating a difficulty for the fd's in

acquiring data from complex visuals.

Analysis yielded significant results on the Comprehension Test

(f, (1, 44) = 6.58, p < .004],,favoring field-independents =.8.62)

over field-dependents = 6.5). Significanceidid not occur on the,

stimulus variable [f, (2, 44) = 1.22, p < .31] or the interaction be-

tweenvariables (f, 2, 44) = .81, p < .45).

The Comprehension. Test measured the acquisition of relational

concept information about l i the parts of the heartsinteract

the heart's operation. This to as a more difficult type of learning

than list or spatial learning. The acquisitiOn of relational concgpts

.requires the use.of analytical thinking, which fi's could carry out.

Unfortunately the global thinking fd's were left at a disadvantage

for this type of learning. The stimulus variable had no effects upon

learning-because too much time for interaction with each

visual stimulus.

The attitudinal measure yielded a significant chi-square value

of 44.22, indicating significance at p <.001. This result is inter-

preted.to mean that learners preferred to learn from visuals and

felt that they recall visual information more effectively than print

information.

The present study indicates learning differences betweenJd's--

and fils for different learning outcomes. This particular study is
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preliminary in nature and does not offer specific conclusions for°

the design.of effectivS visuals for fd,ts and fits for perceptual

Future studies in this area should control for the inter-

action time the .,learner has with

b(another variable for research.

must be investigated. in terms of

outcomes.

0

wow

0

each visual. In fact this could

The Construct of cognitive styles

specific media and specific learning

,

I
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ABSJRACT

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to provide a review of the

current return to empirical investigation of the mind's component

knOwnas imagery. Specifically the paper will fOcus on:

I. The historical. perspective of imagery investigations;

2. The multiple terms defining.various states of imagery;

3. The examination of imagery in the behavioral sciences;

4. The examination of'imagery in the biological sciences;

5. Interdisciplinary studies in thefunction-ing of the--

brain;

6. The development and current use of instrumentation

isolating imagery elements; and

7. Discussion of periodicals and organizations promoting

the study of imagery.

Perspective

Current interest in the investigation of imagery has emerged

after years of isolation in the sciences; the banishment

historically occured during the beginning of the behaviorists

movement in psychology. Imagery, attention, states of

consciousness and other such central. themes of the old era were

labeled as "mentalistic" and therefore eliminated from scientific

investigation. The resurgence in imagery investigations has

brought about confusion to the readeil due to the lack of

appropriate conceptual and operational definitions of the whole

s-pectftM of type-s of imagery.

Further Emphasis

While the authors recognize the vast related literature

and issues encompalsing imagery, the intent of the paper is to
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ABSTRACT
;

provide a primer for the, serious consideration by researchers of

this multi-dimensional topic. In providing this information,

we Wish to call attention to the need to ct isider the internal

functioning of the mind which addre-§dOssues which can not
.,

be thoroughly interpreted through perceptual investigations of

the external reception by the brain.

The concluding discussion will highlight current

organizations, special interest groups, journals and books

that focus on the study of imagery.

.0
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Imagery: A Return To Empirical Investigation

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to provide a review of

the current_retum_to_empidcat-investigation of--t-he- mind's

component known as imagery. Specifically the paper will

focus on:

f. The historical persjective of imagery investigations;

2. The multiple terms defining various states of imagery;

3. The examination of imagery in the behavioral sciences;

4. The examination of imagery in the biological sciences;

5. Interdisciplinary ;studies in the funttioning of the

brain;

6. The development and current use of instrumentation

isolating imagery elements; and

7. Discussion of periodicals and organizations promoting

the study of imagery.

While the authors recognize the vast related literature and

issues encompassing imagery;th'e intent of the paper is to provide

a primer for the serious consideration by researchers of this

multi-dimensional topic. In providing this information, we wish
_ _

-WW1 attention -to the need,to consider the internal functioning

of the mind which addresses issues which can not be thoroughly

interpreted through perceptual!investigations of the external. .

reception by the brain.
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Historical Perspective

Imagery was introspectively analyzed during the psych-

ology of the 1890's; that is, imagery was a prominent part

of the science of mind, its contents and laws: The early

clinical literature revealed psychology's interest in hallu-

...

cinations and other types.of,images. up until the early 1900's.

But despite the emergence of Kidetic imagery as a topic of

investigation through the.1930's, psychologists lost interest

.---inimagery. For over 50 years _the interest in_imagery had been

in disrepute in the psychology field. States of consciousness,

attention, and imagery were labeled 'mentalistic' in the years

just before World War I when the new approaches to psychology

(behaviorism and psychoanalys.is) begIn to emerge. Watson (1913)

_

The renewal of interest in imagery as a legitimate area for

scientific study has been noted by many authors (Bower, 1972; Holt,

1964; Paivio, 1971; Richardson, 1969; Segal, 1971): Hebb (1960)

warned that introspective studies were not scientific enough

and were much too subjective to verify or replicate. The S-R

psychologists assumed, that the central nervous system functioned

as a connective device similar to a telephone switchboard. Stimuli

evoked responses via central connections. The central mechanisms

had no other role to play. Unfortunately in Watson's day most

"psychol641its had not heard of brain waves, spontaneous neural

discharges, or of the.reticular activating system" (Bugelski, 1971,

112
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has recognized that "these notions of thought, imagery, relate to

a vital problem in the understanding of man" (p.736). Several

, factors have contributed to the re-emergence of imagery studies.'

Verbal learning research provided one context for change. "The

revolution in verbal learning brought about the rejection of

the nonsense syllable and the substitution of ordinary words,

sometimes in sentences or paragraphs, and a new concern over

whAt_the lekraer_had_to___UMSribute to the learning and/or re-

1trieval process " (Bugelski, 1977, p.40).

Defining Imagery

Since 1960 psychologists have attempted to categorize

and define men al.-imagery. Several types of im4ery will be

distinguished described in_detail by Samuels,and Samuels (19.75).

Memory i the most common kind of visualization. The memory

image has beet referred to as the. mental picture or seeing with

the mind's eye. Some,lieople feel that they do .not "see" the

image, but that they have i strong sense of the image and "know"

what it looks like. A more formal definition of the memory image

0

is a a reconstruction or resurrection of a past perception"

(Horowitz; 1970, p.22). A memory image may be summoned or maybe

expe.riekde_d_Apontaneously. Psychologists Itse two concepts in*

describing memory images: vividness and controlability. Indeed

memory images may .range in vividness, from vague and fuzzy to

clear and detailed.

1 .0

O
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Eidetic imagery is an especially vivid form of,memory image.

The Phenomenonhasevenbeenreferredtoasphotographic memory.

Child development researchers have found that eidetic images

are most frequently expe6ience'd by young children. This activi'y

seems-to diminish in adolescence when abstratt thought and higher \\.\

level verbal skills develop.

Imagination_ is another common visualization experience.

Elements of the'past -rearranged in a different way than originally

perceivpd will be contained in the ima,giiiation image. Often, the

imaginatioh-image-will be- -a source of solutions to.problems,

basis of new work for the creative person. 4'' t,

Daydreams_ and fantasy combine memory and imagination images.

In daydreams a series of images More or less in chronological

_order take place.. The'imageseeem to be part of an internal

continuum.- The daydream experience is moresimilar to events':.

in external reality than memory images, and a person is less

likely to: appreciate the experience as la visualization.

A
Elpflagogic and hypnopompic imagery experiences occur in the

twilight state between states of sleep and waking. When occuring

before sleep they are called hypnagogic; when they occur just

after sleep, before becoming fully awake, they are called

hypnopompic. These images generally tend to be vivid, detailed

dnd beyond the reach of-conscious control.

Dreams are consid4red one of the most important categories

of imagiry. Sleep studies have shown that people dream throughout

I 114
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sleep, but are most likely to report visual "images during

phases of REM sleep. Dreams can have the most compelling

sense of reality of all the types of imagery.

Hallucination or vision is less frequently experienced as

visualization. Usually the person believes the image he saw

was external to himself. Research has shown that these images

are extremely vivid and can occur when people are under the,

influence of drugs, praying or meditating, deprived of

sleep or food, been in sensory deprivation cWambers, experience

high fever, or experienced repetitive situations -such' as ntght-

driving.

Alter-image and theSrecurrent image.arefttwo other common
-

_-types-df-vi-sual--expe,nience,-The-after-image takes- place-after
- .

looking at a bright object agiltist--a-Aark backgrounsl. The original

image lasts a few seconds then it is followed hi-anegative after-

image. The recurrent image occurs if prolonged periods are spent

staring at the same scene. The imale may occur immediately after

.looking at the scene or several hours later when eyes are closed

to rest.

Psychologists have found these definitions and labels of

imagery useful for researching visualization. However, it is

apparent that all of these,visual images share a common continuum

in defining the nature of the mental image. Additional definitions

Can be found in Holt (1964), Segal(1971), or iheehan(1972). .
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Imagery in the Behavioral Sciences

The empirical investigation of imagery as a mediator of

behavior.in'the acquisition, storage and retrieval of information

has been approached in several ways. For example words have

been rated along an imagery dimension in. terms of'the ease with

which- they evoke a sensory image; or, imagery has been operation-

ally defined as instructions to use imaginal processes in perform-

ing certain tasks. Another approach has been.to investigate

ndivi=dual differences in the ability to elicit aria utilize

imal65-1-rtniffking and problem solving.. Several of these apProaches

will be.presented in more detail.

In one approach to imagery, when pictures are compared

'word's a's ~stimall in experimental learning tasks, significant

differences are usually found (Paivi'o, 1969; Paivio & Rowe, 19704

PaiMio & Smythe, 1971). Imagery in these .studies. are defined in'

terms of image-arousing value or concreteness of the stimulus

materials: Paivio (1969) has suggested that words can derive

their meaning through at least two kinds of associations. Concrete

words presqmably derive their meaning through associations with'

concrete objects and events as well as through associations with

other words. Therefore, such words acquire the capacity to evoke

'bo. nonverbal, images and verbal processes as associative reactions.

Abstra words, howemer, derive their meaning primarily through

intraverba experignes and more effectively arouse verbal associa-,

tive than image 1 processes. When imagery evoking words have

been used in word,p r experiments, the noun-adjective order as'
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opposed to the adjective-noun' order have been more easily

.learned (Lambert & Paivio, 1956; Paivio,-1963; Yuille,

& Lambert, 1969). Imagery evoking words, have also bet.n found

to be positively effective in free recall; serial learning and

verbal discrimination learning. Clear exceptions to this positive

effect occur when sequential memory tasks are,demanded, where

words rather than pictures result in a better performance (Paivio

& Caspo, 1969). The difficulty of identifying the type Of imagery

used-in these.paired-associate. tasks has been °studied by Calvano

(1974. Calvano could find no significant predictors of perform-

ance using seven different cognitive factor tests because of the

inability of the tests to identify the accrual type of imagery

necessary to malt's associations.

In another approach to imagery, instructions or training

on the use of imagery have been manipulated in the various studies

(Bower, 1972; Bugelski, Kidd, & Segman,,1968; Paivio & Yuille,

1967,, 1969) . Generally, the findingsoM these
".

`experiments

consistently show a positive effect,in the ability,to recall In-

foriation when imagery is used as a mediational device.

Other researchers have attempted to, identify imagery at

various developmental stages. For example Pressley (1977) focuses

attention on the effects of imagery,a arious developmental

levels.but in particular in.children's learning. Findings indicate

that children's learning from imposed pictures are almast.,always
. v. .

. learnedbetter than Words., From ages 4 to 10 aildren's pictorial

recognition is superior to verbal recognition. Furthermore it was

117
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found that imposed images can increase childrens prose learning

if the pictures accurately depict information from the text. To

the extent that Pictures depict inaccurate or irrelevant infor-

mation, pictures were found to have an adverse effect on children's

prose learning.

The approach which has generated the most conflicting

speculations of internal mechanisms stems from the research

investigating the memory stiructures by whiCh pictures and words

are processed. One view is referred to as the verbal loop hypo-
,

thesis (Glazer & Clark, 1963). This single system_hipothesis___

of picture-word memory proposes that people process pictures by

translating picture informition into a series of words, storing.

this verbalization, and retrieving from it if a response is re.:1

clOired An opposing view by Paivio (1971, 1974) proposes a dual

coding' hypothesis in which two separate memory systems (one for
.

verbal symbolic processes and another f."!'' nonverbal imagery

proces"ses)are utilized. He states that the two systems may operate'

independently, but are interconnected-and. may also operate in

conetoction with each other:.Reasearchers currently .-feel that

continued investigetions in-mental.imagery will provide possible

explanations to these proposed memory and processing structures.

The importance of this line of research has recently been stated

by Fleming (1977) who contends that a better understanding of how .

humans.process,- store, and regenerate. pictorial information will /
.

be beneficial to both media research and practice.
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Imagery in the Biological Sciences

Exciting explorltions in the neurosciences and medicine

have been extending our understanding of the nature oe:the mental

image and its'importadce in our daily lives. The mental image,,

in particular the visual image is currently incorpoi*ated in the

treatment of cancer patients ,(Simonton & Matthews-Simonton, 1978),

psychosomatic patients with migraine headaches, Raynaud's

hypertension and asthma (Green & Green, 1977) and chronic pain

patients (Shealey, 1977). Through relaxation and visualization

patients are directed to imagine the location of their diseases

in their bodieS, "see" the natural immune agents of the body

engage with the treatment to ?fg-ht the disesase,_!and then visualfze

the body ridding itself of the unwanted cells through its normal

elimination system.'

Coue ah.d'Brooks (1974), strong proponents of the power of

the imagin'ation over the will, encouraged all of their patients
.

to allow th it bodies to respond to their imaginations for healing.

The basic ymise being that the perion make a clear mental

'statement of\ what he or she wants to happen.1 Thus, the person

visualizes the desired outcome aid in this wAy mental imapery

serves as a method fOr self-direction.

In other biological approaches scientists, exploring the use
...

of biofeedback, have realized that the mental image can serve as'

the link between the conscious and autonomic functions of the body

(Green &'Green, 1977): As patients respond to the lights, dials

or tones of the biofeedback equipment the conscioys,mind forms
0
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links to the aubconscjous through kinesthetic sensation and

visual images. When patients are "trained" the equipments no

longer needed because the patient maintains a menttl image of,the

sensation and visualizes the alterations of the autonomic system

through changes in temperature, circulation, heart rate or blood

pressure. Other approaches have included studies: iniallucinations

and the effects of hallucinogenic drugs (Horowitz, 1964; Saravay

& Pardes, 1967)4 in sensory and perceptual deprivation (Bextori,

Heron & Scott, 1954; Shurley, 1962; Ziskind, 1965); in the effeCts

of marginal and subltminal stimuli (Fisher &. Paul, 1959; POtzl,

:1917; Shevrin & Luborsky, 1958); in neurology such as electro-
4 v.

encephalography, direct stimulation of the brain, and the reticular

activating system of the brtin stem (Penfield, 1951;q5cheibel &

S.cheibil, 1962). in hypnosis and auto-suggestion (Fromm & Shor,

1972; Kroger, 1963; LeCron; 1971; Luthe & Schultz,. 1969); and

in biofeedbick end. creativity (Arieti, 1976; Green & Green, 1977).

Functioning of the grain ,

Recently interdisciplinary studies in neurophysiological

research,has provided behavorial and cognitive researchers with

new insights into memory and processing structures., The evidence .

from ,neurophysiological research lends support to the plausibility

of two independent memory systems. The distinction between the

processing of verbal and non4rbal stimuli have been made in

connection with the apparent functional asymmetries of man's two
R
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cerebral hemispheres (Kimura, 1973)

*, Research has indicated that left and right hemispheres
4

it) man are to .some extent specialized for diffel^ent perteptOal

.

and cognitive processes. Evidence-from unilateral cerebral
4

...lesions (Milner, 1971; 'Rubino, 197Q ) and observation of.the

abilities or the separate hemispheres following forebrain

commisurotomy (Gazzaniga & Sperry, 1967) have shown that in
. *-

mosk right handers, the left hemisphere is commonly invofved

in verbal numerical tasks while the right is 'specialized in

complex spatial processing.

A number of reoent studies have reported hemispheric

asymMetry in the electromcephal.ograph (EEG) as a fuhis!loh of .
,

-

cognitive, tasks (Galin & Ornstein, 1972; Goodman., Beatty, & .

Mulholland, 1980 ; Morgan, MacDonald, & Hilgard, 1.974;

-Morgan, McDonald & MacDonald, 1971; Rebert & Mahoney, 1978).

The invest-tgatiqns indicate that verbal tasks are typically

associated with incr445es in high frequency left heMisphere

activity (or a corresponding decrease in alpha'aotivity) relative

-
to right hemisphere activity; while spatial tasks are associated

with the opposite-asymmetry;

Other current resesch has suggested that the brains of ,

male and f4ffiale hOmans are differentially lateralized with respect

to cognitive function (Bouchard & McGee, 1977; WiffreY& Gray,

1972; Eisaburg PMcGinty, 1977; Marshall, 1973; Witelson, 1976).
-

Evidence has also been generated which indicates that cerebral

lateralization develops sooner In females than in males $Kimura,

412
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4167).-Whether this early hemispheric specialization among

emalet continues into adu'thood does not conclusive as

yet. Tucker (!1976) supports the theory that

differential uspge_of-the.:-heniiir)lieres in females than in males

who' tend to show greater:hemispheric specialization. . Systematic
4-

studies to assess OfferenCes in cerebra_l_asymmetry'betwegn
. --------

the sexes during performance of a-variety of cognitive tasks

will aid in exploring' this theory', Use of the EEG may help

- .

to objectify these investigations:

instrumentation Isolating imagery

4'

Of primary interest to researchers has been the attempted

developments of 4riften teiis which c,fan accurately assess one

or several elements of `imagery: Researchers investigating imagery'

Is an individual-difference vartable have'devellped two .types of

rating.scales to identify high or lqw imagery ability. The' first
.04

type of.asessment involves a subjective scale of "vividness"

whie.ii can 6e-defined as the quality "of the image (vivid or vague)
,r

that the person is able to envision in their mind (Marks, 1972;

Sheehan, 1966; Sheehan & Neisser, 1969): The second type of

assessment inv6lves,the use of spatial manipulation tests (Ernest

& Paivio, 1969; Paivio, 1971; Stewart, 1965). ,We will discuss

instruments which are respective of both scales.

Htstorically,4Galton (1880) developed trio first imagery question-

naire. He made thjfirst observations on imagery, 4'Q'bed them to
.

differences in sex and age, and raised the poSsibilty of training

individuals to increase the vividness of their evoked images.
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The test that became most frequently administered was

the Betts' (1909) Questionnaire upon Mental Imagery. Unlike
,

Galton's test, which emphasized visual images, Betts' test with

150 items evaluated vividness of evoked imagery in seven sensory
,

modalities: visual, auditory, cutaneous,, kinesthetic, gustatory,

olfactory, and organic. In the 4960's Sheehan (1967) constructed
4P

a shorter version of the Betts' test with only 35 items which

he called the ',Betts QMI.

. .

Recently Marks (1973) published an imagery questionnaire

.

,
.

which concentiikted exclusively on the visual modality. His test,

called the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ),
,

contains 16 items; the five visual items from1the Betts QMI are

supplemented by. the addi ti on of 11, new items.

Several authors have 'surveyed the psychometric properties

of' these self-report inventories ,of, imagery (Wbitg, Sheehan,
.

At Ashton, 1977). Their findings seem to indicate that these

inventories "show a" degree of reliability in terms of.internal
. ,

consistency and'test-retest stability. HoWever, establishing

their-validity as measuring instruments seems to be a problem
.

because the items on the scales may not mean the.same thing to

every subject. The second type of instruments involve the space

factor. The space factor, found by Thurstone (1938), was de-

fined as facility with spatial and visual imagery. The space
.

. ,

factor wAs measured by tests such as Flags (Thurston & Jeffrey,

1956) in which the items are pairs of flags with the two members

shown in-different positions and the subject is to iiidicte

whether or not one has been turned over to show the reverse side.
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Among the many tests of this kind, those have been

r

used in research onjmagery include the Fl.ags Test, the *nnesota

Paper Form Board, the Kuhlmann-Finch Space Test,- and Thurstone's

Spatial Relations Test. The spatial ability tests are perceptual.

in nature.and are usually grouped or correlated with cognitive.

abilities. For example Guilford (1967) interprets images as

revivals of the perceptual experience and places them in the

categories of memory abilities. While Paivio (1971) Adopts a

_',more general viewpoint and considers imagery as appropriately

falling into both cognition and memory categories. The adminis-

traton of these instruments have enabled researches to identify

exeral individual differences which relate to cognitive processes

and memory. Studies have shown that individuals identified as

high in imagery ability, according to objective spatial test,

surpass low imagers in their incidental memory for visual stimuli

(Sheehan & Neisser,1969), in the speed of their imaginal and verbal

associative reactions to concrete and abstract stimulus words

(Ernest & Paivio, 1971a), and in the accPracy with which they
,

identify stimuli (Erile'st & Paivio, 1979b).

Di Vesta and Rois (1971) have found that high imagers have

an-advantage over low imagers when the stimulus is of 16W.rated

imagery. On the other hand, there is less difference in performance

between the two groups when the stimulus is of high rated imagery.

From the Di Vesta and Ross study (1971) it appears that imagery

ability affects performance for the same reasons that concrete

stimuli do. When stimulrare concrete there is no further advantage
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to be gained by having high imagery ability; .the stimuli

tiiiimaginal ability of the high imager. Additional support-77--

when they are abstract, their ambiguity can

are equally discriminable to both high and low imagers.

However, when stimuli are of low rated imagery, that it,

for this theorYHmay,be found In Ernest and Paivio (19710..

be lessened by

When they measured reaction times to elicit a verbal associate

or to arouse -an image, the high ima4er's performance was ,.

superior to that of the low.iniager when the stimuli was abstract.

Summary

The primary issue'which the authors have attempted

to address in this paper is that the recent developments

and techniques in imagery research offer new evidence and ...-

insights into plautible theories of the mind'i functions.

The re-emergence of imagery as a research area has been

pro pted by the expanded technology and improved instrumentation.

the

stu

We have provided the terminology necessary to identify

possible areas of imagery exploration. The current

ies selected and presented from the behavioral sciences

and piologic..al sciences have both immediate applicability and

flirt er potential,. The findings of these studies validate

they ies of cognition and physiological processing while

offering controversy and need for further interrelatedness

by other iinvestigators.

til

4
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In conclusion the authors wish to reinforce their

initial statement that the field, of educational commun-
.

4

ications and technology has available a growing literature

base which complements the externalNisualization and

perception research. This "imagery" literature and increas-
.

ing resources provides the foundation for further in-

vestigations into the internal visualizing and processing

of the mind's functions.

Periodicals and Organizations

National and international interest in the study of

'mental imagery has resulted in ayariety of new periodicals

and organizations. Source information for contacting these

organizations and publishers follows the reference list.

Of special note is the Journal of Mental Imaggry which

began publishing a selection of experimental, clinical, '

the'oretical, and review articles on mental imagery in the

Spring of 1977. Also the. Brain Mind Bulletin, is published

every first and third Monday. It provides a brief review

of new theories and techniques, practical applications,

research ideas and news of conferences. A bulletin,

entitled Imagery is published by a. new organization, the

American Association for the Study of Mental Imagery.

Lastly the .American Educational Research Aseciation

has recently formed a. new Special Interest Group:

Mind/Body Education. Their purpose it to undertake and

promote research into the areas of biofeedback, left/right
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Hemisphere studies,'statg-specjfic studies (e.g., dreaMst

'several kiilds of meditation, yoga, hypnosis, auto- suggestion,

imagery, and Mind drugs) and latent abilities to determine

their educational significance and implications.

.1.

/

,

.
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A META- ANALYTIC STUDY OF PICTORIAL STIMULUS COMPLEXITY

As an applied field of communitation, educational technt.

has concerned itself with the practical utilTzation of communica-

tions technology in the instructional process. This focus has

created a large body of media research studies with discouraging

appraisals of the value of these media research efforts (Bracht,

. 1970; Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Dwyer, 1978; Fleming, 1970;Hawkridge,

1973; Heidt, 1977; Parkhurst, 1975). It has been suggested, as one

solution to these difficulties, that the pertinent variables in

media research b' reconceptualizid.

10965, Lumsdaine and May stated that educational media research-

wis a field frequently defined in terms of presentation modes rather

than on a more fundamentil basis. ,Both Conway (1067) and Knowlton

(1964).observed that media researchers have made

tinction between the sensory modalities involved

the coding systems incorporated in the message.

regrettable mix of pictorial and verbal elements

sentations and the lack of a carefully desAribed

specifically the pictorial iconic sign. /This description, he con-

no consistent dis-

in communication and

Knowlton noted the

in .audiovisual pre-.

unit of analysis,

.oe".

tinned, was essential to the de7elopmeni of a science of audiovisual

7 communication. In 1966, Norberg lamentea that considerable audio-
.

visual research dealt only with media- presentations; iconic signs

had rarely been an experimental variable. In 1978, Levie clearly

specified that one area of media research emphasis should be the

I
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symbolic codes of pictorial media. Levie was referring to the iconic

coding system which uses referedt symbols (e.g., pictures) to commun-

icate, as opposed to the digital coding system (e.g., words and numbers)

which communicates by non-referent symbols (Littlejohn, 1978; Schramm,

1977).

Saldmon (1974) argued that media need not be represented only in

terms of presentation techniques or'teclinologi systems (e.g., television,

computer-assisted instruction), but could also be represented as con-

sisting of messages (subject-matter content) or symbolic systems. This

last method of representation has received the least emphasis. In de-

.lineating the potential elements in a taxonomy.of media attributes,

Salomon described a tentative hierarchy of symbol systems (e.g., digi-

tal, iconic), coding elements'(e.g., dimensionality, iconicity), sec.;

ondary coding systems (e.g., editing, sequencing), and such additional

features as complexity, redundancy, or ambiguity. In a review of

Salomon's analysis, Schramm (1977) acknowledged the desirability of

,such a taxonomy,, regretted that it was not close at hand, and admitted

that media researchers have "only the foggiest of ideas about the area

that Salomon.is opening up" (p. 87).

Many of the conceptual difficulties in media research may be re-

lated to a decreasing link, described by Mill (1978), between commun-

ication theory and instructio .1 media research. Mielke'(1972) also

has noted that "the current-teends-and emphases in instructional media

research . . . have involved increased association with educational

psychology and decreased association with general communication theory

and research" (p..358). Similarly; Allen (1971) concluded that the

(
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"broad field of communication research never became integrated with..

the mainstream of instructional media research, and to this day these

related disciOlineiare taking different routes" (pp. 6-7).

Dapce,(1970) observed that the diverse fields involved in the

study of communication have created considerable looseness-in the

definition of the concept of communication. Westley and MacLean

(1974) found this looseness counter productive, noting that there
o

exists'a "jungle of unrelated concepts and systems of concepts . . .

and a mass of undigested . . . sterile empirical data" (p. 336).

tonsequentty,MortenseK (1972) considered'the prospects unlikely

for a synthesized communication theory: Despite this deficiency,

many communication models possess certain essential commonalities

which can be directly related to instructional media research.

Deutschmann, Barrow, and McMillan (1961) considered the Shannon-

Weaver (1949) model as direaly applicable to the classroom/i Berlo

(1960), moreover, observed that a comparison of the process models
ti

generally indicated a great deal of similarity.

One basic area of agreement among the various descrir'A1r and

graphic models of the .lommunication process lies in thp recognition

of the importance of codification And sign usage. Littlejohn .(1978),

for example, desdribed coding as a fundamental concern in the study

of communication and concluded that "essentially every theoretical

approach, to communication takes place through the use of signs" (.1p,

80). Salomon (1974) stated that one of the key steps in designing

instructional media is the selection of a symbolic coding systei

138



which is "isomorphic . . . to the learner's symbolic mode of thinking"

(p. 401). According to Conway (1967), the translation of information

from one mode to another(codinOis a significant empirical problem.

The conceptualization of media research variables in terms of codes
,

and symbol systems, as suggested by Conway (1967), Knowlton (1964),

Lumsdaine and May (1965), Norberg (1966), and Salomon (1974) would be

consistent with the calls for increased association of media research

with communication theory.

The conceptual difficulties and conflicting results in media re-
.

search have had ramifications on the guidelines for the design of in-

structional materials. Levie (1973) concluded that "the lack of . . .

well-defined variables id pictorial stimuli has . . hindered progress

in'inderstanding what kinds of pictures may have what kinds of effects"

(p. 40). Two diametrically opposed orientations to visual design havd

arisen from the concept of pictorial stimulus complexity, one element

in Salomon's (1974) proposed taxonomy.

Hoban, Hoban, and Zisman (1937) proposed that the instructional

effectiveness of visual resources depended in part upon the degree

to which they approached the reality of experience. According ttilor-

berg (1966), this notion helped set a pattern followed in the audio-

visual' literature-for thirty years. Tra$44s (1964) noted that this

propositiokhad almost the status of a cornerstone in the audiovisual

field. Dwyer (1978) collectively entitled this set of theoretical

positions as the "realism" theories. Basically, these orientations

contend that the more nearly a.,visual reprtsentation resembles its
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referent "(1.e., the higher its "iconicity" - -Morris, 1946) the More

effective it will'be:for inost instructional purposes. The realism

theories encompass Carpenter's (1963) sign-similarity hypothesis

and Dale's (1946) Cone of Experiences. Miller (1967) tied a'basic

principle of stimulus-response theory, stimulus generalization, to

'the realism position.

The relevant cue hypotheses represent the opposite principle.

These hypotheses contend that a reduction of stimulus complexity is

beneficial for most learning (Hartmann, 1961; Levie, 1973; Miller,

1957; Rudnick, Porter, & Suydam, 1973; Travers, 1964). Travers,

(1964) has suggested that "the'eMphasis on realism . . . is the worship

of a false God" (p. 380). The relevant cue position has its origins

in information theory and the concept of a limited channel capacity
. -

in humans'for processing sensory Stimulation. The relevant cue'idea

is congruent with Broadbent's (1958) conclusion that the perceptual

system functions as a single channel system accessible to only one

source of information at a time. According to Travers (1964), the

nervous system handles a wealtitof detail by simplifying it.

Miller (1967) described the essential dilemma involved in the
4

two opposing positions., He noted that methods of directing attention

to the relevant cues will invariably involve a departure from strict

realism and come into conflict with the principle of stimulus gener-

alization. Thus far, neither position has been fully supported by

the research (Hedberg & Clark, 1976). Moreover, as Travers (1964)

pine? out, "The position of'the research scientists and.the
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designers of audiovisual Materials are at such opposite poles that it

hardly seems possible that both can be correct" (p. 375).

RELATED liESEARCH

The predominant definition of pictorial complexity within the

perception research literature has been expressed in'terms of the

physical parameters of the stimulus. Efforts to quantifythe com-

plexity of visual forms have produced a sizable number of studies

describing precise methOdologTes for the generation of rand6m shapes

-(Attneave, 1957;$Dembee& Earl, 1957; Den Meyer, 1974; Den Meyer,

Ryan, & MacDonald, 1975; Hall, 1969; Stenson, 1966; Terwilliger,

1963;.Vitz, 1966). However, it is more difficult to quantify the

physical dimensions of the pictorial content common to instructional

materials with this same degree of precision. Bergumallanin (1979) sug-,

gested that bidimensional complexity measures, of the type employed

in the evaluationf random figures, may be inadequate for judging

the complexity of pictisies with tridimensional characteristics: "A

complicating factor in the quantification of figural complexity is

the matter of how to 'evaluate depictions of animate objects" (p. .

194). Moreover, the thematic complexity, the learner's subjective

impressions, or the illustration's function may be more important

considerations than the physical parameters in judging instructional

effectiveness (Duchastel & Waller, 1979). Nonetheless, variations in

the amount of realistic detail, including color, have been the most
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frequently used method for defining pictorial stimulus complexity in.

still visuals Of an instructional nature (Dwyer, 1978).

Many studies have documented the effects of pictorial complexity

on subject preferences in both the research literature on perception

(Bertyne, 1958; Oember & Earl, 1957; HershenoniMUnsinger & Keesen,
. . ,

1965; Vitz, 1966; Wright & Gardner, 1960), and instructional media

(Bloomer, 1960; 'bison, 1952; XacLean,. 1930; Rudisill, 1952). Mow
I

ever, theres a fallacy in basing visual design decisions on subject ,

preferences. Bloomer, 1960; Dwyer, 1971, 1978; Lumsdaine, 1963; Otto

and Aikov, 1968; and Travers and'Alvarado, 1970 have documented that

desired instructional outcomes have not been consistent withthe ex-

pressed preferences for,a particular level of pictorial complexity.

The research results do suggest that at least two variables (subject

age or grade level, and amount of.exposure time) - interact with the

complexity of visual displays to produce differential learning effects.

Subiect Age

Studies have shown that rapid increases in pictorial learning

skills occur from pre-school through the elementary years. The diffi-

culties of young children with pictorial materials.have been demon-

strated:through'inadequate eye movement patterns (MaCkworth & pruner,

1970), and through problems,in interpreting dimensional cues and

spatial relations (Asso & Wyke, 1970;,Brown, 1969).

Elkind, Koegler, and Go (1964) have shown that parts of a picture

are perceived at an earlier, age than wholes. This result is consonant
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with Piaget and Inhelder's (1956) finding that young children will

reproduce.outines accurately but will improperly locate details

within a drawing.

Travers (1969) used subjects varying in age from four to twelve

years and discovered a tendency for young children to latch onto one

particular object.in a picture when presented with repeated Ahbrt

_exposures, and to fail to observe other details. Travers also. ob-

served a marked improvement across age groups in the ability to report

dYnamic features of an illustration. Moore and Sasse (194) used sub-

- jectt at the third, seventh, and eleventh grade levels and observeda

statistically significant difference across grade levels in the amount

of immediate recall of picture content.

Presentation Pacing

Levie (1973) has said that "whether it is advisable to reduce the'

cues to only those which are crucial to the primary learning task . . .

or to provide additional cues-. . . is largely a function ofthe amount .

of time allowed to study the display" (p. 41). .Dwyer (1978) and his

associates have conducted over one -hundred studies on the effectiveness

of different types of illustrations. These studies indicated that with-
.

fixed exposure times (e.g., experimenter-controlled' slide presenta-

.;

tions)line drawings hive been most effective, while with non-fixed

exposure time (e.g. programed instruction); realistic photographs

were more effective (Hedberg & Clark, 1976). Corroborating evidence

is provided by.Hunter (1943)`, who found that the time required to
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learn, information in a visual display is, in part, dependent upon the

complexity or quantity of information it contains, and by Grover (1974),

whOse data revealed that the recall of complex stimuli improved sig-

nificantly as the duration of exposure time increased.

INTERPRETING THE FINDINGS

Several authors have attempted te610aw conclusions from the many

studies dealing with pictorial complexity. aisyer (1978) summarized .

his own systematic series of studies on color and realistic detail

in still visuals and concluded that these variables are differentially

effective, dependingon the type of learning outcome.

Other researchers have formed conclusions on the basis. of only

partial,examination of nonrandom'ind perhaps unrepresentative samples

of Studieson the topic. Levie (1973) noted -Oat research comparing

pictures varying in gross respects (e.g., photographs versus line'

drawing's) usually provide no evidence of differences in learning.

The value of realism has been questioned by Boguslaysky (1967),

Attneave (1954), Devor and'Stern (1970), Gorman-(1973), and Rudnfcke

Porter, and Suydam (1973). Qn.the other hand, support for high

iconicity has been provided by Bevan and Steger (1971), !Coen (1969),

Nelson (1971), Smith (1964), and Spaulding (195, 1956). Still 'others

have provided evidence which is not so clearcut (Vandermeer, 1954;

Fonesca & Bryant, 1960). In reviewing the research findings, Huggins

and Entwisle (1974) declared that more knowledge about the principles

of iconic communication is needed" (p. xi).
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With respect to graphics in instructional materials, MacDonald-

Ross and Smith (1977) concluded thdt research results have bien

sufficiently confusing and contradictory and furthermore, that "some

kind of,preliminary sorting -out is necessary before we can proceed

to a 'science of viival instruction'" (p. 5). Burton (1979) proposed

a decreased emphasis on oonfirmittory research which tests hypotheses,

and has suggested that this "sorting-out" could be accomplished

through expZoratory research which generates hypotheses through an

examination.of'existing research data:. -

4

Through the years there have been frequent calls for research

syntheses or integrations (Broody, 1970, 1972; Clark & Angert, 1980;

Kuhn, 1962; Petrie, 1976; Randhawa, 1978). Meta-analysis techniques

(Glass,1977) are the most recently developed methodology for accom-

plishing research integration. Alass has suggested that these tech-

niques are particularly well - suited. for resolving controversies

arising from conflicting research results. A more conservative

approach, however, would be to consider research integration as a

form of exploratory rather than confirmatory research.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Two distinct but related problems. have caused concern within the

applied field of educational technology. First, disappointment with-

much instructional medicresearch has created a sizable literature

dealing with media research difficulties and with suggested improve-

ments. Inadequate conceptualization of experimental variables has

been frequently blamed for conflicting media research results. Second,
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concern has been expressed about the decreasing intertelationship.

between communication theory and educational technology research.

Many educational technOlogy researchers have faqee. to focus on

the commonalities that exist among communication models. Asa

result, some conceptual Problems in instructional media research

can be traced to a failure to define.variables.in terms peculiar

to communication theory.

One consequence of the above shortcomit. . is that guidelines

for the selection and /or design of instructional materials are often

inprecise or contradictory. The conflicting positions of the re-

search scientists and the designers of audiovisual materials have

been pointed out. ,

One proposal has been to increase the emphasii on research

which generates hypotheses. Research synthesis, or integration,

has been'suggested as a methodology for implementing this solution.

\ In addition, researchers have proposed integration as a necessary

first step in establishing new media directions. Research inte-

gratlon studies which proceed with variables defined in terms com-

mensurate with communication models could help reaffirm the linkage

between\communication theory and educational technology.

PURPOSE

The series of studies undertaken by-Dwyer (1978) and colleagues

represents the onlNxtended and concerted investigatidn of pictorial

stimulus complexity,as. it relates to static instructional visuals.
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. Since any conclusions on this topic invariably, have leaned heavily

on the results of these investigations, an integrative review was
..,.

deemed to be a useful adjunct in guiding future empirical efforts.

Further, although narrative style literature reviews have been quite
0,

detailed, thorough, and informative (Dwyer, 1978), it was presumed

that a statistical integration as deicribed by Glass (1977) would

add a degree of specificity to the numerous conclusions which have

already been drawn regarding this research. Finally, the'basic

similarities among all the studies in the series provided an excel-
.

lent data base fortesting thcfeasibility of applying certaid

meta-analysis techniques (Glass, 1977) to the entire body of

research in the topic area.

METHODOLOGY

Sample

According to Glass,(1977),, the spirit of meta-analysis,is that

.---

stati§tical methods aid perception, and the questiol therefore of how

large a sample size is adequate for a meta - analysis ought properly to

be rephrased to: "How many studies can be read and integrated without

resorting to statistical methods to reveal aggregate findings and rela-

tionshiptr (p, 362). The number, he concluded, is probably quite

small. As proposed by Glass, the initial step in a meta-analysis is

the computation of a common measure of treatment effectiveness, known

as the effect-size. An effect-size is calculatid most directly by



4

O

,

ltking the difference between a treatment and control group mean and
.

theh dividing this difference. by the control gioup standard devia-
,

v
tion. Although,-Glass described methods for recovering data and for

computing.estimates of effect-sizes and "pseudo" effect-size values

in the absence of some data, thisOreliminary investigation is.3imited

to those studies containing data necessary for the direct computation

of effect-size measures. 0

All available published and unpublished reports of researcti

this series were scrutinized fOr appropriate data and-an:attempt merle

to recover original data where necessary.* Assa result of this delimi-

tation, complete data were available from twenty-three publications,

several of whiCkwere found to contain duplicate results (see Appendix

A). Although Dwyer (1978) indicated that Over 100 such studies have

-been conducted, the'age of the bulk of these studies thwarted firther

-
efforts atrecovery .

\

Procedure

'All Studies were coded for subject grade level, type of treatment

'illustration; color, type of criterion measure, time of testing (iwe-
.

diate'post or delayed post), and method of presentation (i.e., internally

paced as in programed instruction, or externally paced as in researcher»
_.

controlledsslide/audiotape presentations). In addition, other variables

peculiar to particular studies (e.g., image size, student preferences;

I.Q.,.effects of prior knowledge) viere coded. This coding process was

greatly simplified by virtue of the similar1ies through all studies in

s
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terms of treatmentsontents criterion measures,. and illustraticin.;

types. (For a mori\detalled description of thesevariabli and
.

procedures seerOmyer,0 1978) : The, coding system was not signifi

cantly affected eithet: by modifications to trehtment content,

illustrations, or 'Criteria; orrpy the omission of certain illus-
A

trations and' criteria from soli siudies..

All told, 1,329 effect-size measures were generated from the ,

available data, nd the effect-size values, rather than individual

studies, served asthe units of analysis: The large number of

effect-size measure. from a- relatively small number of studies'was

a result of the method of ccmputation. Eacireffect-size measure

was a comparison of a treated control. group receiving verbal infor-

mation versus an experimental group receiving, the same verbal einfor-

mation with the addition of an illustration. Since each measure was

computed while holding all other.vriables at a particular level,

studies incorporating multiple illustration types and several levels .

of numerous additioar variables yielded.multiple effect-size measures.

Thil,329-ef/ fect -size measures represent about 4,800 treated and

.untreatediSubjects.across five grade, levels (grades 9-12, and college

level).

The rePlationships between the effect-size values and the coded

variables were examined by aggregating mean effect-sizes across various

crosscuts df-tf;i ditIJ-W Th-iddition-ifi-Rcordanee with procedUres

recommended by Glass .(1977), multiple regression techniques were also

\utilized-for their descriptiVecforce in revealing potential relation-

ships among the coded variables.
%

ti

14fi

a
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By averaging tlie effect-sizevalues across all studies and.

J
'

.including all types of illustrations, criteria, and grade levels, ,

we can generalize a mean effect-size of,0.65*, i.e., the average

subject receiving some form of illustrated treatment was about

two-thirds standard deviation more improved in terms of learning

outcome thai the average control givdp member receiving only thei

verbal treatment. This relationship is depicted in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here
.

4

Wheh the-mean effect-size valims and the coded variables were

.examined separately by type of .11ustration, grade level, type of
'-

criterion measure, type of pacing, and color, the results depicted.

in Tablel were obtained. The regression analysis revealed the

posdibility of ietoactions of grade level with the type of criterion

measurP as well as grade level with the type of illustrtion. Two

examples of these potential relationships for externally paced presenr

Cations utilizing black and ;"bite illustrations are presented in

Figures 2 and 3. Thes= data au consistent with the information

revealed in Table 1, and additionally describe fluctuations in mean

effect-size rankings for criteria and illustrations by grade level
c

changes.
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effect-size values give initial indications of crude interval distances

between the scaled entries. These findings are consistent with DwYer's

(1978) conclusion that the realism continuum for visual illustrations

does not successfully predict learning efficiency for all educational

objectives with all types of learners. .Moreofver, the:data also suggest

that it may bepossible to impart a-degre of specificity to the scale

positioning, thus providing a basis fs .ore specific and probing

hypotheses regarding the extent of superioifty of oneillustration-

type-over another. Such quantitative positioning may, also afford the

opportunity for comparisons across continuums.

41.

Iniert,Figure 4 about here

. .

Dwyer (1978) has also concluded that in many instances the control,°

group was found to be superior to the treatment groups,in achievement

on particular tasks, and for specific students. Without disputing the

.

valigty of this conclusion, our analysis revealed that at least ope '

illustrated treatment (and usually more) in every grade level by

\cri erion comparison proved superior to the verbal control group. Thus,

whil !there were several instances where negative effect -size values

i N
were obtained, indicating a negative effect for some illustrated treat-

--

ment4 thi.re was at

.

least one type of illustrated treatment thelways
. :

ranked\\superior to verbal treatment alone. Table 2 presents the results

of this analysis for externally paced presentations. The absence of \,
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Insert Table 1 and Figures 2 and 3 about here

The potential utility of the meta-ana'ytic style of research

integration may perhaps be assessed by brief comparisons of the

present data with a few previous conclusions drawn by Dwyer (1978)

and others. A variety of realism or abstract/concrete continuums

have'been developed to represent a propced scale of effectiveness

for instructional materialsf ITesilicales extend from oral symbols

(digital signs) at the highly abstract level to three-dimensional

objects (iconic signs) at the most concrete level. The implication

is ihafthe most-realistic representation (i.e., the most concrete)

will be most beneficial for most instructional purposes.

----- ----- ---Two_points_regarding_these scales merit further analysis. First,

\..
the subgestIon hat been made by Wheelbarger (1970), Dwyer (1978) and

others, that a variety of visual continuums may exist depending upon

specific variables and conditions. Second, Haynie (1978) pointed out

that existing continuums attempt toy relate the scaled entries on an

ordinal basis only, and not on an ine val scale: Thus, inferences

as to the extent of separation between e ries heretofore have not

%rbeen possible. Figure 4 presents findings em our analysis which

speak directly to these points. By comparing the three continuums

N
based upon mean effect-size values to Dwyer's visual '4:11nuum (also

Figure 4), we can illustrate that a variety of continuums may indeed

exist, depending upon the level of analysis. Additionally, the mean
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negative effect-size values illustrates the superAority of an illus-

'trated treatment in every instance. Moreover, when we draw a hypo-

thetical division inlwyer's visual continuum (see'Figure 4) such-

that illustrations 1-4 represent the least complei conditions and

illustrations 5-8 the most complex conditions, our comparison of

mean effect-size values indicates that:

(a) for externally paced presentations, the most effective

illustration was one of the least complex in every grade

level by criterion comparison (see Table.2), and

Insert Table 2 about here

(b) for externally paced presentations, the /east effective

iliustratio1 was one of the most complex in all but two

grade levels by criterion comparisons (see Table 3).

Insert Table 3 about here

Table 2 also provides statistical support for Dwyer's (1978) conclu-

sion that "for students in diffeent grade levels, the same visuals

are not equai:y effective in increasing achievement of identical

educational objectives" (p. 95). As demonstrated by this table,

the Jost effective illustration for every criterion had the lowest

mean effect-size value at the college level.
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Invariably, any comparative analysis of illustration effective-

ness will lead to the persistent question of the value of color as a

cueing technique. With our limited data, a further analysis of

Tables 2 and.3 with regard to this question hints at the potential

strength of the color cue. Color illustrations predominated as both

the most and the least effective treatment presentation, providing the'

highest mean effect-size values on 13 of 20 occasions and the lowest

mean effect-size values on 12 of 20 comparisons. Plausibly, color

may be either highly facilitative or highly interferent for accomplith-

ing given educational tasks. As yet, no discernible,pattern ofInfIi

ence for either task or grade leyel is evident in Tables 2 and 3 wit

respett to this variable. Dwyer's (1978), conclusions regarding this,.

issue are alternately bold and cautious. Consider these two quota-

tions:

(a) "There is an increasing amount of empirical evidence which

tends to support the contention that the addition of color'

in visual illustrations does improve student achievement of

specific educational objectives" (p. 150);

(b) "For specific students and for specific educational objec-

tives, the use of color in'certain types of visuals presented

via the slide/audiotape formit appears to be an important

instructional variable in Improving student achievement.

For other educational objectives, however, the added cost

of color may not be justified from the instructional effec-

tiveness standpoint" (p. 96).
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Although Figure 5 suggests cdnsistent supremacy of color illustrations

over their black and white counterparts whin results are generalized

'across grade levels and criteria for externally paced piesentations,
.

the danger ofovergeneralization at the macro level-of analysis becomes "

.apparent when Figure 5 is compared with Figure 6. In the latter figure,

Insert Figures 5 and 6 about here
1
I
f

i

. . . .6
/

i

mean effect-size comparisons are again presented for identical black

/

i

.

and white versus color illustrations,, but within an internally-paced

presentation format. Additionally, for Figure 6, the focus has mit

rowed to a single criterion (the comprehensicn test), and to one

specific grade (the college level). As shown by the data, the usi

of color in this situation serves, to increase the ineffectiveness! of

three types of illustrations and to increase the effectiveness of a

fourth type.

. CONCLUSION

The data reported herein should be regarded only a preliminary

and partial investigation of the topic of pictorial stimulus complexity,

and as such, our results are not conclusion oriented. Although it is

likely that more thorough aggregation will modify these findings, the

data do pride indications of possible trends which may ultimately be

sustained bylnore complete 'analyses, and which may help to generate

experimental investigation in the interim.
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Since our analysis was limited to variables common to all studies,

more finite analyses of specific student attributes or treatment varia-

tions is not always feasible at the macro level of research integrition.

However, this condition is not always restrictive, ince a molar level

CO analysis has genuine value for certain-levels of educational decision

making. While important individual differences undoubtedly are obscured

to some extent in this type of analysis, there are nevertheless instances

where the specificity of information is sufficient for generating hypoth-

eses for further research.
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Table 1

Mean Effect-Size Values By Coded Varl

(In Standard Deviation Units)

Variable n Mean Effect-Sizia

. Illustrations

Simple Line Drawing (B&W) 235 .71 ± :06
Simple Line Drawing (color) : 112 1.04 ± .07
Shaded Detailed Drawing (B&W) 173 .76 -.1.- .05'

Shaded Detailed Drawing (color) 112 1.19 t .10 --
Model Photograph (B&W) . 135 .46 t..06
Model fhotograph.(color) 112 .68 t .08
Realistic-Photograph (B&W) 178 .39 t .05
Realistic Pnotograph (color),

,
152 .39 ± .06 \

Grade Levels

Ninth 190 1.00 t .06
Tenth 406 .64 t .04
Eleventh 160 1.00 ± .06
Twelfth 140 , .80 t .06
College

\,
433 .33 t :03

Criteria

Drawing Test . 273 .91 t .05
Identification Test 273 .63 ± .04
Terminology Test 261 .54 t .05
Comprehension Test 253 .27 t .0

Presentation Pace

External 942 .77 t- .03

Internal 387 .36 t .04

Color

Black and White 721

Color 608
.111111MI

.59 t .03

.72 t .04

a14th an indication of the approximate standard error of the

or - s, the interval indicated for each mean effect-size
1t s a confidence coefficient of about two-thirds.
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Table 2

Most EffeCtive Illustration for Externally

Paced Presentations

Grade Le4e1

Criterion 9 10 11 12a Collegeb

Drawing Tett Simple, Line

Drawing (B&W)
ES = 2.60

Shaded Detailed
'Drawing (color)
ES = 2.07 ,

Shaded Detailed
drawing (color)

= 1.39

Shaded Detailed
Drawing (color)
ES = .92

Identification Test Shaded Detaild Shaded Detailed ; Shaded Detailed Shaded Detailed

I

Drawing (color) Drawing (color) Drawing,(color) Drawing (color)
ES = 1.38 / ES = 1.66 ES = 1.63 ES = 1.31

f / -

TerminoTogytTest Shaded Detailed 'Shaded Detailed Shaded Detailed Shaded Detailed

Drawing (color) Drawing (B&W) Drawing (6&W) Drawing (color)
ES-=-1707' ES7F-1.37 -ES '= 1.37 ES.=-2.:.:

....

Comprehension Tipt.' Simple Line'

Drawing (B&W)
ES- .73 !

Simple Line
Drawing (color)
ES = 1.19

Note. ES = *an eIfect-size va ue.
a
No treatment group in this gra

Shaded Detailed

Drawing (B&W) .

ES = 1.21

Shaded Detailed
Drawing (color)

ES.= 1.19

Simple Line
Drawing (B&W)
ES = .83

Simple Line
Drawing (color)
ES =1.08

Simple %ine
Drawing (B&W)
ES = 00_

Simple Line
Drawing (color)
ES = .56

e -level utilized realistic color photographs.
b
Several treatments in this grade level with only one effect-size value.



Table 3

Least Effective Illustration for Externally

Paced Presentations

Criterion

Grade Level

9 10 11 12a Collegeb

Drawing Test Model Realistic Realistic 'Model Realistic
Photograph Photograph Photograph Photograph Photograph'
(B&W- (color) (color) (color) (color)
ES = 1.26 ES ='.55 ES = .60 ES = .30 ES = .08

Identification Test Realistic Realistic Model Simple Line Realistic
Photograph PhotOgraph Photograph Drawing . Photograph
(B&W) (color) (color) (B&W) (B&W)
ES = .32 ES = .50 ES = .63 ES = .41 ES = -.09

'Terminology Test Realistic Realistic Realistic Model Realistic
Photograph Photograph Photograph Photograph Photograph
(B&W) (color) (color) (color) (color)
ES = .15 ES = .11 ES = .24 ES = .86 ES = -.35

Comprehension Test Shaded Detailed Model Realistic Realistic Realistic
Drawing Photograph Photograph Photograph Photograph
(a&W) (B&W) (color) (B&W) (color)
ES = -.24 ES = .76 ES = -.61 ES = .18 ES = -.40

Note. ES = mean effect-size value.
a
No treatment group in this grade level utilized realistic color photographs

bSeveral treatments in this grade level with only one effect-size value.
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1

I

0.65 o'x
......."...,

- Control Treated

50th %.ile
of Control

75th %-ile
of Control

Average Effect Size: 0.65 o'x

Standard Deviation of Effect Size: 0.82 ox

IIIMMIMIIIMMINa.
Figure 1. Normal curves showing. the aggre9ate effect of illustrated

treatments in relation to treated control groups.
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10 11

GRADE LEVEL

12 College

4

Figure 2. Mean effect-s) a values for black and white illustrations
by criterion and'grade level. (For externally paced presenta-

tions. )
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Shaded Detailed Drawing

Model Photograph

Realistic Photograph
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10 11

GRADE LEVEL

Figure 3. Mean effect-size values for all criteria by.black and white
illustration and grade level. (For externally paced presenta-
tions.)
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Black and White Illustrations

Color illustritions

Simple
Line
Drawing

Shaded
Detailed
Drawing

TYPE OF ILLUSTRATION

Model'' Realistic
Photograph Photograph

4

Figure S. Comparison of black and white versus color illustration,
mean effect-size values for all criteria and grade levels.
(For externally paced presentations.)
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INTRODUCTION
41-

oin.1.1968, George 'Leonard wrote a ;pro ocative book titled
40

Education and Ecstsy. A chapter in the book descrlim a visit to

41 a typipal school in the year 2001, and needles: to say, it was

very different frIcm today's schools.; While some say write the
41

chapter off as an amalgam of all the hopes, fads and follies of

- the late sixties, there are ideas in Aose page, that still seem

exciting today.
41

One image from the book was that of a child\ seated at a

41- .

1console engaging in dialog with a_ computer. Their conversation

'was a combination of a spelling lesson and a poetry i\orkshop, and

thecomputer responded instantly' to the child with moWing graphics
41 N

and sound. it +imes, the video display spilled over into the
. 1

41 Aispla.s of the other children in thee room, producing
i

1

unpredictable connedtions tetieen different_lessons: It was a

1

isortofiniividliaLiZeus-4sime4streetsegmentablendcifstructure
____---

--------10 and surprise. The Oildren were learning and they were totally
;

involved.

S.

In most schools today, moments of high learner in4rest are

41' .
i

not as common as they should, be. Those of us working to improve

4, education might consider Lecnardosivision of the futu e as an

ideal to be aimed for: instruction whirl. is effective, involving,

II
and enjoyable... Cait we provide such instruction now? ' I would

0 suggest that we know much more about the cognitive elements of

instruction 'than about involvement and enjoyment. Educational

-41
J

research based on cognitive psychology has provided print qpir.s for

!

I- 410
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II

structuring and sequencing instruction for optimal learning but

0
interest and motivation have either been assumed or neglected.

Sometime between now and 2001, we will need to learn a lot

more about what makes things interesting. One way to begi.n is by

studying the experience cf being interested. What does

instruction that is interesting and appealing feel like to the

learner? The purpose of "this paper is to review the literature on

interest and emotion briefly; and to describe a conceptual model

of. learner interest in terms of its emotional components.

THE STUDY OF EMOTION

For much of this century, psychologists tended to avoid the

empirical study of emotion. There were three reasons for thii

0 -avoidance: 1) Behavioral scientists tended to view emotion as a

unitar-!. glop -1 concept, which made opera4onalization difficUlt.

2) S-R drive-reduction principles dominated psychology. 3) There

0 was no adequate theory dealing' with separate and distinct

emotions, each lefinable as a ccnst:uct that could be studied by

specified and repeatable operations. As a result, the realm of

'0 emotion remained a relatively unexplored territory (Izard, 1971) ,

When emotion was discussed within theories cf motivation ana

behavior, it was often regarded as unidimensional. Hedonic

theories of motivation tended to view emotion along a single

169



continuum of pleasantness- unpleasantness (e.g., McClelland,

Atkinson, Clark, and Lowell, 1953). Activation theorists

redefined emotion as arousal, varying along a sleep-tension

dimension. one even advocated abandoning the term "emotion ".

altogether (Duffy, 1962).

one aspect of emotion that lent itself to scientific study

4, vas the area of facial expressions. Typical.experiments involved

the rating of photographs of an actor displaying a range of

emotions. Pairs of photographs were rated for-their degree of

41 similarity, and statistical analysis revealed the underlying

Aimensfons of variation. In all studies, two dimensions appeared:
41

Pleasant-Unpleasant, and Sleep-Tension (Schlosberg, 1954;

Gladstones, 1962). A third dimension sometimes appeared in such

studies, but it was usually weak and difficult to interpret.

Abelsot and Sermat (1962) concluded that a.2-dimensional model

40 adequately accounted for differences in facial expression.

41 In contrast to 'studies of facial expression, research on

verbal renorts of emotion has often shown a three-dimensional

41
structure. Izard (1972), for example, gave subjects the names of

0 the' eight fundamental emotions in ,his typology and asked them to

r,
recall a situation in their lives in which each emotion was

strongly experienced. The eight emotions we4e: fear, shynes..,

41- interest, distress, anger, guilt, joy, .nd surprise. For each

situation, The subjects also filled out a rating scale which asked

41
them how active, deliberate, tense, impulsive, controlled,

0 'self-assured, extraverted, and pleasant they felt.

1 S I
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Analysis of the ratings showed that the Pleasantness,

Tension, and Self-assurance dimensions were the best combination
.

41 to distinguish,the eight emotional situations. Joy, for instance,

was characterized as being high in Pleasure and Self-assurance,

and.low in Tension. Izird concluded that the three dimensions of

I: Pleasure, Tension, and self-assurance represent the underlying

.structure of subjective experience of 'which emotion is one aspect.

In another attempt to uncover the dimensions of emotion, Bush
41

(1973). had subjects rate airs of emotional adjectives (e.g.,

sleepy; outraged, delighted) on a 10 -point similarity, scale. The

ratings were analyzed by multidimensinal scaling analysis. Three

40
dimensions emerged: the first two were

40 Pleasantness-Unpleasantness and Level of Activation. These are

similar, if not identical to, the Evaluaticn and Activity

dimensions found in semantic differential research, (Osgood, Suci,

40 & Tannenbaum, 1957) and are also the factors found in studies of

facial expression.

4

.

Bush labelled the third factor. found in his study

41. .

**Aggression", though he noted that the scale was not easily'

0 interpreted. At one end sere adjectives like "outraged" and

"delighted ", while at the other were."sympatheticu, "needed" and

40
"desperate ". He concluded that this dimension was closely related

, -

A, to the Potency scale of the semantic differential and, more

specifically, seemed 'to refer to interper'sonal Fotency.

kto
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I Additional support for a three-;factor model of emotion comes

from work by Mehrabian and Russell in the field of environmental

'40 psychology (1974). Based on previous research, they postulated

that the emotional response to an environment can be described

along the dimensions of Pleasure, .Arousal and Dominance, in

40 parallel to Evaluation, Activity, and Potency (Osgood, Suci, 8

Tannenbaum, 1957). They constructed an 18-item measure based on

these faceors and used it both as a measure of personality and as

A

40 a state measure of emotional response. The measure was found to

relate as they predicted with measures of anxiety (hig(t Arousal,

40
low pleasure and Dominance), ,sensitivi'ty to rejection (low

0 Dominance), and several other measures. The state emotional

response scale was used to measure reactions to a number of

environmental situations, and the three dimensions of emotion were

0 significant predictors of various approach and avoidance behaviors

(Mehrabian CRussell, 1974).

40

A later study (Russell 8 Mehrabian, 1977) used the same scale

to rate adjectives which depicted a full spectrum of emotions. A

-40 total of 151 terms were used, and each subject rated 10 to 20 of

them. Again, the Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance scales showed

40
high reliability (.97, .89, and .87) and all three scales were

0 ,ecessary to distinguish among the emotional adjectives.

40
To summarize, two dimensliins --Pleasure and Arousal-- have

been shOwn to underlie a wide range of, emotional outcomes. These

40
two dimensions are seen as closely related to the dimensions of

0 Evaluation and A(Civity wh: consistently appear in studies using



'7.

the semantic differential technique. Several studies also- provide

evidence for a third dimension of emotion, one which is related to

potency. These studies are summarized in Table 1;

STUDY STIMULI

Schlosberg, 1954 Facial expressions

Gladstones, 1962 Facial expressions

Abelson 8
- Sermat, 1962

Izard, 1972

Bush, 1973

Mehrabian 6
Russell, 1974

Russell 6
Mehrabian, 1977

Facial expressions

Recalled emotional
situations

Emotional adjectives

Descriptions of
environments

DIMENSIONS

Pleasantness-Uapleisantne;s
Sleep-Tension
Attention - Rejection

Pleasantness-Un pleasantness
Sleep-lension
Expressionless-Mobile

Pleasantness-Unpleasantness
Sleep-Tension

Pleasantness
Tension
Self-assurance

Pleasantness-Unpleasantness
Level cf Activation
Agression

Pleasure
Arousal
Dominance

Emotional adjectives Pleasure
Arousal
Dominance

TABLE is RESEARCH ON DIMENSICNS OF EMOTION

LS 1
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EMOTION AND INTEREST

The emotional response that accompanies' a state of interest
has rarely been studied. In fact with the except-ion of work -by

Ciikszentmihalyi (1975), there has been almost no attempt to
ex-aitinein--d-epth whatint ere-st- -ffirdiifirolVeiTifitrel-rike to an
individual. This gap in the literature has been well articulated
in a review by deCharms and -Muir (1978):

Intrinsic motivation presents. a fascinating case of

-0 the state of the art. Theories and data abound. Are we

making major advances in understanding motivation? tee
us suggest that they are minor. ile continually overlOok

our major source of knowledge personal,

non-objective source which is at the !matt of every
minitheory but not acknowledged. Our methodologies fall
short because they lead usinto more and more detailed
specification.__a___ex_t_ernal _ conditi-ons for----producing-,-

behavioral effects and ignore the critical variable,
namely, the way the person experiences (not perceives)

the conditions that Ite so elaborately contrive. ( p.

107)

This is nut to say that emotion has been totally ignored by

those doing research on learner irserest. Several theoreticians
have called upon emotions as explanatory variables in their--0

.1111111111
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writings. Berlyne.(1960), for example, said that curiosity comes

as a result of a desire to maintain an optimal level of arousal.

Things that are puzzling or ipoongruouS cause a rise above the

optimal level,. and the individual studies and processes the

stimulus to reduce uncertainty and bring arousal back to

comfortable levels.

Theories of intrinsic motivation have also been based on

affective concepts. White (1959) wrote of an innate need to feel

effective, while Deci (1975) called it a need to feel competent

and self-determining. Both of these needs were used to explain..
why we do things that have no extrinsic rewards attached, why we

are interested in some activities for their-own sake,

Another line of research on ,interests has involved the

development and use of interest inventories: scales to measure

preferences among sets of school subjects or vocations. The

interest inventory can be viewed as a technological extension of

hedonistic theories cf motivation. That is; they assume

implicitly that we are pleasureseeking creatdres who arrange our
41

activities to maximize pleasure (Travers, 1978) .

The major work to date which studied the actual experience of

_ED_ intrest and involvement was described id a book by

Csikszentmiheyi (1975). Csikszentmihalyi surveyed and

41
interviewed ck.e. players, rock climbers, surgeons and others to

,,examine what made their activities self-rewarding. He discovered

several qualities that seemed to characterize the occurance of

41
intrinsic motivation, a state of mind that he called "flow".

di
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41

Among these were a merging of action and awareness, the centering

ofattention, and the loss of self-consciousness. In emotional
_

-41--terms, the flow 'experience combined enjoyment, a feeling of

mastery and control, and a level of arousal midway between boredom
41

. and anxiety.

Within this sample of inquiry in. the area cf interest,

41 several different emotional variables have been,cited as causes or

correlates of interest. One might infer from this that interest
41

is not a simple, pure emotion like happiness, for example, but a

41 complex combination of. feelings. If this is so, then perhaps the

existing minitkeories of curiosity and intrinsic motivation are

accurate but incomplete, Tike the fabled blind men's description

41 of the elephant. The tendeni to regard interest - as

onedimensional has held back progress toward understanding it,

&nd9prevented the building of. a cumulative body of research.

41 A MODEL OF LEARNER INTEREST

41

41
logical analysis of the concept would suggest that the three

41 factors underlying other emotions also make sense as dimensions of

'If interest is multidimensonal, what are its dimensions? A

interest. The Pleasure-Displeasure dimension, for instance, is

41
clearly relevant. Tc be interested is a pleasant feeling, and to

41 be bored is not.

1S7 16



,
The Arousal dimension seems applicable to interest as 'well.

Any definition of interest would, have to include notions of a

heightened awareness and attention, both of which/ are associated

with moddrate to high .levels of arousal. Drowsiness and lack of

. interest, on the other hand,-are states of low arousal. As

40 already noted, arousal' also figures prominently in previous

. research. The best articulated theory of curiosity, that of

10
:Derlyne (1960, 1963), is built around the concept of arousal. /n

40. addition, the "flow" state studied by Csikszentmihalyi (1.975) was

characterized by a facilitative levbl of arousal.
10

A.-

Thus a case can readily be made for Pleasure and Joitusal as

factors, underlying learner interest. tut what about the third

dimension, one that is related to the Potency. (strong-weak)

dimension of semantic differential research? The question can

best be addressed at a more. abstract level: In an educational

setting, what does it mean to feel stronger or weaker?

------Learning adds to one's skills and abilities, and thus enables

one to deal more effectively w-it-h- the world. In a sense, an

'increase in competence is an increase in power. To feel more

competent is to feel stronger, while incompetence and weakness are

inextricably linked. Thus it would seem that a dimension of

Competence - Incompetence feelings is an appropriate translation

of potency within the context of learning.

The Competence Peelifig dimension is tied to interest by some

- theoretical' work already cited. Deci's cognitive evaluation

10
cheOry proposes that activities which enhance a feeling of



competence and self-determination are intrinsically motivating

O

,(1475) . Pick act_cwities_are done for their own sake: without-the

Ad for external compensation.'

In an essay on interest and effort in education, Dewey (19131

made a distinction relevant to the
40

He said that there are two types-of-

contact with pleasurable ,stimuli

Competemcw-reeriml-II-OeM-SiVn.

pleasure. One arises from

such as .bright colors and

agreeable sounds. The second accompanies activity and is found
. .

wherever there is successful achievement'and mastery occurring.

These two types of pleasure are reflected in the present model as

the Pleasure and Competence Peeling dimensions, respectively.
40

-

%

Dewey had fey kind words for school activities which.exciye
40-

the senses but do not engage the learner in activity geared toward

go mastery; This same concern is echoed today in criiicDsm about
,

some educational media. In terms of the model, instruct ion- which

produces high levels of Arousal and Pleas;:re, but does not arouse

Competence

educational,.

Feelings, o

ler

Peelings can be mail__tP___b_or_estetaising__Va.n_
t /

High levels of Pleasure, Arousal, and Competence

n the other hand, would indicate genuinely engrossimg:.
-

instructio

Eiopiri 1 evidence for the appropriateness of .a competence

feeling dimension comes from a' study of what makes an educational

television program-interesting (MacLean et al, 1960).-:--In a

0 linkage analysis of viewer ratings of several program segments,

factors of Evaluation (good -bad) and Activity (fast-slow) emerged

which are closely linked to the Pleasure and Arousal dimepsions

k
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41,.

' 'discussed above.: In addition, a third factor appeared 'which had

- to _d_o__with, how well_the_program_was_understood-. The researchers

do named this factor Simplfcity, but it is clear from the items which

'loaded on the factor that it could as easily been interpreted as a

dimension of Competence FeilingSt

'Thus far,, we have described learnsr interest as having

0 'underlyi-ng dimensions of Pleast, Arousal, and CompeterT

Feelings. -There is-one more dimension yst to be described, one

which also has to do with potency.

;
Strength and weakness in an educational context Can also, be

conceptualized lin another way. Ohe,is strong when one controls

the content and mode of presentation of what is being learned.
10

Weakness is having no such control. This second type of potency

do dimension is linked tolearner interest by the widely held

assumption" that learner control enhances motivation. This

assumption is intrinsic to the open school movement, and there is

some empirical support for its validity (fordo:

1971)_. This fleling ot being in charge of one's learning is
1

,
t

closely_ akin Ito , the pawn-Origin dimension described by deCharms
.

4

0 (1968, 1176). !To use Decios (1175) terminology, this dimension

might be referred to as one of Self -deter einatien Feelings.

10

To summarize the discussion to this point, /, four-factor

410- .

model of learn interest has been proposed. /he rationale of the
/ t

molel is bated on research shoWing a three-factor structure of
i

,--7eiotion -add k /

a logicil analysis of the concept of /learner
Ak
lip

-interest. The four factors are related to the. apation,
.

/

,,,
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Activity,.and Potency dimensions of semantic differential research

(Osgood, Suci, Tannenbaum, 1957) as follOies:

.

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

DIMENS1nNS

LEARNER INTERESI

RIMENSIONS-

,Svaluation . Pleasure

Activity . ...... Arousal
4

Potency .. ; .... . Competence Peelings

-.Self- Determination Feelings

USES OP THE MODEL,

This model may be,use'iul both as ecenceptual tool and as a

.guide toward the solution of instructional ;problems. At the

conceptual level, the 'Model helps to bring -diverse theories' and

N.

approaches together within one framework. This provides a more _

holistic view of, interest, affect and, iotiiaticn and makes it
.

easier to compare .t heories or to combine different theoretical

perspectivAS.

. . .. .
.__

The model al:SO enables one to make finer distinctions than is
. .

possible ;with ..a single dimension ranging from boredom to ,

,,

0 interest.' Tie fOur factors can economical* portray a.%6de range

Of of responses to instruction. For example,
-,

one form of bbredoat might be represented by a combine,idn o£

negative presure and low arousal: A closely related state would

1.91



11

10
4

be-drowsiness, which is mildly ,pleasant and low in arousal. The

10
- combination of high pleasure, moderate arousal and neutral

AD competence and!selfrdetermination feelings might constitute a sort

of passive fascination. Perhaps the optinum response for
10

designers to strive for would be what Csikszentmihalyi (1975)

40 calls "flow", a state of total involvemenpvconsisting of moderate

"arousal and high pleasure, competence, and self-determination

feelings.

11
This ability to make fine .distinctions among various types of

41 boredom and interest also suggests uses for the model in solving

fir
instructional problems.. Evaluation instruments could easily be

constructed to measure each of the four dimensions, and could be

40 used in the formative evaluation of instructional materials and

presentations. A semantic differential format would, be

10
appropriate, with several scales for each dimensiob. Such an

-4, instrument would contain items such as the following:

While reading the textbook, I felt...

40

happy :...: sad

10
calm excited..............

Ak\
IF competent .. : incompetent

free constrained

1 9
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Using evaluation tools based .on these four factors would

ID
enable more precise diagnosii .of motivational deficiencies in

instruction. A low level of competence feelings, for example,

AP
Or, more interestingly, it might indicate that competence has

AI crept up on the learners so gradually that they don't realize how

much they have learned. In such a case, the remedy . might be to
40,

add a challenging practice exercise that calls upon all of the

newly acquired knOwledge and skill.

40. While texts) audiovisual media, or livepmgentations can be

evaluated this'way, these four factors _seem especially appropriate
40

for use with educational games and simulations. These have a dual

40 nature: they are supposed to be educational and they are suppoped

. to be fun. Educational outcomes can be gauged by conventional
41

would. indicate that the instruction simply doesn't teach well.

measures of competence, and the affective counterpart of learning

can be measured by a Competence Feeling scale. The fun-nels of a

game :should be directly related to the Pleasure and Arouial it

40
evokes. The degree to which players feel self-determining may

also be an important predictor of the overall success of a game.

Another possible use of the model would be in the design of

'responsive educational media. Presently, CAT and interactive

41
videodisc programs respond primarily to the cognitive needs of the

learner, providing more examples or practice when called for. It

isn't .difficult to imagine a more fully responsive program which

40
takes the learner's emotional state into account and adjUsts the

41 instructional presentation when interest flags. The learner might

193
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indicate' interest by the scale already described, cr'perhaps by

physiological means of input (See Clynes, 1977; Knirk 6.Spindell,

1975). 14 any case, much research is needed before

interest-enhancing adjustments can be prescribed with 'much

'certainty.

w

RESEARCHABLE QUESTIONS

11

A good conceptual model does two things: it organizes what

is known and helps us formulate questions about the unknown. The

model described in this parer provides an organizing framework for

several distinct theories and conceptualizations of interest. It

also suggests a number of questionS in two general categories: 1)

How do various instructional design techniques affect the

emotional dimensions of learn er interest? 2) How do, the emotional

dimensions 'relate to behavior? Discussion of a few representatiyek

questions in each category follows.

What is the effect on emotion of anecdotes and other human

interest content? Flesch (1948) devised a widely used formula to

measure the human interest level of text. The formula isbased.on

counts of personal words (nouns and pronouns of natural gender)

0, and Personal sentences (quotes,Oquestions, commands, exclamations,

requests, and other sentences directly addressing the reader).

OArbitrary as this may seem, this Human Interest score was highly

0 correlated' (rho = .83) with student ratings of interestingness in



two separate studies (Croll 6 Moskaluk, 1977; Gillen et al,

#1.

r.

t977). McConnell (1978) attributes much of the success of his
. /

best sellirig psychology text to his use otainecdctes, which also

give the text high scores on the PlesCh measure.

What sort of interest is evoked by using anecdotes to make a ,

text more personal? If the anecdotes entertain but do not

. instruct, then it would 'seem that Pleasure and Arousal are

involved. If the anecdotes aid learning by making ideas more

concrete, then" perhaps Ccmpetende Peelings .are also raised, in

-41 addition to Pleasure and Arousal. This distinction is important

for tte design of instruction and merits further research.

What is the effect of varying the presentation format? The
ID

ineed" for variety in presentation to maintain interest is well

established in the'ccnventicnal wisdom among teachers. Within a

given medium of instruction, it is possible to present information:

in many'aifferent ways:- tables, diaqrais, question and answer

interviews, anecdotes, metaphors, drills, and the usual expository

.

0

prose. Recent research shows that different types of reading

material engage the left and right hemispheres in different ways.

Shifting the formai from one type to another may have affectilm

consequences. Berlynes theory of epistemic curiosity (1960)

AI
suggests that each format change would cause a momentary rise in

41 arousal as the learner gets oriented to the new' format.

This raises Several interesting guestiors. To maintain

optimal arousal within a lesson, how often should the presentation.

..401
'format be changed? How does this rate interact with "learner



'characteristics? which pairs of formats result An the greatest

arousal increments? Does allowing the learner to choose the

-

ilk presentation format signif ica ntly increase f eel iligs of

seltudetermination?

41
behavior? Mhile interest during instruction is a desirable ,goal

How do the emZtional dimensions of learner interest relate to

in itself, it is also important as the means to several ends.. One

such end is improved performance. some studies support the

- commonsense notion tha't, students learn more frcm material they

find ,interesting (e.g." Asher, Hyman, & Wigfreld, 1978; Pass &

Schumacher, 1978): other research finds no clear relationship
41

between interest arrd learning (Wood,. 19710 . The problem with

research in the latter category, however, may be that interest was

assumed to be unidimensicnal. Research using a multidimensional

approach might shed more light on the relationship between

'interest and learning.

411 Another important behavior related to interest is continuing

motivation. Continuing mctivation is briefly defined as "the
411

tendency to return_ tc and ccntinue working on tasks away from the

instructional setting in which they were initially confronted.

This return is presumably occasioned by a continuing interest in

41
the task and not by external pressure of some kind" (Maehr, 1976).

Continuing. motivation can be seen as an ideal outcome of

schooling, given the speed with which knowledge becomes outdated.

411
It is,,also important because there is seldom; if ever, enough

instructional time available to convey everything worth knowing

I
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about a subject; When motivated to do so, students can guiCkly

au ment their education by pursuing a, subject on their on time.

Is the tendency to continue learning abcut a subject related

to the emotional 'response that accompanied the initial learning

situation? In terms of the present model, continuing motivation

41 0.

might be predicted bvt by the Cbmipetence and Self-Determination

Felings evoked during instruction'. Pleasure and Arousal, in

S
contrast, may be more closely related to behaviors which

demonstrate interest during the instructional period, and be only

0 weakly related to a continuing interest in the material.

S

CONCLUSION
It&

4s

O

I

.

mu140s the preceding sample of questions indicates, there is c4h

4 .,, .

_

yet to be learned about interest in education. In. time we should

0 be able to desIgn instruction that can be relied on to interest a

given audience, but for now our designs a based on intuition and

41
luck. The new media of microcomputers and interactive videodisc

0 present us with the opportunity to teach and fascinate at the same

time. In order to realize the full potential of these media, Ve

41
need to be clear about what learner interest is and what we can do

0 to enhance it. The model described in this paper is offered as a

S

S

small step in that direction.

4
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ln ORGANIZING FUNCTION OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Wendy Dunn, Ph,D.

Introduction

Barry Bratton, Ph. D.

In tracing the history of educational uses for behavioral objectives, Lt

ro

seems there have'arisen two general rationales for writing objectives: (1) to

aid' the designer of ins'truc'tion in ctarirying the intent and structure of that

instruction, and (2) to, improve student performance by assisting study. As :s.

group, instructional designers,hdye been Willing to endorse the utility of

gbjectives for the effective de sign of instruction, an d most theorists? such

as Briggs and Gagne, purport their usefulness.

However, the assessment of the effect of objectives on student performance

0
has traditionally been treated as an qmpirical question. It is this relationship

between the student's use of objectives and bin or her performance on "a learning

task which is the focus of this paper. IF we, are going to eentint't to advocate

providing students with unit or course Ajatives as a part of.thir instrtietion,
0 .

-

we should be able to clearly demonstrate thaii,
.

thesn ohjectivh$ have a positive
",..r)

effect on kliat student's ability to learn the required content erfectivoly.

Literattre
t

Unfortunately, research to date has failed to show any clear relationship

between the use of objectives and improved performance. (This literature

4) is summarized in articles by Duchastel and Merrill (1973):',_ -
(1976), Kibler and Bassett(1977), Kibler, Bassett, and Byers (1977), and Briggs (1977))

,Wly studies, which optimistically set out to document the expected

differences in performance between groups having and groups not Waving objectives.
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to guide their study provided results which can 'only be described'as inconclusive.

Because these studies. yielded mixed results, the rationale Shifted to

attempting to reveal ether variables which may have been influencing the impact

of the
7'
objectiyes, such as: the specificity; location, and form of the objective;

4

the length, subject matter, complexity, organization, and type of learning,

irequired in the to-he-learned passage; the type of test items and their location

nd timing; "and the type of subjects involved In the st dy according to their

.Nox, soetweonomtc status, ability level, and personality type. Again, resus

from these eiperimen6 dire for the MON' par! ineonsistent.

"IL seems ppparet11. Lh L what is needed to unravel thir questiat is NOT

proliferation of more stud es of -Atl e same type, hut rather a re-de[ inition of
0

thexesearch question. Itistead of asking onmlves "WtU objectives workb?",'

we need to be asking "ROW do objectives work to facilitate learning?" IL is our

opinion that this issue can be examined in the context of the cognitive strategies
4

.temployed by the student in using objeciivqs to guide learning.
a

Eyethesis'

. Psychologists have Provided at least three idenCifjable cognitive finteLions

that objectives mayiserve in facilitating learning. Pirlt, they may encourage

self -evaluation. We "know from studiei of verbal learning that orced rehearsal

will improve test performance over a simplj re-reading of content. Obj'ecLives

may act by encouraging a student to test and re-test himself over the to-be-learned
4*

- 'content.

Second, specifying objectives may insure a'consistency hetv.!en the student's

stitrage Strategy and the format needed or recall..., We kite% L'at cues 'Provided

V /
to help the student ec.all learned information; Only work when Lhe student has

learned or stored the information according to those specific cues. If test.
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items are written to correspond directly to objectives, then consistency between

storage strategy and retrieval strategy is insured, thus facilitating recall.

Finally, objectives may serve an organizing function along the linen of David

Ausubel's notions of advance organizers. Objectives may funCtion in a similar

fashion to advance organizers and_ernite-a-'1).luepr-int-2-or-structure

'subsequent material may be incorporated. Thus, when objectives are provided,

information storage is more effective than when there is no apparent storage strategy.

The present study was designed to examine thiNs third hypothesis: Do objectives

serve an organizing function for to-be-learned cont nt by creating in organizational

structure into which subsequent information can be.inColrporated?

Rationale and Materials

The following rationale was applied to test this organizing hypothesis: If

objectives do provide a structure foranterpx.eting-and-organizing the to-be-__

learned information, they shOuld improve learning most when the text content

itself -is' NOT well-organized. (If the materials are well-organized,the.

objectives would be redundant and their effect would be minimal..) Therefore, if

objectives are used with content which is presented in both an organized and an

unorganized state, they should facilitate the learning of the unorganized eonteqt

over that of the borganized material.

"Consequently, a 10-page text-type passage was written so that iv one condition

it Was Relationally Organized (the relationships betwee the facts presented were

clearly explained) and in another condition it was Factually Organized (the viceen

of factual information were stted but .no apparent relationships between them were

lepcificd).

Furthermore, it Was reasoned that the form of the objective would interact

wilht the Organization 'Type as follows: Low level objectives cueing simple recall

of factual information would be expl-ct est to operate equal ly 'WI I I or both

Relationally Organized and Factually Olganized eonft0 since these obi...liven

noi,require any attempts at cognitive organizationlor Ihe anbieel,

2 4
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level objectives which required the subject to demonstrate a higher levee of

understanding of the organization of the content materials, however, should

reveal a greater advantage when paired with Factually Organized than with

Relationally Organized content. Renaults consistent with this hypothesis would

be interpreted as supporting the notion that subjects use objectives to hdlp them
M10.1

organize information. .Two sets of objectives were written, one cueing knowledge

of Factual infcAation (The Factual Objectives) and the.other referencing knowledge t

of the higher level of organization of.thdpassage-(the Relational Objectives).

One other variable was included in this study. It was assumed that the

Organization Type by Objective Type interaction. described above would be demonstrated

only on test items which measured the.subjects' understanding of content

organization and not on items testing only strict recall of facts. Consequently,

test items were matched to both sets of objectives and were written to measure__ __

both Relational and Factual knowledge. The Organization Type interaction was

predicted to occur only on_the-reftiteins measuring recall of Organizational knowledge.

Method

This rationale indicated the use of a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design _with variable

being Passage Organization (Factual or Relational), Objective Type (Factual or

RelaLkunal) and Test Item Type (Factual and Relational). The major predicted remelt,

which is shown graphically in Figure I, wits a throe-way interaction in which

Objectives cueing Relationally Organized knowledge would provide better recall for

Factually Organized than Relationally Organized passages on Itcum testing knowledge

of the passage's organization.

-Forty-eight subjects received a passage that was either Relationally

Orgnnined or Factually Organized"and 4 set or behaviorn 1 ()bivalves which end

l'achnil knowledge or livIntionnl knowledge. All unbievin wete given n

sixty -lour item multiple-choice poet -Lest. comp(nnql ol items (es(ing bo111 Pnvinnl

mid Relational knowledge. Hach subject also completed a nine-item Likeri-lypv
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questionnaire assessing his/her perception of the utility of the objectives and

the difficulty of content materials and i.... ructions in enter Lo idenLify any Twoltems

in the interpretation of materials or procedures.

A three-factor analysis of variance with repeated measures was used Lo reveal

significant effects on posttest performance, Two--.way analyses_of_vanience_wAx.0

carried out on subject responses to each of the nine questionnaire items.

Results

The'predicted Organization Type by Objectives Type by Item Type interaction

for postteSt scores proved significant at p .025, however, the variable
.

interacted in an unpredicted pattern. As'ean be seen by examining the Relational,

Test Item condition in Figure 2, rather than assisting recall for FacLhally

Organized passages over Relutionally Organized passages, Relational ObjeeLivei

had just the opposite effect. Factual Objectives aided recall for FacLually

Organized passages; Relational Objectives facilitated recall for RelaLionally

Organized content.

Discussion

These results were interpreted as lending no support for the hypothesized

organizing function of objectives. They were instead v:ewed as consistent with a

cueing specificity hypothesis as follows: _Applirentiy, subjects in this

experiment used the objectives to sort the 0-be-learned content From other

content $o that. they could maximize their Lest perltirmone on inlormation that

they thought would be tested. This intorpretatioy ts made even more clear by

re-drawing the triple-order interaction as shown in Figure 3. For we

cuntenL (Lhe Relationally Organized paLsage),ir the student is going io be required

Lo know facLual information, he'willlearn iL best ir given Factual Objectives.

#

ir he needs Lo learn about Lhe Organization of the content, he will perform

best when given objectrves written Lo toe Organizational or Relational knowledge.
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In other words, when.confronted with typical text-type passages, these subjects

studied the objective-referenced content and ignored the rest of the information

presented.

Conclusions

.The implications from this research appear to be two-fold. First, for the

instructional designer, these results indicate that siudents 645-iidobidctives-
_

to guide their study, but they may lean). the objective-referenced information

to the exclusion of that content not specifically keyed by objectives. Consequently,

when the exact outcomes of instruction can be enumerated, providing the student

with objectives helps that student focus on what he or she needs to learn and

thus facilitates performance. Since the student appears to be using objectives

to_guide his study and storage, the objectives should specify as clearly as

p6sgible exactly what the student-should know and -be able to do.__llowinier

when all the goals of instruction cannot be speCified in the form of objectives,

as is often the case,.including only a "sample" of the objectives may cause the

student to perform less well overall on the unit sit that student may be directing

his or her study toward only that .part of the information keyed to objectives.

Second, this study was an attempt to look beyond simple classroom variables

and examine underlyingcognithe strategies which may be influencing scholastic

performance. It. is our opinion that as educational researchers, we need to be

attempting to integrate other bodies of knowledge into the formulation of our

theories and research questions, We believe that fruitful results may come from-

examining the conceptual problems underlying classroom variables. This study,

ler example, attempted to integrate resareh describing the proceosen or learning,

memory, and cognition. °titer renearch ethoi might locon upon iheorivs io human

development (e.g. Do learning strategies al:'. they relate to the nap or obiveliven

change with the sohect's age?); motivotion (e.g. Does the motivation Ill the niodent
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.

impact the utility of objectives? or Do objectives themselves motivate student

study?) ; or other pertinent subject areas. By examining-instructional variables

In the context of these and other.orientations,we may gain a greater clarity and

depth,of understanding about the teachinglearningprocess.

i

.
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* ittention'to Instructional Media:

6
What are the Relevant Media Techniques and Learner Characteristics?'

visual attention has long been of central interest to the makers and

users of instructional media (Ball and Byrnes; 1960; Miller, 1957; Vlenidg

and Levie,.1978) for they have employed numerous techniques; e.g., closeups,

---7-----7-1-0irlininge-r-color-cues,_.etc in an attempt to make sure their audience

.potices.the important ideas they are presenting.. We. found

0

attention is also of interesto the/SpeciarEducation field. According to

Crosby and Blatt (1968), " - -professional opinion, derived from educational

and clinical experience, has long,ideptified impairments of attention as a

. general trait of the mentally retarded " and further, "--at least four

theorists (Zeaman aid.House;Li966;-0'Connor-anditermelin; 1963; Denny; 1966;

Luria, 1963) have posited specific attentional deficits in an attempt to

account for certain learning impairments evidenced by retardates as a group.'!

(p 69). We began to wonder how effective our media techniques for attention-.

---- _getting and-directing would 6e- for mildly handicapped 4hildren who have

difficulty selectively attending to instructional stimuli? This question is

particularly pertinent to the current .attempt to educate such Oildrewin

the least restrictive environment i.e. to mainstream them.

The problem this study addressed was: What madia_tecbniques influence

the attention of mildly handicapped learners toward the relevant information -

and away from the irrelevant information in instructional media?

The media literature is replete with references to such techniques and

includes some studies which findliarners.attending unpredictably to un-

intended information. For exasiple, an early study .(Neu, 1950) showed that

* This research was funded in part by a grant(USOE G 007804210) from the'-
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, Division of Media Services..

9
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attention-gaining techniques eiployed in a'how -to=do -it film actually detracted

from effectiveness, i.e.,4rew attention to tieiselves and did not increase

learning. Amore analytical study using eye-movement data (Cubs, and others,
_

1964) found that attention to a televised science demonstration was often

. ...

focussed on the demonstrator'mface <irrelevant) tether than on the science

object (relevant) he,was discussing.

Some of the media,studies finding positive effects on learning aro the

following, together with the attentional techniques studied: Allen;-Cooney,

and Weiniiiii7-11968rvmrbal-divections4Sibeng_4947) distortion or

geration of relevant cues; Lumsdeine, Sulzer-and"KOpstein (1961) pop-o

labelsoirrowsl-iteiihOrd and Crissy (1951) large size, upper left position,

color; Wolf (1971) repetition factors, novelty and complexity.

Other sources list numerous specific techniques presumed or found to

influence attention, e.g., Allen and Goldberg (1977)recommend that media

producers provide verbal directions, present only critical cues, use visual

emphasizers, use motion, usediffiranr_MAdia;-May_(1965)_refers-to-color,
.

- visual pqinters, "implosimi techniques:" cue familiarization including

extreme c1olieu"ps, subjective camera, inserted questions; Ball and Byrnes
k

(1960) refer to verbal captioning and labelling, eye attratorssuch as-
.

colok, blight:mess, movement, maze ,.white space, shape,

-Ass- -extensive- program of research on retarded children (Zeeman, 197;

Zeeman and House, 1966) ascribes deficiencies in discrimination learning to

aitentional.differences.rather than learning process differences. They

repeatedly found that stimulus novelty strongly influenced the attention of

retarded children. The'sidden introduction ofnovel cues was often accompanied

by sudden solutions to discrimination problems.

4 II
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In another study, Wilhelm and Lovais (1976) trained both retarded and

res. Then they

the pictures.

normallichildren to accurately distinguish between two pict
%

tested the children's recognition memory for the objects in

4

The normal subjects correctly recognized all three objects in the pictures

while the mildly retarded recognized an average of 2.1 objects and the

severely retarded only 1.6. Apparently the retarded children had selectively

attended to only part of the pertinent information.

Hagen (1972) found a development trend in normal children for increased

learning of the 'central information in pictdres and decreased learning of

. Incidental information. Howeversreterded children'failid to make this

distinction.betweei central and incidental' Int orination,
#

Attentional processes have been more clearly implicated in retardate

learning deficiencies Uhercstudies have InCluded. eyermovement.data. For

example, Boersma and Muir (1975) found ret!rded learnersto be 'deficient

in visual attention. Their eye fixation patterns indicated they did not

select important cues-in the pictorial displays. Similarly, Mackwqrth

and Bruner (1970) found that retarded subjects were less likely to look at
0

Important areas in pictures than normal subjects.

The weight of the evidence in. the preciding.is that mildly handicapped

children are deficient in their attetional processes, and that this deficit

could place severe constraints on their

media unless compensated for by special

attention. However our brief survey of

ability to learn from instructional

media techniques for influencing

selected videotapes, films, 'and

filmstrips for handicapped learners revealed only - spotty and infrequent use

of attention influencing techniques.;

Our investigation of this problem extended to five exploratory.studies,

parts of whizi I will briefly summarize here.

21,G. 205



The project was interdisciOlinary,.the investigators besides myself

including Dr. Howard Levie of the Audici-Visual Department and Dr. James'

MeLeekey of Special Eduiation. The several graduate assistants had had

experience in one or the other area as well.

The independent variables of greatest-interest were the attention- -

influencing techniques incorporated in media. Over a dozen were tested

but primary emphasis Wes on arrows, contrast, verbal cuing, and motion.

Conceptually the techniqUes were divided into attention-getting and

I°

attention-directing techniquesaind into learned and unlearned cues. We
.s,

hypothesized that the learned cues e.g arrows, would be more effective with

older Children than younger. In contrast, the unlearned cues (those that

'appeal to basic attentionai processes e.g. changes in brightness, color, or

motion), would be equally effective scrums age groups.

Subjects were chosen to reveal any developmental trend. The sample

included the entire EHR (edncible mentally retarded) Population of the three

'local middle schools and all of those'li the two slemilatary tch'poIt with

the largest number of EMR Children:

Subjects were indiviOnally tested, and. each served as his/her own

control in a repeated Measures design. Stimuli in either. slide or motion
't ,

.0

picture form wire rear projected onto n emallecieen. 3 feet in front of.zhi :
.

. . 4 4

4

,4subject.
0 f4, . .

During stimulus presentation a record of the subject's eye movements was
... . t

.
i

made. Following presentatiOn;.eitier a recognition or recall test, was given.

,_. 1 I.

. :

Ibiza the dependeit variables re e-fixation patterns and recognition or

t j

recall.

.

"The eye-movement detection equipment was of the .corneal reflection type,

and .the data were, recorded on 16 me film. The subject wpre a kind of face

17 206-



mask which weighed about a pouid and was fitted securely and comfortably

to the head. It wads aligned forleick subject so -that aspot of light directed

to"the side of the right cornea reflected into,a prism system and through.

fibre optics to the camera. Because the eye ball isegg-shaped instead of

round, -the.position of the reflected spot of light moves as the eye moves.

This spot of light, called an eye marker, was superimposed over an image of

the scene being viewed, and both were recorded on 16 um film. (SeeFigure 1).

The result was a film record of the scene_with a superimposed whiteark

-intermittently moving and stopping where the-subject was lookiti at any

moment. Tim': camera ran at 8 frames /second and thus provided 8 data points a

second as to where the subject's eyes were fixated.

An initial exploratory study investigated the effects of attention :

;.7
0

:
0.

.influencing devices added to instructional materials intended for EMR learners.

. .4
Fiames were siledted from ,a couple of filmstrips to produce a 26-frame" sound

slide set in twover'sions composed of control slides lunchanged from the

original filmstrips) and experimental slides (altered to include a dozen

different attention-influencing devices). This sound slide set was presented

0

individually to22 BEisubjects divided between elementary and middle school

'levels. Eye movement tecords were made followed by a recognition memory test

for selected objects; both those that had been accentuated in the stimuli

(target objects) 4mmi.ttlse that had nut (incident objects). bistractors were

from the same filmstrips but had not been previously shown. Overall recognition

accuracy date were as follows:

Experimental (acceituate4)'

Control (not accentuated) ,

"Target objects

94%

81i

Incidental objects

42%

52%



O

As can be seen the experimental version increased recognition memory for

-target-objects (82% to 94) and reduced memory for incidental objects (52%

to 42).

Of the twelve accentuation devices in this preliminary study, those having

the largest'influence on memory were arrows and audio prompts.

The. effect of the attention-influencing:techniques on eye-movement

patterns was considerable. For'nine of the attention-influencing devices

studied, the eye movements indicated a positive effect,' i.e. accentuated

objects were fixated more rapidly and for a longer time than where the same

objects were not accentuated. These devices were color, brightness, contrast,

sharpneis of focus, reduction of irrelevant detail, close-ups, arrows,

outlining, direct and indirect auditory cues. For example here is the effect

of audio cues on the percent of time the subjects fixated on the accentuated

object as cowered to the same object) without accentuation.

Indirect cue Direct Cue
No audio (Object named) Toiclotjcatoeet)

Experimental (accentuated) 15% 292 33%

Control (not accentuated) 122 12% 7%

Note that auditory verbal cues, both indirect and direct, about doubled,

looking time on tke target object. However, printed verbal labels were not

effective, for they were apparently not read by the retarded children in this

initial study.

The more effective techniques from thisstudy were examined further in

0 follow up studies, together with one not initially studied: motion..

In one series of studies stimuli were nine slides, each containing

piiiures of ,three familiar objects arranged id a, triangle. See Figure 2.

Pictures 'were line drawings with moderate detail. In ona,condition an arrow

pointed to the target object, in another the target was high contrast (black

219
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lines on white ground) while the incidental objZ;1Z7iiite,low contrast (grey

lines on white), and in the control condition there was no acceeiiiktion.
1.10.

The dependent variables were eye movements plus recognition memory in

one.study.and name recall in another study. The picture recognition data

favored the arrow condition while the name recall data favored the contrast

condition particularly for elementary EMR children. The largest effects in

the -eye- movement data were attributable to spatial location, i.e. 40% of

fixations being on the object located upper central in the frame as compared

to 25Z divided between the objects located lower left'and right.

In one follow-up study with similar stimuli the independent variable was

verbal instructions, i.e., Look -at the . Compared were oral, print,

oral plus print, and control conditions.. Target objects were either lower

'left or lower right to control for the spatial location effect previously
o

e

obtained. All the verbal accentuation techniqus were highly and equally

successful. Twice as many target objects were'correctly recognized as ci:apared

to incidental objects. The eye-movement data also indicated strong differen-

.tial attention to the target object where verbally cued, that is more rapid

orientation to it and a longer fixation time on it. For example here is a

comparison of the on-target fixation tunes (seconds).

Elementary
EMR

Middle School
EMR

Middle School
Normal

Print 2.14 1.92 1.78

Oral 2.10 2.25 2.04

Both 2.00 2.05 1.93

Neither 1.07 1.07 1.25

22
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Varbal cueing of all-three kinds abaut.doubled.the fixation time for

both'levels of EMR children and, importantly , neutralized the differences due

to grade level or ability level as measured by both recognition and eye-

,:

. movement data.

In the other follow up study, arrow and motion cues were tested.

Stimuli - consisted of twelve scenes each consisting of a group of eight

lime drawings of fatalist objects. ihe drawings. were sparcely detailed and

were arranged
.
in a consistent pattern around- the edges of the frame.

- -

(See Figure 3) .

The task was to find the animal in each scene. . In four scenes an

arrow accentuated the animal, in four others the animal moved slightly,

add in the other four there was no accentuation.

The dependent variables were orientation time (measured by eye - movements)

and recognition 'ternary. To make the orientation-time measure more precise

each scene was preceded by a .blank scene having a blinking star at the edge.

Subjects were to look at the star first, thus providing a consistent

startle ng point in tha subsequent search for the anise'.
. -..

sults showed that the animals receiving the accentuating cues were

correctlyrecognized more than those not receiving the cues. However the

\effect differed across groups, there being no reliable'efiect for elementary

EMR su jects,asignificent effect (p 4c. .62) for middle-school EMR subjects

and a orderlime,effect (p.0 .07) for the middle school normal subjects.

Differ es between treatments were in part masked by in overall ceiling

affect la recognition memory. .

. DiffereSes were more apparent in orientation times as indicated by tha

Time was measured from the onset of the scene to theeye-movement data,

221
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first eye fixation on the target aiimal. As can be seen in Figure 4, the.

motion condition was significantly more effective overall than the control

(p .0001), but there was no differepce between the arrow and control

conditions. The curves suggest an interaction, with the motion condition

largely elikineting-the.difference between the EMR and normal children.

However, statistical analysis failed, to shoW thii.effect to be reliable.

Several tentative conclusions and recommendations for practice can be

drawn from these studies:

1. Most attention-influencing techniques used in instructional

.

audiovisual presentations can have animpdct.uPbp the behAviar: .:

of :retarded' as well as normal leArne. HOwevei, iheie techniques."

vary in their effectiveness, and may be marginal in some cases.

We would speculate that"the effectiveness of some techniques is

substantially less that supposed by designeri and producers of

audiovisual materials.

2. Motion, an attention - getting cue,.was shown to have a strong effect

for both EMR and normal learners, making more rapid their' finding

of the target object and longtheiling their attention to it.

3. Printed or spoken instructions to' look. at an object, attention:. .

directing.cuee, made'sigaificant differences in both recognition

memory and eye-movement patterns in favor of the target objects

as compared to the incidental objects. This effect was uniform

across all ages tested and eliminated the differences between

retarded and normal children on the task

,4. In some circumstances, spatial location in the visual field can

also have an important impact upon attention to an object, the

uppercentral position in a frame being a dominant one.
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A

5. The effectiveness of several other types of attention-influencing.. _

. techniques e.t., arrows, And brightness contrast, was nil in some

1

c

.
.

conditions and only modest in others.
, .*. .. .

Tliefi7li soine-evidence-that-arrows_imy be less reliable for

younger learners end more complex tasks, which fa consistent with

A

our prediction that arrows, being a learned or acquired technique*,

would be developmentally sensitive.

. 7. The most consistent effect of attention-influencing techniques
t.

.

. . -, .

,was on eYe-rove' men ts, Causing iearneis :to look_iore ,quickly and

.
for a longer time at the critical information. While these

differences were only a matter of seconds; the effect in fixed-pace

media, *e.g. motion picture: or .TV,might be important. Scenes in'

such media are sometime short, s non-productive looking at
. ..

. . .

.

irrelevant cues could often be. costly, for there. is no chance'

for a Second look. This effect would be particularly serious

for the young or EMR learner.

.

2 2 3

;

,
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-as. cues to influence visual" attention.
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rig. 3. Example of type-of stimulus
used in study of arrows and motion
(implied in duck) ascues to influence

. visual attention..
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.Fig. 4. Orientation times (seconds) to target object for
three conditions and three groups\EHRElementary, Et4R
Middle School, and Normal Middle School.
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1

s.

Algorithmic Training for a Complex Perceptual-Motor Task

= To-determine
perceptual -motor

Research has
cognitive pretrai
1977; Gerlach and
cognitive pretrai
specified verbal
variable was the
research, however
generating the al
endeavor.'

Si

the effect of algorithmic instruction'on acquisition of .

performance on an instrument flight task.

led to the formulation of prescriptions. for algorithmizing
ning (Gerlach and'Brecke, 1973; Gerlach, Reiser, & Brecke,
Schmid, 1977; Schmid and Gerlach, 1978). Trainees whose
ning included algorithmic-instruction based on precisely
rules outperformed other trainees when the dependent
learning of a complex instrument flight maneuver. The
, did.not,yield data which could bd used as a basis for
gorithms. The present research is the next step-in that

Methods .

A standard set of ruses, constructed according to methods discovered in
earlier research (Brecke ant Gerlach, 1972)i were generated. The resulting
set of rules was revised four times on the basis of feedback from subject
matter experts (instructor pilots). This set of rules constituted the rule
(R) level of instruction, the independent variable. The algorithi (A) level .

included only the presentation of the substance of these rules in en-
algorithmized form.

The two levels represented the basis. for instructional.materials
- administered during a cognitive pretrdining phase prior toperceptual-

motor training in a simulator. The mode cif presentation-for the first
experiment approximated current USAF ptocedure as closely as possible.
Amount of practice was held constant. For the second experiment, the

- rules or algorithms- were,embedded in instruction *rich was also varied in
terms of practice.' A low level of ,practice included the practice item per

. maneuver sequence, whereas the high level included th ee identical practice.
items.

There was a delay of five minutes between cognitive pretraining and
'simulator training. The simulator training phase consisted of a warm-up

in straight and level flight and six to eight trials separated by
one mina a srtrial intervals.

t Source
-Eleven USAF undergraduate pilot trainees' performance for the entire

Simulator training period Was recorded on tape by 'means of an.analog-to-
digital converter and recorder. Observations were made at one-second
intervals of five flight (i.e., aircraft) variables (airspeed, altitude,

% vertical velocity,' pitch, and heading) and one control (i,e., student)
variable (power or throttle position).

.

In the second experiment, 32 trainees' cognitive mastery of the
instructional material was measured by means of a paper-and-pencil test

229
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administered immediately after pretraining. Subjects' attitudes were
Assessed on the basis of responses to a questionnaire, administered following
the simulator training period.

Results and Conclusions
The raw data for flight and control parameters were summarized by threw

methods. Comparisons using analysis of variance procedures were made on
single variables as well as on composite performance scores. In addition
to these statistical methods, graphic !methods of data analysis were used.

The results of both experiments clearly demonstrated the superior
instructional effectiveness of materials containing systematically developed,
algorithms. Both cognitive achievement after pi-etre-4ring and perceptual-
motor performance during,simulatton-training were significantly higher for.
groups receiving systematically developed algorithms. Practice showed no
significant' main effect or interaction on either the cognitive .or the
perceptual-motor measures.. The latter finding is explained by a ceiling e
effect: the low practice level permits subjects to attain maximum,perform-
ance.

Another significant result was obtained from the responses to the
questionnaire: subjects receiving systematically-generated algorithms
displayed a more positive attitude towards the experiment, even under the
,duress of.boring practice, than did those°who received the rules.

Scientific Importance of the Study'
The study indicates that systematically designed cognitive pretraining

can facilitate the acquisition of a complex perceptual-motot task.- It also
offers empirical support for a specific paradigm for generating algorithms.
The findings are heuristic with respect to future research on training for

Vernon S. Gerlach
Arizona State University.

Richard F. Schmid
.Concordia University

Mote to discussant: Because of the non - verbal. nature of the stimuli

and the responses in this study, the results of the study will be presented

by means of slides and/or motion pictures at the conventipn.

.3()4
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TS SYSTEMATIC DESIGN OF A PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATICO
FOR CHANGING ATTITUDES OF PR.ESERVICE TEACHERS TOWARD SCIENCE

1

1

by

Barbara L. Graboweki

Paul W. Welliver

Robert L. Shrigley a

Although attitudes have been investigated for over one hundred years,

there is still much to be letinzed about the systematic design of instruc-

tional persuasive communications (Gabel, 1979). When the instructional

development.literature id searched for guidelities'apd research support for

the systematic design of instruction in the affective doms.in, not much

empirical evidence is found for the advice tJat is given. What is needed

then is for attitude theory to be operaticmalized into an instructional

design Model and tested to bg useable by educators and instructional developers.

The purpoie of this investigation,was threefold:. (1) to test a per-

suasive communication that had been de shied using Havland's framework;

10 to question the relevance of the consistency Principle for attitude

change instruction; and (3) to determine what effect the individual difference

- var. ariie integrative complexity had on the degriee of attitude change when

subjects were presented with integrated and npn-integrateti-treatraents.

7
Carl Hoviand's.persuasivs communication, model has been described an being

based on stimulus-response learning theoryt/emd described with a four-part
0 --

question: "Who says what to whom with whAt effect?" (Hovland, 1953). This

framework :can be translated intb a flow iagrati

1
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S

o
OBJECTIVE

AUDIENCE CONTENT

COMMUN+TOR .1

PERSUASIVE IOMMUNICATION

DESIRED OUTCOME

After defining 'one's objective, in terms of changing some specified attitude,
4

one must look carefully at the audience characteristics to determine who

would be a believable role model - credible communicator. Next one must also

look carefmny at the content to determine what would be a believhble com-

munication.

Much theoretical research has been conducted in using this model for

changing the attitude of preseriice teachers toward science teaching. Since

several studies reported that elementary teachers have a negative attitude

toward teaching .science, Shrigley, a science teacher himself, conducted a

series of investigations to/lowing Hovland's framework to create a. ;theoretical

persuasive communication to change this negative attitude to a more positive

one. In identifying the essential elements, Shrigley (1978) made the follow-

incassumptions:

1. The "who" is the science educator, the communicator
2. The "what" is the formal, persuasive oral or written communication

concerning the role of science leaxnings in the life of the

American child'
3. , "Whom" is-the recipient of the communication, those preparing to

teach science in the elementary school
4. and "what effect"' would be the change in behavior, the learned

result.on the part of the teachers; the response

Investigating the first part of the four-part question, Shriglgy (1976)

polled elementary education. hors to identify characteristics of a science

communicator who would be perceived as credible. The resultsindicateethe

following oerceived characteristics:

1. Refers to practical teaching activities in class

233 222
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2. Has taught science to children
3. Assumed responsibility for teaching science content
4. Models teaching modes similar to those proposed for children
5. Assists science professors in designing science courses*
6. Counsels student teachers

/ 7. Assists inservice teachers (p. 451)

In 1978, Shrigley,elso investigated the second part of Hovland's four

pert question to establish the content of a credible communication. By

polling science educators across the United States, he was able to identity

the following six major categories of this content:

1. Science develops logical and critical thought, a means to
independent learning.

2. Science provides the active, hands-on experience necessary for
children to wactice inquiry skills.

3. Science is motivating; it enhances the curiosity of children.
. 4. Science supports and enriches other areas of the elemeptary

school curriculum.

5. Science learnings are necessary for. coping with the erises in our
technological society.

6. Science provides the child a necessary conceptual understanding
of the physical and natural environment. (p. 337)

The "whom" was left simply as preservice elementary teachers. To

determine the "what effect", he (1974a, 1974b) designed the Shrigley Attitude

Scale for Preservice Teachers, it Likert type scale which, measures science.

attitude. In this development, science attitude was divided into two parts:

attitude toward science'and attitude toward science teaching. Both parts

were claimed to affect science att:itude. ThroUgh factor anals, the

parts were.broken down even further into four attitude components: "(1)

science interest, (2) handling equipment, (3) science courses and (4) antipathy

toward'cience"(Shrikley, 1974b) .

To determine the actual effect of this theoretical example, the charac-

teristics of.the credible communicator and the content were woven into a

persuasive dommunication and pre and post attitudes were measured by the

Shrigley Attitude Scale for Preservice Teachers. This is graphically

represented in Figure 1:
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HOVLAND'S PERSUASIVE
COMMUNICATION MODEL

WHO WHAT WHOM WHAT EFFECT

WRIGLEY
SCIENCE
ATTITUDE . X X X
MODEL 6 variables 6 components factors

FIGURE I

EHRIGLEY'S THEORETICAL SCIENCE EXAMPLE MAPPED ONTO HOVLAND'S TEAMWORK

Whereas this Persuasive communication approach to attitude change deals

specifically with teaching pertinent facts relevant to the attitude, it does

not establish relationships between. the cognitive components and the attitudes

to which they are related. Theserelationships need to be considered in .

light of current instructional design theory. Effective instructional de-

sign by the consistency principle requires a match between the objective,

the learning activity, and. Vie evaluation (Instructional Development Institute,.

1972, Wood., 1976, Merrill et al, 1979). This principle can also be mapned

onto Holiland's framework as shown in Figure 2. Hovland's four-part question

again is represented across the top of the figure. This time, the "what"

of the content and "what effect" measured should be isomorphic.

WOOD.

HOVLAND'S PERSUASIVE
COMMUNICATION MODEL

WHO WHAT WHOM , WHAT EFFECT.

X . X

consistency principle

cognitiVe, facts feelings

FIGURE 2" 235,
THE CONSISTENCY PRINCIPLE MAPPED ONTO HOVIANA'S FRAMEWORK L'24



For the persuasive communication to'follow this principle, an elabora-

tion of the relationship between the facts and feelings that comprise one's

attitude on a subject needs to be Wed to the cognitive components described

earlier. A second persuasive communication was developed which was made up

of the 6 credible communicator characteristics, 6 content components, and an

elaboration of the relationship to the four factors that comprise a science

attitude.-,

in this communication, no consideration was given to the "whom" variable

except for the assumption that they valid be "those preparing to teach

'science in the elementary school" (Shrigley, 1918, p. 335).' Onetcannot

ignore the literature which contends that organismic variables need to be

considered in information processing. Cronbach states that "applied psycholo-

gists should deal with treatments and persons simultaneously. Treatments

are characterized by many dimensions; so are persons . . We should design

treatment, not to fit the average person, but to fit groups of students with

particular aptitude patterns. Conversely, we should seek out aptitudes which

correspond to . . . modifiable aspects .of the treatment" (1957, p. 168)..

Following this theory, Hovland's persuasive eommunication model changes

to S-O-R theory and the flow diagram becomes:

OBJECTIVE

AUDMIC.E--)C ENT

COMMUNICATOR

PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION

DESIRED OUTCOME

As in the S-R model, one begins 14 defining the specific objective.

The audience retains the same influence in determining the credible communi-.

cator; although it also contributes to the determination of the content of

26
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the persuasive communication.

Since ittitudes are considered, to be made up of parts, the cognitive,

the affective ind the behavioral (Katz and Stotland, 1959, Rosenberg and

Hovland, 1960), and since thid study was investigating the importance of

the consistency principle for affective instruction, integrative complexity

(the ability to integrate informatijh and abstract concepts in the environ-

ment (Harvey, 1966, Goldstein and Blackman, 1978)), was chosen as the in-

dividual difference variable which should have a significant influence on

the content of the persuasive communication. The integrative complexity

component can be mapped onto Noyland's framework as in vivre 3. Harvey's

integrative complexity research clarifies the "Wbxe since it tore carefully

describes individualdifferencesacross the concrete to abstract spectrum

which was left undefined in Shrigley's previous research.

HARVEY

HOVLAND'S PERSUASIVE
COMMUNICATICOrMODEL

WHO WHAT WHOM WHAT EFFECT

X

integrative
complexity

concrete abstract

.1

. 1
concrete

differentiators

. 1
.

non-differentiation non-integration integration

i 1

non-integration

blind segmented cognitive intelligent
generalization structure generalization.

FIGURE 3

THE PLACE OF INTEGRATIVE COMPLEXITY ON HOVLAND'SFRAM6YORK
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Differences on the abstract concrete continuum are explained in terms

of differentiation and integration. Concrete subjects who fail to differen-

tiate stimuli of closely related concepts will relate Shrigley's six

cognitive elements about the importance of teachiAescience and their feel.-

Jug toward. science to the four factori that make up their science attitude

without it actually stated. Abstract thinkers,. who have the ability to

differentiate information and integrate it into existing information in

their. cognitive structure if arguments are plausible will be able to inte-

grate the six eomponents about the impoitince of teaching science with their

feelings toward science (the four factors. that make up their science attitude)

and tbUs change their science attitude also (see Figure 4).

NOVIANDiS PERSUASIVE
COMMUNICATION MODEL ,

WHO WHAT WHOM WHAT-EFFECT

'

HARVEY
INTEGRATIVE
COMPLEXITY

WOOD
. CONSISTENCY

PRINCIPLE

xT
abs

I
tracts concretes

integrate fail to differentiate

X x

lkstated relationship not needed-)

(non-integrated)

FIGURE

THE CONSISTENCY PRINCIPLE AND LEVEL OF INTEGRATIVE COMPLEXITY
FOR ABSTRACT OR CONCRETE THINKERS

Further, it is assumed that these six cognitive elements will. not be
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sufficient information for changing the science attitude of concrete aif- .

ferentiatOrs who maintain segmented views and do not relate new information

into existing unrelated information. The communication woad contain

sufficient information only.to change attitudes about the Importance of

teaching science in the elementary school. 'The information and the objective

would be consistent and there would be no need for the snbJects to integrate

the importance of science into their knowledge about general science attitude.

However, the objective is to change science attitude, so this cofaitive

information should not be sufficient to meet -the objectives since it does

nacontain the structurally important relationships (see Figure 5). An

additional segment of the persuasive, communication which discusses these

relationships theoretically should be necessary.

WHO
.

HARVEY
INTEGRATIVE
COMPLEXITY

WOOD
CONSISTENCY
PRINCIPLE

HOVLAND'S PERSUASIVE
COMMUNICATION MODEL

WHAT WHOM WHAT.EFPECT

X

'concrete differentiators

fail to integrate

X X

\relationship stated
.(integrated)

FIGURE 5-

THE CONSISTENCY PRINCIPLE AND LEVEL OF INTEGRATIVE COMPLEXITY'
FOR COrCRETE DIFFERENTIATORS
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Specifically, this study asks the following questions:

1. Do, perivasive communications formed frail Shrigley's theoretical

research_ change the attitude or- preservice teachers toward-science?

2. Will an integrated persuasive communication change the attitude of

preservice teachers toward science more than a non - integrated

persuasive communication?

3. Does integrative complexity mediate the stimulus and response

as proposed so that*a non-integrated. persuasive -communication

will change science attitude more in some preservice teachers and

an integrated persuasive communication will change science attitude

more in others?

These questions can be translated. into the following hypotheses:

HI: Preservice teachers who listen to integrated persuasive
-communications will show significantly more positive change in
attitudes toward science than those who listen to no communication.

).H2: Preservice teachers who listen to non-integrated persuasive
communications will show significantly more positive change in at-,
titudes toward science than those who listen to nor communication.

H3: Preservice teachers who listen to integrated persuasive
communications will show significantly more positive attitudes
toward science than those who listen to nonintegrated persuasive.
communications.

114: Preseriice abstract or concrete thinkers who listen to a
non-integrated communication will show significantly more oositive
change in attitude toward science'than those concrete differenti-
ators who listen, to the same communication.

Hg: Preservice abstract/concrete thinkers who listen to an
ifitegrated treatment will show no more positive change in attitude

, toward science than the concrete differentiators who listen to the
same communication.

H6: Preservice abstract/concrete thinkers who listen to a non-
integrated treatment will show no difference in change in attitude
toward science than if they listen to an integrated treatment.

Preservice concrete differentiators who listen to an integrated
persuasive communication will show significantly more positive change
in attitude toward science than if they listen to a non-integrated
persuasive communication.

2.10
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A pretest, posttest, contrOl group. design was used with Subjects

block randomized into one bf three groups: integrated, non-integrated, o

control, by their level of integrative complexity. The Conceptual Systems

Test, a 48-item, five choice objective personality test dssighed. by Harvey- '

and HoffMeister (1978) was used to determine the level of Integrative com-

plexity. This test was chosen for several reasons. First of all, the test ,

has been designed by Harvey, who originally conceived the four levels of

abstraction and developed the very highly valued This I Believe (TIB) test,

and has high content and construct validity (Harvey, 1966). Secondly, it

has been designed for group administration of subjects grades seven and over.

This test has been used extensively with undergraduates (Epting and Wilkins,

1974)- Third, it is a published test and its results may be related. to '.

other studies using this instrument. Fourth, is tit objective test which

is easier to score than the TIB, another measure oeintegrative complexity,

and not dependent upon subjective evaluation. Fifth, administration of the

test takes only 25 - 30 minutes. Sixth, "teachers have been classIfied

according to this scheme in studies of teacher effectiveness" (Buros, 1978,,

p. 757), and therefore it can be used with preservice teachers who eventual:1y

will make AO the teacher population.

Upon the recommendation of Hothneister (1979), subjects were 'grouped

into low, middle, and high groups with low represenUng abstract, middle

as concrete differentiators, and high as concrete thinkers.

The Shrigley Attitude Scale for Preservice Teachers described previousy

7,se

was used as the pre and post measurof attitude change. A respectable 0.89 .71

and 0.912 coefficient alpha indices of reliability were yielded on the pre

and post tests respectively.

Ninety-three volunteers of preservice elementary teachers enrolled in

an instructional media course participated.in this investigation. Subject

distribution is shown in Table 1.
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igh
Middle
Low
Subtotal

Unclassifiable.

.
'

Total

Table '1

Subject Distribution

TRUMOOM! A' TREATMENT B TREATMENT C
Non - Integrated Integrated -Control Total

H 8 9 8 25

4

,1,5 18 15 , 46
3 12

27 30 28 85

4 . 2 2 8

31 '32 30'
_

93

The non-integrated treatment was ^ videotaped discussiotof the 6

cognitive components with the weaving in of the 6 statements to establish

communicator credibility. The integrated' treatment was also a videotaped

discussion as in the non-integrated treatment with an additional segment,

which discussed the ielationship between the importance of science teaching

and one's feelings toward science. To determine if the two persuasive corn.

mnnications were effective, in changing attitudes of preservice teachers, a

3 analysis of variance with repeated measures with three levels of treat-

ment, integrated, non-integrated and control as the between subjects A factor

and the pre and post-test scores as the within subjects J factory Results

are Amin in Table 2 and Figure 6.

. . Table 2

Summary Table Itr Comparing Pre- and Post-test Scores
Across the Three Treatment Conditions

.Source of
Variation

Sums of Mean
Squares Squares df F-Ratio

Between Subjects (A) 565.30 282.65 2 1.138
Error 22357.51 248.42 90

Within Subjects (J) 149.94 149.94 , 1 7.47 **
AJ 129.10 64.55 '2 3.22 *
Error 1806.46 20.07 ' go .

. *p .05

**p .01
2.12 .

.t
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O
I

J.

(A) Non-Integrated

(E) Integrated

(C) Control

POST

65.19 68.39

62.65 65.34

62.26 62.65

!

non 0
., re

1...

These results show a significant interaction, so three tests of

C.

contrasts comparing the pre- and post-scores of each tr atment we e con-

ducted. Family-wise error has been controlled using th Tukey WM on the

I follow -up tests. Results of this analysis are shown iniTable 3

Table 3,

:Follow-up Test Results Ccmparing Pre- and PostrTest
Scores on the Three Treatments

Pre-Post
Contrast Difference Obtained T

\\/Critical
df Value Of T

Non - Integrated 3.1935 3.468 * 30 2.04
'Integrated 2.6875 2.224 * 31 02.04
Control 0.6000 0.477 '.z 2.05

*p .05

These results indicate a significant differencebetween the)pre- and

. /4

post-test spores of both the non-integrate! treatment croup And the integrated
.,

.

\
i

a

treatment. group. '
\ ,

\

.,

The relationships among the concretes, concrete
1 \

difierentiataftd
.

abstract groups in the three treatments were also investigated.

,,, \
Due to the theetical prediction that both concretes TA abstracts

would manifest a greater attitude chance than the concrete dfcrentiators,
_ .

and the dearth of samples on each extreme, the two groups wer01coMbined into

2.13 -
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A

the'high' group to increase the power of discrimination between cell means.

Concrete differentiators remained intact and will be called the 'medium'

group.

Analysis of variance, ith repeated,measures in a 3X2X2 design with

three treatments, two levels of integrative complexity, and pre- and,post-'

measures wasused to test these last four hypotheses.. Since Proportional .

sample sizes were needed to run thiatianayiis, three subjects had to be
I . 4

randomi,y eliminated from the medium, integrated group and one subject randoely

eliminated from the high", control vow. Proportiohality thus Was achieved

:with 12 subjects in the high, and 15 subjects di the medium groups across-

a

each treatment condition.

The results designated in Table 4 reveal neither a triple interaction

nor any two-level interactions. The within - subjects variable was significant

as expected and consistent with the findings in Table 2. 0f4nterest to

$,

°this
s
analysis was the difference in pre- ana post - scores among each level

Of integrative complexity and treatment. Since no triple interaction're-

sulted, significant differences between pre- and post-scores okbotii .levels

of high and medium integrative compleXity in each treatment were examined;

4

Results of this analysis are recorded in Table 5. ,Differences are shown in

Figure 10.

Table 4'

Summary Table for Testing the Individual Difference Variable

Source of
Variation

Between Subjects
(A) - 3 Treatments .

(B) - High-Medium
(AB) - Interaction
Error

Within SubjeCts
(J) - Pre-Post
(AJ) Intern
(B4 - Internal
(ABJ) Intera

Error .

*ifp .01

Sums of Mean

Squares °Squares

V655.05
12.22

469.29
16580.19

160.01
58:38

.96

145.99

1390.16

. . 2.1.1

372.52
12.22

234.64
221.07

160.01
29.19

5.

18.54

df F-Ratio

2
1.

2

75 .

1

2

1
2

75

1.48e
0.055

1.061

8.632 **
1.575

0.322
0.4014
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Table 5

Follow -up Tests for Comparing Pre- and Post-Scores
for High end Medium Groups in Each Treatment

Pre-Post
Contrast Difference Obtained T dr

Critical
Value of T.

High, Non-Integrated 4.3333 3.916 14 3.155
Nediam, Non-Integrated 1.8667 1.182 14 3.155
High; Integrated 2.833 1.166 14 3.155
Medium, Integrated 2.600 1.809 3.155
High, Control 0.08§3 0.057 14 3.155
Medium,-Control 0,.4687 0.297 14 '3.155 . $

High

. .
Medium

lion:4114...grated

Pre Post
Integrated

Pre Post

63.58

.

, 66.42
I

1 .

60.53 63.13

s 1

Control
Pre Post

62.00 s;

. -

61,53 62...

'FIGURE 7

COMPARISON OF PRE- AND POST-SCORES POR HIGH ADD
MEDIUM GROUPS IN EACH TREATMENT

Non-integrated and integrated treatment data indicate that a more

positive attitude/resulted after libtening to the persuasive communication;
i/

however; only the difference for the high subjects iii the non-integrated

treatment condition was significant.

These, results indicate for .61e.otper-groups that the changes in attitude

were not significantly different from each other, although the gain scores

'were in the'predicted direction.

Discussion.ti.wl critichl Analysis of Results

Support has been found for the predicted'change in attitude after

listening to the integrated treatment or non-integrated treatment but not

for the control group. These results indicate that Shrigley's theoretical

,

2.15
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example of a systematically designed persuasivecommunication using Hovland's

model can yield a positive change in

and. communication components whi6h m

treatments can now be interpreted as

about an attitude change.
i.

ttitude toward science. The communicator

e up both the integrated ananon-:.ntegrated,

ecsential and effective :n bringing

,

The predicted difference between the non - integrated and integrated

treatmept attitude scores was not supported even! thoughthe integrated'

treatment was designed according to the-con viNtency principle, that is, by

.

.adding sour copments; which directly matched the type of question. on the

evaluation Instrument (Shrigley Attitude Scale for Preservice Teachers), to

.theecontent of the non-:integrated persuasive communication. Mhese results

. indicate that the inclusion of the additional section to the persuasive

communication which explicitly establishes the relationship between attitude

toward science and the factori"whice'make up one's attitude toward scieuce

is'not necessary:

The%sensibivity one has having one's attitude changed cautions,

instructional designers '..4nst including statements which specifically.

mention audience att..'..ades Statements which declared that the communicator

.

was` trying ti ,-....uipialate the audience's attitude were carefully avoi5edi

I

thowe-.1r,
descriptions of how their attitude on the fol..c factors related

\to their science, attitude were explicit. The mention of attitudes, cam-

bined with adminietrCdon cf a science attitude pre-test may have cued, or

established a predisposed res!.stance to the message. This may mean net in

a persuasive communication one-to-one correspondence in instruction-evaluation

may not be desirable. It should be noted that the effects of the additional

segment in the integrated treatment did, not prevent a positive change in

attitude from occurring. What is also important to note is that the six

. . p.411.
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components of the non-integrated treatment were included and may have caused
/

the change in attitude in spite of the'negative effects possible caused by

mentioning attitudes.

Due to the fact that the,abstradt and concrete thinkers were predicted

to obtain the same results, the former because of intelligent differentiation

and integration and the latter because of lack of differentiation, both

were combined in order to compare their results with the results of the

concrete differentiators across pre- and post-test scores as posed in hypotheses

4 through 7. After calculating the nalysis of variance with the combined

group, differenceiwas found betweei pre- and post scores for only the high

abstract/concrete, non-integrated. treatment group. In analyzing these

individual difference results, it is important to keep, in mind the nredic-
%

tions for each cell which are shown in Figure 8.

NON-INTEGRATED

INTEGRATED

HIGH MEDIUM

FIGURE 8

DICTED RESUIT6*FOR THE ETDIVIDUAL DIFFERMICE VARIABLE

Acco ding tic) the ranner in which concretes, abstracts, d concrete

differentiators differ in .their cognitive processing, h.ugh subjects who

A N
listen ",o 4ke non-integrated treatment should have a greater change in

.

attitude than concrete differentiators, medium subjects, who listen to

the same communication. The one-to-one correspondence between the com-

munication and evaluation advocated by the consistency principle is not

-4



needed to change,atiitudes for this high group. Cells 1 and 3 feom Figure _-

therefore,. should be equal since these relationships are not, in fact,

present in the non-integrated treatment (cell 1) and are present, although

not necessary, in the integrated treatment (cell 3).

=,

liThe one-to-one correspondence of the consistency principle, ho'dever,

was *edictad to be essential in designing instruction for concrete differen-

tiators because of their segmented cognitive structure. This means that

cell 4 should reflect a' greater'dhange in attitude than cell 2 since the

concrete differentiators were presented with integrated information. The

integrate& treatment shouli yield ec.i.al results in cells 3 and 4 for both

high and medium groups since relationships.wereestablished for both those

who fail to differentiate or integrate and those who do not.

The results indicate a significant change in attitude in cell 1 from

Figure 8, but not for any of the others. This means that for the high

Integrative complex subjects, the persuasive communication may be designed

based on qbrigley's work withociut one-to-one correspondence of the instruction

and evaLation. For the other'tells, stated relationships may or may not be

needed to elicit a significant change in attitude by means of a persuasive

communication.

To determine if the integrated tree ment was more effective than the

non-integrated treatment for either level integrative complexity,

analysis of variance was applied to the gain sores. No significant +...iffer-

ence resulted between the means. Although all othe means in each cell

were in the predicted direction, the high variance in each cell reduced
N

the power of the test to detett any differences. Based onsthis analysis,

it is important to emphasize that the cell means cannot be legitimately

attributed to different populations, and are not, therefore, statistically

different from each other. Retesting this hypothesis with a larger sample

representing the abstract and Concrete groups is essential to determine if

2 18 237



the consistency principle should be followed in developing different per-

SUASiVe communications far different levels of integrative complexity.

These results, indicating equality in the cell means, are inconsistent

with the theoretical basis of cognitive processing in concrete-abstract

thinkers. Considering all the rese-sch conducted in defining the charac-

teristics of concrete/abstract thinkers and the significant results show-

ing that,Shrigley's six components elicit a positive attitude change,*it is

unlikely that non-significance can be attributed to faulty definition of

the subjects by integrative complexity. Mather, careful inspection of the

content of the additional segment in the integrated treatment which discusses

the relationship between the importance. of teaching science and the four

affective factors that make up one's-attitude toward science is warranted.

Examples used in establishing relationships in the treatment must be

examined to determine if they are significantly relevant to the audience.

If relevance of the examples cannot be established, they should be 6 anged.

Also, the mention of attitudes in the integrated persuasive communication

must be tested to determine if the treatment is cueing the audience to the-

objective of the treatment. 'Changes in the additional segment of the inte-

grated communication should be made and tested before any significant con-

clusions are drawn about =plying the consistency principle to the design

of a persuasive communioation'for subjects differing in level of integrative

complexity.

Conclusions

Presentation of the persuasive communication resulted in a change in

attitude for both the integrated and non-integrated treatment groups.

There was no significant difference in the magnitude of the change in

219 238



Ittitude between the non-integrated and integrated groups, both treatments

apparently being equally as effective. Differences between treatments,

pre- and post-scores, and level of integrative complexity were analyzed

next. in order to examine the results more closely, concretes and abstracts

were combined into the high group and compared to the concrete differentiators

(the medium grcup). The statistical tests indicated that the only group to

. "achieve a significant gain,in attitude was-the high subjects who listened

to the non-integrated communication. The high, non-integrated group's

gain score, however, cannot be said. to be significantly greater than that

of any other group.

Implications of the Study

This study has shown the empirical effectiveness of Shrigley's

theoretical science persuasive communication. The combination of the esT

sential components.of a persuasive communication and the establishment oit

the perceived credibility of the communicator resulted in significant positive

change in attitude. The importance of:this result touches several important

areas. First of all, the results indicate that science attitude, in fact,

can be changed. Knowing this maybe the first step in increasing the amount

of science teaching occurring in the elementary school.

Next, contrary to common opinion, science attitudes can be changed with

as little as a twenty-minute persuasive communication. This is especially

important in dealing with in-service programs for teachers. Time is very

critical with these programs as they are typically very short, one-day

sessions.

Finally, but most importantly for instructional development models,

support is indicated for designing a persuasive communication wising the

systematic strategy of investigating each piece of Hovland's framework

250 239



as Shrigley did.

ruxther investigation needs to be conducted to determine if the con-
/

sistency principle needs to be followed in designing a persuasive communica-
.,

tion to elicit a change in attitude for the concrete differentiators; if at

_ is necessary, for the design of persuasive communichtions for high astracti

-or concretes; and ir matching instruction to evaluation really interferes is

with attitude change because of the direct way it presents information and i

relationships (in this case, between attitudes and behaviors).

251
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ABSTRACT

Feedback programs have produced inconsistent effects on student per-

formance. The major contributing factors have been inconsistent definitions

of feedback and feedbackprocedures.used in various studies. Variations

in the feedback recipients (students, teachers, parents) and a lack of

careful utilization of the instructional. content in the feedback systems

have also contributed to the reported inconsistencies. 'In addition, feed-

back programs have been criticized as being unrealistic in nonLlaboratory

settings. Many programs have not adequately considered the problems presented

in typical classroom settings, and have /imposed relatively complex feedback

programs in contrived classrooms. Systematized feedback, a curriculum- based

program employed in the present study, was defined as providing knowledge

of results of'student performance to both students and teachers a) related

to established instructional objectives; b) within an established instruc-
\

tional context; and c) on a regularly prescribed basis.

A posttest-only, internal-external control group desigd,was used-in /

/

the present study. Three sixth grade classes served as subjects: All classes

utilized a "step" approach to math instruction? where students advanced

through a pre-determined sequence of math skills at individual rates. Two

classes, each taught by the saie teacher, were used to measure treatment

eff,:zts.. nne class served as an internal control group, Ieiving only

math instruction. The other class received math instruction and system-

atized feedback. The remining class, taught by a different teacher, served

-as an additional external control class. The external control class,

included to control for possible teacher bias, received only math instruction.

25'7.
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The systematized feedback' class:was adMinistered a math skill inventory

to determine the individual skill status of each student. Student scores

were rovided to the teacher, who subsequently distributed the results to,.

the students. Students individually recorded their skills as mastered,'

instruction.41, or not mastered on skill profile sheets. Students were

instructed for a two week'period, and administered an update quiz 'which,

covered skills not yet mastered. Student quizzes were scored, returned to

the teacher for review, and subsequently distributed to the students for
.1

feedback and, profile updating. This procedure, continued for twellie weeks.

All students were administered a 25 item .math computation proficiency

tescat the end of the twelve week period.

4
asults of ad ANOVA cbmparing the scores of the three classes

indicated,signifl.cant differences (p<.02). Means'and.standard deviations

for the three classes were: systeMatized feedback (R=21.2Q; S.D.=3.07),
.

' internal control (R=18.75; S.D....3.67), and external control (R=18.61;

6.D.3.47). The systematized feedback'class scored,signifiaantly highet

than the control groups on the math proficiency test, while no significant

differences were obtained between the two control groups.' The obeeived

treatment effect and the non:-significant.differencrs between the control

classes suggests that the results are valid, and not simply a function of

teacher bias.

Feedback is of.signilicant value when applied in a systematic manner.

The present study confirms the effectiveness and practicality of feedback',

based programs in "real world" settings. Feedback programs should system-

atically include instructional content, feedback procedures that include
)

both teachers and students, and provisions foriassuring cOmpatability

I(

with existing instructional settings.
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Michael J. Hannafin
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V

The benefits Of providing delayed feedback in the instructional

process have been well documented in controlLd settings (Sturges, Sarafino,
4 4

and Donaldson, 1968; More, 1969; Kulhavy, 1972; Sassenrath,
z
3975). Yet

comparatively little research demonstrating applicability of delayed feed
.

back in natural classroom settings has been reported. Limited attempts to

apply delayed feedback programs in natural classroom settings have oftsn

produced contradictory results

man, Williams, & Hiller, 1974).

(e.g., Surber & Anderson, 1975, versus New-
,

oletermination of the practical effec-,

tiveness ofedelayed feedback in natural classroom settings is imperative.

The present study examined the effects of providing delayed, system-

atized feedback on student test scores on math computation proficiency
%

tests, Delayed systemiiized feedback was defined as providing knowledge

of test results on skill quizzes to botH students apd teachers: a) related'

to established instructional objectives; b) within an established instruc-

tional context,, i.e.; natural classroom petting; c) on a biweekly

- basisr-and d) one day following the completion of the quiz.,

Several important0compOnents of delayed feedback programs halie been

identified.. Stuiges (1972 a) suggested that the effecitveness of delayed

feedback programs is contingent on'the nature of the stimuli present during
. ,

the feedback, how the students/or subjects 4espond to the feedback, and

the relevance Of the feedback.stimuli to the test, measures. Kulhavy (1977)

noted that although feedback should be used frequently in the instructional

proces , the availability of feedback materials needs to be restricted.

248.



He reasoned that when feedback materials are too readily available,

students might copy responses rather than util4zing the correcting function

of feedback to confirm the accuracy of their responses. Kulhavy also

suggested that the instructional level upon*hich the feedback is baied

must be appropriate for the intended learners. Feedback systems produce

only minimal effects when students have very little confidence in their

responses. Consequently, the required learning tasks i.ust be reasonably

attainable for delayed feedbac1 strategies to be, effective (Kulhavy, 1977).

Sturges (1972 b) suggested that the activity immediately following feed-

\

back is also critical in feedback programs. Given opportunities for self-

correction or practice following feedback, students' performance was

improved as a result of the feedback (Sturges, 1972 b). In effect, the

identified components suggest that feedback must be systematically applied

in order to be maximally effective.

The manner in which deJaycd feedback is operationally defined is also

an important factGr. Delayed feedback has been frequently defined as

providing knowledge of results of test performance to itv nts. However,

the different ways in which such' definitions have been operationalized have
4

been a source of concern. Kulhavy (1977) attributed many of the reported

inconsistencies among delayed feedback programs to operation:. definitional

differences.\

The mann:1r in which knowledge of results is provided has also been

-"nsidered an additional source of potential variability. Sturges (1969)

1 that knowledge of results in delayed feedback programs should be

it. -relative, i.e must include information related to criterion measure

items and response alternatives. Gilman (1969) has suggested that the

process of providing knowledge of results be modified to provide greater

2U) .19



guidanCe to the learners, The author found that feedback which simply

identifies responses as correct or incorrect was not as effective as

, providing knowledge of results with guided elaboration. Gilided elaboration,

where both correct and incorrect responses are verified through a structured

review of the relevant conte.it, was more effective in improving student

_performicethan providing only knowledge of response #ccuragy.(Gilman,

1969). I

An ;additional definitional problem reported in feedback literature is

related ;to the immediate vs. delayed feedback dichotomy. Since the terms
i .

immediateand delayed are relative terms, they have been operationally

defined within each indivi4ual study. Consequently, the generalizability

of research findings has 4en somewtat limited (Peck & Tillema, 1979,

Note .0.
I ,

-Attempts have also b en made to identify maximally effective delay

intervals as applied in d layed feedback programs. Studies employing

delayed ifeedback techniqu s have focused primarily on retention of factual
1

informaton. Research in ritten prose learning generally indicates that

feedbacOelays from one-t two days are effective in improving subsequent

student performance. Englis and Kinzer (1966) found that feedback delays

1

of one hqur or two days were uperior to either immediate feedback or feed-

back delayed one week. More (969) found that delays of two-and-one-half
,

hours or One day were superior o either immediate feedback or feedback

delayed 1 Jr days. However, the primary means for assessing student perfor-

prance 4ance in- ese studies has been t e use of .multiple choice tests. The

effectiveness of feedback programs in process-oriented content areas
1

has not bell wel- documented. Compitational mathematics, for

example, reiuires both basic factual memory and process-oriented applica-

25O
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tions. Existing feedback research does not provide clear guidelines for the

development of feedback programs process-oriented content areas such as

mathematics.

The use of feedback systems in relearning information is also an

important consideration. However, the manner in which feedback information

should be subsequently utilized has not been clearly established. While

this is critical to the development of an effective feedback program,

,research has not conclusively identified how feedback information should

be subsequently utilized in order to be maximally effective. Surprisingly

little research has be.. t reported pertaining to the role of thg instructor

in teacher - directed learning settings. In such settings, the teacher typically

controls the content, presentation rate, and total time provided for

instruction. Since these are potent variables in facilitating student

learning, the role of the teacher needs to be investigated.

O

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 67 students assigned to one of three sixth grade

mathematics'classes in a non-tracked suburban elementary school. Non-

tracked refers to the essentially random class assignment procedures lased

by the school system. The three classes were selected because each used a

"step" approach to mathematics instruction, where students advanced through

a predetermined sequence of mathemd :ics skills at individual rates. Two

classes were taught by the same teacher, and the remaining class was taught

by a second teacher. One class was the systematized feedback group, on,: the

internal control group, and one the external control group.
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Materials

The'materials used in the present study included amathematics skill

inventory, a series of sequenced mini-quizzes, student profile sheets for

recording individual progress, and class record sheets for reporting

overall class progress. The mathematics inventory included three test

items for each of 39 specific objectives. The objectives were developed

and sequence by school personnel prior to the present study and the

mathematics inventory was developed by the researcher for the present study.

The inventory provided information used to establish the baseline skill

status for each student in the systematized feedback group. The mathematics .

inventory also served as the initial feedback instrument for both teac"....zs

and students regarding individual skill acquisition. Thirty-nine separate

mini-quizzes, each keyed to the mathematics objectives, were used for a bi-

weekly skill assessment of students in the systematized feedback group.

Student performance on the mini-quizzes was the primary information source

for providing the bi-weekly feedback. In addition, each student in the

systematized feedback group maintained an individual skill profile sheet

which included the 39 math objectives. Students individually recorded their

sills as mastered (100% accuracy), instructional (67% accuracy), or not

mastered (less than 67% accuracy) on their profile sheets. The skills were

sequentially ordered from easiest to most difficult based upon the skill

sequence refined by the school personnel. The individual skill profile

sheets provided students with the means to monitor their individual progress

throughout the study. Based upon individual student performance on the

bi-weekly mini-quizzes, students individually updated their profiles. A

class summary record sheet, which provided a student performance by objec-

tive format, provided a capsulized summary of student performance and

26:3
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progress throughout the study.

Criterion Measures

The criterion test used in the present study was a 25 itla mathematics

computation test. The computation test included skills which are typically

mastered between fifth and eighth grade levels, and all skills on the

computation test were also included on the mathematics inventory and mini-

quizzes. The test required addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals. In addition, test

items related to physical geometry and measurement were included. The

test, which was developed by the school staff, was administered to provide

information for the present study and information for use in subsequent

class scheduling. The test was a constructed response test, and.was

administered as a power test.

Procedures

Three classes participated in the study. Two classes were taught by

the same teacher, the remaining class was taught by a different teacher.

Of the two classes taught by the same teacher, one class was randomly

assigned to the systematized feedback treatment. The remaining classes

served as control classes.

Prior to the start of the study, the systematized feedback teacher

provided student9Awith a general introduction to the mathematic program that

followed. No statement was made regarding comparisons among classes;

students were not informed that their test scores would be compared with

the performance of other classes. Students were administered the m#thematics

inventory under untimed conditions prior to the start of the program. Math-

ematics inventories were scored, student performance was recorded on the

class record sheet and student profile sheets, and all information was
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returned to the teacher on the first day of the program. The teacher

distributed the student profile sheets to the class with the corresponding

scored mathematics inventory test. At that time, the teacher conducted a 15

minute orientation session designed to familarize the students with the

relationship between their test performance and their individual profile

sheets. The teacher provided instructions to the students for recording

their test scores during the subsequent feedback periods provided during

the study. All students then received instruction for a two week period.

At the end of the two week period, students in the systematized feedback

class were administered mini-quizzes covering those skills not yet mastered.

Since many students had not yet been exposed to several of the more difficult

skills, they were instructed to review each test item, write their answers

if they felt reasonably confident they could perform the task, or mark an

"X" in the answer box if they were uncertain of the correct response; The

mini-quizzes.were corrected, scored, and returned to the teacher and the

students on the next school day. At that time, the teacher distributed

the scored mini-quizzes to the students and instructed them to update their

profile sheets according to the quiz results. Students were provided

approximately five minutes for completing this tas%. The teacher then

instructed the students to review their correct and incorrect answers in

order to identify possible problems. Students were told to request assis-

tance from the teacher, if needed, or to proceed with the next step in the

mathematic sequence. Since students in all classes were routinely instructed

to request needed assistance, this procedure simply confirmed the availability

of the teacl)er under the new program.

The bi-weekly testing, scorinl, and feedback was continued throughout

a twelve week period. At the end Of the twelve week period, students in
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both the systematized feedback class and the control classes were

administered the 25 item mathematics computation test.

Results

Means and standard deviations for the mathematics computation' test scores

by treatment group are includecrin Table 1.

Insert Table 1 Here

As shown in Table 1, the systematized feedback class scored higher than

either the internal control class or the external control class. Results

of a one -way ANOVA indicated the difference to be significant (F=4.18,df

2/64,,e:02). No significant differences were obtained between the two

control groups.

Discussion

The present study examined the effects of systematized feedback on

mathematics performance. The study was conducted in natural classroom set-.

tings in an attempt to extend the external validity of previous feedback

studies.

The results of the present study indicate that feedback can be of

significant value when applied in a systematic manner. All classes employed

.11

in the present steely employed the same instructional materials, approximately

the same student entry level skills based on teacher and administr2Lor report,

255..
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Table 1

Mean Computation Test Scores, N, and Standard

Deviations by Treatment,Group

Computation Test

Treatment Group

Systematized Internal External

Results Feedback Control Control

Test Score

S.D.

N

21.20*

3.07

24

18.75

3.67

20
4

18.61

1.49

23

*v.02

2C7
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and the same performance documentation system required by the school. The

Major departurei among the classes employed in the present study were that

the systematized feedback class employed an instructionally integrated feed-

back system. Systematized feedback was regularly provided, organized,
o

included provisions for.post-feedback instruttion, and was provided to both .

students and teachers.

-In effect, systematized feedback provides a closed loop instructional

system where knowledge of student performance is sensibly integrated with

instruction and assessment to improve subsequent student performance. Since

the major difference between the systematized feedback class and the control

classes was essentially organizational in nature, the findings suggest that

a more_methodical approach to providing instruction in natural settings is

both plausible and effective.

During the present,study, no special requirements were made of the ,'

systematized feedback teacher regarding instructione. style. The teacher

was instructed to use the information in whatever manner deemed appropriate.

However, as verified informally by the teacher,' teaching style was modified

as a result of the systematized feedback received dUring the study. The

systematized feedback teacher indicated that the instruction became more

focused, i.e., more skill-specific. Also, the teacher noted that student

progress became contingent on demonstrable skill acquisition rather than

teacher judgement. While it is impossible to partition the proportion of

score variance accounted for by student versus teacher knowledge of results

in the present study, the combined effect is apparent. When a teacher was

provided meaningful information upon which to base modifications in teaching

style, changes occurred; when such information was provided on a regular

basis, as demonstrated during the present study, the teacher modified

4
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instructional strategies on an on-going basis. The result of this type of

on-going instructional modification was inevitably improved student

performance. Since the teacher possesses substantial control over the

instructional process, the importance of including thdtteacher in delayed

feedback programs can not be overstated. While the student is ultimately

responsible f learnind the information presented, the teacher typically

controls what and how information is to be presented.

Several cautions' which are frequently encountered in applied, action

research must be considered. Although random assignment of students to

classes was assumed no absolute statements of preprograM equiiralence among
- - - - -

classes can be guaranteed. Historically, however, substantial mathematics

performance differences among sixth grade classes was considered very

uncommon by the school administration. Also, since the researcher randomly

assigned the systematized feedback class, potential teacher or subject selec-

tion bias was not a factor. Future research should systematically account

for equivalence through pretest procedures or covariance techniques.

In some respects, the strengths of the present study might be perceived

as the weaknesses Of a more rigidly controlled study. In the present study,

however, the external validity of the controlled delayed feedback research

was of particular Concern. The present study confirms the effectiveness

and practicelity_o_f_.f.eedb_ack__based .programs_in -"real world" settings.

Additional research regarding the generalizabilityof delayed feedback

research to other process-oriented subject areas should be advanced.

Although computations]: mathematics is largely process in nature, the present

study utilized a fairly well articulated instructional system. It is unclear

whether or not academic subjects involving literature or creative writing

are equally amenable to a systematized feedback approach.

2C
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An additional area for further research concerns the effects of

systematized feedback on task-relevant studeniquestioning. It. is possible

that systematized feedback increases the, lumber of task-releyant questions

due to the information available for student review. However, it is also

possibletthat stldsnt questionning would be reduced ass function or-the
4

preciseness and task relavance of the information provided during systematized'

feedback. Such possibilities should be investigated.

In summary, feedback is of significant value when0a9plied in- a systemtic

manner. The present study confirms the effectiveness and practicality of

systematically applied feedback in natural classroom settings. Feedback

programs-should-systematically-Include instructional content, feedback

procedures that include both teachers and students, and provision for

assuring Compahability within the instructional setting.

O
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Language or linguistic ability del, lops out of the acquisitionon

the need to communilate meaning. The fie:1 of

ps.Oholinguisitics generally concerns itself with tno acquisition of
;

language. In studying the ontogeny of laArage-15eY olinguis a have

traditionally investigated the effect of tf7 auditory mode to the

exclusion of the visual. There are,ihowevei.\, researchers who are

expanding the domain of psycholInguistics to include the semantic,

pragmatic, paralingdistic, and nonlinguistic features of

co:mmunication. (French, 1976) This type of re earch involves the

integration of both auditory and visual perceptions in the

development of meaning and language.

This presentation investigates the use of visuals in

facilitating language learning. It has three. sections. The first

section looks at the effects of both visual and auditory perceptions

on the ontogeny %f language. The second section samples the grlwing

body of research. and data on the ways in which visuals facilitate

first language learning. The'third section discusses applications
A

1

and implications of this' reaearuh in second language research and in

the second language classroom. IL any stuiy_of visuals a,

tistinction should ne male between internally generlted images

(image(ry or induced imagery), and externally genera-6,ed images
r 1

(pictures or imposed imagery). This study concentralctes on

externally generated or imposed images and uses the terms

"pictures", "pictorials" or IN suals" synonomously.
A

1. Onto4eny of Language.

Current studies in the., neurobiological foundations of language

hold that the development of various language and per:celtual skills

must be preceded by maturation of the relevant ar,ls of the brain.
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Por example, data on the ontogeny of speech indicate that the

ability to vocalize is a function of muscular central over the

organs o1 articulation which results from maturation of those areas

of the brai'h which regulate these organs (Stark, 1978; Walsh and

Diller, 1979) together with the ability to distinguish meaningful

'and non-meaningful sounds even before speech is possible. It has

been suggested that this ability to integrate sound and meaning may

be central to langualge learning (Dore, Franklin, Miller. and Ramer,

1976). We believe that this interpretation is too restricted.

Humans construct meaning from their perceptions and experience of

their environment. These perceptions are visual aid sensory as well

as auditory. We would prefer to state that the integration of

auditory and visual perceptions is central to the development of

meanin3 which, in turn, is a prerequisite to the development of

landuage. There appears. to be a convergence of auditory

discrimination, visual selectivity, and physical mobility or relayed

activity at about the same time for the child. There are studies

which demonstrate this thesis'. For example, Reich cites this

experience with his son. Initially, the child isSociated the

auditory cue, "shoe", with the visual st:'.mulus, the shoes on the

shoe rack in his mother's closet but not those in his father's

closet. Gradually over a period of time, he extended the cue to

include shoes placed in his path, those in his father's closet, and

finally shoes being worn. This tepan at about 8 months, well before

the chile, began to verbalize. He would crawl to the el %et and

point to the rack. It would have been interesting to note vt what

point he would have attached the label to a pictorial stimulus as

well.
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Young children appear to conceptualize differently than do

adults and their processes are not fully understood. (Howe, 1978;

Rodgon, 1976; Duncan ,and Kellls, 1978). When they are constructing
e

their meanings for language, the initial stages seem to be

identification of the lexical item with the object or action ark

and Sengul, 1978; Carter, 1975; Oreenfield, 1978; Rodg6n, etal 1977;

Trevarthan, 1976). "It is when they dissociate the lexicon from the

object or action that adult-like language begins. This is

considered the stage when "serious" language learning begins (Walsh

and Diller, 1979) and occurs at about the age of two. Throughout

this time, the auditory, visual and sensory modes of perception are

being int.egrated in the development of meaning.

2. Use of Visuals in Teaching/Learning.

This section conside:s the role of visuals in enhancing,

comprehension and learning of older cnildren and adults in formal

classroom situations. The facilitative and de].etrious effects of

visuals have been widely investigated in areas such as vocabulary

learninl and concept formation and oral and wrizten prose

comprehension. These studies have been conducted looking at

variables such as age, culture, socioclonomic status, content and

task. In the following disciVion we will focus on the use of

visuals in concept formation, written prose comprehension (reading),

and oral prose comprehension (listening),

2.1 Use of Visuals in Concept Pormation.

Very often vocabulary iesning involves acquiring the concepts

which the lexical item represents. Numerous studies have been

conducted on the use of visuals for vocabulary learning, and their

results have generally indicated facilitative effects. (See the
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works o1 Levin and his colleagues cited in the Bibliography). In

another type of study visuals were used to help teach 3rd and 4th

graders mathematical concepts (Tennyson, 1970. Re found the

picture condition enhanced his subjects' concept learning and rule.

learning. This use of visuals in content area learning seems to be

a' particularly fruitful area for further research.

. 2.2 Use of Visuals in Prose Comprehension.

This field of study has produced a variety of conflicting claims

during its long history. Much discussion has centered on the merit

of visuals used as hex tlaal accompaniments. We suggest that the

problem ha.s been in-either the4design of the vigual, its expected

role, the task being asse'sed, or the testing instrument. The

visual should not be an alternative to the verbal text. *It should '

function, rather, as an alternative source of, information (Denburg,

1976-77). In this way it is an inteiral source of or element in

textual redundancy. Redundancy is crucial in reducing ambiguity' and

enhancing comnrehensioa. A well-executed visual, thin, will enhance

comprehension but will, not deter the learner or recipient of the

messa0 from payin!; attention to the verbal text itself. The

followi.n,4 sections; will look at the effects of visuals on written

prose (read in:;) and oral prose (listening) comnrehension.

2.2.i Use of Visuals in.Readin.

In studies where the content, desiitn, and test questions have
,

been carefully controlled, the use of visuals has aeneraliy produced

facilitative or positive results. (fee:, for exalp.le, Denburg,

1976-77). Harine, and Pry (1979) vnalyzed a text for propositional

c ntcnt. They then designed two sets of visuals: one set was

totally redundant with the upper level (or main idea) content or

2 1S



their test dtscourse; and one set was redundant with both upper and

lower 1.vels (main ideas and details). For their sixth grade

subject* pictures enhanced recall of top level information, and the

pictorial effects were both immediate and delayed. Comprehension

was measured by recall of propositional content.

2.2.2 Use of Visuals in Listening.

In thesb studies the measure of comprehenion. is usually free or

probed recall of meaning, or verbatim recall of surface structure

forms. Ic is our feeling that recall of meaning or propositional

content is, generally, a more valid measure of comprehension. Thus,

most of the studies cited deal with the use of visuals in oral prose

comprehension ac measured by recall. Rohwer and Katz (1975) tested

blac and white children with oral text accompar;ed by either

pictures or printed text and found that the picture condition

sinificantly improved aural comprehension. Quttmann, etal (1977)

investiatin4 the degree of pictorial support needed, found that

their subjects benefitted from partial pictures in recalling oral

prose. bates, etal (1976) used-videotaped recordings of soap operas

to test comprehension of anaphora. They found that the addition of

the visuql Node significantly enhanced comprehension among their

coliew a:alit subjects. They also incidently found surprising

verbatil recall of surface structure forms, a finding which has

implications for L2 learning to be discussed below.

3. Visuals in second Language Research and Teaching?).

Proficiency or facilfty in a seconq lan,;uaft (L2) also results

from the need to communicats %elininP)fully, -and develops through

comprehension and the acquisition of meaninf;. 1,2 learning, however,

differs from Li quisition in" that the L2 learner already has a

:
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storehou3e of background knowledge and 'experience combined with

proficiency in his/her Li which ensure uuccessful communication. L2

teaching shouldbuill upon this already acquired foundation and use

it as .the basis for successful L2 communication.

The functions Of L2 teaching are two-fold: a) to teach ne,

conoepts or.expand those already acquired using the target language

(L2) as the medium of communication; and b) to teach or provide the
1

language necessary to enable the learner to encode and communicate

these concepts. In language teaching it is convenient to define

requisite linguistic abilities in terms of receptive and productive

skills. Receptive skills include littening and reading andhave as

their ultimate goal the accession of meanin=;. '4e suggest that they

have the same psysholinguistic thinking.base. Productive skills,

include speaking and writing and their goal is the communication of

meaninz. Med also share a similar psycholingmistic base. As

su.
.

demenstrateg above, visuals sire highly ippropriaLe for teaching such

receptive ckills as reading and listening as well as eonoept

formation in the LI. Thie is also true for L2 learning/teaching.

Additionally, the visual mode is uniquely suited for enhancing

acquisition of productive skills. Which skill being taught has

implication e5 in the design and use of the visuals. Here, we will

make a distinction between natural and natgralistic situations in

laterials design,. Any "nfice of life" taken out of context becomes

contrived. Thus, it is theoretically impossible to have a

completely natural situation in iesigned instruotional materials.

ghat can be supaiied, however, t :; a naturalistic situation. In

other wordo, the context or situation should be carefully designed

for optima: learning/twiehing to take place, ant this will not

All

.
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detract from the goal of natural, holistic or spontaneous discourse

or contexts. Visualization can provide this type of situation. The

section following will focus on the integration of visual modes in

teaching productive skills or communicative competence; that is, in

providing the language necessary to enable the learner to

communicate successfully in the target language (L2). .:-_..,.

3.1' Visuals and Communicative Competence.

Communicative competence traditionally refers to a speaker's -

ability to use the form of language appropriate to the given context

or situation. At this oral level the notion has been extended to

include such features of the speech act as intonation, stress,

register, gestures, and facial expressions as, well as correct syntax

and, lexicon. In our research we have furtter expanded the

traditional definition of communicative competente to include
1

written is well-as oral linguistic production or communication. Our

studies indicate that modes of presentfttion which integrate the

visual mediuq are particularly effective in teaching/learning

communicative competence. There has been, to our knowledge, very

little controlled investigation in this area. Our work, therefare

is highly experimental in nature, and we believe that the results

ore very promising for future research and classroom applications.

C
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3.2 Demonstrations and Discussion.

The first task we will investis;ate is the use of visuals in

teachirv: 1,2 vocabulary or linguistic forms to express concepts

already acquired or. to expand that clans of concepts. Our

lore; -range objective is to involve the learners in their own

learning experiences. By 6ngaginii their active participation, their

self-conscious use of languale will be suspended and the need 'for

colmunication will.be foremost. In this way the visuals function as
t:

-

attitude- vitallzers. One format we use is the "close" picture:J-Th

term is an extension of that used in rea4 irp3 verbal text. 'In

desi4Ainl the visual some obvious element is omitted. It is

essentia,l that this omission be infereable from the context and

depeudik; on the cultural and educational backgTounde of -the

learner.

3.2.1 Sini;le 3lides or Pictures.

(O-now 111 here an an exercise to audience to demonst-rate.howlit

wortta. Lote their reactionsactive narticipation, especially;)

Diucusaion

('Jjectives;

To 4et students talAing in a natural out controlled situation.

To ,Thtain arontaneous spe7pilpballples for recordinrt and

.

subseluenL inalfais to determine gsobal communipp,tron errors.

Audience:

Any lev-: of proficiencybepinnvra to advanced.

dvautt,;eu:

C1114,10 .Ztl4entS to do a conniderable amount of logical

reasonin(;, stin: hvpothenes and rejectin'; those which do not "fit"

the context supplied.

2
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Provddes a situation for natural dialog in the classroom

allowin.; analysis of speech and teaching of appropriate Para- and

non -- linguistic

Provides a situaton for writing a paragraph or short essay based

on classroom discussion. This allows teacher to determine type of

___arLnors ti,a-naSel-red- from. speech -wrtting;--It -case- givestud-entc

source material for written tasks, thereby allowing indvidual

cultural biases a legitimate eipression.

Eesults:

Tne oral classroom discussion was taped and students profited

from the playback. They could self-correct or peer-correct many

nrammatical errors: Unknown lexical items wore supplied by teacher
3

and their uses,and,sementic dolts- rho were discussed in a

naturaliistic situation.

3.2.2 .0equcnco7 of ;aides or Pictures.

Objectives:

Aids," 3tadents in learnint; to orlanize information sequentially

acoordim: to accepted rhetorical style.

They learn to make appropriate transiti4ons ytween thou ;nts or

'mitten 1,ara;raphs.

learn to dhelot: coh,ir,:nce !tn.] unit,/ in lorv,ar stretches of

or %iv.:-:0! 3 - :.c;r;--:10.1c! 4w:re of proficiency is

rt:quire!.

Alvantl;eu:

It iu iiportant to note that thRse situations are controlled by

the context supplied. This allowa the reacher to retain control
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over the lin,;uistic forms aad functions taw;ht/useel.

Results:

Note inclusion of ;.t doze picture in the sequence. This aloyted

students to digress and inject some of their own individuality Into

the discussion/aaJignment. It also provided an additional context

for logical reasoning and thinking.

'Possible Variations:

Photographs, masazine pictures, or any other type of flat

picture can be substituted for slides.

3.2.5 Teaching/Modelin; Oral Communicative Competence.

Objectives:

To teach oral communicative competence para- and

non-linuistic features of the ,speech event.

Audience:

All levels--beginners through advanced. -

katerials:

A) !,evies, videotapes: ideal for any level; e4pecially useful in-

provdin-; lost Complete modelinl.; of all features of the'colimunilative

event. _

5) aide/tape: allow for (flare inferencim; of Para- and

non-linuiql1Vfirst:04-0111HpeOially 400d for intermediate and

alvanoe,; learnera.

q) Flat, pictures: nook appropriate for ivanced learners since

theyprequire the greatest amount of inforencintt of all features of

the speech act. A

Note that tne uses ;iuizeJted above for "the Offerent tele..; of

viaullo are under ideal condiLlono. In ctua3 classroom 4se
4

aVailability of both hardware and software may dictate other U3CZ.

213
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/ Possible Variations:
p . 1.

.

Play through once; :with both sound and visual media on. Turn off

sound nn4 run throurh visuals only. Have Students role-play in the

situations provtded.' If a segment is shown, students can improvise

preceding and following segments.

Play sound only. Students can perform the actions. This gives

practice in the rion-linDlistip.features of a speech act. It also

provides reinforcement of surface forMs throuzh repetition within a .

meanin.gful context

3.2.4 Slides with Subtitles.

Tots demonstrates aAomewhat different approach. It can be

acconpanied by a sound which emphaiizes the grammatical structures
1.

bein;; modeled. This provides an alternative mocle of presentation ,of

information which provides crucial redundancy of task' in a:

nturtilistic context. Iff-othereyords, stuAlmi-sre--expoded to a

flow of ianguaf;e.mith emphasis on certain Irp.mmatieal forint..

= 3.2;5 Other Points for Discussion.

Teacher should

a) haye objective clearly defined' before choosinm:Orld'esiemimg
.

the content, of the visual and other modes of presentation to be
1 .

intezrated witn the visual node

b) be a)/re or cultural or ethnte backiveunds of the students

their levels of prlficanci in order to determine What

li

conceptual coffmtnnte-44:4. Common or universal across cultures

represented:

c) be nwaro of the distinction between natural, naturalistic and

contrived situations.

2
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3..6 Desio of Visual.

,

.

The following points should be considered in designing visuals

for i42' or gross-cultural teaching/learning:

cultural background of students

educational bacXground .or level of students

linguistic needs of the students, .

.
Ibeet way to present the specified objectives to the group, of

4 . ,
1

e 1

students in question considering these points. 1

.
.. i

Since most classroom situations includeotudents from a variety

of cultural backgrounds, the materials designer or teacher should
1..
,

consider Oat elaents are constant or nniversal.across various
.,

groups for given concept or teaching task. 4 I

;

. .4 0 o
i
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I
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The Effectiveness of Elaborate Visual Cu eing

and Reduced Stip Size in Facilitating
Student Achievement on Different Instructional Tasks,

Introduction

Early research in visualized instruction subscribed to a conceptual

framework which emphasized comparisons between different media types.

While this approach has generated some usefUl information for the selec=

tion and utilization of media types, it has done little lo develop a

scientific base for improving the learning effectiveness of visual
O

materials produced by instructional designers and teachers (Lumsdaine,

1960). A serious flaw in this approach is is failure to deal with

visual instructional materials as com binations of distinct cues.

A more.prbductive approach employs a conceptual framework in which
.<

research investigatesinvestigates the stimulus characteristics'Of visuals. Levie

and Dickie (1973), in a state-cf-the-art report, advocated research that

. . specifies the relevant variables in terms of the attributes of

media rabher-than in terms of the media themselves." They qualified this

by adding, "Media attributes are properties of stimulus materials which .

are manifest in the physical parameters of media." (p. 860) Recent

research efforts have moved in this direction by dealing with the stimulus
4

characteristics of visuals in relation to specific educational tasks-,

(Dwyer, 1967, 1972; Trabasso and Bower, 1968; Berry, 1974; and Parkhurst,

1974).4

The present study attempted to contribute to thesconceptual base for

visualized instruction by exploring two cueing strategies usedoin visuals.

Specifically, its purpose was to investigate the effectiveness of

ate visual cueing and reduced step size in facilitating student a chievement

on different instructional tasks.

293 at.
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The following hypotheses were proposed in an effort to generate in-

t.:

. formation "ff-assise designers of instructional, visuals in selecang

cueing techniques which are most effective for facilitating le4ning on

specific educational tasks. This would represent design -by- knowledge

rather than design -by- intuition.

Hl: The instructional treatments utilizing reduced step size will

be superior to the larger step size treatments in 'terms of facilitating

student achievement on the immediate and delayed criterion tasks.

II,L : The instructional treatments, utilizing elaborate visual cueing'

will'be superior to the simple visual cueing treatments in terms of

facilitating student achi t on the immediate and delayed criterion

tasks.

H
3

The instructional ea ent combining reduced step size with

elaborate visual cueing superior-to all- other Treatmehts in-

facilitatink studentaChiev me At.h.e_immediate-and,de

' tasks.

Presentation and Evaluation Materials

The instructional materia1s yeed_to_test_the_hypotheses-proposed-in

this study were modifications of alt instructional unit on the human. heart

. developed by Dwyer (1965). Dwyer's materials were selected because they

offered certain advantages for this study: (1) they werc designed to

exploie the stimulus characteristics of visuals; (2) data Oere'available

for analysis from past studies in which the materiels had been used;

13) subjects interacting with the materials were required to perform

criterion tasks similar to those found in realistic learning situations;

2,91
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and (4) the materiels package included assessment tools possessing satis-

factory realibilities (.81 - drawing test, .79 - identification test, .82 -

t....4*"

_texp,inology testl .76 - comprehension test, and .91 - total criterial test)

using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 reliability coefficient, (Dwyer, 1972).

Dwyer's original instructional package was used, in part, as ,the basis

for this study. The 2,000-word script, terminology lables, and criterial

measures were all retained intact. Modified versions of the black and

white, simple-line-drawing sequence served as the prima presentation mode

in this study. Modifications were made to further this study's invest'-
,

gation and they_occurred as the result of a task analysis performed on

previous research results obtainccifrom a study conducted by Dwyer (1971).

Utilizing the task analysis, four instructional treatments were designed

and produced to test the hypothesesof this study.

Experimental Treatments_

Group Treatments

XI

Iv

Larger_ttep_size_(37.._v_isuals),_simple

visual cueing (static position
indicators)'. .

Larger step size (37 visuals), elaborate
visual cueing (dynamic.- process arrows,
motion indicators, and shading).

Reduced step size (47 visuals),'simple
visual cueing (static position
indicators).

Reduced step size (47 visuals); elaborate
visual cueing (dynamic - proce. ; arrows,
motion indicators, and shading).

2 9 5.

f',
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Each treatment consisted of an instructional booklet describing the

L . .

0

human heart, its parts, and the'internal processes occurring during the

systolic and diasfalICiihaiis:-tonfiified iiiithih-each-158oklet tiasthe
2,000-word instructional heart script accompanied by appropriate visuals

o

of the heart. The booklets were divided into individual a ea_Cor-trame07-----

Each- page -of -thd-b-b let consisted au 8 1/2 x 11 inch sheet of white :

paper; occupying the top portion of the page was a 4 x 5 inch simple,

black --line drawing of the heart. Corrdsponding paragraphs of the instruc-

tional script were positioned on the lower portion of the page beneath the

heart picture. Each illustration of the heart was labeled with appro-

priate terminology. It should be noted that interspersed review questions

were nof'employed'in the instructional treatment of this study since it

was feared that they wouldhave an equalizing effect on the experimental

treatments. All treatments contained the same instructional script and

printed terminology labels; they differed only in cueing strategies used.

Experimental Procedures \

The sample Population forithis study consisted of 92*university stuaents

enrolled in The PennsyIVania State University. These subjects were volun-

teers obtained from two introductory university courses - Instructional

Media 411 and Educational Psychology 14. For participation in this study,

and.as a motivational device, all subjects, received extra credit in their

respective courses. Each subject was required to attend two experimental

sessions. During Session I, subjects were randomly assigned to-one ofthe-

four treatment groups - resulting in an n = 23 for each treatment group.

In Session I, subjects interacted with their assigned instructional

285
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presentations and completed four

. begun, Subjects were. arranged ip

read th e directions on the cover

criterial tests. Before treatments were

separate treatment grozps and told to

of the instructional booklet. Allsyb-

jects received the same directiow. The printed iniormatiod consisted of,

three points!. (1)subjects were toldthat the purpose of the stndy.was

to investigate the effectiveness of visual illustrations and cueing strat-

egieb; (2) subjects were told that there was no time limit and that they,

therefore, should progress at their own pace through the booklet (self-
.

pacing;-and-(3) suhjects would-be-teated-on'a battery of-criterti.1--Eseis

Immediately after .completing the booklet. Subjects were also told verbally

that they would be retested six weeks later in Session Il. The subjects

then interacted with their respective instructional booklets on an indiv-
.

'idy,..1and self-paced basis. Although no time limit was imposed, subjects

were timed so that efficiency scores could be computed :inter. Upon comt-

pletion of the treatment, each subject.was asked to take the drawing,

identification, terminology, and comprehension tests. Subjects were per-

witted to take as much time as needed for each criterion test before

proceeding to the next. Session 11 occurred six weeks later; the four

criterial tests *ere retaken by subjects to measure delayed retention. All

. . - ._

responses were. recorded oh optical scan aniershe,--excipt-.. for the-draw-,
ing test which required subjects to draw and label a repredentation of the

heart directly on the test surface. Drawing tests were scored by an in-
,

dependent evaluator and forwarded for statistical analysis. All data were'

analyzed by analysis of variance techniques to determine if statisticall/.

significant differences existed emote...instructional treatments.



. 9.

Stitistical 'Analysis

9

The first part of the statistical'analysis examin84 both criterion

test xeliabilitles (K-R 20) and homogeneity of variance among treatment
.,

)

groups (Bartlett's :lest).

Following this,°,interpretation of the study's findings yas acco,w-

by a randomized factorial design. Specifically, a three-factor,

repeated-measure design was used with_ two bedeiefiliutiOcts factors

9 (A and B) and one within-subjects factor (C). In notation form, the design

can be characterized as (A2 @B2) 3n C2, indicatingttuo levels of factor A

crossed with two-levels of factor 137'W both. A and B nested in factor C-.
. 5

The independent variable in the study was the method of visual cueing

used, while the dependent variables were test scores on the drawing, ident

tification, terminology, comprehension, and total criterial tests.

Facto0rs in Experimental Design*

2

Between-Subjects Factors

'Nt

Factor A: Step Size D.

Level Al (Larger Step Size)

Level. A
2

(Reduced ,Step Size)

Factox Bs Cueing Technique.

Level B
1

(Simple Visual Cueing)

,

Level B
2

(Elaborate Visual Cueing)

)

Within-Subjects Factors

1\

Factor C: Time/Test Administration

Level C
1

(Immediate Testing)f

Level C
2

(Delayed Testing)
0
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A three2'Weynalyes of variance (ANbVR) was conducted on the number

of correct responses achieved by subjects on each criterion test, as well

as on their combined total criterion scorb. An F-ratio with a p value of

.05 significance level or less, was considered sufficient to reject null

fiypotheses and to verify alternative hypotheses. An additional two-way

'analysis of variance (ANOVES) was, performed separately on the immediate

and delayedHretentiommeasures_to reveal. any sig ificant findings oacured

by collapsing data on the within-subjects factor of the three-way-analysis

%variance. Efficienty scores were calculated for-each reatment-group

.

and analyzed by an lysis of variance (MOVES) techniques to determine if

significant statists al differences existed.

Results

Criterion test raliabilities were obtained by calculating Kuder-

Richardson Formula 20 reliability coefficients; the valves obtained for :

the criterion tests were all of a satisfactory level (Drawing Test, .842.;

Identification Teit, .854; Terminology.Test, 868; and Comprehension. Test,

.789), 'Resulta.from Bartlett's Test for hoiogeneity of variance conducted

on the dependent variables (the criterion tests) were all non-significant

at the .05 level, indicating that the subjects who received the instruc-

tional treatments could be viewed as having been drawn randoltly from

, . Populations with common variance.

The analysis of variance proced15s performed on the data resu'ted in

either-support or lack of support for the research hypotheses. T1-I fol-
"\v\

lowing table indicated the'specific deisionS' made regarding each research

1 ) hypothesis:

4 s.

2 .9 0

-.0

2.88



Decisions Regarding ReseararHypothcses

Criterion Measures

Research
Hypotheses Drawing Identification Terminology Comprehension Total Test

Not Not Not
Supported. Supported Supported Supported Supported

1
(Immediate
Retention)

H Not Not Not Not Not
2 Supported, Supported Supported Supported Supported .

H Not Not Not Not Not
3 Supported Stipported Supported , Supported Supported

11,

Based upon the data obtained in the statistical analyses of this study,

the following findings were made in regard to the design of visualized

learning materials.

Relative to the step size of visuals within a self-paced visualized

instructional sequence, it was found that:

1. Instructiotial treatments containing identical printed scripts

and word labels, but employing different visual step sizes,

1\s

. _

-were -not equally effective in facilitating student achievement

on certain criterion tasks.

2. In the immediate retention condition, those instructional

treatments employing selective reduction of visual step size

had an overall facilitative effect on learning as evidenced by

.3u0.



the significant F-ratio of 4.098 (.05 level) for reduced

step size treatments on the total criterion test measure.

On individual criterion tasks, selectively reduced visual

step site treatMenta.had a facilitative learning effect

on drawing (significant F -ratio of 5.062 at .05 level)

but not on comprehension, identification, or terminology.

3. the delayed retention condition, those instructional

treatments employing selective reduction of visual step

size had little facilitative effedt on the criterion

tasks. The overall learning effect present in the immediate

retention condition did not occur in the delayed retention

condition. Of the individual criterion tasks, only drawing

appeared to be positively affected by selectively reducing

visual step size.

Relative to elaborate visual cueing within a self-paced, visualized

instructional sequence, it vas found that:

1. Instructional treatments containing identical printed scripts

and word labels, but differing in degree of visual cueing ,, .

elaborateness present, were equally effective in facilitating

student achievement on .the criterion tasks (drawing, identi-

fication, terminology, and comprehension).

2. No advantage was gained in a visualized instructional sequence

by utilizing elaborate visual cueing.

Relative to the interaction of selectively-reduced, visuar,steP

size and elaborate visual cueing within a self-paced, visualized instruc-

tional sequence, it wan found that:

4
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1. NO statisitica10 significant facilitative effect was achieved

by combining these elements within a visualized instructional

sequence.

2. An examination of treatment group means revealed, however,

that in almost all instances, Group IV (combined treatment)

means were higher than those of other treatment groups.

Relative to the efficiency of the instructional treatments incluised

in this study, it was found that:

1. In terms of time spent on the instructional treatments, no

statistically significant differences existed among the four

experimental groups. It is important to note that selectively

reducing visual step size (and thus increasing the number of

visuals utilized) did not increase the time needed by subjects

to interact with the, learning materials.

2. None of the experimental treatments were significantlymore

efficient than others in facilitating student achievement on

the criterion tasks.

.
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COGNITIVE STYLE PREDICTORS OF PERFORMANCE

The application of the trait treatment research

methodology to instructional design procedures has been

perationalized by the matching model of instruction This

approach seeks to link specific treatment components to unctional

characteristics of liarners in order to correct or compensate for

deficiencies, capitalize on strengths, or challenge the learner

(Messick, 197). While a large body of literature supports the

validity of such an approach, results to date hve been

inconsistent. Matching students and teachers based On

similaritiei in their cognitive styles (McAdam, 1911) produced

increases in educational development and reading level, with

"matched" students expressing a more positive attitudes about

their instructional activities than unmatched students. , In

another community college study, Frever (1975) successfully

matched students with educational activities, resulting in higher

course grades. On the other hand, Scerba's (1977) matching of

learning styles with teaching styles produced no differ nces on .

MY measure of dent performance. Considering the difficulty

and expense o matching students with teachers or preferred

instructional a tivities; a strong rejection of matching

procedures vas suggested.

The efficacy of the matching model of instruction is

partially predicated On establishing consistent relationships

between cognitive and lierning.styles (traits) with achievement

variables. Consistent with-principles of aptitudetreatment

interaction research, the temptation to generate generalizations

'&9W-the predictiiie ;Validity Of-togativ-e--StyIes must be"--

resikted (Cronbach an4 Snow, 1911). The most' extensively

researched style, fiald dependence-independence, has failed"to

show any such relation to overall achievement measures anyway

(Witkin, et al., 1977). Further; the potentiality of cognitive

style variables as 'predictors of academic performance is

overshadowed by firmly esablished relationships with mental

ability (intellegence),.level of motivation, and prior learning

30
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(cognitive structure). While traits measured by cognitive styles

such as field dependence and conceptual style are independent of

intellegence. (Frehner, 1972), their relative contributions to

variance on school performance measures are small when compared

to IA. scores (Robinson and CM, 1974). This study sought to

determine,the predictive relationships between several. cognitive

styles and different types of academic performance. While

intellegence scores were unavailable and therefore not accounted

for, intellegence seemed to emerge in the.form of a stong factor

generated by the analysis of data.

Cognitive Style Predictors

The present study considered the ,potential..predictiie

contributions of several cognitive styles:,field articulation,

'locus of control, and the 'educational cognitiVe styles as

conceived by the Hill model. The latter consists of twentyaeight

variables descibing the means by which individuals derive meaning -

from the environment' symbolically, culturall?, and

inferentially.

The research base is best established for field

dependence-independence; the perceptual and intellectual skill of

extracting information from . its surroundi field. Field
4

independent subjects are not as affected by, contextual

information, are. better able to impose their own structure _on

information and are generally less socially interactive. Field

independence is highly correlated to mathematical skills and a

predilection for math/science instruction (Feij, 1976), concept

learning .(Rains and Meinke, 1976) and problem solving ability

(witkiniet-aLi l977);--

The educational cognitive styles were developed by Hill

(1974) as part of the educational sciences; With the expressed

purpose of guiding instructional decisions with regard to the

styles of learners. If instruction were, adjusted to fit

students' educational cognitive styles, thin mastery learning by

almost all stuents would be possible. The potentfal of Hill's

model remains questionable, due to lack of a consistent,
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predictive relationship between style variables and academics

performanc4. Mustachio. (1977) found only a minor, post hoc

relationship to achievement. Educational cognitive styles- did

not aid the teachin7 of disadvantaged (Berke, 1976), and only

moderate concurrent validity was found between styles and

achievement in lower class students (London, 1975). In a large

community college and university study, the American College

Testing Program (1977) mapped students and individualized

programs to accommodate styles, finding no significant

relationships between edUcational cognitive styles and learning

outcomes. The future of these cognitive style variables .in

addition tb the matching model of learning is predicated on

establishing consistent relationships between cognitive styles

and various types of performance. Without such support, these

constructs will devolve into obscurity like so Amy. other

-educational panaceas.

Method
4

A total of 713 students were enrolled in 3 sections of an

introductory instructional media course at . --1C----southeastern

university. The sample included upper level under raduate and

graduate students completing degrees in a variety of majors, It

should be noted ,that the sample was predominately. female.
.

Because of attrition and record keeping problems, complete datk

vere available for only 56 students. During the initial class

session, students were administered a selection of personality

and cognitive style instruments.

Instrumentation

Hotter's Internal-External Scale (Hotter, 1966) is a

29 -item (six fillers), forced-choice test which assesses degree

of internnality or externality. Respondents are expected to

choose between two statements which they generally feel or

believe is true. Larger stores represent higher levels. of

externality.'

The Hidden Figures Test (French, Ekstrom, ad Price, 1963)
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measures field articulation, It is designed to test an

individual's ability to locate simple, irregular figures embedded

in more complex stimulus patterns. It has been correlated

. (r=.63) with Witkin's Embedded Figures Test (Jackson, Messick and

Myers, 1964)., It consists of 32 complex black- and - white,

geometric figures. Subjects .are instructed to identify, in

muLtiple-choice fashion, which of five simple figures are hidden

in each complex stimulus, item.

Educational Cognitive Style Inveptory is the test battery

developed at Oakland Community College (Michigan) to determine

the educational cognitive style of, individuals. As a part of the

Eductional Sciences (Hill, 1974), this instrument seeks to

empirically map an individual's mode of behavior in searching for

meaning. An individual's eductional cognitive style is comprised

of the Cartesian product of pets of information: symbols and

their meaning, cultural determinants, of the meaning of symbols,

modalities of'inference, and educational memory. The first three

of these are measured by the Cognitive Style Interest Inventory;

the last remains in the developmental stage.

Wenty-eight variables (see Table 1); each' consisting of-

eight items in the inventory, are measured. These are

forced - choice responses (rarely, sometimes or usually) to

queitionsrelated to-each styli measured. Each response is

weighted and sinned for each variable. The ordering of questions

is randomized to minimize' response set.

Insert Table 1 about here

the independence ofeach of these variables has been

c\111i tioncd by Ciiriind7Sheriff-(1977).- In conducting a factor

analys they found a'single major factor (eigenvalue= 8.0) and

three oth significant factors onto which the majority of

variables loeAe4z A similar analysis,, conducted as part of this

study, indicatedNthst all 28 variables were not in fact

independent.

The dependent vii- ables consisted of four major course

30S
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requirements. Graphic production skills (SKILLS) comprised the

total point score from the qualitative evaluation of several

instructional materials produced by students such as

transparencies, filmstrips, slides, and other graphics, adjusted

for the number of attempts necessary to reach a predetermined

criterion score. Performance required a combination of

psychomotor ability, esthetic evaluation, artistic ability, and

so on. The second variable was a recall type examination (FINAL)

consisting of fifty objective questions measuring recall of

facts, procedures, rules,. and 'principles. The third peasure.t

consisted of a problem-solving activity (PRACTICUM) related to

selection and evaluation, wherein students were required to

select aredia_appropriate to_given instructional situations and

rationalize their choices using .principles of instructiouand'

media utilization. Analysis and synthesis skills were involved

in this task.-* The final variable consisted of development and

implementation of a mediated teaching module (PROTECT). 4 This

required application of apprOpriate aspe4ts of the first three

variables. A'more detai led task analysis }indicated the first

three requirements were relatively independnt.

Results

A stepwise regression anal,Tsi#, using the .50

significance level as the entry criterionti was conducted for each

of the variables (see Table 2. For th 'slams variable, field

independence emerged as the strongest preictOr, with qualitative

esthetics as an understandable secondary.prediCtor. The negative

relationship of qualitative node histrionics to performance was

probably due to the very

Ihsek Table 2 about here

' I

specific criteria, used to evaluate the graphics, projects.

Students were ware of these ahead of time and worked to achieve

prespecified levels of performance. :These independent variables

accounted for over one fourth of the)varience in skills scores.
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The FINAL variable produced some strong, albeit confusing

predictors. The negative relationship of qualitative Code.

histrionics to exam performance is reasonable considering the

factual and purposive nature of this variable. The negative

predictive relationship between the qualitative visual mode Of

perception and exam scores is understandable only in terms of the

variety of modes throughwhich information is acquired in such a

course; the primary
n

diure of the task is linguistic.

Qualitative code proxemics as a strong positive predictor

e4.ccounting for over 10% of the variance). would seem artifactual,

unless some other, trait was actually being measured by this

variable. In subsequent factor analysis, the second,atrongest

factor (eigenvalue = 2,75) was dominated by this variable. It

was correlated: with' the auditory, synnoetics, family'

variables, support the interpersonal communicative

interpretation.

The PRACTICUM variable was predicted by the positive

influences of qualitative code, auditory, the cultural determinant

individual, and the deductive reasoning variable, with negative

relationships.to the magnitude and appraisal inference variables.

These relatiw,ships are accurately descriptive of the nature of

this talk, the .integration of information, acquired through

lectures, applied to a problem solving task requiring 'reasoned

inference, with a deemphasis on categorical modes of thinking.

The effects of the predictive variables were stronger than for

any of the other dependent variables (R = .436).

The PROJECT variable scores were predicted by the

positive influences of field' independence, individuality, and

kinesics, allof which 'are, pertinent to the development and

Presentation of a lesson. The dultural determinant individuality

ipplied by each presentation is consistent with the negative

relationship -of ethics or group value orientation. Teaching or

,Presentionsbefore a group are personal statepents, Students

'evidently felt no need to roleplay or attempt to meet 'group

expectations, as indicated by then negative b value for 0.199



A

In an effort to reduce the number of predictor variables,

all thirty-one independe6 variables were factor analyzed. The

factor matrix was rotatfd-tb-varimax-eriterion--(see_Table_3)._: A

total of the factors emerged (eigenvalue 1.0), indicating the

lack of independence of all 3 variables. The factor structure

tht emerged was similar to

Insert Table 3 about here

at generated BY Clark and'Sherffr (1977). Factor scores for each

individual were .calculated. These factor _scores were then

entered into a stepwise regression analysis, again using the .50

significance level as entry criterion (see Table 4). For each

dependent variable; the same factor, with loadings for field

independence and seductive reasoning, was entered into the

regression equations. For the SKILLS and PROJECT variable, this

was the only factor entered. Though intellegeye data were

unavailable for this study, this factor may be found to be highly vf

correlated with general mental ability: For the FINAL vaiiable,

an 'additional factor, .

Insert Table 4 about here

fated to aychomotor ability, was entered with a negative b

indicating a strong negative relationship between

psychomotor and final exam 'performance. For the FRACTION

variable, one other rector was also entered into the regression

equation. An emphasis on spoken language vis a vis written

language was found to haVe a negative predictive relOionship to

performance on this written exercise: Both of theseadditional

factors were readily understandable in terms of the task

requireients of each-of the dependent variables.*

- Discussion

, The varied nature of performances measured by this course

were predicted by a commensurate variation of cognitive' styles.
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The overlap in cognitive, perceptual, and affective requirements

in those tasks is reflected in the duplication of some

iniependent variables. Students enrolled in this course

seemingly did not perceive a need to play a role or perform for

others. This is due perhaps to the production orientation of the

course, and the individuality implied by that product

development. The emphasis on the role of media in communication

diverting attention from the role of the individual as performer

may" also have contributed to this effect. The perceptUal
. .

implications of field independence seemed more important than-the

reasoning influences, as it impacted more on perceptually

related tasks. However, the distillation of the data through

factor analysis appeared,to reverse this emphasis. The potential

Of cognitive styles as predictors.,of learning, performance

received considerable' support. Unlike .other studies, styles

accounted for a very substantial proportio6 of the variance (in

most cases, oier hon.. J#

While the preeminence of intellegence as the primary,

predictor of achievement vas not proven by thissstudy, it ma's

suggested by the consistent emergence of a single factor that

relates strongly to reasoning and inferential ability. The
.

deductive modality of inference, coupled with field independence,
, 0

would suggest intellectual ability rather th, creativity, toth

of vhich would be valuable capabilities in sila a course.

It is suggested that e 'similar study, accounting fbr

mental ability, motivation; prior learning, as well as cognitive

style be undertaken to establish relative importance of all of

these versCbles. The use of cognitive styles for instructional

design is 'predicated on establishing aptitude-treatment

interactions on specific tasks. This study only indicates the

relative importance of cognitive styles as predictors but made no

attempt to make hypothetical predictions about how they vould

relate ,to types of treatment. Considerable research in this area

isstill,needed to clarify the relationship of instructional,

individual and task-related variables.

3 1 1
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O
TABLE 1

Educational Cognitive Style Variables

SYMBOLS:AND THEIR'MEANINGS

Theoretical Orientation to Symbols:

1. T(AL) ,Theoretical Auditory Linguistics. Finding meaning through words you
hear.

2. T(A0) Theoretical Auditory Quantitative. Finding meaning in spoken
numerical symbols, relationships, and measurements.

3. T(VL) Theoretical Visual Linguistics. Finding meaning from words you see.

4. T(VQ) Theoretical Visual Quantitative. Finding meaning in numerical

Qualitative

5. 0(0

6. 0(0)

7. Q(S)

3. Q(T)

9. 0(V)

1% Q(P)

symbols, relationships, and measurements you see.

rientation to Symbols:

Oualitative'Auditory. Perceiving meaning through the sense of hear-
ing. A major in this area indicates ability to distinguish between
sounds, tones of music, and other purely sonic sensations.

Qualitative Olfactory. Perceiving meaning through the sense of
smell.

Qualitative Savory. Perceiving meaning by the sense of taste. Chefs
should have highly developed qualitative olfactory and savory abil-
ities.

Qualitative Tactile. Perceiving meaning LI the sense of touch, tem-
yereture, and pain.

Qualitative Visual. Perceiving meaning through sight.

Qualitative Code Probrioceotive or sometimes called the sixth sense,
synthesizing or combining a number of associated symbols into a per-
formance of a task; e.g., typewriting, playing a musical instrument.

11. Q(CEH) Qualitative Code Embathetic. Sensitivity to the feelings of.others,
ability to put yourself in another person's place and see thirigs
from his point of view.

12. .0(CES) Qualitative Code Esthetic. Enjoying the,beauty of an object or an
idea.. Beauty in surroundings or a well-turned phrase are appreciated
by a person possessing a:major strength in this area.

4
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13. Q(CET) Qualitative Code EthiC. Commitment to a set of values, a group of
principles, obligations and/orduties. This commitment need not
imply morality. Both a priest and a criminal may be committed to
a set of values although the "values" may be decidedly different.

14. Q(CH) Qualitative Code Histrionic. Exhibiting a deliberate behavior or
"playing a role: to produce some particular effect on other per-
sons. This type of person knows, how to fulfill role expectations.

15. -QtCKI Qualitative Code Kinesics. Understanding and communicating by
non-linguistic functions such as facial.expressions and motions of
the

--
body.(e.g., smiles and gestures).

16. Q(CKH) Qualitative Code Kinesthetic. Performing motor skills according to
a recommended, or acceptable,__ from (e.g., bowling according,to form,

or golfing).

17. Q(CP) Qualitative Code Proxemics. Judging the physical and social dis-
tance that the other Person would permit, between oneself and that.
other person.

"Q(CS) Qualitative Code Synnoetics. Personal knowledge of oneself.

19. Q(CT) Qualitative Code Transactional.. Maintaining a positive communi-
cative interaction which significantly influences the goals of the
persons involved in that interaction (e.g., salesmanship)I

20. Q(CTM) Qualitative Code Temporal. Responding or behaving according to time
.expectations imposed on an activity by members in the role-set
associated with that activity.

0

CULTURAL bETERMINANTS OF THE MEANINGS OF SYMBOLS

21. A Represents Associates. A major degree of influence by friends or
persons other than family.

22.

23.

Indicates a major Family influence. The fataily influ ence might

include immediate -family, church 'or special authority figures.

.Stands for Individual. An "I" in the major column indicates
':significant independence in decision making.

MODALITIES OF INFERENCE

24 M Magnitude. A form of "categorical reasoning" that utiliz4s class-
ifications or rules as the basis for accepting or rejecting tin
advanced hypothesis. Persons who need to define things or know the
"policy" in order to understand them reflect this modality.
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25." D Difference. This pattern suggests4a tendency to reason in terms of
one-to-one contrasts or comparisons of selected characteristics or
measurements, seeing things in terms of how they "differ." Artists
often possess this modality as do creative writers and musicians.

26. R Relationship. This modality requires that things be seen in terms
of how they are alike. People with this modality freqUently say,
"This is like that."

27. L Appraisal., The modality of inference employed by an individual
who uses all three of the modalities noted above 01, Dt'and R);
giving equal weight to each in his reasoning process. 'Individuals
who employ this modality tend to analyze, question, or in effect,
appraise that.which is under consideration in the process of drawing
a probability conclusion.

- 28. (K) Deductive. Indicates deductive reasoning, or the form of logical
.prOof used in geometry or that employed in syllogistic reasoning.

9
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TABLE 2

0
Summary oT Stepwise Regression Analyses

(Significant Independent Variables)

Dependent
:Variable Intercept Independent Variables b Value Type II SS F R

2

SKILLS 183.41 Field Depen deuce +0.37 424.63 7.96**
Qualitative Code: Esthetic +0.66 327:80 6.15*
QualitatAve Code: Histrionic -0.53 421.96 7.91** .277

FINAL 83.49 Qualitative Visual -0.94 790.73 15.96***
Qualitative Code; Histrionic -0.37 209.75 . . 4.23*
Qualitative Code: Broxemics +1.25 924.03 18.65*** .403

PRACTICUM 90.49 Qualitative Auditory +0.69 469.66 10.34**
Individual +0..70 306.76 6.75*
Magnitude -1.55 1326.38 29.20***
Appraisal -0.42 148.87 3.28
Deductive +0.45 220.99 4.87* '.438

PROJECT 97.07 Field. Dependence +0.31 281.86 6.44*
Qualitative Code: Ethid -0.62 288.53 6.59*
Qualitative Code: Histrionic -0.61 483.57
Qualitative Code: Kiresies +0.49 214.44 4.90*
Individual. +0.82 428.36 9.78 **

Magnitude -0.64 210.96 4.82* .431

p < .05

** p < .01

p < .001* * *
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), TABLE 3

Varinax Rotated Factor Pattern

_

Variable Loading

. .

Variable Loading Variable ,. Loading Variable Loading

FACTOR 1

,

"FACTOR 2

.

FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4
(Reasoning) (interpersonal Communication) (Spoken Language) (Psychoiotor Performance)

Difference .725 Auditory .592 Auditory .810 Proftioceptive .771

Relationship .706 Proxemics .791 Linguistics Kinesthetic .847

Appraisal .826 Synnoetics .509 Visual Linguistics -.794 Histrionic :463

Deductive .510 Family .593

.. .

.

.

.

FACTOR 5 - FACTOR 6 . FACTOR 7* FACTOR 8

(Persuasiveness)
.

(Symbolism)
, .

(Self-Control) (Visual/Haptic Style)

Synnoetics .622 Visual Quanti- .863 Locus of Control ..612 Tactile .751

Transactional .563 tative Temporal .813 Visual - .453

Asaociite -.695 Histrionics -.460 Empathetic -.471

Individual .604 - -

FACTOR 9 FACTOR 10
(inference) (Attendance to Nonverbal Cues:

Field Dependence .834 Kinesics. .883

Deductive .519 Synnoetic .435

Magnitude .471 .

t

.
.

....;,391 - . . 322
.

.
.....

CJC .

,
...

.



Dependent
Variable Intercept'

TABLE 4

Stepwise Regression Analysis of Factori

Factors

Retained b Value Type II SS F R2

r

SKILLS 198.31 Factor 9 +1.89 199.54 2.98 .055

FINAL 87.92 Factor 4 2.98 468.65 8.31**,
Factor 9 +2.30 269.24 *..4.78*. .239..

PRACTICUM 83.80 Factor 3 2.14 245.11 3t71
Factor 9 +2.03 231.06 3.50 .132

PROJECT 86.39 Factor 9 +2.26 272.82 4.25*. .077 .,

* p 4 .05

** P < .01
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Purpose

This study examines the effect of an entering behavior, specifically

the level of general knowledge of the subject matter, on the instructional

effectiveness of illustrations which integrate abstract and realistic

visualization.

%,
The relative effectiveness of abstract and realistic visualization

has become a perennial issue. A general preference for realism is reinforced

, by several theorists: Dale's (1946) "Cone of Experience," Carpenter's (1953)

"Sign Similarity Hypothesis,wand Morris' (1946) "Iconicity Theory" are also

supportive of the notion. The preference is also based partly on the affective

value of realistic visuals. Findings of a general preference for complex

detailed illustrations, particularly by older children and adults (French,

1952; Spaulding, 1955; Hanes, 1973) support this intuitive basis. Dember

(1960),YaOus (1967): Kahneman (1973), and Haber (1973) cite evidence.that

complexity is a major.determinant' of attention.

Other taorists (Broadbent, 1958, 1965; gravers, 1964, 1970; Dwyei, 1972).

0
argue that an increase in realism will not necessarily lead to increased 4

learning. These researchers.feel that the irrelevant cues may. interfere with .

learning.. Travers (1964) advocates that the discarding of less important

information and the retention of more important should bb

learner to assure effectiveness (pp. 380 -382). Hochberg

done for the

suggestW that "the

characteristics of a given object may be communicated Vetter as the representa-

tional fidelity of the surrogate deteritates" (1962, p. 30). Dwyer (1972)

foutd evidence to support this notion under certain conditions..
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.

Dwyer found that the typeof visual illustration (abstract vs realis-
.0

tic) which was most effective for instruction was dependent upon the type,
4

of informatiqn to Ile transmitted (or, the kind of objective), whether
.

the instruction wo4 self-paced or externally-paced, the grade level, and

the level of entering behavior of the students (1972). The type of illus-

tration most effective was also found to be dependent on the level of

general ability (IQ) (1976),. For certain educational objectives, Dwyer,

found no significant differences between verbal only and visualized

treatments (1972).

Joseph (1978) found.that the inclusion of realistic visualization
4

, -improved-instructional effectiveness under general conditions. The effective-
. N., . .

. b

ness of abstract visualization was found to be de 'kendent on pacing (exter-
.

"nal vs internal), general ability, and the type of instructional objective.

Integration of abstract and realiftic visualization was found to improve

'effectiveness for externally-paced instruction under certain conditions.

Gagne (1967) supports the view that learning "is a highlyidiosyncratkc.

event, and depends very much on'the nature of the.learner, particularly on

his past learning." ) 4 t
4 ...

Davis, Alexander and Yelon (1974) emphasize: ,'Ithe,most critical

factor in determining student achievement on an instructional unit, is how

»
much' he knows about the material to be covered when he enters the unit.

Consequently, it is absolutely eSsentiar,t0 control for'this factor when

comparing two methods of instruction."

4

* .

l
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The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of the level

of knowledge of the subject on the.instructionaf effectiveness of illustr-*.ions

which integrate abstract and realistic visualization. Two methods, o

.

grating the visualization were investigated. The arst was with to hybrid

illustration, a real color photograph into which a line drawing segment has

been inserted This provided an abstract illustration of the important

relevant elements to be communicaped, as well as a realistic context. The

second_method was through the simultaneous presentation of both a line drawing

and a real color photograph. In this treatment the abstract line drawing
-

could communicate the essential information and/or facilitate looking at

the realistic illustration. The realistic illustration, on the other hand,
42.

could motivate and arouse as well as communicate essential information.

The effectiveness of these treatments was measured for five kinds of learning

objectives, externally-paced and self -paced methods ofinstruction, immediate

and delayed retention, and three levels of prior knowledge of the subject.

Prodedure

Subjects were 414 tenth grade public school ftudents enrolled in

mandatory health classes. Classes were coeducat )( onal and there was no

ability grouping. The subjects were stratified/'into threefiroups on the

4 7

basis of their scores on a physiology pretest which was administered during

the to weeks prior to receipt of the instr4tional unit. The test is the
. ,

same instrument used as a pretest by Dwyer (1972).. There-are 36 multiple

choice items regarding general human physiology. Raw scores ranged from

.4

,
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three to 33, with a mean of 17.1.aod standard-deviation of 5.8. The

reliability (Kuder-Richardson 21) of the test was .75.

The instructional unit and criterion tests were those developed and

used by Dwyer (1972). The 2,000 word instructional script deals with

'..the construction and operation of the heart and is accompanied by 37

visuals which illustrate concepts and relationships for which visualization

is likely to be beneficial.

The criterion tests were a drawing test with 18 items and identifi-

cation, terminology and comprehension tests with 20 items each. Together

these four tests constituted a total criterion test. Reliabilities (KR-20) of

the individual tests equal or exceedv.76. The reliability of the total test

is..91,,according to Dwyer (1972, p. 12).

Half of the subjects received self-paced written instruction and half

received externally-paced instruction by an audio tape recording (with

_visuals in booklet form for both modes). Within each of these two modes

the students received one of the five treatments: instruction with simple

line drawings, instruction with realistic color photographs (3X5 inches),

instruction with both line drawings and color photographs, instruction

with hybrid illustrations of realistic photograph and line drawing segments,

and a control group with no visuals. Treatments'were randomly assigned to

subjects. All students received the four-part criterion test on the day

immediately following the instruction and again after two weeks.

The analysis involved a three-facto *sign denoted RSn in (A5 e 82 C3)e

'Random subjects were nested in cells formed by the th/ee factori:

Factor A: rive levels of the instruction variable, 1) no illustration
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(control), 2) line drawing, 3) real photograph, 4) 'hybrid illustration

and 5) both a line drawing and areal photograph.

Fgctor B: Two levels of the presentation mode variable, 1) externally-

paced and, 2) internally-paced.

Factor C: Three levels of the entering behavior variable, 1) low,

2) medium and 3) high knowledge of the subject.

The analysis was completed for five levels of the dependent criterion variable,

1) drawing test score, 2) identification test score, 3) terminology test

score, 4) the comprehension test score and 5) a total criterion test score

which combined the other 4 scores: Scores on "these tests were transformed

to standard scores before analysis.

The library program.AUMMAGE was used for. the analysis of variance

computations. This program will handle balanced and unbalanced experimental

designs, missing data and transformations. Cell sizes averaged 12 for the

immediate posttestand 14 for the delayed posttest.

Immediate Posttest: Results

Drawing Test

The analysis of variance procedure for the drawing test prAlced

a significant F value for the AC interaction (type of visualization vs. level

of prior knowledge) and for B factor (pacing).

Tests of the B means indicated that the externally-paced subjects

A scored significantly higher than the self-paced subjects.

Figure 1 illustrates the AC means. There were no significant differences

between the means for the low prior knowledge group. Foi the medium level,

ict:4., .05 for all tests
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the Both Treatment was significantly more effective than the control group.

60

50

0

40

I-. High

A.

4
ee

A'.

ee
ss .,4"

Medium

None Line Real. Hybrid Both

Figure 1 Drawing Test

For the high level, the Real photograph and the Hybrid illustration were

significantly more effective than the control group.

Identification Test

The analysis of variance procedure for the. identification test produced a

significant F.value'for the ABC interaction. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the AC

means for externally and selfpaced instruction, respectively. There were no

significant differences between the means for the low level prior knowledge

groups. For the medium level, with external pacing, the Both treatment was

significantly more effective than the control group. For the high level, with

external pacing, the Both treatment was significantly less effective than the

3 3
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other four treatments. In the high level group with self-paced materials,
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50 Medium
,..f.

.. 4.. 8 t
.

4
.

.. , Low."404 / .
..

.
.

' 1 I 1

None Line -Real Hybrid Both

Mr.

Pigure 2 identification Test
(Externally-paced)

40

S.

Low

None Line. Real Hybrid Both

Figure 3 Identification Test
(Self-paced)

the real photograph was significantly more effective than the control group.

Terminology Test

. Only the prior knowledge factor (C) produced a significant F ratio in

the analysis of variance procedure for the terminology test. For this test

the mean of the high level group was significantly higher than those of the

medium and low level groups. The low and medium level groups did not differ

significantly.
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Comprehension Test

Only the prior knowledge factor again produced a significant F radio

for the comprehension test. Results of the pair-wise comparisons of means

were identical to those for the Terminology test above

Total score

The analysis of variance procedure for the total scores produced a

significant F. value for the ABC interaction. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate

the AC means for externally-paced and self-paced instruction, respectively.

None Line Real Hybrid Both

Figure 4 Total Score
(Externally-paced)

6O

50

a A
. -

A... -4 Medium

frs-

Low

40
1

None Line Real Hybrid Both

.1*

Figure 5 Total Score
(Self-paced)

. There were no significant differences between the means for the low

level prior ktnowledge group.

For the medium level, with external pacing the Both,treatment was

significAntly more effective than the control group.
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For the high level, with external pacing, the Both treatment was

significantly less effective.than the other four treatments. In the high level

group with self-paced materials; the Real photograph was significantly more

effective than the control group. These results for the total test score

were ideritical to those for the identification test.

Immediate Posttest: Discussion

The results seemed to indicate that for students with little prior

knowledge of thesubject, the various types of visuals are equally effective.

Howevei,, for students with medium and higIrlevels of prior knowledge of this

subject some types of visuals are more effective than others, depending on

the method of instruction.

Students with a medium level of knowledge of the subject benefited from

simultaneous presentation of both real and abstract visuals particularly for

the kind of learning measured by the drawing test and, when externally paced,

by the identification test and total test score.

The realistic visual was most effective for high level groups, particularly

for the drawing test and, when self-paced instruction was.used, for the identi-

fication and total test scores. The disparate result ter the Both treatment

with high level students in the externally-paced mode merits further investi-
,

gation. If it is notspurious, it may suggest that this redundant illustra-

tion interferes with learning for students with high prior knowledge of the

subject.

The results lend support to the notion that the effectiveness of certain

types of visuals is related to the level of prior knowledge of the subject.

Students with moderate levels of prior knowledge of the subject benefit from

the integration of realistic and abstract visualization, particularly when

,3 34
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instruction is externally-paced. Students with high levels of prior
ee'

knowledge of the subject are able. to benefit more from realistic visuals,

particularly when instruction is self-paced.

Delayed'iosttest: Results

Drawing Test

Only the prior knowledge factor (C) produced,a significant F ratio

in the analysis of variance procedure for the drawing test. For this test.

the scores of the low prior knOWledge group were significantly lower than

those of the medium and higher groups. Similarly, the medium prior knowledge

group scored. significantly lower than the high group.

A

Identification Test

Only the prior knowledge factor produced a significant F ratio for the

identification test as' ell. The low and medium level groups were not significantly

different. However, both differed significantly from 'the high level group.

Teriinology Test

The analysis of variance procedure revealed a significant ABC interaction

for the terminology test.scores. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the AC means for

external and self-paced instruction' respectively.

For the low level group with self pacing, the real photograph was significantly

more effective than the control group. There were no significant differences

for'the externally-paced low level group.

For the medium level, externally-paced, the Both treatment was significantly

more effective than the real'photograph used alone. In the self-paced medium

level group only the hybrid visual was significantly more effective than the

control group.
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Real Hybrid Both

Figure 6 Terminology Test
(Externally-paced)

60 A
High
A

. %

. / 'Medium.Iit
50 4- )h.

/

Low

None Line Real Hybrid Both

Figure 7 Terminology Test
(Self-paced)

For the high level externally-paced group, real photographs resulted

in significantly higher scores than did the Both treatment. In the self-paced

groups, the Both Treatment was significantly more effective than all other

groups, except those receiving real photographs.

Comprehension Test

Only the prior knowledge factor prodreed a significant F ratio in the

analysis of variance procedure for the comprehension test. As with the identi-

fication test, the low and medium level groups were not significantly different;

hOwevero'boh differed significantly from the high level group.
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60

40

Total Score

The analysis of variance procedure flir the total scores produced a

significant P value for the ABC interaction. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate

the AC-means for externally-paced and self-paced instruction respectively.
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ed%. o.

None Line Real Hybrid' Both

Figure 8 Total Score
(Externally, - paced

/-

60
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40

High.

Ok a AL.

%.Medium.%
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None Line Real Hybrid Both

Figire 9 Total Score
(Self-paced)

There were no significant differences between the, means for the low

level prior knowledge group.

For the medium level, with external pacing, the Both treatment was.

signicantly more effective than the control group treatment. Only the

hybrid visual- was significantly more effective than the control group

treatment with self pacing.

For,the high level groups, with external pacing, the line diawing was

significantly more effective than both types of visuals presented together.
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For the self-paced groups, the real photograph and the Both treatment were

significantly more effective than no visuals'at all (contra) .

Delayed Posttest: Discussion

' Delayed retention for subjects with a low level of prior knowledge

of the subject was not generally influenced by the type of visualization.

The one exception occurred with the terminology test in which these subjects,

when utilizing self-paced instruction, Iona the realistic visual most

effective. Apparently, the realistic visual enhanced long term memory for

the kind of knowledge measured by the terminology test.

For students with moderate levels of prior knowledge, delayed retention

was influenced by the type of visual for the kind of,learning measured by

the terminology test and the total test scores. These students who received

xternally-paced instruction-benefited most from presentation of both

types of visuals. When instruction was self-paced, the hybrid visual

,wai\most effective. For long tept retention, the students appear to

benefi -most from integration of abstract and realistic visualization,

,although'the most effective method of integration depends on the method of

instruction.

For students with a high level of prior knowledge, the, results paralleled
\

,those of the imm 4:date posttest. For self-paced instruction the presentation

Of realistic visuals, or both types of visuals simultaneously, was most

effective.- However the presentation of both types did not enhance externally-

_---'paced .instruction. -

As in the case of the immediate retention results, these findings lend
_----- ''. . .

some supportito the notion that increased level of knowledge of the subject
--

may facilitate the utilization of more realistic or inteiiated visuals.

0
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Conclusions

Results of both posttests suggest that designers of visualized

instruction should consider. the student's level of knowledge of the subject

in deterMining the type of visualization to be used. Although students

with a low level of general knowledge of the subject marfindall types of

visuals equally effective, students with moderate and high levels of know-

ledge of the subject may benefit from realistic visualization or illustrations

which integrate abstract and realistic visualization, depending on.the

- .

,pacing of the instruction and the type of instructional objective.

O
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COPING WITH THE'CONCReE LEARNER
IN THE "COLLEGE/CLASSROOM

t.
Joanne Kurfiss Ph.D. *

Instructional Uevelopment
Weber State College

\ Ogden, Utah
, ., .

All of us who teach'have had the experience of being unable to
,"reach" certain students. We may aetribute the difficultiesto stu-
dent motivation, student.inability, or an undefined deficiency in our
teaching methods. Depending on our degree of caring, our time and
knowledge resources, and our current frustration level we seek* ways
to remedy the situation. Most yten We are still left wit', a residual
group of students who never ;ea ly seem to master the concepts or -

methods we seek to convey. And as a rule we accept this 'as a fact of
academic life, having something to do with the familiar (and comforting)
notion thii intellectual ability (whatever that m$y be) is "normally
distributed" among "the ropulation."

N

' Lest you anticipate y,..4 another diatribe against normative grading,
let me hasten to state my contention: Oge are facing a kind of intellec-

ts stagnation that is the end product of years of mental inactionon
the part of our students. Ws riot" that they are not 'bright; ies just-
that they've often not learned to "think" in the context of academic
-subjects. Active thinking isprerequisite to management of the ab-
ltractions students experience in college. To the degree that memori-
zation suffices, students, will memorizebut as the task demands more
reorganization and integration of information and ideas, their strategy

is of memorizing will fail them, and they will indeed appear (and oftenl

'feel) "dumb.' Conceptsbwhich seem simple ind fundamental to us as
'instrudtbrs often require intellectual gymnastics far bpybnd what
students are. capable of. We need to deve4op a health2 respect for the
underlying complexity of principles that sbem; on the face, to be
readily understandable,yeerequire mental 'acilvity whIch, studentsare
unaccustomed or unable to-perform.

But what do we/mean by "active thinking" or "mental activity?"
Is not memorizatiOn an active (and important) mental process? Indeed
it is, and has 64en the subject of extensive psychological investigation' ,

since Ebbinghaus' research in the late 1800's. HOwever, the work of
Jean Piaget has uncovered" numerous other mental activities (he calls
them,"operatiobs") and has provided extensive descriptions of their
prdperties. The most important properties for our purposeare that
mental operations:

, 1.. Change and evolve with age, moving from inflexible,.
specific' and ,simple to flexibfq, generalizable. and
complex;

.

2. They requ re active, real world experience ("concrete"
in Piag s terms) in the manipulation of objects and
events in order to reach their full expressionx-

3. They develop in response to the need to "make sense"
of experience; and

34 1. 328
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4. Once the age and experie ce requirements are satisfied,
the operations can "go ullerground;" that is, the
thinker can think without the menefit of tangible ob-
jects as-referents or potintial referents.

Piaget thinks of this latter ability in terms of a "stage" of
.

development, termed "formal operatibris" since the form, rather than
.,

. the concrete reality, of.a proposition or event is what directs
thought. In theprevious stage, concrete operations, the child can
on2v reason about "real" things and their relationships; never,about

6 abstractions, hypothetical cases, or general laws.

Piaget devised numerous tests to determine how fully developed
these operations had become for any individual. In his initial work
on formal operations, he found 16 year-oldi with well developed abili-
ties. (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958) However, recent research indicates
that in aivariety of college student.samples, formal operatievial thoucht
is the exception rather than the rule (see Table I). Nonetheless,
since Most college faulty are formal thinkers, and probably have been
since high school, and since most of us were taught by formal thinkers
and did quite well under that approach, we tend to assume that our
students have formal abilities, and we teach accordingly. As you read
this, you arehprobabV using formal abilities. You are, for example,,
understanding abstract concepts (I have so_far given very few "con-
crete" examples). .You are no doubt comparing your understanding to
previous theories aqd beliefs about students e You may be making evalu-
ative judgments (possibly thinking that your students are not like
this!). Or you maybe instantaneously grasping the implications of
these ideas, recalling examples from your own teaching and learning
experiences, and recognizing the powet Jf this reconceptualization of
what students are doing--all from a mere fragment of information.

. To assist the reader in grasp ig the concept of a concrete-formal
Alistinctiont a list of formaltae s and concrete responses is presented
in Table 2.1 Ih addition, the tbliography will suggest some further
readings on tla subject.

How can the colic., teacher, accustomed as she is to formal thought
and formal teachirv:, bridge the gap and help students lear---without
s.*rificing-the Integrity of the material? One way is to incorporate
activities and materials into the regular lecture or lecture-discussion
forMat of the class (see Takle 3). Another is to take advantage of the
model developed by Robert Karplus (-974) to teach particularly diffi-
cult concepts. The model is lied te Learning Cycle; some of you
may recognize parallels to the "inqui.v method" used in science teaching

,

for many years. The Learning Cycle is based on two assumptions of
Piaget's theory of development:

i. Concrete experience helps people learn; and .

2.. Experiences that optimally challenge existing beliefs'
about the world are inherently motivating to the learner.

1In the!dorkshoo, an activity designed to dramatize the differences
and "enable participants to observe them firsthand will be used to
supplement the table.
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TABLE 1

CONCRETE;, TRANSITIONAL, ,AND FORMAL THINKING

IN COLLEGE STUDENTSa

Investi ator s
Number of Level of,
Students Students Concrete Trans. Formal

Arlin (1975) 60 Soph. I,

. .

48b
.

52

Elkina(1962) 240 n.d, 42 58
MacKinnon & Renner

(1971)
.

; .131 Fresh. 50 25 25

Pitt (1976)
, 14 Junior

.

15 14 . 71

Renner & Lawson
(1973) .

185 Fresh. 58 1 42c
28 72*

Schwebel (1972)! 58 Fresh. . ,::'"; . 83

Tomlinson-Keasey
(.1972)

n.d.'

'24

Mixed

Mixed

10

8

23

22

67

70Tomlinson-Keasey
& Keasey (974)

towler & Wheatley
(1971)

113 . n.d. 1

1

61

I

Weber State College
(197 %9)

51 Fresh. , 27 57 16

Provo TeFhnical
'- (11r7P)

24 Fresh. 13 33 54

a
All data accept those from Weber State and Provo Tech are based

bilbere Cone ete 'and Transitional data are not presents
on a summaly prOsented in King (1977, pp. 84-46).

separately,
non - formal 'responses are grouped in the center column.
?,Using the pendulum task
QUsing the JElume *ask

/
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FORMAL TASK .

REQUIREMENTS

4.1112.1.r14

THE.CONCPETE LEARNER IN THE CLASSROOE

ANTICIPATED RESPONSE
OF CONCRETE LEARNER

Learning from predomi-
nantly-yerbal material
(oral or written)

Learning about unfamiliar
objects or events; abstract
concepts, properties, or
relationships; axioms, or
theories. Understanding
metaphoric language,
symbolism, or nonverbal
behavior

Executing lengthy or com-
plex proceudres; planning
new procedures based on
general principles

Imagining a point of view
different (physically)
from one's own;,. mentally
transforking,spatial

relationships between
objects

Reasoning about propor-
tional relationships;
solving "word problems"
involving proportions

May show poor comprehension and
retention, especially for very
abstract, complex, or un:miliar
material

Will interpret literally, focus
on surface aspects, attempt tb
memorize-rather than understand.
Will be unable to detect under-
lying meanings, interpret sym-
bols or behavior in context, or
relate content to prevflusly
learned principles

Will require detailed, step-by-
step instructions; best if illus-
trated, where feasible. "Guide-
linei may not provide sufficient
guidance.

May require actual movement of
self or objects. May perform
needed transformations slowly or
rely .on overt movements repre-
senting the transformations
required.

May attempt to
\
apply a rote

formula and will' ften confuse
the relationships nvolved as
a consequence

Reasoning about hypo-
thetical situations,
possibilities, or
"mbabilities

May dispute the premise, tguing
that it is not or could notbe
thus, so should not be discuSied.
In probability problems, may insist
that one must examine entire popu-
lation rather than estimate from
a sample

3.1.1

NOTES
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CONCRETE LEARNER

FORMAL TASK
REQUIpEMENTS

ANTICIPATED RESPONSE
OF CONCREfiE LEARNER NOTES

Identifying all possible
combinations of three or
more objects

Reflecting upon one's
own reasoning or the.
reasoning of others;
evaluating consistency

of an argument or plan t
detecting underlying
assumptions; taking the
(psychological) point of
view of another person

Troubleshooting, using
'experimental method.
Formulating hypc:heses,
selecting obseryations.
and controlling variables
to test a hypothesis
systematically

Generalizing previously
acquired knowledge to
new but related
Situations

Will fail to use any systematic
approach or will require prompting
to use a previously learned system.
May fail to identify full set or may
duplicate responses due to lack of
systematic approach.

Fails to detect inconsistencies among
statements or between statements and
known facts, Thinks "others are

"reading between he lines" when they
analyse assumptions or evaluatk ideas.
Nes difficulty accepting ideas based
on beliefs or experiences different
than his /her own.

May,fail to note relevant information
or may select irrelevant information
to ateerve. May form confused or
irrelevant hypotheses. ,Confounds
variables when testing their effects.
Draws invalid conclusions.

Tends to treat each situation as a
totally new type of problem. May
seem to have forgotten relevant skills
learned in another context. When
reminded, may ask (or simply ;sander),
"What's that got to do with this?"

31,5
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TABLE 3

How .to Assist the Concrete Learner

Based on an analysis of the concrete learner in the classroom
the following guidelines are offered for instructors desiring to
adapt learning activities to the needs of their non-formal students.
Specific applications will depend on the nature of the material being
taught.

1. Provide abundant guided hands on learning experiences with
models that can be manipulated or other appropriate equip-
ment or materials.

2. Provide readily visible, accessible demonstrations, as well
as opportunities to observe the process in its actual con-
text whenever feasible. The value of these experiences is
enhanced by providing explicit prior instructions as to what
to look for during the demonstration or field visit, and by
pointing out processes or phenomena to be studied as they
are observed.

3. Provide frequent opportunities to solv.e "problems" nd make
discoveries related to the subject, using.the'actuall materi-
als involved whenever possible.. Problem-solving takes many
forms, from working a puzzle to getting a. computer to run.
It alsooccurs in the context of a well-,constructed.Ouca-
tional game. A clo-se examination of teaching materiali will
often reveal a number of places where key concepts can be
"discovered" rather than direCtly taught thrOugh reading, or
lecture. Discovery and problem-solving help the student
transcend rote learning and transfer knowledge to new situ-

/ ations.

4. Use questioning techniques that stimulate application,
analysis, synthesis and evaluation as opposed to recall of
rote knowledge. Relate questions to ongoing activities of
the student. Use "how" and "why" questions frequently.
Encourage students to spell out their reasoning processes
and to support them with reference to problems, materials,
or concepts previously learned.

5. Help the student to make connections between skills and con-
cepts being taught, and to integrate new knowledge with old.
Use prompts, cues, and reminders to "jog" the learner's
memory. Prepare the student to assimilate related ideas
that will appear later in,the course.

6. Encourage studen s to work together to solve problems. This
enables them to test and challenge their own and each other's
ideas, and heightens interest in achieving solutions.

Prepared by:
Joanne Kurfisp, Ph.D.
Office of Instructional Development
Weber State College
9/28/79
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In Piagetian jargon,"the latter is referred to as "inducing disequali-
brium."_ The learner is obliged to reconcile old beliefs and new in-
formation that May semi at first to contradict the beliefs ("cognitive
dissonance" is a more familiar term for much the same process). New
and more generalized or integrative concepts are "discovered" or de-
veloped by the learner as a consequence of the effort to "make sense"
of this contradiction. Table 4 summarizes the Learning Cycle model.4

To provide a "concrete exampleof a learning cycle, consider a
simple exercise designed by Elaine Cohen,,of Metropolitan State College,
used, to help Students grasp the notion of inferences as opposed to ;

observations. In the Exploratioh phase, a stranger to the student is
asked to stand Before the class. The students are asked to 'describe/
this person and their ideas "axe recorded. In the Invention phase, /

students discuss the basis on which they made their comments. Ideas
such as past experience with persons of similar dress, appearance and
manner; sterotyping; guessing, and other inferential processes are/
frequently mentioned. The difference between the basis of the desr-
cription (e.g. long hair) and the inference from the observation 0.g.
involved with drugs) can be brought out in the discussion. In the
Application phase, many directions can be taken, depending on the
purposes of the lesson. For instance, in a social psychology leSson
on attribution theory, the professor may want to have students identify
ways in which- inferences are used to make attributicns. In_a lkterature
class the teacher may want to have students consider how a goodiwritet
leids the reader to make inferences about characters, usi4g examples
the students seek in a bodk they,are reading. In physics, the tissue
may be to help students understand how the behavior of particles is used
to make inferences about the..nature of "lose particles. The Oader will,
hopefully see the uses of such an activity in his or her own discipline.'

The creative possibilities of the Learning Cycle are'endliess. Their
use in conveying concepts that are fundamental or critical, as well as
those which often-seem to be most difficult for students to grasp, will
aid the instructor in helping students master the goals and objectives
of a unit, course, or .program; Judicious use of learning cycles may
also enhance student interest in the discipline under study. Where
learning cycles are impractical, the guidelines provided in Table 3 can
help the teacher in planning instruction that will "reach" the concrete
learner. It is advisable when experimenting witn this model to explain
to students what it is you are trying to accomplish. Students accustomed
to being "spoon-fed" are likely to be frustrated at suddenly being un-
able to capture the answers in their notes so that they can be memorized.
A compensating benefit of this approach is that students will be unlikely
ever to "forget" concepts they themselves have "discovered" or "invented"
from their own experience and questions. Instead, they will find them-
selves able to generate information or hypotheses derived from their
discoveries; in short, they will be "thinking" and enjoying it.

2
In the workshop, participants will be introduced to the concepts

of "inducing disequilibrium" and "learning cycles" through a learning
cycle activity.

3Workshop participants will have an opportunity create a learning
cycle'of their own. In addition, Sharon Hahs will discuss problems of
implementing learning cycles and answer questions.

3..17
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TABLE 4

THE .LEARNING CYCLE MODEL
(Campbell, et sal, 1979)

In applying the Piagetian tecivique to the classroom, a direct change in
emphasis occurs: From the teacher :.teacher- centered approach) to the student
(student-centered approach). This is accomplished by using a learning model
(called the Learning Cycle) which has three distinct and separate parts. Each
is outlined below,

1. Exploration

Following a brief statement of topic and direction, students are encouraged.
to learn through their own experience. Activities may be supplied by the,in-
structor which will help the students recall (and share) past concrete experiences
or assimilate new concrete experiences helpful for later invention'-and /or
application activities. During this activity the students receive only minimal
guidance from their instructor and-explore new ideas spontaneously.

Emphasis - Concrete experience.
Focus' - Open-ended student activity.
Function - Student experience is joined. with appropriate

environmental disequilibrium.

2. Concept Invention

In this phase, the concrete experience provided in the exploration is used
as the basis for generalizing a concept, for introducing a principle, or for
providing an extension of students' skill or reasoning. Student and instructor
roles in this activity may vary depending upon the nature of the content. .,

Generally, students should be asked to "invent" part or.all of the relationship
for themselves with the instructor supplying encouragement and guidance when
needed. This procedure allows for students to "self-regulate" and therefore
move toward equilibrium with the concepts introduced, *,

Emphasis - Generalization of concrete experiences to abstract
possibilities,

Focus - Student's active involvement with'instructor for
generalization.

Function - Student self-regulation and equilibration of gen-
eralized concepts and/or skills.

3. Concept Application

The application phase of the Learning Cycle allows each student an .

opportunity to directly apply the concept or skill learned during the invention
activity. This activity allows additional time for accommodation required by

students needing more time for equilibration. It also provides additional

equilibrating experiences for students who have already accommodated the con-
cepts introduced.

Emphasis - Relevant use of generalized concepts and/or skills.

and planter. .

for himself, the instructor must be an ever present "overseer" of the activity,

and by providing probing questions, hints, and encourage keep the activity
Yet the instructor must guard aaintt over playing his role as diredtor 335

Function - Further equilibration through broadening concrete

Although the Learning Cycle allows each student the opportunity to thipk

Focus - Directed student activity.

experiences.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose
The purpose of this paper was to present a comprehensive and

critical review of the eAsting literature relating to the effect of
perceptual stimuli containing color. The study will emphasize
particularly the literature relating to coghitive processing and color
as a cue or code strategy.

. Perspective
Research during the instructional media era of the 1960's and

1960's was comparativin nature and sought to identifS, device usefulness
rather than to identify the parameters impacting-on elements of the messy e.
In surveying the color literature, researchers have concluded that the
significance of color as a message design_variable_has typica44304,1mded---
researchers who have attempted to define its unique role rather than its
possible interrelated role in the acquisition and retrieval process.

Furthermore while color has received considerable attention
in perceptual research investigations, the findings appear to have contributed
little as to a possible role of color in cognitive functioning. This lack.
of conclusive evidence has been attributed to either limited experimental
.designs or to the inability to develop experimental materials which Would
.be4unbiased.

Method
An exhaustive eight year review identifying several hundred

-references with respective findings were interpreted by selected decision
criteria. The primary topics include verbal color applications (in
nonsense and meaningful word tasks) and visual color applications
in passive or active materials) as they relate to cognitive functioning
and perceptual processing. Additional topics related to the stated purpose
include information processing and memory systems, affective study of color, \

color in task tests, the relationship of color and time, and the
efficiency of color.

Discussion ,

The paper provides new insights into the probable interrelated
value or limitations of color as a variable in perceptual stimuli design.
current research methodology was discussed in light of needed experimentation.

. .
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A Comprehensiim and Critical Review of the,
Methodology and Findings in Color Investigations

Introduction

0

The increasing complexity of instructional development

activities during the last decade has prompted numerous mode( of

learning systems 'to be offered for the improvement of instruction.

Each model has its unique emphasis on Priorities, strategies, and

methodology in Ihe manipulation of the integral and viable components

of resources, management,' learners, and development procedures. How-.

ever, each model relies &I empiriCal evidence to specify criteria from

which decisions can be, made as to the effectiveness of^tine strategy

over another for facili'tati'ng learning. Therefore', this review of the

literature seeks to provide evidence of the effectof color cueing and

coding on instructionaland test materials. The paper is intended

to serve as a primer for future Investigators. The paper identifies the

majority of studies investigating the interrelationship of color with

cognitive processes.

Lgoitations to the Review

Tho primary focus of the surveyed and presentea\literature

concerns the effect of color' on human cognitive learning from both

theoretical and applied experimentation. During the process of the

literature.search, investigative areas were identified which, while

using color as a primary variable, have findings not directly related

or interpretable to the purpose of this review. These investigative
00
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areas included:

(1) animat subjects,

(2) preferences for a color,

(3) physics or chemistry of color perception,

(4) aesthetks of'color to art and literature,

(5) cultural differences,

(6) special learner 'populations, and
,

(7) special applications (i.e., therapy, symbolism,

marketing, personality, etc.).

If interested in these areas, the reader is referred to. Sheppard (1968),

Hochberg (1971, pp. 395.474) , Parks (1975) , PArks andArchitecture

(1975), Carterette ancl'Friedman (1975) , Moore (1977) , and especially

Billmeyer (19771.

.

Color: A Meisage Design Variable

t

l.n attempting to identify message design characteristics,

t is important to realize the tremendous vbriety of choices for

production and dissemination of instructional material that a practr-,

tloner has available. However, historically thelle havlvbeen only a

few design characteristics which have received njajor attention. One

such design characteristic is -nlor.

. The significance of color as a desigri variable has typically

eluded researchers who have attempted to define
.

its unique role in the

/

learning process. In previous surveys, Lambe ski (1972), Berry (1974), .

and Chute (1978) found that the reported resehrch was often contra-
'

dictory or inconclusive. 3 in many cases licking practical applil

cation. They concluded that researchers may have (1) failed to
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amine the interrelatedness of color as a variable to other components

iwithin a learning system; or (2) had research design flaws that pro-

hibitedmeaningfulinterpretation of results. 1t is from these con-
.

elusions that the following historical. perspective for examining the

effects of color in messdge design is presented.

,

Historical Perspective

The research of the
/4
Instructional media era of the 1950's

and the 1960's was comparative in nature; and sought'to idiritify carrier,

device usefulness rather than message element's'. The research

queitions poseiwereto justify using media rather than to optimize
, .

learning"through its use. Thus, the-use Of color in investigations

was superseded by other variables. In most investigations the color

variable wai:not properly isolated by experimental -doign to assess

- 'its "relative effectiveness (Chute, 1978, p. 13). LuMsdaine (1963)

summarised this early:Comparative color research by stating:

O

No really definitive studies have been made on the .

specific wayin which color may contribute to learning
from instructional materials . . 411. that can really,
be concluded from, the evidenCe is that.che effects; if
any, of: color were not'large enough to show up as the
significant difference that would be predicted . . . the

evrdence sugoests that any general value of-color for
increasing learning through incrzased strikingness or
;attractiveness has probably been overrated. (p. 635)

I , .,
. 1

10.

Five years later, Kanner (1968).,surveying the comparative literature

in color and black /white televisions stated:

It should be pointed out that,' while thh literature on
color as a Subject matter enormous, When yOu focus
dovin to the tppit of color and human learning a scar it?'
of information is encountered. (p. 1)

"..
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Kanner concluded from his survey that the use of color in instructional

materials does not significantly improve cognitive learning. This was

due-primer arto the hypothesis that:

words or labels can be substituted for cae aetual
perception of color by the learner. (p. 5) /Or/ . . .

that the verbal coding or substitution of words for color
more than colipeasaied for not seeing the color. (1). 6)

In a comprehensive review of the literature on
O

color-form-number preference of children, Otto and Askov (1968) made

observations which marked the beginning of a transitional stage in the

.Study of color as a secondary variable to a primary and manipulated

variable. They inscribed the problem:

In general', no real attempt has been made to draw upon
exicting research and theory regarding the role of color
in learning; instead, color has simply been used as an
added information-bearing cue. (p. 161) . . . The
salient imolica-Aons of all the existing research on the
role of color is fragile at best and apt to be superseded
by more potent cues .1. . to sum'up, at the present time,
the use of color cues in instruction has never Lad a truly
fair trial. The reason for this appears to be that the
relevant variables have not ;mud identified and considered.
(p. 163)

After several years of channel capacity research in 'Ai,'

color was an embellishment in the visual channel, Travers (1970)

concluded that:

Color does not seem to add sufficient interest value or
attention-getting value to a presentation to produce any
mefsurable effect on liarning. Perhaps the only general.
justification for the use "f uolor is that it provided a
more pleasing aesthetic experience than does black and
white. The study of color versus black and white provided
a useful kind of fineing, but not one that has any great

-.ions for solving any major and central issue
roi Id to the design of audio-visual material. (pp. 4-5)

early attempts to define and question the value of

color have since generated a wealth of research reviews and investi-

gations on color as a perceptual and design variable. Table 1
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Table 1. Selected Major Reviews of Color Research and investigation.
1 3 ;.

Year Investigators
;

Area of Color interest

1967 _ Chu..6 Schramm Film 6 Televisin
1968 ' Otto 6 Askov Childhood Development of Preferences
1968 Kanner Television'
1969 Isaacs Coding of Pictorial Stimuli
1972 Vollan Description of Dynamic Content -

1972 Lamberski Cognitive instruction and Testing

1972 Dwyer Realism in VisualizItion

A973 Kauffman Cartoons 6 Professional Background

1973 -Rudnick, Porter, iiSuydam Pictorial Stimulus Variables

1974 Plea 6 Shick Physical, Perceptual, 6 Emotional Responses

1974 Berry Realism in Visualization

1974 Rudnick Attention-getting 6 Perceptual Styles

1975 Christ Visual rearch in Target Acquisition

1975 Parks Percept.or 6 Aesthetics

1975 Parks 6 ,xchitec ure Perception 6 Aesthetics

1)76 Puig Television-

1976 Spears Television

1978 ChUie Film 6 Slade Abilities
1978 Dwyer Visualized instruction
1980 Lamberski Cognitive Instruction vTesting



resents some of the color literature reviews and research; it is

apparent that the study of color is of current interest. in the time

period covered by the present investigator's literature survey (from

1945 to 1980), individual research studies where color has been a

primary experimental variable or a secondary variable number well in

the hundreds. While this represents a staggering amount of research,

a limited number of interpretable or generalizable conclusions can be

drawn from this body of data. Chute (1978) recently summarized the

dilemma of color research:.

. . . the value of color as a stimulus variable was often
overestimated because tii- color stimulus was not con-
sidered in relationship to other salieht cues in the
visual array. Color was studied as the unique and
isolated stimulus variable. A major limitation of this
approach was the difficulty of integrating the color
research into the greater body of educational research
investigattng other stimulus variables. It seems apparent
there As a need for a broader understanding of the ,func-
tions colors can have in perception, human information
processing, and learning in general. (p. 4)

To summ4rize, while color has received considerable attention

in perceptual research investigations the findings appear to have,

contributed little as to a possible interrelated role of color in

cognitive learning. This lack of conclusive evidence has been

attributed to either limited experimental dbsigns or to the inability

to develop experimental materials which would be unbiased. In most

color studies decision criteria or parameters were not clearly defined

or the interrelatedness of those decision criteria evaluated.

4
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Verbal Color Applications

The application of color as a structuring device in verbal

tasks has been both as a contextual cue (physical form within the

stimulus) and as a contextual and associative code (physical form

with meaningful value). Cue is defined as a verbal or visual strategy

by which the perceiver's attention is focused upon perceptual information.

A code is defined as a method of structuring perceptual and associative

information for the purpose of facilitating learning, retention, and

recall.

The application of color to verbal tasks may be divided into

two areas: nonsense and meaningful word tasks, and prose tasks. For

purposes of discussion, the literature will be separated into these

two dreas.

Color in Nonsense and Meaningful Word Tasks

The largest application of color within verbal investigations

involves color being applied in or around printed trigrams, letters,

words, shapes, and numbers. The cue value of color Was either central

(primary/relevant/intentional) or peripheral (redundant/irreievant/.

incidental) to the learning of a concept. .

The application of color in these nonsense word tasks may be

subdivided into experimental categories; the first and largest category

was that of paired associate tasks. Investigations in this category

have indicated that color will enhance the recall of the paired

associate, especially when matched with a nonmeaningful trigram,

letter, number, or shape (Committee on Colorimetry, 1954; Weiss and

Margoluis. 1954; Peterson and Peterson, 1957; Underwood, Ham, and

3,5)



Ekstrand, 1962; Seitz, 1963; Berry, 1969; Goodman, 1975; Buchanan,

1975). Research further showed that the selectioo of Color as the

primary cue was enhanced if: (1) other contextual cues lacked

phy3ical form differences; (2) the associative value of words were

difficult or low in meaning; (3) color was perceived as being useful;

or (k) color was told to be of value (Isaacs, 1966; Swede and McNulty,

1967; Otto and Askov, 1968; Corballis and Luthe, 1971; Arnold and

Sower, 1972; Bower, 1972; Newby and.Young, 1972; Lightv-et al., 1979;

Buchanan, 1975; Petrich and Chiesi, 1976; Winn, 1976; 1977).

Having learned concepts using a color contextual cue, the

initial'benefit did not necessarily transfer to similar 'tasks or

benefit the learner when totally removed or altered in later testing

(Seitz, 1963; Swede and NcNulty, 1967; Otto and Askov, 1968; Samuels,

1967; Washington, 1968; Goodman, 1975). indeed the color cue

.superiority lost effectiveness rapidly unless practiced or reinforced

(Bendel and Havrda, 1968; O'Brien, 1971; Sabo and Hagen, 1973;

Buchanan, 1979), overiearned (Gottlieb and Lindauer, 1967; Washington,

1968), or faded to same other non color dimension (Allington, 1973;

Goodman and Cundick, 1976).

A second category of experimentation has been in color word

interference tasks;\or what has been termed the Stroop Test (Dyer, 1972;

Nielsen, 1979) , a'test of recall of color names or nonsense words in

conflicting color print. The Stroop Test demonstrated that several

dimensions of information (verbal and visual) were acquired and

retrieved by different but interrelated processing and memory struc-

tures (Majerds, 1970; Nealis., 197k; Harrisnn and Boese, 1976) . The

Stroop Test demonstrated that the use of color in printed meaningful



words caused processing interfereicaresulting in longer processihg

time.

A third category of experimentation has been that of color

applica.ion in order to isolatz central or peripheral concepti. Inves-

tigators (Sabo and Hagen, 1973; Sato, 1976) :lave found that the

recognition of the intentional concept is (1) improved when the color

cue differentiated the central from the peripheral stimuli, and (2)

Increased with development or age. This age enhancement of central

stimuli appears to be more a function of encoding and rehearsal

strategies of older learners rather than the younger learner's

inability to disregard peripheral stimuli .(Hale and Taweel , 1972;

Sabo and Hagen, 1973). The recall of peripheral stimuli has been

found to increase with multiple presentations of centrally color cued

stimuli (Sato, 1976):

The fourth category of verbal color application'has been

in the use of color in meaningful word-visual association. Researchers

(Wicker, 1970; Ernest and Paivio, 1971; Light, et al., 1975; Yurkiw

and Gaunard, 1975; Denis, 1976) found that colors, when used In

association or to emphasize, have significantly enhanced the recall

of pictures and facilitated the learning or recall of words; Ernest

and Paivio (1971) attributed this enhancement of pictorial recall to

stimulus concreteness found only in visual memory. It has also been

suggested that color's usefulness in meaningful word tasks was

apparently conditional on associative meaning (Deich, 1972; Gardiner,

et al., 1976). Other concurring evidence suvested that the

associative value of coior with words or pictures may be more

beneficial to concept attainment than the differences ettributat;le

solely to the physical form of color (Underwood and Freund, 1969;

3(;.1.
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Winn, 1976; 1977). Thus it appears that in this combined potential

of stimulus Concreteness and associative value, a color cue may become

a valuable color code.

Color in Prose Tasks

A smaller investigative"area involves meaningful prose

materials in which color was used as a code having physical form

(underlining, shaded areas, arrows, or printed words) and associative

value (meaning). The instructional value_of.color in these incidences

was mostly central (primary/relevant/intentional) acting as a strategy

for concept attainment or improved performance.

Applications in this verbal area predominantly involved

color codes in reading (Gattegno, I962; Cruickshank, 1967; Jones, 1968)

and phonic materials (Bannatyne, 1966; Knafle, 1974; Lyczak,' 1976)

which utilize color print to convey meaningful reading and pronuncia-

tion directions to the learner. Generally these researchers found

that color coded materials were preferred by learners over other

coding systems, and furth:Irmore, learning rates and learner performance

improved with the color coded materials. After investigating. and

validating learner reading achievement with color coded material,

Hinds and Dodds (1968).have stated that the use of color:

. . gives the learner a stable and unchanging code of
organization and sequence, which helps lend security in
the learning process. Color, through its stimulation,
rivets and holds the attention of the learner. (p. 46)
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Visual Color Applications

In assessing the cue value of color in visualized learning

`Materials, a separation of the literature can be made as to how color

was applied. This `separation: of learning materials into two "carrier"

categories, passive and active, has been suggested by Gropper (1976).

Generally passive materials are normally not controlled by the learne

(externally paced); examples of passive materials are film, television,

and audio-slide presentations. Active materials are usually controlled

by the learner (internally or self-paced); examples of active learning

materials are programmed instruction and computer assisted instruction.

The similarity between passive and active materials is that in most

incidences the concepts are simultaneously presented with oral or

verbal and visual information.

Color in Passive Materials

in reviewing color application in externally paced investi-

gations, a variety of passive materials have been combined. These

passive materials include television, film, pictures, charts,

transparencies, and Slides which were complemented by a synchronous

narrative or complemented by a supplementary-narrative on audiotape

or live lecture. In most investigations the cue value of color is

peripheral (redundant/irrelevant/incidental) to the learning of a

Concept.

Many researchers have concluded that color in passive

materials was equal to or less than black/white materials for

facilitating learner achievement (Long, 1946; Gibson, 1947;
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VanderMeer, 1949; 1952; 1954; Zuckerman, 1954; Schwerin 1957; May and

Lumsdaine, 1958; Hudson, 1958; Kanner and Rosenstein, 1960; Rosenstein

and Kanner, 1961; Link, 1961; Chu and Schramm, 1967; Kanner, 1968;

O'Connor, 1970; Kaneko, 1971; Bretz, 1971; Reich and Meisner, 1973;

1976; Spears, 1976). For example,color was found to be inferior to

black/white passive materials for different tasks and retention testings

when used with college learners and adults possessing different educa-

tional backgrounds (Lamberski, 1972; 1975; Kauffman and Dwyer, 1974).

Some researchers have suggested that color, since primarily peripheral,

may distract the learner's attention from the important learning cues

(Hoban and VanOrmer, 1950; VanderMeer, 1952; Chute, 1978). Other

researchers have concluded that color will generally only enhance

passive learning materials when it is used to emphasize relevant cue$

or aid in making discriminations (Norman and Rieber, 1968; Tolliver,.

1970; Dwyer; 1972; Schramm, 1972; Brown, 1973; Rudnick, et al., 1973;

Powers and Shrader, 1975).

When color does increase recall and recognition of passive

materials, especially of peripheral stimuli, it is usually at the loss

of the more relevant narrative information (Kumata, 1960; Deutschiiiann,

et al., 1961; Chan, et al., 1965; Travers, et al., 1965; Schaps and

Guest, 1968; Chute, 1978). Furthermore, it has been found that the

effectiveness of color in passive materials appears more dependent on age

or grade level with younger learners with generally higher performance

being achieved with color .materials (Travers, 1969; Booth, 1971; Casey,

- _

1972; Miller, 1972; DeLucia, 1975). Given these-iuppdrtive findings

of color effectiveness, it has been suggested that once color is
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encoded, it may inhibit forgetting of learned material and thereby

facilitate delayed retention (VanderMeer, 1952; 1954; 1,amberski, 1972;

1975;. Kauffman and Gwyer; 1974; Scul11-1-974; Hoban, 1975; Farley and

Grant, 1976). However, further investigations are necessary to

substantiate this proposition;

When specific applications are noted, color has been found

to facilitate learning from passive materials when used: in highly

visual (spatial) tasks (Dyer, 1972; Reich and Meisner, 1973; Shaw,

1975); in dramatic portrayal (Reich and Meisner, 1973); and in the

'perception of movement (Travers, 1969)-. These findings, in.addition

to other findings reviewed in this chapter, have made some researchers

suggest that the color may have limited appiicatiori to the :earning of

16w level cognitive concepts and is of more value in the modification

of attitude (Schweitzer, 1963; Caban, 1971; Field, 1972; Spangenberg,

1976; Chute, 1978). .

Thus far, the reported investigations in passive materials

have primarily used color as a physical form carrying no associative

value. However, Lamberski (1972i 1975) did investigate the code value

of color in verbal information with accompanying visualizatibn. The

results showed that learners who received a color code in instruction

and testing materials had significantly inferior achievement than

learners who'received black/white materials for immediate retention

tasks, and ginerally.had less achievement than learners who received

black/white materials for two-week delayed retention taslo. It was

concluded that the difficulty of information acquisition and task

retrieval requiremirts limited the potential of the color code; this
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-

was attributed to insufficient kocessing time brought about by the

externally paced format. It was further concluded that learners who

received the black /white instruction and testing materials had less

distraction and therefore more time to attend to the more central

acquisition and retrieval tasks.
,

Th6s, the application of color as a cue or code to externally

paced materials appears highly taskrspecific and generally has been

utilized inappropriately, particularly when the eelevant idormation

is contained in the oral narration or verbal'labels.

Colorin Active Materials

There is only a limited number of investigations that. applied

color to active materials. These internally or self-Paced materials

include posters,comic books,, textbooks, programmed instruction, and
,

photographs. The cue value of color in most of these surveyed investi-

ga:ions was peripheral (redUndant/iTrelevant/incidental) to the learning

of a concept.

The surveyed research presents contradictory evidence for

the value of color in active materials; at best the cue value of color

is again highly task dependent. Some researchers have concluded that
..nta..411

color does not facilitate the learning of concepts in active materials

(Travers, et al., 1964; Scarpinc, 1972; Oooley'and Harkins, 1970;

Scull, 1974). For example, Dwyer (1972), in a compendium of his research

studies, found that programmed booklets complemented by color visualita-
.

tiCri were generally inferior to black/white materials for a highly

visual task such as drawing. and furthermore were equal to programmed
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text material-eontaining-no-wtmlization for a highly verbal

task such as comprehension. Freed (1963), using color in self-paced

training materials, has-Shown that-color visualization will imapir

transfer from training to real task application.

When. color, has been found to facilitate achievement.in active

malex4als, it has-been for low perceptual tasks. These tasks include

the recognition or discrimination of content (MacLean, 1930; !bison,

1954 Davis, 1975), And the immediate tecall of peripheral material

(Katzman and Nyenhuis, 1972).

Most recently Lamberski (1980b) has Conducted a study to assess

the relative

white_ coding

achievement effect of a verbal and visual color or black/

strategy. The codidg,wai:incorporated into self-paced

instruction and test materials and was intended to facilitate student

.retention on-different cognitive ttasks. Major findings indicated that

1 color coded self-paced instruction materials were superior to the

,k black/white coded instruction materials for both immediate and six-week
.1

kdelayed retention and on all task tests (drawing, terminology, identi-

fication, and comprehension). However, the presence or absence of the

&olor code in test materials hid no significant effect on studeRt

achievement. Lamberskj concluded that the effectiveness of the color

aided instruction materials may reside in their ability to demand

sustained student attention and interaction with the content along with

their ability to be able to provide an enhanced associative memory struc-
.

ture. Results also indicated that the color coding had a more positive

impact on tests representing visual tasks (drawing, identification)

rather than the more verbal tasks (terminology, comprehension). Also

3 C
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nosed was the drop in recall from immediate to delayed retention testing,

which though statistically different, evidenced a similar percentage

decline for both color coding and black/white instructional groups.

A ,
The Affective Study of Color

Having presented the findings of verbal and visual color

application, several additional areas of color and perceptual reseafich

offer support for -the potential value of color stimuli in instruction

and testing materials. The first of these contains studies relating to

the affective value'of color.

An affective component of thelearner, learner preferences

s, has repeatedly been found-to increase the recall of concepts presented

in a favored verbal or visual mode (Ingersoll, 1970; Farr, 1971; Kalin,

1972; Lilly and Kelleher, 1973; Daniel and Tacker, 1974) . These..

researchers have indicated that learner preference may influence

learning by directly influencing attention. In this light there-is

conclusive evidence that color materials are preferred over non-color

materials (Gibson, 1947; Malter, 1948; VanderMeer, 1952; 1954; May and

Lumsdaine, 1958; English, 1964, Schweitzer, 1963; Travers, at al.,

1964; Jones, 1965; Chu and Schramm, 1967; Dwyer, 1972; Lamberski,

1972; Katzman and'Nyenhuis, 3972; Scarpino, 1972; PuPgl1976; Chute,

(1978). Therefore a preferred color design strategy may contribute in

facilitating cognitive learning ip addition to enhancing learner

attitude. Such preference for color has been suggested to increase

attention and motivation (Schwerin, 1957; May and Lumsdaine, 1958;

Oirren, 1963; Dooley and Harkins, 1970; Dwyer, 1972; 1976a; Schramm,.

1972).
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Mowevet it his been found that thepreference for color is

not &necessary condition for learning; in fact, color preference does

not seem to be correlated with concept achievement (VanderMeer, 1954;

Dwyer, 1972; 1976b). Thus preference alone can not necessitate the

use of color.

The Physiological and Developmental Study of Color

The second supportive research area .involves the physiological
..

and developmental study of color. The research findings in thesi

endeavors indicate a meaningful tole of color in human perception.

Data indicates that color can cause physiological, perceptual, and

emotional reactions and associations within the learner (Goldstein,

1.942; Cheskin, 1948; Kouwer, 1949; Rudisilll'1952; Collier, 1957;

Gerard, 1958; Smith, 1958' Birren, 1959; 196j; Schwartz, 1960;

a .

Roseheim, 1967; Child, 1968.; Nourse and Welch, 1971). For example,

the'recognition of familiar or unfamiliar color stimulus affects heart t-

rate, blood pressure, and perceptual Judgments of size, weight, and?'"

distance in both infants and adults (Plack and Shick, 1974; Bornstein,

1975; Adkinson and Berg, 1976; Bornstein, et al., 1976). These

intensified reactions and associations are perhaps related to the

increased attention and motivation exhibited by learners with color

materials.

;

Recent research in perception has provided the most influential

findings for the advocacy of color coding. Findings indicate that once

a stimulus iaPperceived, the retina and cortex categorizes the stimulus

into color codes (Munch, 1.974; Vidyasagar, 1976; Land, 1978). This

physiological color coding of the stimulus has been found to be a



.

function of the number of physical forms and processing time (Young,

.1973; Galbraith, et al., 1975), luminance levels within the rods.

(Ambler and Proctor, 1970, and hemispheric brain properties (Meyer,

1579. The evidence sUggests that we involuntarily process color into

codes.

1 _ studylofhuman development has also 'supplied data which

suggests that the value of visual attributes, like color; changes in

the maturation process; it is generally viewed that this perceptual

ciiiiqe parallels development of verbal skills with increasing reliance

on associative strategies (Crowder, 1976; Estes, 1976).
0

For example, with older learners it has been reported that

color as a visual cue becomes integrated with verbal information in

the processing,'ericoding, and retrieval a concepts (Daehler, et al.,

1969; 19761Hale and Green, 1976). It has also been,found that

learners "at any age are not necessarily deficient in the encoding of

coded information during acquisition, but po.or recall may attributed

to failure in using the acquired codes at the time of retrieval (Martin

and Richards, /972; Geis, 1974). Previously cited color research by

Lamberski (1980b) supports both these contentions.

Color in Task Tests

. The question of the value of color on retrieval tasks appears

to have no Simple answer. Frechtling (1970) and Dwyer (1972) have

foal.: chat the significant retrieval value of color or other

perceptual cues highly dependent upon the instruction and testing

'tasks, the materials used, the complexity of the visualization, the

.o .
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Age of the learner, the learner's attention indotivation, and the

;

amount of interactive time. There is eyidence su gesting that calor

presentation cues in passive materials facilitate r call in-wisual_

tasks
I

mere than in verbal tasks (Otto and Askov, 196 . Dwyer, 1972),

but tie epplication of color stimuli in testiil instruments is limited.

The research evidence that is pvailable has 1appl ied and

evaluated color in low perceptual tasks. These low perlceptual tasks

incltide searching, counting, sorting, discriminating, locating, and

recognizing. Schantz, et al., .(1971) summarized calor'ssefulne..7s in

a'low perceptual task by stating that color will facil!to4 retrieval

if: (1) many categories of information'have been coded; (2) the number.

of concepts per category is small; and (3) colors are highly
1

discrimineble.

In studies\;of more complex tasks, Seitz (1963) andq.amberski

(1975) haus found that once a color code has been integrated during the

4

1 acquisition of ,a concept, the altering of the color code at retrieval

may .-luse interference,:eving an adverse effect on learner recall.

This tread was also noted by Lamberski (1980b) in self-paced materials,

but failed/ to reach a meaningful significance level.
yi

Research has also found,a trend that if color is added to the

retrieval tasks, for learners who had received black/white instruction,

interference will again occur (Dulsky, 1935; Lamberski, 1975). /lain,

this trend was noted by Lamberski (1980b) in self-paced materials,

but failed to reach a meaningful significance level. Contradicting

this finding Seitz (1963) indicates that color cues have facilitated

retrieval when used only in the testing of concepts; Seitz attrihuted

this effect to cognitive differentiation during testing conditioris.

, 371
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Further investigative research is needed to clarify these findings.

in the investigation of coded materials in testing, Bourne

(1959) and Lamberski (1972) have both foundthat the administering of

an immediate test after concept instruction will facilitate learner

achievement at later delayed testing. This effect was apparently

caused by reinforcement, rehearsal, and retrieval of the encoded

stimulus during immediate testinmaking the acquired concepts more

resistant to mamory and retrieval interference. However; the presence

or absence of color in self-paced testing materials doesnot appear to

be a significant factor for student achievement; rather, the presence

of color coding during the acquisition of concepts appears to erolanne

learner achievement (Lamberski, 1980b). This enhanced learner achieve-,

ment appears greatest for more visual tasks and diminishes as the task

becomes more verbal.

The Relationship of Color and Time

The amount of time permitted for a task will partially

determine the cue value of color or the cue value of other physical

forms of the stimuli (Gordon, et al., 1967). Given unlimited time,

colOr codes in some perceptual tasks have produced superior learner

performance and speed for visual search or sort tasks (Jones, 1965;

Harris, et al., 196; Schioldberg, e4 al., 1973; Luria and Strauss,

1975). However, when time is limited, color as been found to impair

learner speed ane precise discrimination of objects (Jones, 1962),

having a facilitating effect only in certain low perceptual tasks sum

as picture recognition (Fleming and Sheikhian, 1972; Berry, 1977) or

reaction time (Samuels, 1967; Logan, 1976).

3;72
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In more complex tasks, resiarchers h (le suggested that the

use of color in materials will require more ti /e to be perceived,

processed, and stored (Dwyer, 1972; Berry, 1974). However, investi-

gative evidence has found no clear support for the relation of color

to learning time 0 retrieval time. in some investigations the data '

were inconclusive (Rust, 1967; Scarpino, 1972; Katzman and Nyenhuis,

1972), while in other studies color was found to reduce learning time

(VanBuskirk, 1932; funkhouse, 1968).

The lack of conclusive data on the effect of color in rela-

tion to acquisition and retrieval time prompted Berry (1974) to state

that an investigation should be conducted utilizing color:

. . . in an internally or self-paced format rather than
externally paced. in this way, the time with which
students interact with the vis'.al materials could be
examined as a significant variable contributing to the
effectiveness of color as a cueing device. 119)

In response tc 'his need, a study was conducted by Lamberski

(1980a) investigating the relationship of achievement to time with self-

paced 'earning and test materieis. Lamberski found that the mean time

(minutes) that subjects required to work through a coldr coded instruc-

tional booklet was significantly greater than time needed to work - through

the instru.tional booklet in black /white. Lamberski further found a

four-way interaction among presentation materials (color or black/white),

evaluation material.) ( color or black/white), retention testing (immediate

and six-week delayed), and type of task test (drawing, identification,

terminology, and comprehension) when the delh,n, trit variable was the

amount-of time needed to interact with each task test. Most of this

interaction appeared attributable to subjects who had received the color

5
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coded instruction and later received the color coded test materials;

this was particularly evident for the more visual task tests.

Efficiency of a Color Code
0

In a new analysis area, researchers have attempted to analyze

the relationship between learner achievement of concepts and the time

needed to interact with color materials. The rationale is that the

message should be designed not only for its achievement effect but also

0

for the message efficiency. Efficiency, defined as achievement per

unit of time, has bcen expressed in several different formulas. Lamber-

ski and Roberts (1979) have observed ti'; relationship using achievement

divided by instruction time, achievement divided by test time, and

achievement divided by instruction and test time. Lamberski (1980a)

has observed the relationship using achievement gain (post-instruction

achievement minus pre-instruction knowledge) divided by total time

(time on instruction plus time on test). The observed results of these

formulas have generally favored subjects who received self-paced color
0

coded instruction material #nd self-paced black/white evaluation material.

However, these exploratory analyses have not been statistically analyzed.

Recently, Lamberski and Myers (1980) conducted a study to assess

the efficiency (achievement gain per_instruction time) of a verbal and

visual-v:0w- or black/white code when used in self-paced learning and

test materials. By accounting for the guessing and prior knowledge

of the subjects; and by accounting for the different time_necessary for

processing information at acquisition for each treatment condition,

it was shown that color and black/white coded materials produce similar

efficiency results.
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They concluded that the unlimited time allowed by the self-

paced instructional materials benefited the students who received the

color coded instruction by permitting necessary and sufficient rehearsal

time. However, the acquiring of these concepts was time consuming,

causing efficiency means comparable to subjects who received the black/

white materials.

These findings support previous research (Hock and Egeth, 1970;

Dwyer, 1972; Young, 1973; Berry, 197k; Galbraith, et al., 1975) which

concluded that the increased attention; motivation, preference, code

switching, processing interfe.rence or rehearsal with accompanying

physiological changes associated with the use of color may be detrimental

or produce no significant achieyement effects unless appropriate pacing

or time is allotted. It is this quality and quantity of interactive

time which has been suggested as the most important of all learning

variables (Bloom, 1974).
6

it should be noted that in this (Lambersk! 6 Myers, 1980)

and in previous studies (Lamberski, 1980a; Lamberski & Roberts, 1979),

a wide range between individual students was noted for processing time

on instruction and task tests suggesting further replication or extension

of the interactive materials themselves.

In Conclusion

The purpose of tits review was "to provide evidence .of the

effect of color cueing and cooing on instruction and test materials.

Specifically the studies, categorized ahJ presenled within selected

interrelated criteria, were intended to provide a literature framework

for future investigations. :aknesses of past research have been a
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limited survey of the literature and a lack of conceptualization of the

interrelated variables which determine color!s effectlueness. These

weaknesses- were -Lffilal lrfikmrs'elledted in the use of Wised experi-

mental materials or in the use of inappropriate research design method-

ology to control or explain these biases. However, given the vastness

of the literature base, several conclusions may be derived. The reader

is encouraged, since these conclusions are derived acrossed the cate-

gorized criteria, to refer back to the specific literature for more

detailed descriptions of the research findings.

The instructional value of color appears highly dependent

upon the complexity of the task in the materials and perceived response

requirements by the learner. It is known that color is preferred in

learning materials and can be-used to focus attention and provide mot1-.

vation: Farthermore, color hasbeen shown to have a phySiological

basis in the coding of perceptual stimuli. This color advantage has

particularly been shown to facilitate discrimination in perceptual

situations where complexity or quantity may preclude the use of other cues.

Color was found to be of value in non-meaningful tasks,

especially if other perceptual cues lacked physical form differences

or were low in associative value. The application of color to mean-

ingful.tasks appeared related to the interaction between learner and

matenials. In.externally paced materials (passive), color appeared

to be secondary to other salient features. lf,the task in passive materials

became confusing, especially in simultaneous audio and°visual materials',

the lea-nor selectively attended to a preferred mode as the functional

stimulus; in most adult learners this preferred mode is verbal though

37G



in some incidences an integrated verbal and visual strategy may be

-utilized. Thus, if color was central to concept instruction, and if

it was selected, color facilitated learning.

The literature surveyed also reinforces that Unless structuring

strategies like color were perceived to be,or told to be important,

the learner may have filtered out relevant Information. Thus, in

unstructured situations, older learners are found to be in a highly

favorable position to learn from purely auditory or print materials

negating the relevant visual code. In structured situations, however,

older learners appeared to have the encoding and rehearsal strategies

necessary to use an integrated code system like color. Younger learners

generally have been found td benefit from color cues in passive materials

due more to motivational than identified cognitive fu ctions.

Color codes have been found to be ineffective in passive

4

materials, apparently due to insufficient learner-material interactive

time.. However, color codes have had more success in facilitating

verbal (reading and phonic) performance in self-paced materials (active).

and recently their application to more compleX cognitive learning has

been evidenced in the literature.

The value of color in retrieval tasks again appears highly

task related. Color cues appeared tofacilitate recall of low perceptual

tasks which were highly visual, while the facilitating value of color

cues in more verbal tasks was not suppc:ted. However, color codes have

been found to, facilitate achievement in complex cognitive self -paced

tasks, particularly with the more visually requiring tasks.

it has been stated th;n color should inhibit forgetting,

particularly when an immediate post-instruction test is administered.
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Howev.er, there is research which suggests that the value of color in

testing materials is only for low perceptual tasks, having no ,signifi-

cant effect in more complex ta'sks.

The relationship of color to time remains unclear; at best

the relationship was dependent upon complexity of the perceptual task,

selected code strategy, and required response. Color may reduce time

in low perceptual tasks depending on limited or umlimited time given

to the learner; but the relationship of color in more complex tasks is

highly dependent on the interrelatedness of several variables. Hock and

Egeth (1970), speaking on time In complex color-word interference

1asks, suggested that increased time for color "... should appear.in_

tasks which involve the cognitive apparatui rather than in 'low-level'

perceptual tasks" (p. 302). This appears supported for concept

acquisitionbuifindin-is for ciinCipt-refFieval are still in need of

further investigation.

Lastly new methods such as efficiency analyiis or certain

learner aptitudes (Chute, 1979) appear to offer design methodology

which may furtlar explain the cognitive functioning and process:rig of __
color stimuli. However, the base of this research needs further expansion

and repl i cat ion.

1
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VISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES AND COGNITIVE STYLE

A. Arvo Reps
California State University,
a

Northridge

,

INTRODUCTION

." This research'endeavored to develop and evaluate instructional materials that

:viouldmatch the needs of learners identi,fied as "holistic" in their learning prefe

rence. Thus, the study followed the aptitude -tivatmen nteraction format to assess

les and instructional vari-possible match/mismatch situations between learner van.

"ables. Ttie research-hypothesis was that iatching learner preferences (herein termed
,

as e ef "holistic" or "serialistic") with instructional treatment configurations

(herein teaed "non-line r" and "linear," respectively) would yield better perfor-

mance than woad the'coir sponding mismatch conditions, and would do ao at a statis-

tically siguificapFevel.

RATIONALE
_.--

This study was prompted by several concerns: first, to improve learning, cog -
4 / 1

hi:rive style litetature has been exhorting' the instructional design community to

identify.and'develop materials to "match the various learning stylesi secontL.hemis
. .

phericity research-Which derives. from stu&ies of the "split brain" and has repeated-

ly drawn elusive parallels to cognitive style, as well as research on "appositio-

nality" (Bogen, 1969)have both indicated that many complex aspects of visual leer-

ning may reside in that right-hemispheric "appositionality;" third, learning from

so- called non -iinedigNvisualpresentations (Allen'a Cooney, 1963) is
.
beingmore -and -

.

more thought of as apowerful tool fo.k informing viewers and has consequently led

to the blossoming of the multi-image presentation industry,))even though little in

the way of concrete demonstration of its'instkuctional strengths has been shown since
. k

, ...

Brydon's 1972 study; and fourth, studying these questions seemed amenable to an ex-
,

perimental' design that would follow the aptitu4 - treatment interaction model with
J v .

which the researcher wanted to experiment, usin the stepwiae mul /pie regression

ana lysis technique (ecbmmended for such research by Cronbach p 101W, 1977). and which

is readily-dialyzable using' the SPSS computerized statistical analysis package.

Various informal, stiturces also suggested.thaLthis same non-linear presentation
.4

t

technique might turn out to provide a match for ho istic learners (e.g., salesmen,

49 are viewed as essentially holistic problet solv rs seem exceptionally op en to

multi;-image,breseutations and the simultaneity ascrAed to holistic processing is

* The work reported herein represents a part of a study conducted
f6r the doctoral dissertation submitted to ::he Graduate School
ct,f Education, tniversity of California, Los.49geles.

.
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Certainly an integral component in the conceptualization of multi-imagery). Con-

sequently this type of match was considered as a proper research vehicle.

VARIABLES

The cognitive style question has been undergoing extensive. investigation--

espeCially as regards.thedield-dependence/independenuaduality (already under dis-

cussion at this meeting) and which the ETS-based group under the leadership of the

late Herman Witkin (Witkin, Oltman, Cox, Ehrlichman, Hamm, & Ringler, 1973, and sup-
4

pleAents in 1974 and 1976) has documented with over 2000 reports. This study also

took into consideration the field-dependence/independence variables (although not by

using the conventional measures, namely the rod-and-frame test or the Embedded-Fi- .

gures Test) while also attempting to include the hemisphericity-based appositionality

/Propositionality (A/P).duality into the variabi

Bogen defined propositionality to include most of our conventional verbally-

oriented, sequ ntial types. of learning, whereas the less obvious (because of its

residing in "silent hemisphere") appositionality includes various non-sequential

or simultaneous, visual, gestalt-organization-oriented types of learning.

The measures of appositionality that have been used are the gestalt-closure

tests (typically, the one designed by Street--and published in 1931--although others.

exist as well) wherein those that perform well on them are considered appositional.

Those who do well on verbal or sequential-reasoning tasks are labelled as propositio-

nals. Because the two capabilities are not mutually exclusive (because here two

different testsPare used, as compared to the field- dependence /independence variable

which is based on one single test) individuals can--as regards appositionality/propo-

sitionality--enjoy either, both, or neither to varying degrees. This, in turn hasled

to the investigation of what appears as a more interesting apposltionality/propositio-
.

nality (or A/p) ratio which has resulted in some interesting studies (Bogen, DeZure,

TenHouten, and Marsh, 1972 and Hershman, Crawford, and Hecht, 1976).

In this study the attempt was made to go even one step further and to look for

an even more complex composite labelled "holistic" or non-linear learning preference

versus a shrial"-or linear preference which were to include field- dependence ,and in-

dependende in the ratio. (Thus, field dependence, or rather its inverse, enters into

the denominator of the new H/S ratio, since one can expect that field-independence and

.propositionality represent fairly identical learning Abilities..) Consequently, three

measure* were used to identify the learners--these being: Gestalt Completion. Vocabu-

lary. and Hidden Figures tests. All three were drawn from the ETS "Kit of Factor Re-
,

eferencLd Cognitive Tests" after a pilot study indicated that other tests (which would

have been somewhat more difficult to use) prefeirred by previous researchers, correla-

ted well with the ETS measures (and appeared to asses the same qualities) and could

consequently be omitted for the sake Of simplicity.
O
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The "treatments" that were developed to provide a match or a mismatch to -the

cognitive style ratios, were two instructional programs. Their differences derived

rom multi-image research. Both were pre-programmed tape-slide presentations that

were specifically designed for this study. They provided accelerated overview intro-

ductions to the basics of photography. The linearversion,used a conventional "slide

show" organization, whereas the non-linear version was executed in the style of single

slide multi-imagery. That is, each consecutive slide represented a composite of from

one to four individual slides, so copied onto slide as to simulate a multi-projec-

tor, multi-screen presentation. The content, organization, and "crucial" images were

the same in the two presentations. Both had about 158 slide changes--however, the

multi-image version offered 250 Afferent images as compared to the 158 in the con-

ventional version. The multi-image, or non-linear, version ray about 33 minutes with

a condensed, rapidly paced narration whereas the conventional, or linear, version ran

42 minutes with a more leisurely paced and somewhat more-conversational narration.

Thus, the non-linear presentation offered visual redundancy and simultaneity and the

linear version verbal redundancy and relaxed pacing.

Another factor that 'the study included as independent-variables were both the

timing and the mode of testing for the learning resulting from the instructional treat-

ment. Learning was measured with both immediate posttests as well as with delayed re-

tention tests using two sets of counterbalanced tests in three modes: constructed res-

ponse, multiple choice, and pictorial interpretation.

Lastly, it became apparent that (because of random assignment to the the two

treatment groups) the inclusion ofresidual,pretest scores as a covariable was logi-

cally necessary. , Cutoff scores on the pretest were used to remove from the study -

those learners who were already familiar with the subject matter. However, it was

apparent that performance averages below the cutoff level differed for the two groups

and hence needed to be accounted for in the multiple regression analyses.

METHOD

An initial participatinTpopulation of about 250 college students became reduced

by attrition at several stages to a sample of 3.90 whichpretesting further reduced h4

the 150 who were available for analyzing the' immediate posttest results with about 13.2

participants available for delayed retention test analysis. Participants provided

some demographic and preferende data and underwent pretesting for content familiarity.

They then completed three measures, all drawn from the 1976 edition of the ETS "Kit of

Factor Referenced Cognitive Tests," earlier versions of which were referred to as the

"French Kit." The selected tests were: a) the Gestalt Completion Test (CS-1), both

parts, b) the Extended Range Vocabulary Test (V-3), first party and c) the Hidden

Figures Test (CF -1), second part. Total testing time was thus about a half hour.

0
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Next, the participants were randomly assigned to the two presentations,

Which were followed by the three-mode posttest packet that also included some

affective inquiries'. The posttest required about 20 minutes. Following a delay

of some days, each particpant received a counter elanced alternative form of the

posttests and affective inquiries accompanied by questions regarding content-related

activities during the interim.

The test results were scored, tabulated, and coded for computerized data

processing using the multiple regression subprogram REGRESSION, available in
-

"package form." This is documented in the second edition of the Statistical Package

for Social Studies (SPSS). The REGRESSION program enables the hierarchical entering

of the variables so s to account for_ the effects of all possible variables Iscfore

one attempts to asce Lain any interactions due exclusively to the aptitudes and

treatments being investigated. To test for the presence orsabsence of statistically

significant interactions, the variables were entered into the equations for each of

the six outcome measures using the following order: a) performance on the covarying

pretest (below cutoff point), b) performance scores on the various single (or com-

bined) cognitive style measures, c) .the treatment variable (coded as either "1" or

"2"), and d) the various interaction constructs obtained by multiplication of the

cognitive style outcomes with the treatment code. (For details on the analysis,

cf. Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973.)

Thus, each of the three "modes," or measures of learning (either when used as

immediate posttest or as delayed retention test) was evaluated in terms of the

holistic/serialistic .S/ft) ratio as well as in terms of performance on each of the

component measures of cognitive style. The H/S ratio.was derived from standardized

"T-scores" computed from the gestalt completion (GES), the vocabulary (VOC), and the

hidden figures (HFG) test scores as follows:

2 k(T score of GES)
.H/S =

(T-score of VOC) (T -score of HFG)

As secondary considerations of the study, the presence of any statistically

significant aptitude effects on the learning outcomes were checked, as were any

treatment main-effects do performance. Last, some of the possible interactions based

in the affective domain, as determined by opinion questions, were also statistically

evaluated.

RESULTS
No statistically significant aptiiude-treatment interactions emerged from the

regression analyses performed on the 'data. Preliminary analysis had yielded some

substantial interactions, but further inspection of the data indicated the need to

incorporate pretest scores as covariates, which in turn eliminated the observed

interactions. Thus, the research hypotheSis, or the expectation of the matching
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conditions (holistic learners and the non-linear instructional treatment as well as

serial, learners and the linear instructional treatment) yielding better outcomes

than the mismatching condition, could not be supported.

Some secondary observations of interest were made. Thus, an interaction between

instructional strategy and testing mode was observed: those receiving the linear,

more verbally-oriented, presentation performed significantly better on the task

requiring writingthe'answers out longhand, than did the group receiving the more

visually-oriented presentation. Hence; written responses seem easier to produce

following a more verbal instruction. Also, a significant increase in delayed re-

l'ention test scores, on the task based on multiple-0choice answers, was observed

compired to performance on the immediate posttest. Hbwever, this effect-was not

significantly related to any treatment differences. Apparently,. the frequently

mentioned improvement in retention, associated with multi-image presentations,

applies equally to learning from all "slide-shows" (no matter in which format) so

long as learning is measured by multiple-choice tests. None of this improvement could

0

be relkted to the respondents' between-tests activities, and hence cannot be ascribed

to any acquisition of additional information.

Another interesting observation was the discovery that very few college

students could be considered to be "holists" in the sense of the H/S ratio, that is

those who score high on the gestalt closure test while simultaneously scoring low

on both vocabulary and hidden-figures tests. Indeed, if a score in the top or

bottom thirds of each measure were required to assign a participant to the "high"

or the "low" classification, then less than 10% of the entire sample of 190 would

fall into the combibed "holist and "serialist" categories, with 90% falling into

a "middle.of the road" category. Thus a .possible "filtering out process" appears to

take place in our educational system which may make the effort to design special

"matched" instructional materials a trivial task. This, of course, does not prove

that some other construct similar to the H/S ratio may not be found to yield more

meaningful results, or that more interesting results couldn't be found with different

popUlations.

IMPLICATIONS

It.is not possible to identify whether failure to find interactions between

treatments and aptitudes can be said to result from a) no such interactions being

possible, b) the treatments not having the expected characteristics, or c) the

cognitive style measures not measuring the expected "holistic" or "serialistic"

learning preference.
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Other research has used. different measures and some have obtaiediobservable

differences with some treatments, but, typically quite different statistical

analyses were used. The treatments in, this study, in an effort to make them

"ecologically valid" as examples of "linear" and "non-linear" presentations, did

not maintain most of the variables constant between them. Thus, future studiei

done ,in this vein, should tonsider retaining both the time and narrative constant

while only varying the visual aspects. Furthermore, there also exists the opposite

possibility of making the two versions even more divergent by modifying the internal

conceptual organization of the non-linear version so as to make its logical

development non-linear as well.
o

-In-addition-to-the measures used in this study, the5:e exist numerous other

appropriate cognitive measures-even of gestalt completion, or holistic processing--
,

which merit further consideration. Both the "Mooney Faces" (Mooney,'1957) as

well as other possible face recognition tasks suggest themselves-as likely

candidates for measuring holistic aptituOes. Similarly, it'maybe worth waiting to

see what kind of success the new computerized "Spy Ring History Test" recently

availablefrom B.C:E. Scott might enjoy (cf. Pask'& Scott, 1972) as a.novel

"holistic" measure. ,

One of the benefits to be derived from this study may well be the methodology

used here for attacking this type of problem. It is felt that it is probably somewhat

more cautious injts approach than many others that the author has encountered in

the literature and would be well worth considering when developing future aptitude-

treatment interaction research designs.
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INTRODUCTION

In most conventional classrooms, tests are used almost

exclusively for evaluation (Paige, 1966), with a high grade

*king the_only-reward for student achievement. Tests .are

scheduled infrequently, covering correspondingly large blocks

of subject matter. Often feedback is long delayed: In addi-

tion, observable posttest behavior demonstrates repeatedly

that such procedures or traditional testing practices are

_tore likely "to terminate study_ than to initiate or "

(Hammer and Henderson, 1972,\p. 25).

Over thelast decade, a pomising computer assisted

instructional strategy for the 'improvement of instruction has

--%emerged. The mostIpopular version of this innovation is known

as Computer Generated, Repeatable*sting-(CGRT). This new .

system of instruction isintended to maintain moderate mots-

vation in students thioughout the semester rather than to

induce the loaf-and-cram CY6le of study and "the apathy-

anxiety-Hostility-frustrationcycle" (Jensen, 1973, p. 28)

of emotion and motivation. Computer test generation and scoring

provide efficient, low cost, quality proCedures for repetitive

aluations of performance using unique but equivalent exam-

n forms' (Ansfield, 1973; Cohen and Cohen, 1973; Dudley,/
\

1973; H erand Henderbon, 1972; Jensen, 1973; Menne 19731
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Prosser, 1973). However, most attempts at computer test

generating have centered on the production of pencil and

paper varieties of multiple-choice, true-false, and matching

items "which lack the provision for immediate feedback, and

consequently for improved learning" (Cartwright and Derevensky,

/975, P. 2).

An alternative method to CGRT has been suggested by

Cartwright and Derevensky (1975). They propose allowing the

computer to actually administer the test and provide feedback

immediately on each test item as it is encduntered. Franklin

and Marasco (1977) explain this alternative method as "inter.-

active-proirams-which-pose-to-a-student, sitting at a terminal,

a series of questions" (p. 20) and immediately evaluate the

student's response/ Hershkowitz and Wojcik (1975) identify

other beneficial characteristics:

r

O

Since roll testing systems are much.simpler, both

in structure and implementation, than a prbgrammed

learning,srdulek they represent an alternative
;

approach to computer.aided instruction, one which

is easier for the.tinglophisticated user to implement

and yet 4oes accomplish the goal of assisting`g.
,

subject mastery (p.15).

Perhaps the old saying 'practice is the best of all

instructors' The instructional strategy

of interspersing practtce tests between periods of conventional

4e5

't
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instruction and formal examinations is attributed to Sidney

L. Pressey (1926,.1927 1950) This practice testing strategy,

which is termefi. both adjunct auto-instruction or the self-

scoring test, Presents multiple-choice questions, requires an

active responsei, and provides immediate knowledge of results.

Little 0.904) and other students and associates of Pressey

(Angell and Troer,,1948; Jensen,. 1949; Paige, 1966; Pressey

and.Kinzer, 190) have peArtributed methods of implementing
.7

hdjunct auto - instruction. Their research-in compiring

instructional methods with conventional classroom methods

stili,constitutel the primary source of'evidence,that

instructional devices offer a reliable method of facilitating

learning by supplementing conventional classroom instruction.

While utililing similai adjunct auto instructional

techniques, presented by computer assisted instruction, Gilman

{1969) researched the effects'of five different types of

feedback. Thi poor results demonstrated by the knowledge of

results feedback group in Gilman's study raises questions as

to whether this mode of feedback is adequate for an adjunct
. i.

auto- instructional program. Most of. the studi,d,involving

adjunct auto-instruction and many types of teacLing machines

have Utilized-knowledge.of results feedback and have only

informed the student whether his response was 'correct' or

'incorrect'. .

0

Comparing the results of hiZfivesexperimental groups,
.

9
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Gilman (1969) concluded that the learners who received only

the 'knowledge of results' feedback did not learn as

effectively nor perform as well as those learners who received

feedback that guided them to the correct response. Gilman's'

experimental research findings are in agreement with those of

Bryansand Rigney (1956) and Montor (1970). Furthermore,

Gilman (1969) reported that there is value in repeating the

program items until the learner has answered all items success-
.

fully. This procedure provides a type of practice

in a test situation.

The old maxim 'practice makes perfect' is a combination

of truth and error. A great amount of time can be spent ono

practice with little or no improvement in 1 r performance;

yet, very few.conce s-or-skiris can be developed without some

practice. Therefore, is it the practice itself or the conditions

of practice which 'make perfect'? To solve this. dilemma-

edvcatOrs have examined tne effects of massed and distributed

practice as one conditiOn of learning;

Dec ecco pdinti.out-thdt-4Most textbooks in the past.

-rather flatly reporte that more learning resulted from

distributed than from massed practice" (1968, p. 346). However,

not many teachers or learners have taken this often repeated

statement seriously. This,is evidenced by teachers who ignore

the necessity for review and by learners who continue to pir.

petUate the loafand-cram cycle of studying for tests; More-

,0



over, when time is taken into =Count, massed practice takes

item time than distributed practice. 4

How to make the time spent on practice or review

productive is therefore an appropriate Opic to be considered

by all educators, to the end that the practice students engage

in will be effective .in promoting'learning, and economical in

. telling of the time given to it. Through this stixdy, 'teacher

education majors discovered for themselves the telative

effectiveness,of massed and distributed practice in reviewing

meaningful academic subject matter.

e Statement of the Problem
tv

The purpose of this study (Nelson, 1979) was to compare

the effectiveness of massed and distributed practice, using

computer assisted adjunct auto-instruction, as a method of

content review with college students of varying abilities.
/ 0

Hypotheses

The following hypothesis were tested by statistical

analysis of the data colledteds

1. There is no significant difference in mean achievement

scores for high, average; and low ability studehts.

2. There As no-significant difference in mean achievement

for students under .the vontrol, distributed, and massed

practice conditions.

I
41.
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a -a

). Them is no significant interaction between students'

ability levels and practice conditions.

, METHODOLOGY

Populatiomi
;. .

The population consisted of the students enrolled in

the three .sections of,the Introduction.to Educational Media

(EpT.3o5) taught by this researcher during -the Fall 1978 term

N at California State College, California, Pennsylvaniae who

were.present-to take all examinations and who were not

repeating the course (t=108).

The group was comprised of 108 stddente155 males and

53 females). All were Majoring in some field of education.

Seventy"were juniors, twenty -five were seniors, and thirteen

were seeking -certification. The ages ranged from 20Ao

. years with the mean.,age being 22.9

A personal data inquiry was completed by each student.
: 4

The data collected from the personal data inquiry are

summarUed in Table I to give are overall description of the

individuals participating in the study.

4fir4
1_ .

t
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Table 1

Composition of Population by Educitiobal Major and Sex

(N=108)

Area of-.Concentration Male Female Total Percent

4Industrial Arta
:Education

Elementary
Education

'

31.

7

2.

25
.

°

.

33

32

30.6

29.6
.-:

-Secondary-
Education 12 6 18 16.7

Special - o

Education 4 13 17. 15.7

Early Childhoc;d
Educatior

1
7' -8

Total 55 .53 108
6

Research 'Design Employed

<..

Due to the learners' self - selection of the IntroducIfon.

to Ed cational Media sections and the known difficulty of

Amid cting an authorized experiment without the learners .

. being aware of it, this researcher assigned the preasdembled,
.

I

Intact sections randomly to treatment groups.'

1 Since this researcher proposed to evaluate three levels

or variations of the treatment, the research design known as
,

: the Co'anterbalahced Design was relected. This rotation.
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.
type-difilittiieWi71 achieve experimental control by exposing

all groups.to all levels of treatment-by--m-earii-cifilie Latin

square arrangement (Campbell and Stanley, 1963).

The counterbglanced research dedign employed in this .

study permitted this. researcher tocrotate the same level'o

the independent variable (treatment) among different sections,

at different times throughout the semester-long duration.of

'the experiment with each section. receiVing equivalent but

different units of work (Best, 1970). The independent

variable was identified as treatment or type of practice

which consisted of three levels: (1) massed practice; (2)

distributed practice; (3) traditional practice. The dependent

variable was identified as achievement.

As shown in Figure 1, the 3 x 3 Latin-square contained

three classifications:'

1.. Groups of learners (sections)

\ 2. Experimental' levels 'of treatment; X(cntl)

traditional practice, the control condition;

X(dist) = distributed practice;

X(mass) = massed practice

3. *Times or order of experiment sessions (replications)

T1 = first unit of study, for a period of four weeks

T2 = second unit of study for a periodof four weeks

T
3
m third unit of study for a period of four weeks

O
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0
0

Time

T
2

T
3

X(cnti)

,_.

X(dist).. X(mass)

X(diet) X(mass) X(cnti)

.

X(mass) X(cr.t1)

At

1(dist)

O

Figure 1. The 3 x 3 Latin-square containing 3 classifications
in the study.

As shown in Figure 1, theie were three variations of the .

treatment applied to three different groups in such a way

that: (a) a different treatment was presented to each group

each time, and (b) each treatment preceded and followed each

other treatment an equal number of times.

After all the experimental sessions were completed, this

researcher turned the Latin-square so that the treatments

became.column heads (see Figure 2). Then the scores were
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'recorded in each-cell and the column mean was compated. A

column mean represented the average score for all groups

when exposed to ihe'particular treatment in the column heading.

A comparison oithesemean scores revealed what effect the

different levels of the independent variable had upon the

grouP-4Yerformance.

A

e.

B

C

gore

Treatment Variations

X(cntl) X.tdist)
X
(mise)

Ti T2 T3'

T
3

T,
J.

;

T
2

T
3

The 3 x 3 tatin.square containing replications '

in the study.
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LEARNING MATERIALS'

The textbook used in the course was AV Instructions

Technology, Media. and Methods, 5th edition,, by Brown, Lewis

and Harcleroad (1977). Permission to,prepare the computer

assisted instructional modules was granted by the senior.

Author of the textbook,*Dr. James W. Brown (1978).

Three different criterion tests were used to investigate

the extent to which achievement scores were dependent upon

treatment level received. Each consisted of twenty -five

true-false,-fifty-multiple-ch4ce, and twenty -five matching

items. Based upon the questions suggested in the manual which

accompanies the textbook, this researcher constructed the tests.

All learners recorded their responses on opticil,sCanning forms.

.Having been used the previous semester, Sprihg term of 1978,

a-summary of results of this test validation is presented in.

Table 2.

'Table 2

Results of Validation of Criterion Tests

(Spring 1978)

Unit 1 - Unit 2 Unit 3

O

Number of persons 94 94 .94

Mean Score 73.99, 68.94 73.62

Median Score 75.64 68.56 74,17

Standard Deviation 9.08 10.39 9.1

Reliability Estimate (KR-20) 0.82 '0.85 0.83

4 1.4 1101



In addition to the thiee criterion tests, the 0t4

Quick ScorinE ientel Ability TestiForre.F10 and the Nelsor.

Denny Readine Test (Form A) were administered in order to

inVestigite the generalized estimate of mental ability and

reading ability of each learner. ,Each learner's cumulative

quality ,point average was also obtained. Only to satisfy this .

researcher's.curiosity, -a.;short form questionnaire was ad-

ministered to determine students' reactions towards computer

,assisted adjUnct.auto-instruction anpractice schedules.

The learning materials for the experimental conditions

consisted ,of computer assisted adjunct_autotanstructional_____

programs designed and programmed in the language BASIC by this

researcher. Computer-assisted adjunct auto-instruction was

defined as an instuctional strategof interspersing inter -

active practice tesiesin a drirl and practice situation to a

number of students simultaneously. A tutorial atmosphere was

achieved through immediate, personalized knowledge of results

and explanatory feedback (Nelson, 1979).

It was emphasized that the computer assisted adjunct

auto- instructional programs were not meant for the'instructoi's

evaluation purposes but as aids to the learners' learning and

:their achievement'on the criterion teats. Tfierefore,,the

learners were permitted to use their textbooks and any notes

they had during the computer review.

All of these adjunct auto-instructional programs were

415..
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programmed in BASIC on a Sperry Univac Virtual Memory Operating

System/9 (VMOS/9) computing system. No knowledge of pro.6

gramming or computer experience was required of any learner.

EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENTS

Both the distributed and the massed piactice'conditions

Interactively administered multiple-choice test questions in

a randomized order to a student by means of an ASR-33 teletype

terminal operating at 1110 baud. The student typed in his

response and was immediately informed if the response was

correct or incorrect. In addition, if correct,'the learner

received a feedback statement of why the response was correct.

This statement served to amplify his response. However, if

incorrect, he received a feedback statement of why the response

was incorrect and to which page in his textbook he should refer.

This statement served to clarify his response. Having completed

this practice test, he received a personalized progress

report. Then all questions he missed were reiterated. This

process of reiteration continued until the pre-determined

criterion level was "reached; i. e., all questions were answered

correctly. Throughout the entire computerized quiwthe

learner was addressed personally, just as a tutor would do..

In the distributed 'practice. condition, X(dist), each of

the four major topics of the unit4was reviewed,at the computer

within a week after it was presented by means of conventional

4-16 ;103,



classroom instruction. That topic was not discussed again.,.

The distributed practice condition consisted,of four separate

practice tests; each test volsisted.of ten questions taken

from .one chapter of the textbook and requiredapproximately

twenty minutes to accomplish. f

In the massed practice condition, X(mass), the entire

unit of instruction was presented .by means of conventional

classroom instruction; then it was all reviewed at one time

on the computer terminal. The.thassed practice condition

consisted of.one practice test comprised of forty questions

taken fiom four chapters-in'the textbook and randomly presented.

The questions were the same questions asked during the distributed

practice schedule; however, during the massed praCtice treatment

the students spent approximately eighty minutes at the computer

_terminal ,during the week of the scheduled driterion'test.

.In the control practice condition, K(cmi), students,

having received the conventional clasiroom instruction,

reviewed for. the criterion test in the traditional manner,

i. e.f.Without any computer assistance.

SECURITY'

This researcher concedes that absOlute, tight security

was impossible. Nevertheless, the learners, who were not in

the designated experimental treatment at the4iesignated time
4

were prevented access to the compUter. This was controlled

4 I "
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by,the-computer,user-identification numbers' file.' each

authorized learnet X(dist) logged on the system under =this.

researcher's user-identification and account numbei.. He then

'identified.himself with hisown passcode. Thia passcode

consisted of the first three letters of his last name and the

last four numerals of his Social Security,number. By
,

requiring such a double combination, security was maximized.

In addition, when the learner in this distributed practice

experimental treatment group r;eached.the criterion level; i.e.,

all ten questions answered correctly, he was dels.1,ed access to

that Same pro'gram agiin.

The'aUthorized learners %ass) logged on the, system

under this researcher's user - identification andlaccount number,

one different from that which the distributed group used. The

learners in group X(mass) also, identified, themselves with their

personalized passcode. Having reached the criterion level,

all forty, questions answered correctly, they were not permitted

to return to that prograi again. This was accomplished by

instructions embedded within the computer prograrOtself:

To prevent the paper copies from circulating on caMpus-

among learners, each learner upon completion of each program

rolled his paper copy into a small cylinder, secured it with

.a rubber band and deposited it in the window box of the computer

operator's room. Each day this researcher collected all paper

copies submitted. Each learner was under the impression that
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his submitted paper copy was his only evidence that he had

completed the assignment; however, this researcher had embedded

instructionewithin the computer program, which generated com-
I.

puter containing all pertinent information concerning -

each learner's performance..

COLLECTION OF THE DATA

The results of the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental .Ability

Test '(Form PTO revealed that the generalized estimate of the

subjects' mental ability or intelligence quotient ranged from,

130 IQ to 88 IQ with a mean IQ of 109 and a standard deviation

of 9.27.

The Nelson - Denny. Reading Test (Form A) results revealed

that the subjects' reading vocabulary.and`qpmprehension ranged

from raw scores of t35 to 35 with the mean -raw score being

76.60 and the standard deviation 21.74. Using the grade

equivalent norm table which accompanies the test manual, the

grade equivalents were 14.0 (the table doesnllt go beyond the

14.13 level) -to 844 with the,mean grade equivirOt being 13.2.

The quality point or grade average of eadtsubject,was'
. .

obtained from his/her' transcript by means of computer retrieval.

The highest-quality poinaverage was 4.00; the lowest quality

point average was 2.00. The\mean was 3.02 and the standard

deviation was 0.56.

Presented in Table 3, is a summary of the results reported.
.
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Table 3

Summary :of the Mean Raw Scores and Standard Deviations

of the Ability Variables

(N=108) -

,t

. Mein Standard
.Ability'Varithied Raw Score 4 Deviation

:Otis Mental Ability
jTest (Form 1%0

NelsonDenny .

Reading-Test
(Form A)

.Quality Point
Average,

)110.62* _

76.60** 21.74 "---J

3.02 X0.6

* Interpreted as 109 intelligence quotient
o ** Interpreted'as 13.2 grade equivalent

Table 4 presents the meansand.standard deviations of. the-
.

three different unit criteriontests.which were used to

investigate the extent to wh5nh achievement scores were
O

dependent upon the level or ?. atment.

Notice that for each unit of study the,massed practice

level of treatment achieved slightly higher mean scores than

the distiibuted practice level of treatment. Also, notice

that in only one unit (Unit 3) the control condition achieved

slightly higher mean scores than the distributed practice

level of treatment. The latter might be attributed to the
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control group's desire to 'beat the.system,. Many. students

admitted that they were "consciously reading,and

studying these iietfour-chapters to be able to. keep up with

the students, that will be using the computer. " -- Perhaps

AaYing experienced both the distributed and massed conditions

and then being deprived access to the computer served as a

great motivating factor. , :7"

Table 4

Summary of Mean and Standard Deviations for the Three

Unit Criterion Tests for Bach, Group and Each

8 Level of Treatment

Unit. 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Group A
(N=37)

Group B
(N =37)..,

Group C
(N=34)

Total
(N=108)

Control

75.81*
-(7.55)**

DiStributed

77.70
(7.72),

Massed

77.77
.(7.40).

77.07
(8.21)

e

Distributed Massed

71.49 76.16
(p.17.) (9.58)-
Massed - Control

71..01 74.11".
(9.22) (9.01) .

Control Distributed

67.12 . 73.97
(10.78) (11.20)

70.22 74.77
(9.86) (9.89)

* Group mean
***Standard devia ion

4,98
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DATA ANALYSIS

For the purpo'se of testing all three null hypotheses, it

was necessary to divide subjects into groups representing high,

average, and low academic abilities. .Therefore, the following

procedure was used foi this:purpose. Subjects' generalized
..

estimates of mental ability, reading scores, and cumulative
.

, ., .

___.

uqality,point averages underwent a Normalized Transformation
-.- .

to,produce scores -with_ a mean of
.

fifty and a standard deviation

of ten. The mean of these normalized scores was obtained for

each subject and was considered as a comprehensive index of

the student's ability.

Using these ability scores, the total-population o the

study wascdivided into three ability groups. ,Low ability

level students were defined as `those students who scored one-

half standard deviation, or less, below the mean. High ability

'level "students were defined as thOsW7Students who-scoed one-
, 0 ;

half standard deviation_ more, above the mean. Average
. 0

.ability leVel students were defined as those students whose

score fell between the two cut off Toints.

The total means and standard dviatioles presented in
.

Table 5 reOresents the average score for all groubs when

exposed to the particular treatment in the column heading. A

comparison ofthesepummn,scores reveals that the cpAtrol

treatment level.iesulted.in th°e lowest achievement scorer

massed practice level ofttreatm*fit resulted in the4higheet

4
422.
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Table 5

O

Means and Standard Deviations for Achievetent in

High, Aveiage, and Low Ability Groupings

"

- .-

'Ability NI

High

Average

"Low

Total

29

46

33

1.08

control

Mr S.D.

Treatment

Distributed

M

Massed

S.D.

.112.0 5:19

72.07 7.39

64.61 8.53 ,

72." 9:81

83.03 5.78
74,16. 7.51.

66.73 8.77

74.74 9.69

84.69

74.09 7.73

68.33 8.31

75.70 9.65

Total

.83.29

73.54'

"66.56

,

4,93

14
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-achievement score. However, upon closer examination, it is

interesting to note that both the high and_the low mobility

level groups, achieved their highest mean scorn exposed

to :`the massed practice level of treatreeut. However, the

average
1 -

group did slightly better when they received

the digtributed practice level of-treatment.

Two way analysis of variance with repeated measures was

conducted mtae data for the purpoie of testing one (ability),

two (treatment), and three (interaction between ability and

level of treatment): The two way analysis of variance with

repeated measures is presented in thesummary table below, .

Table 7 .

Two way Analysis of Variance OmmarY

Table, for Achievement,'

A

Source

Ability

Error

Treatment

7 Ability X Treatment

41"

2

105

42
-,

4

1

/6510.1:4

/

/
87.12

; 205.18
:

i 17:00

.."--

.

74.7J4

5.35v

0.44.
1.

Errbr .

,

210- E .3E07
.

t .

*. Significant .at the p .01 level

1

'



- The results of the two way analrsis of variance with

repeated measures to test the main effect of ability disclosed

that there was a significant difference l(F=74.73, df=2/105,'

p,(01). Also, the main effect of treatment. level disclosed

that there Was a uignificantdifference 05.35, df=2/210,

p (.00. The interaction between:ability and treatment

,yielded a nonsignificant F of 0.44. .

Because of -..the unequal numbers among groups and the

two way analysis of variance demonstrating a significant

difference at the .01 level, the more conservative Scheffe

Test for Milt/tile Comparisons was used to isolate the corn-

Orisons between the mean; It was found that there was a

statistically significant difference at the p <..01 level

among all ability groups: low and average, average and high,

and high and iow. For the main effect of treatment level,,

the massed practice's total mean score exceeded both he

dist'ibuted practice's and the traditional practice's mean

score; however, it was statistically significant at* the p Ot

level only when compared to the traditional practice, the

'control condition.

Therefore, the first null hypothesis stating that there

is no significant differ nv.e in mean achievement scores,for

high, average, and low,acnieving students was rejected. The

second null hypothesis stating that there is nonsignificant

o

difference in mean achievement for students under the control,



distributed, and,massed practice conditions was rejected. The

third null hypothesis stating that there is no signifidant"

interaction between ability grouping and condition was not

rejected.

Therefore, it was found that achievement under the three

conditions of practice was different with college students

of varying abilities. High ability students' scores were

always higher Vikri average and low ability'students° scores,

no matter.which treatment they received. The same relationship

existed between the two other ability groupsetscores, also.

It was also. foUhd that college students do achieve

differently when they reviewfor a test in the traditional.

manner, under a condition. using computer assisted idjUnct

auto-instruction with distributed practice, and using computer

assisted adjunct auto-instruction with massed practice. The

least effective method of reviewing was found to be the

traditional manner or the control condition. Th! most effective

method of reviewing was found +a be using computei\assisted

1 adjunct auto-instruction with the,massed practice schedule.
. .

"I
In addition, there was found to be no interaction between

the students' ability levels and the level of treatment .

received.

Positive student attitudes were revealed by means of a

five item multiple-choice questionnaire. The students reported

that they would have received less out of the course, if the



computer had,nit been used in the course (83.3%). With the

same amount of time and effort, the majority of students

reported that they either learned somewhat more (62.0%) or

much more (19.4%) when'studying their textbook with the help

of, the computer rather in in their usual way. They_also

admitted that if they were to take another course in a

similar field, they would preferto have computer assisted

adjunct auto-instruction used for part of the course (74.1%).

The subjects overwhelmingly felt that in being taught by the

computer that the instructor was trying to teach them as much

as possible with a given expenditure of time and effort (88.4%).

When asked which practice schedule they preferred, they otiose

distributed practice (81.5%) over massed practice 114:8%)

and no pradtice (3-.7%):

It is very interesting to note that although students

preferred distributed practice, the mo\ st effectiye level of

treatment was fOund to be massed practice., However, it was

statistically significant at the p--(101 level only when com-

pared to the control conditioni. e., traditional review/

study methods. Notice, also, that in each comparison of
.

ability level with treatment level as Presented in Table 5,

distributilidPractice's total meanecoreexceeded the traditional

practice's total mean'scorei however, there was no statistically

significant difference. Furthermore, considering that the

average ability level students did slightly better' when exposed
6

C
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to the distributed praotiCe schedule (ii:74.46) than when

expoied to the massed practice schedule (Mi7409), and

considering that one of the criteria which relates to the

'effectiveness' ofinstruction is the students' opinion of

the instruction, perhaps this researcher could suggest that

distributed practice is also an effective practice schedule

for computer assisted adjunct auto-instruction, Unfortunately,

this present study did not allow for any delayed retention

measurement of learningr

REVIEW OF THE FINDINGS

The findings of this study (Nelson, 1979) were as follows::

1. There was a statistically significant difference'

at the .01 level among all ability groups, regardless of the

experimental level of treatment received.

2. For the main effect of treatment level, the massed

practice's total mean. score exceeded both the distributed

practice's and the traditional practice's mean scores however,

it was statistically significant at the .01 level only when

compared to the control conditions it e., traditional review/

study methods.

3. There was found to be no significant difference in

the interaction between ability and treatment.'

4. Students overwhelmingly preferred distributed

practice (81.5%) over massed practice (14.8%). There were
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'four'students (3.7%) who` preferred having no practice.

5. .There are indications that teacher education majors'

attitudes toward computer assisted adjunct auto-instruction

were favorable as a result of their participation in this

study.

CONCLUSIONS

Often the results or the generalizability of the results

ef,experimentalresearch studies related toithe efficacy of

distributed and massed practice conditions have been

questionable, in terms of verbal learning (Fishman, Keller

and Atkinson, 1081 Ingle, Remstad, Gephart, and Lampsa, 1969;

Oseas and Underwood,'19521 Reed, 19241 Underwood, 19611.

. Welborn and English, 1934). Solving mazes, memorizing nonsense

syllables, poems or prose passages, and even spelling words

correctly involve. learning tasks which do not-correspond with

thereal world' skills needed by a college student struggling

with the subject matter content in order to pass a required'

course. .In addition, many studies have been conducted with

only one week or less exposure to the instructional materials

or treatment.

To overcome these limitations, an attempt was made by

this researcher to enhance the external validiti'of this study

by maximizing the similarity between the conditions in which

thebehavior was studied and those conditions to which the
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results of the study can be generalized. Toaccomplish this,

the study was structured around the kind of subject matter

that is typically encountered by .college students. In-addition,

the counterbalanced research design employed in this study

sought to achieve:experimental control by exposing all thtee.

sections Of Introduction to Educational Media taught. by this
1

researcher toall treatments on a rotation basis ranging over

a period. of one semester; i. e., fifteen weeks. Therefore, ,

it is the hope of this researcher that this study will offer

'a more significant implication tb everyday educational

application.

The implications of this study fti the classroom 'teacher

are not astounding. However, this researcher has contributed. -

another_mettiod.of implementing Sidney L. Pressey's (1926,- 027,

1950) adjunct auto-instructional strategy of interspersing

practice tests between periods of conventional instruction

and formal examinations. Although Little 4934) and other

students,and associates of Pressey (Angell and Troyer, 19481'

Jensen, 1949; Paige, 1966; Pressey and Kinzer, 1964) contributed

methods of implementing adjunct auto - instruction, this present

investigation was unique .in the fact that it employed the use

of a computer system which provided the student With.immediate,

personalized, explanatory feedback. "Therefore, this study

provides fresh evidence that auto-instructional devices whith .

support specific learning objectives still offer a reliable
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method of facilitating learning by supplementing conventional

classroom instruction.

leacher training institutions have a challenge'

to anticipate the changing role of the teacher

rather than follow at the heels of classroom

practice (Hansen and Harvair, 1970, p.48).

Computers are already being utilized in a variety of
JY

administrative and instructional programs in elementary

and.secondary schools throughout the United States. When one

concedes the inevitability of the use of the compUter to support

educational processes,. the implications for teacher education

need examination. Ellison (1970) contends that this is

particularly true if we expect teachers of today and tomorrow

to be able to utilize this new tool with confidence and purpose,

without fear of either the *technological monster* or of their.

'security, Needless to say, when'an educator has an inadequate

understanding of the'potential and limitations of computers

in an educational environment and the computer becomes available

to his school, the computer is often misused (Oettinger, 1969).

In addition, the cmputees'Uhique educational potential is.

"not optimized by teachers who'are locked into teaching styles

by.lack of perception, experiences'and training" (Lunetta,

1975, p. 293).

The old axiom *teachers teach as they are taught and

not as they are taught to teach* ii recognized by this researcher
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and others as a mixture of truth and error. However, it does

place emphasis on the major objective.of the teacher' education

curriculum. Consequently, it seems reasonable to project that

if we. are to produce such a new generation of technologically

-briented teachers, the; computer must be intimately related

to their own lives and their own education'tEllison). .

'Therefore, by actually obtaining. some of their own

professional education through the medium. of the computer,

t. future teachers, the subjects in this study; were provided
o

with a. perception of computer capabilities and limitations,

as well as an exposure to another teaching style which will

hopefully enable them -6 maximize all the resources available

to support instruction.

RECOMMENDATI ONS

On the basis of the findings of this investigation,

the following recommendations for further research and

study }are s

1. Since this study did not measure delayed retention,

a follow up study-should be condudted to include achievement

measurements after a period of time hai elapsed.

2. In view of the contradictory results. concerning

massed practice's proien effectiveness' but distributed

practice's proven preference, additional conditions should

be studied. These conditions might include the utilization

. 419
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of faster teletype terminals and/Cr video screen terminals.

In this way,* the fatigue factor and. the frustration leyel may

be decreased somewhat.
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ASSESSMENT AND THE C TRDL.FONCTIONI
. INSYSTEMS OF CDNTIN ING EDUCATION' . '

Thomas G. Niels' n, Ed.D;
Southeastern Regional Medi al Education Center

Veterans Administration.
Birmingham, Alabama

e

Within and beyond the field of educational technology there has been a growing

interest in and concern for the identification,. analysis and evaluation of

""needs" in the systematic process of instructional development. While an,

increasing.number in our field seem to have recognized and become concern

with needs assessment, few, if any, appear interested in establishing needs

assessment within a theoretical framework that may give us a better understanding

of.its nature and function in the systems to which it is applied.

,A beiter understanding is particularly important in continuing edutation, for it

is in this domain that needs assessment most directly interfaces the educational

process and the world of expectation performance and accountability.

Control theory, as it is being o2veloped and applied in the study of living

systems, provides a useful theoretical framework for considering; among other

things of interest I(' JS, the nature and function of needs assessment in

,continuing 4hucation.

What I am proposing is to present and examine a model of a feedback control system

- derived from and applied t living ,ystems and to extend its application to

continuing education, with a focus on assessment.

1. A paper presented for the Research and Theory Division, Association for
Educational Communications and Technology, Denver, Colorado, April 24, 1980.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the'author and do not
.necessarily reflect policies of the Veterans Administration.
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The concept if feedback is familiar to us all.. In the simplest modification of

the S-R paradigm we find the introduction of the concept of feedback. In

learning theory it appears in numerous models, under the guise of Effect, as in

the -0-R-E paradigm (Stimulus-Organism-Response-Effect) or as KOR (Knowledge

of Results). In instructional development we-find the ubiquitous feedback

loop, feedingbick information to earlier e.ages in our ID models and activities.

O

One orthe more interesting and more dire tly related applications of feedback

is found in Miller, Galanter and Pribram's (1960) TOTE unit (See Figure 1), in

which the results of an operation phase are fed back as information to a test

phase in their model of the structure of behavior. Here we see the first signs

of functional `assessment (Test) in a behavioral process model.

Missin,;,, however, from the symbolic representation (but not the theory/ of

the TOTE unit, are two significant. components, one of which is of fundamental

concern'to assessment. Miller, Galanter and Pribram refer to them as Images and

Plans. Plans provide the hierarchical control of operations, while Images

provide the g6idance and direction, the evaluative criteria for the tests.

Since the ntroduction orthe TOTE, Images and Plans in 1960, these constructs

have seen a 4ariety of applications, particularly in the fields of neura-
1

psychology f)d neUrophysiology. Pribram (1971) has since modillethe TOTE

toincorporaie.feed-fmard,"acounterparttofeedbackwhichbiases,.e.,

predisposes,;bperations in the TOTE.

\

William T. Powers.(1972) has extended the concept of feedback control

and, in so doing, has formulated a powerful and provocative theory of
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living systems behavior. The major premise of .his theory is that the

behavior of living systems functions bymeans of feedback controlcontrol_organ-

izatiogl5 to. control perceptions. That is to say, what we do is done to

control what we perceive. You and I Ape walked across the room to adjust

the picture hanging crooked on the wall. We have behaved to control what

we have seen.

A simplified' model of a feedback control or;anization consists of a

number of system functions and signals interfacing with some phenomena

in the physical world (See Figure 2) . Such an .organization is part-of

a hierarchical structure of similar organizations (an idea which I

shall shortly attempt to explain). The input function serves to detect

the value of some quantity, condition or state of affairs which may be

changing as a consequence of an external "disturbance". The input function

generates or Irlmputeg a. perceptual signal; that varies as .a function
. .

of the detected, controlled quantity. A reference signal, originating

elsewhere in the hierarchy of feedback control organizations, represents

a goal, value or standard to which the-pel^Ceptual signal is referenced in

the comparator function. An error signal res its from the "algebraic

summing" of an inverted perceptual signal and th reference signal. So,

when the perceptual and reference signals are equal, the error signal is

zero. The output function is "driven" by the error si\g4 operating on

the controlled quantity to counter the disturbance and, ther4by, changing.N

the perceptual signal. A proper operation will result in bringing the

value of the perceptual signal closer to that of the reference signal and,

consequently, will reduce the magnitude of the error signal.
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As Powers has noted, the reference signal is the most important explanatory

feature of the control system unit of behav'ioral organization. In Miller,

Galanter and Pribram's.termsi its source is an Image, the reference condition.

A second premise of Power's, theory is that there exists in any living. system

a hierarchy of feedback control organizations such that perceptual signals

from lower levels are fed, upward, to higher levels and, conversely, reference

signals from higher levels are fed, downward, to lower levels in the hierarchy.

That is to say, higher levels of control receive feedback, directly, from

lower levels of control as well as providing reference signals to lower

levels. Add to this the capability of feeding forward bias signals to input

and output functions, predisposing them to detect or operate in certain

. ways, and you have a complete, if simplified, theoretical model of feedback

control in living systems.

Powers has applied the hierarchical principle of perceptual control to human

neurological functioning and proposes at least nine levels: Beginning at

thelowest level of perceptual control we find perceptions of intensity, sensation,

configuration, transition, sequence or event, relationship, program, principles

and system concepts. Each in'the hierarchy is a function of the integration and

differentiation of lower-order perceptions. The lower levels of the hierarchy are

well-illustrated by studies in neuro-physiological and behavioral research; the

highest levels are least-well investigated or supported, empirically. Although the

latter are tentative and speculative, they are logically consistent with the overall

theory as well as consistent with current theories of intelligence, information

processing and cognitive functioning.
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An example from the behavioral laboratory may be in order to illustrate the

abstract model.

I am certain you have all seem the video games in department stores or in

your homes or the electronic games in shopping center arcades. Imagine a

similar arrangement in a laboratory setting: a video screen, a control

stick, a moving target and a spot of light to track the target on the

screen. -Instructions appear on the screen:

You will accumulate 10 points'for every second the spot is withil

one (spot) diameter of the target. The control stick in front of

you will cause the spot to move left, right, up or. down. Begin

\

.

tracking the target.

The-target.begins to move about on the screen and you manipulate the '

control stick in an attempt to obtain and maintain the actual, physical

relationship between spot and target (i.e., within one spot diameter).

Powers has illustrated the feedback relationships in such a tracking.

experiment (See Figure 5.1), showing two levels of perceptual control. in a

more complex illustration (See Figure 6.1), he analyses a three -levee control

systei in this tracking situation. In a physiological example (See Figure 7.1)

he diagrams the tendon reflex loop, showing a first-order control system

for the perception of intensity.

The systems in which we work--the educational institutions, industrial

and commercial organizations, government agencies and other bureaucracies--

_are, despite the pejoratives and protestations of some, living. systems.
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these living systems are purposeful, goal-oriented, adaptive and hierarchically

organized and functioning entities ("organivs") to which control system

theory can be usefully applied.

In the contexts of continuing education, instructional development and needs

assessment, we can apply control system theory in our analyses and our

activities to better understand and serve their goals and purposes.

Part of. the application is simple, ifnot obvious. AA "need", often defined/

as the difference between "what is" and "what should be'' can be identified 1r

as the error signal-in the control system model; *what is" and '"what should

be" can be related,respectively, to the perceptual and rCerence signals/.

Assessment, then, resides primarily in the comparator function. But doeli

/it? And is that all there is to it?., Not quite.

What the theory and model offer is a way. of interrelating these components,

among others, in a conceptual framework that leads us to consider some of

the characteristics of control systeMs.and to ask some qUestions not asked

before. If the theory and model have utility, new insights. should develop

and new answers should enlighten us and make us more effective in needs

assessment.

A number of feedback control prihicples and concepts as they apply to

living systemi are relevant to needs assessment, especially in the context

. of continuing education.

First among them is the hierarchial structure of control in a living system.

o
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COntrol systems, and the assessment functions which are a part of them, are

ordered and interrelated in. such a Way that a control system at one level

receives references from higher order systems of control and, in turn,

controls perceptions at.its own level by adjusting references .to lower order

systems of control (See Figure 2). Since assessment functions at all

,levels, measures can be taken which will incorporate input from all levels.

For example, in continuing education, there is assessment at the level of

the provider, the level of the employer, and the level of the practitioner, to

name just a few. Effective assessment in continuing education will tap all

significant- sources of input for effective control of the quality and impact of,

continuing education activities and interventions.

A second principle is that each level of control is concerned with a different

class of perceptions. What those perceptions are, how they diffe'r, how they are

"integrated" and "differentiated" as one proceeds up.the.hierarchy is relevant

to; the understanding of the-living system. .In continuing education, it is

important that we _understand the differences in levels of perception and are

able to integrate and differentiate them at the appropriate levels of control of

continuing education.

A third principle, which is a basic premise of this theoretical model.of control,

is that all control, and therefore all assessment, is dependent on perception.

Within this theoretical framework, there is no distinction between "perceived

needs" and "actual needs", for every need (i.e., error) is derived from a

comparison of a reference condition and a perceived condition. Perceptions are

a function of input processes which may be biased by control systems to select4vely

sense controlled quantities.
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A fourth principle concerns the. range of control of a system, which is determined'

by the maximum possible output and the maximum error tolerated by a normally

functioning control system. Frequently, continuing education is called upon to

provide results which are outside its range of control. Only when the range of

control of a system is understood, can assessment be effectively designed and

incorporated into the control system of continuing education.

The concept of feed-forward or. biasing of functions is particularly significant

in living systems control theory. In one sense, reference conditions bias

the funitiOning-Of lower orderSyStels'of control by affecting them in such

a way so as to achieve a pre-selected perceptual result. In another sense

input and output functions may be biased to detect or operate in a pre-selected

fashiOn. :iltecognition of the feed-forward or biasing mechanisms, especially

as they 'operate on input functions, Is crucial, for an understanding and

adlustment-of-assessment-function-and control.

As I'suggested'earlier, in continuing education assessment plays a significant

role by. interfacing the educational processincluding instructional development--on

the one hand, and expectations, competence, performance and accountability in the

systei, on the other. Thii is particularly evident where psrofessionaI societies, .

licensing authorities, government agencies, businesses and individuals are looking

more and more toward continuing education as the means of dev!loping, maintaining,

and assuring professional competency, performance of new and changing services, and

increasing quality, efficiency and accountability in the delivery of services.

Let us take, for example, two views of continuing education. In the first

4.15
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we have provider-centered assessment and control of continuing education

(See Figure 3). Here.the provider's goals, values and objectives bedome the

references against which sensed conditions are compared. External references,

such as enacted legislation, accreditation standards, information on emerging

technologies and budgetary factors 22y:contribute to the formulation and

prioritization of thiinternal references. Competence, ideally, is the

focal quantity in the- real World which continuing education activities. and

interventions control.

However, the controlled quantities of most direct concern to higher and lower

levels in the system (e.g., quality of services or-system efficiency) are

effected indirectly and are rarely sensed and assessed by the, continuing

education provider.

In the se..ond view we see learner- centered assessment and control of continuing

education,(See Figure 4). Here it is the learner's goals, values and objectives

which become the- reference against which sensed conditions are compared. *

External references again may contribute to the formulation or prioritization of

these internal references. However. at this level of assessment and control,

there is a more immediate and direct sensing and control of the focal quantity.

At this level, both continuing education interventions (to improve competence)

and performance interventions (to affect the controlled quantity) are within the

control loop.

Here, at the level of learner-centered control, assessment is an integral

part of individual performance, as well as an integral part of the management

of performance. I believe it is at this point that continuing education

through assessment interfaces with the real world, directly. To have a
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conscious awareness at this level of the significant' quantities being

controlled in performance is to have a valuable source of valid perceptions_

for and resource in needs assessment' for continuing education.-

Models ,representing other views of continuing education might be considered

invilich the locus Of control is found elsewhere in the hierarchical structure

of the system.- I have selecied thise,two for they represent two common and

. important loci of assessment and control in continuing medical education,

today.

S

The utility of the theoretical framework offered by 'this control function

model of-assessment will come from the questions it raises, the answers it

provides, and the improvements it enables. Among the mare important and
.

.

interesting questions may be the following:

1. What are the significant levels of perception and control in our

systems?

2. What are the significant controlled "quanititiest

3. What biases our input functions, directing our attention or enabling

'us to sense (or ignore) conditions?

4. How do we bias the input functions to detect the controlled quantities

more effectively?

5. What are the sources'of our reference signals and what effect do

they have on our systems?

6. How does continuing education become more responsive to (sensitive

to and effective in dealing with) real problems?

7. How are lower levels of control tapped to provide higher levels of

control with more direct perceptions of controlled quantities?

4l 7
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8. What is the range of control of our educational interventions?

9. ,How much error will odr systems tolerate?

. -

The answers will have to await consideration and investigation of these

and many other questions generated by this conceptual model.

In summary:assessment is viewed as an integral part of the control function

in living systems, among which is continuing education. Heeds are a function

of the comparison of perceptual and reference signals, being equivalent to
v.

.the error signal in models of feedback control.> The behavior of any living

.system is considered to be motivated by control functions in order, to

maintain' perceptions of controlled quantities at referenced levels. The
-a

hierarchical organization of control functions_results in tOe_DUIpU144:4-_-__

higher levels of control functioning as reference signals for lower levels

in the system. Feedback, in the conventional sense, is in:the perceptual

'segment-of_the_closed_loop.__Feedforward is introduced as the means by which

fundtions are biased or pre-disposed to behave (perceive or operate) in

pre-determined ways. Differences in "locus of control'" result in different

perceptions and foci,ef control. Continuing education, for example,

.

may involve control at the level of the provider or the level of the

learner. At the former level, competence is the focal controlled quantity;

at the latter level, performance is. Other levels of control are, of

Bourse, likely and manifest. The utility of the control functions model of

assessment provide's a living systems point of view, allowing us to pose new

and different questions and, hopefully, enabling us to develop new approaches

to studying and applying needs assessment methodology. `
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'Researchtin Algorithmic Instruction: A Methodological Study

Purpose

To describe a method of operationally defining levels of the

independent variables in research on the instructional effectiveness of ,

Rationale

The effect of algorithms in instruction has been reported in a

significant number of studies. Authors such as Brecke, Gerlach, Landa,

Reiser, Scandura, and Schmid have made presentations at AECT conventions.

There is solid evidence to indicate that, for certain types of learning

tasks, algorithms are facilitative. Generally speaking, they either

increase efficiency or effectiVeness or both.

Much of the past research has compared aigorithmized instruction with

some type of "traditional" instruction. it is not surprising that traditional

instruction is often vaguely defined. Lack of precision in defining the

I
control treatment or comparison treatment is characteristic of studies

during the early stages of investigation of a new variable or a new level

of a variable.

Furthermore, the independent variable "algorithm" has generally been

treated as a more-or-less gross or unanalyzed variable. This, too, is

generally characteristic of early studies of any new variable. Since

these studies indicate that algorithms do produce predictable effects,

programatic research demands that the independent variable algorithm be

analyzed systematically in an effort to ham what attributes or

characteristics of algorithms are producing the observed effects.
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This paper presents a paradigm for conducting such research and describes

one study in which this paradigm was applied.

Method

Computer terminology and modeling were employed in an attempt to

precisely describe human algorithmic behavior. Following the lead of many

contemporary cognitive psychOlogists (e.g. Anderson & Bower; Quinlan; Simon),

the components and the structural relations of teaching and learning

pigbrithms were cast into a systematic model. Within the model, the

concepts of an algorithm's depth and width, and the components' processing

order as parallel:or serial are defined.and examples are presented. The

model not only maps the logical-order-of-events-7-buralso all6vK the

efficiency of various configurations to be calculated. ,Next the model's

control activities are described, with special attention given to the-level

Of synchronization of processing units or bi--inches as well as the

corresponding gate-keeping fahctions. Finally, the results of two

experiments are compared with-rha-mistraTTOatcertain its heuristic value.

Results and Discussion

Host importantly,. it was found that use and retention of algorithmic

problem - solving strategies are best dealt w;th in a serial fashion. It is

also hypothesized that the length of the serial string must remain short'

and that the algorithms must-be-dealt-with n1 "chunks" rather-than a single

unit. The dimension of the algorithm and the individual component's relations

are easily described within the context of the model. A re-arrangement of

the semantic content of the algorithm, a variable beyond the descriptive

analyzed.- Again in the domain of cognitive .scope of the model, is aqo
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research, it was found that the logic or familiarity of the.content of

the 'discriminators and operators has. a profound effect on leaining but

that neither logic nor familiarity produces differential effects alonga
t

conoretene dimension in the training stage. Finally; the beneficial

nature of- this. modelling procedure for instructional designers is discussed.
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Field- Dependence /Field Independence and Instructional Development

In the;past quarter of a century, Educational Technology has begun

to play a'vtal role in the learning process not only in education, but

t

in the private sector, government, and industry.as well. One particular

component within the content area of Educational Technplogy--instructional

development--has become an important aspect of instruction. This component

has yearned for a paradigm which could scientifically "match" a learner's

cognitive style and the attributes elicited by instructional environments, .

materiali, and media.

_ Thus, the primary purpose of the investigation,was threefold: (a) To

critically analyze Witkin's conceptualizatirin of cognitive style gleaned

from his field-dependence/field-independence continuum, (b) to identify-

cognitive style componentslthin the instructional development literature,

and (c) to construct a paradigm of the intersection and commonalities be-

tween the instructional development and field-dependence/field independence

literature.

In order to deliniate Witkints conceptualization of field-dependence/

field- independence aspects of cognitive style, the researchers examined

thfe-e areas: (a)-Defining field-dependencelfield-independence constructs;

(b) enumeration of the characteristics and tests of field-dependent/field-

independent subjects, and (c) the implications for educators derived fiom

the research examined.

A
;
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First of all, it.must be noted that Witkints conceptualization of

cognitive style is based upon approximately: thirty-five years of research,

many times in collaboration with other individuals and researchers in the
:

\
c field; but in the beginning, was one of the first --along with Dr. Joseph

. Hilt-70,0 became famous for cognitive mapping.

1E01d-dependence, according to Dr. Witkin, "is the tendency to rely

on external referents," while "field -independenceis the tendency to
.

rely upon internal referents." (Goodenough and Witkin, 1977, p. 2) This
.

- /
then, is =a basic definition of the field-dependence/field independence

construct.

Turning now to characteristics of field - dependent /field - independent

aspects of cognitive style, they are as follows: (a) Process variables;

in -tssence, what is perceived or learnedlis formulated from either a

field-dependent or field -- independent perspective, (b) pervasive dimensions '
. k

l of individual functioning, (c) consistent over time is well as across

domains, 63) bipolar; while field-dependent subjects tend to stress

\interpersonal competencies and downplay cognitive restructuring,

field-independent subjects tend to place an emphasis upon cognitive re-
.

04.ructurYng and downplay interpersonal competencies, and (e) value

neutral; it is not inherently better or worse towards one pole of the

field-dependence/independence, dimension or the other." (Witkin, 1977,

pp. 23-29). 'In summary, according' to Witkin, "cognitive styleS are con-
,

earned with the form rather than the content of cognitive activity,"
-
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and ;bier to "individual differoncesas to how-we perceive, think,

solve problems, learn, and relate to others;" in other words, a life-
,

style. (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, and Cox, 1977, p. 15).

The tests that were developed by Witkin and his associates we e

perceptUalin nature: First, the Body Adjustment,Test (BAT),,where--'

0/sutjac.ts are seated in a tilted chair in a tilted room and aske to

align theiselves with the upright, (Witkin, 1959, pp. 51-52)'; and

second, the Rod and Frame Test (RFT), where subjects views luminous

rod centered within a tilted luminms fraulmand are require to align.

----the-rod-with-thm-graviralmial-UpTiAt. T that utilize the ex-

ternal visual field are classified as being field-independent, while

those who use thq internal referent of their own body are classified '

as field-dependent. The third test of field-dependence/field-inde-

pendence derives from perceptual and intellectual activities. A is

entitled-the-Emeedda-Fig0fa-TditAEFT); a test by which subjects are

asked to locate and/or break up a complex design in,order to locate a

hidden figure within the complex figure, (Witkin, Oltman, Ruskin,

and Karp, 1971, p. Many studies have indicated that field-indepen-

dence-is a cognitive factommonly defined by EFT types of tests

and which, in literature, has been known as disembedding..(Goodenough

and Witkin, p.5)

Other tests have been developed to discriminate between field-

dependence and field-independence (e.g: Gardner, Holzman, Klein, Linton,

__and Spence, 1959). These tests are as follows: GO Imposition of dr-

...1.+.1.
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ganzation on an impoverished stimulus array, (b) showing conservation

in Piagetian tasks,'(C) tests of conservation, and (d) performance on

standard paper-and-pencil tests of spatial - visualization. Ali of these

tests have been devised in order to accurately ascertain the precon-

ceived learning style as derived from the field-dependence/field-inde-
.

pendenee cOntinuum: The next area of research that was undertaken was

.the-implications for education, particularly instructional developers .

regarding f ield- dependence /field- independence.
o

'In reference to implications for education inleneral and ihstruc-

,.tional development in particular, there are early findings that, were
tr-

noted by Witkin in collaboration with Goodenough, M6ore and Cox in

Review of Educational Research, Winter, 1977. They'Sre as follows:

I. Field-dependent students are "better et learning materials

with social content."

2. There is "no eignificant-diatrence regarding sheer learning

ability or memory."

3. Studies have shell that "field- dependent .persons are better

at learning social material, when the material is peripheral

to the task upon which they are concentrating."

4. "We may expect that field-dependent students would be more

likely to require externally defined goals and rsinfor&ents

than field-independent students who tend to have self-defined

goals and reinforcements." (p. 19)
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5. "Field-independent students: learn more using intrinsic

motivation conditions .than field-Oependent students."*

*Caution: "this difference disappears when

,_
for

1

learning are introduced, regardless of

external rewards

whether the re-

wards are material in nature or in the form of praise." (p.20)

6. "Field-dependence/indevendencv may provide a useful basis for

predicting which students are likely to be affected by what

kind.; of reinforcement."

7. Mediators in learning: (a) In many situations, field -inde

pendent people tend to behave as if governed by general prin-

ciples which they have #ctively abstracted from their experi-
.

eaces; (b) Field-independeftt individuals learn when material

is instructured and lacks organizativn;'and (c) When material

is organized, there are no differences in learning abilities.

8. I'Fogrammed instruction: Emmerich "fourl that field-dependent

students profit from a plan while field-independent students

profit less from this type of teaching approach."

In concluding this aspect, 'Witkin states that "beyond encouraging

teachers to adapt their teaching to students as they find them, we may

hoke even more that teachers may find, ways of helping students diversify

their learning strategies.!

Charles Eliot's investigation was the.only investigation uncovered

that made ar. attempt to link these two aopeCrs and formulate a paradigm.

4 i1
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'In his conclusiols, he indicated that learning might be optimized by

using the learning characteristic of cognitive style as a basis of

iustructional'desisn." .(1976, P. 4) ;

Kathryn Martens also deliniated several implications derived

from research entitled "A. Descriptive qtudy of th Cognitive Style of

rinld Dependence-Independence in the New Student P6pulation in the

s Community College." The results of bet study "show\that the cozni-
,

Live style of field dependence occurs significantly frequently

in the new student sample than in the traditional or combined student

\

samplesz" (Martens, 1976, p. 6)

The implications and recommendations fpr further research are
\. .

delinirted by Martens as follows: (a) "Studies should be designed

to determine th-. effect of various instructional strategies on the\..

e
.

.
. .

1

i

academic performance of students with d iffering iognitiv styles;"

4

(b) "Student's should be helped to gain insight into their\ own cog-.

. ;

niLive style," and (c) "Community college instit..tional research

st-qf could establish resting programs for new students."'

Witkiuls work represents a major research effort invoring the

description of individual differences. Witkin has tried t) organize

Lhese differences intq a field-dependence, field-independence continuum,

and studied learner styles through perception. The approach has been
4

to correlate various individual personality' traits with his; three
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standardized spatial perception tests for the purpose of better defining

individual differences. Witkin's model is deficient in Oat the

continuum docs not allow for finite descriptions of individual differ --

pnces and the tests are too cumbersome to administer to be practical for

the classroom teacher.

J.P. Guilford has investigated learner styles through intelligence

as contrasted with Witkin's studies of learner styles through percept-ton.

Another contrast can be drawn between the statistical treatment of the

data afforded by each researcher. While Witkin utilized various corre-

lational techniques, Guilford used factor analysiS to generate his

corphological model referred to as Structure of Intellect (Guilford,

1967, p. 63). While developing his factorial analysis of intelligence,

Guilford saw that "any educational program based on the general objec-

rive (no matter how seated) of 'intellectual training,' requires a more

. competent and precise concept of the nature of intellect, and is what

has been lacking" (1958, p. 152).

Guilford addressed his Structure of Intellect model (501) to the

above need when he stated that:

The new model promises to provide the kind of

taxonomy that is needed. Before we can know
how Lo improve intellectual abilities, we must
at least know their properties.. Such knowledge
clarifies some of our tasks in selecting subject
m:tter, in devising methods of instruction, and
evaluating effects of learning. (1958, p. 152)
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In later wrk, Guilford was advocating that education should return to

an enlightened kind of formal discipline. He said, "When the nature of

the generalized intellectua3 skills is known, we can select the kinds of

exercises that should promote their growth" (1960, p: 661

Although Guilford began his work with human intelligence in terms

el, Verbal and non-verbal abilities, be was really attempting to identify

and .organize those abilities (factors) which had a significant effect

upon student achievement. In a paper presented at the Seventh Annual

Western Regional Conference on Testing Problems at the Seventh Annual

Western Regional Conference on Testing Problems for the Educational /

Testing Service in Los Angeles, Guilford stated:

. . . a ,knowledge of these intellectual factors
an4 their properties should give us better ideas
of how to educate for increased intelligence. This
is true with regard to curriculum construction and
also with regard to teaching procedures. We often
set for lurseIves the task of teaching students to
think. Knowing the kind of thinking operations
there are, we can find the subject matter that should
involve those operations; and we should know how to
induce exercise of them in students. (1959, p. 13)

Guilford made great pragmatic stzides in relating intellect, content,

and learning modalities along the three major axes of his SOI model..

Each of these major axes is subdivided into smaller component parts,

producing the potential of 120 separate factors.

Guilford (1967, p. 61) subdiviied the dimension.of content into four

component parts: figural, symbolic, semantic, and behavioral. Support

0 A r



for the content dimension came from factor analytic studies of tests

composed of both numbers and letters. These four factors should be

considered when designing content for. instructional purposes.

Operation-was-the-second dimension of the model and represented the

way in which students learned the content. This dimension consisted of

five component parts: cognition, memory, divergent production, conver-

gent production, and evaluation. Cognition was basic to the other four

. .

kinds of operations (Guilford., 1967, p. 63). At this point, cognition

as defined by Guilford can be eated, with some degree of accuracy, to

Murch's (1973, p. 64) discussion of the. perceptual process. Potential

stimuli that enter the sensory channel (vision, audition, taction,

olfaction, or sdvory) are transported to the short-term memory. If cog-

!

nition occurs, then the other components (memory, divergent production,

convergent production, and evaluation) may be activated and the informs-

tion.can be processed, resulting in an end product known as "learning."

the product dimension of Guilford's model represented the way or

form in which information occurs (1967, p. 63). This dimension has six-

.

component parts: units. classes, relations, systems, transformations,

and implications. This dimension reflects the organization in which

objects are presented to the student, and when tied to the operation

4

d4tnension, represent.. the student's perceptual'organization of informa-

tion that is to be learned.

Collectively, this three-dimensional model represented the organize-
,

don of human intelligence Oat is comples. Each of the 120 factors

o
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;dontifiod by Guilford are not discrete factors. Overlap within,

between, and among the factors has been identified by Wiedemann (1973).

Also, the complexity og the model is detrimental to'practi4oner oriented

classroom utilization for the purpose of individualizing instruction.

The determinants are influencing factors in man's interpretation of

symbols and must be asset when designing a meaningful and productive

learning environment (Wasser, 1971, pp.. 8-10).

Although historically and empirically the two approaches are

different, functional similarities exist in that each is attempting to

'provide an explanation of how learners interact with the instructional

environment. Both researchers have provided organizational "models"

which, to some degree,,describe learner styles. Each researcher his

attempted ,to provide an explanation of the interaction between'the

student and the learning environment. Differences among the three "'

models in terms of student "styles" can also be drawn. Witkin worked

with perception and its relation to personality; Guilford with the

relation and interaction of three components, intellect, content, and

: .

learning modalities. Witkin provided for individual differences in

the formL,of a continuum, while Guilford described interrelationships

among three components of intellect. Witkin used correlational tech-
..

niques to perfect his three standardized tests. Guilford used factor '

46
-analysis to generate his tests for categorizing types of intellectual -

abilities within his motiet.
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In conclusion, the basic questions that an instructional developer

tust answer are:. (a) Does matching for cognitive style make for better

student learning? (b) How does matching or mismatching cognitive

style work to produce the effect observed or ahcieved? ,(c)

the roles of situational variables? (d) Does the learning of a

particular kind of material 'favor a particular method, and does
;

it override the effect of teacher/student differences in cognitive

style?

The instructional developer's-job then seems to be the task of

matching learner style:. With methodologies, preseitation styles, learning

environments, and goals and objectives. While this task does not on the

surface seem difficult, the

gated. Thus, moze research

underlying assumptions have not been iriVesti-

needs_to be.completed on the success or

failure,of these matches.

A word of caution! In a book entitled Accent on Learning, Cross

emphasized the dangef*of matching student and teacher styles. She

wrote that, "A consistent match-of teaching strategy to-student cognitive

style may leave the college graduate unprepared to cope with nonpreferred

st-ategies . . . in the real world." fl976, pp. 127-128). Hence,

sporadic matching between student and teacher styles may be the more--

desirable Oproach.

4i9
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The current controversy surftunding task analysis, while not heated,

ray lead to some confusion. lt appears to be widely recognized that some .

form of content structUring.is an essential part of'the instructional, design

. process. However, there is little consensus on how content should be

structured, what the Proper focus of these structuring activities should be,

how what is structured relates to what students must learn, or how any or

all of the above relate to teaching practice or methods. There appear to

be two major questions associated with these'issues: 1) Exactly what is
$ _

task analysis? and 2) What purpose-does a task analysis serve? One dif-
.

!ficulty in responding to these queitions is that there are many correct

answers depending upon one's position in the.task analysis controversy. We

will examine task analysis from several perspectives in order to identify

some of the"purposes and advantages of task analysis.

Task:Analysis. and Theory

As the interest in learning theory has shifted from apredeminately

behavioral perspective to a more cognitive orientation, so too has the role

and purpose of task analysis shifted. In 1974. Gagne stated that "Task

analysis was proposed as a method of identifying and classifying "he behav-

ioral contributors to task competence, for which differential inttructional

design was possible and desireable (p. 3). This.statement seems to imply

a relatively straight forward Series of contributors or component behaviors

which could accumulate into a terminal performance. The reason for conducting

a task analysis from this perspective rests on a relatively direct link

between the behavior being taught and necessary instructional- conditions.

Identification of the component behaviors leads directlyto the identification

Of instructional or learning conditions which effectively define necessary

instructional activities. Gagne and Briggs (1974, pp. 1 B-149) included'

. 477
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tables in their text on instructional design which coordinated' the type

of learning with these learning conditions.
Is

However, cognitive and information.processing theorists have not been

-so interested in the component behaviors-as in the cognitive activity

occurs between these behaviors. As Resnick and Glaser (1976) stated, "It

1-spitbsiBlytw7rtoo extreme to argue that the most interesting events, fn.

terms of a theory of intelligence, happen between the specified points in a

' hierarchy'! (P. 207). Resnick (1976) defined task analysis as "the study, " O

of complex performances so as to reveal the psychological processes invol-

ved" (p. 51). In other worda,...the..qmphasis shifte0:fTom behavioral outcomes

to the analysis of cognitive processes. This concern for process is evi-
f

dent in Ilinnis (1978) statement that "it is necestary for the designer to

know the Istructural relationships between the -concepts that formthe con-

tent'to be learned" (p. 4). While providiog a richer theoretical -under-

. .

standing:of learning, ,the cognitive approaches have been less than clear

. on how the anallzed processes'may be linked with learning. In part,

1

is due to the variety of possible strategies any individuil may employ in'
..,.

..

solving a specific problem. In pert,. the problem stems from the fOcus on

,) I

_

identifying meritorious or expert processes rather than-on specific instruc-

tional strategies leading to the learniitg of these processes. i- ; ,
.

The idevelopme9t of instructional materials or learning strategies has 1
% .

; .... I '
not been 'well discribed in most cases by cognitive,psychologists.' Frequently.

4
.

r

the linki g of content and learner is summarily pased ovr as when Wii(n I ,,

. .

. ..

this,

.1

-
(1978) s todikihe-final-design decisions lea4liagfilicripting materia

i , i
to be profluced, and decisions concerning the instructional stratiegies to

follow are very similar to those followed in the traditional procedures
1 p

of instr4tionio development" (p.:15). It is difficult to be eve that
. . . .

the fundainental changes in content analysis proposed by cognitive psycholo-
4 .._,

../...- 4r
.4 4 ee ..

I
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gists-'could be delivered in the same old or "traditional" way. In fact,

they can't; it appears that a new catalog_of instructional links_are neecied

to teach processes rather than outcomes. The remainder of this paper will

be devoted to an examinationof'three approaches to content structuring.

In doing.so; we will identify the explicit or implicit links which may be

used to tie structured content to student learning.

Approach 1.; The Optimal Content Structure Approach. Most information
i f

processing appraoches pi opie-an-expert Or-UregliTed model of
1

the cognitive

processes needed to perfirm a specific operation. The resultis a detailed"
. ,

f

Id

rni

scription of an "idealized performance - one that solves the problem in

i

nimal moves, does little sbacktrackingli makes few or no erros-(Resnick,

A-
ti76, p. 65). Content structures may be generated either empirically or

1

rationally. The major difference is that the rational approach is derived

from the nhArent structure of the subject matter by an analyist. An em-

1pirical structure is a.ditcription of the processiused by an ,expert to.

solve the problem. In 'nth cases, the result of,theanalysis is an hypotheI

sized structure which describes the necessary processes in a sequential .

order. knoteworthy example of an optimal content structure approach

'Resnick,yang and Kaplan (1973) desGription of an hierarchy for a mathe

matiaS curriculum.

.Thergfla-yzed structures represent an ideal arrangement of component*

processes and are ordinarily quite dependent on the-skill of the analyzer.

The-fifilliiiiirarchy represents one of :several possible. paths a learner

may take-in-solving a problem all of which ltad to a correct solution. In
I

addition, the4method selected to validate the hierarchy may also influence'

the obtained structure. Kurshan and Sherman (1977) found that three vali-

dating procedures (proportion of positive transfer; consistency, adequacy

And completeness; and Guttman, scaling) produced differing structures of
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the same component skills. The major problem, recognized by Resnick

(1976), however, is that the teaching of the ideal routine or process

may not be the best way to learn the process.c. Instead, it may be more

productive to teach simpler routines from which learners generate'more

efficient apd sophisticated routines.

The value of this sort of task analysis appears to be that "we can 1/

generally do a better job of accompithing something and determining how

well we hive accomplished it when we have a better understanding of what

we are trying to accomplish" (Greeno, 1976, p. 123). 1116theFi6iik once

the goal of instruction is clear, it is possible to identify several strate-

gies that may be used,to reach it.

The link between the ideal structure and learning, must be the teach-

ing routine. Resnick (1976) discussed this problem as identification of

the connecting link between the structure of the subject hatter and skilled

perforinfa-n-c-e--7-1ihith-ts---csften so ortyptitmil-lariniVATIffre-ratITEr than reveal

the basic structure ol'the task" (p. 74). Unfortunately, the specifics of

, 3
this :inking process are unclear and the best advice is quite general in

nature. The best ofthis advice seems to be to present all strategies as

alternative prof dares and not as specific rules. That is, a process should

be taue.t as a beginning point from.,which further learner elaboration and

experimentation is expected. Perhaps this could be done by continually

challenging students to invent and discover other strategies.
kf

The instructional designer faces two problems; what to teach and how

to teach it. The solution to neither problem is greatly facilitated by

the-optimal content structure approach-. However, this form of task analysis

does hot greatly complicate the problem either.. In fact,_a well developed

structuring of content could serve several purposes. At a curriculum guide

level, an optimal content structure could provide a useful guide to teachers

of the cognitive topography of the subject matter. Whiledday to day instruc-
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tion would not be impacted directly, the general purpose pf instruction.

could be regulirly directed toward the development of expert processes.

At the daily instruction iivel,At would seem the best advice for linking

the structured content to learning may be through the use of process

models. Green° (1976) gave a brief example of how this might be done in

describing how he-taught the process of proving congruent angles are

equal (also see Green°, 1978).

Approach 2: Learner - Content Match Approach. Faithful applications

of Piage's-theory-to -instruction-hdve been-eXtremely-ram. In two recent

articles, Case(1976a, 1976b) has articulated some of 66 problems associated

with the application of Piaget's theory and advanced a useful formulation

for the development of instruction based on Neo-Piagetian ideas. The basic

premise upon which this instructional approach is based is that the demands

of the content must be consistent with the competence of the learner. Thus,

there is a need to bring content and learner into harmony.

Case (1978a) identified two problems which must be salved in order to

develop developmentally based instruction: 1) How may the development of

operational structures be promoted? 2) How may content be adapted to the

student's operational level? A three step instructional design process is

proposed consisting of: Structural Analysis, Individual Assessment, and

Instructional Planning. Structural 'Analysis is quite similar to an infor-

mation.processing analysts of the empirical sort. That is, the process used

by an expert is analyzed into identifiable operations. The emphasis in

structural analysis is on the competence that the learner must possess in

order, to perform or solve the problem. The second step, Individual Assess-

ment, focuses on the identification of operations that the learner actually

uses in solving the problem. The purpose for the assessment is. to discover

the incorrect strategy the learner employs while attempting to solve the



problem. The procedure suggested for this analysis is the same as used

during the structural analysis.

Step 3, Instructional Design, provides the link between the learner's

current routine and the ideal routine as identified in Steps 1 and 2.

Case focuses the instructional design'on four potentially controllable

variables drawn from.Neo-Piagetian theory: M-power (the maximum number

of independent schemes which can be attended to at any moment), the famili-

arity of the situation, the salience of cues to which the learner attends,

and the number of items of information that must be coordinated. Five

steps are included in this design process in order to,arrange the above
t.

variables in an effectiVe manner. The first is to "set up a paradigm

where the subject may assess the effectivenets of the strategy that he
0

currently employs" (Case, 1976a, p. 209). Here familiarity and cue salience.

should be maximized and cognitive complexity minimized in order not to

confound the identification of the currently used strategy. The second

step is to demonstrate to the learner the ineffectiveness of the strategy

o
he uses. Step 3,.involves helping the learner discover, why his strategy

is ineffective. Here the intent is to draw the learner's attention to

the critical diMension (cue salience, familiarity, complexity) which must

be attended to in order to solve the problem.. The correct solution should

be demonstrated and compared with the learner's incorrect strategy. Step 4

is to "facilitate (the learner's) construction of a more adequate strategy"

(Case, 1976a, p. 211). The new strategy may be constructed spontaneously

but mare likely will need to be taught. The final step, is to consolidate

and extend the new strategy through practice and feedback. Through practice

the new strategy becomes "automatized" and requqes less attention and

energy during execution.

This link, whilevery complete, theory based, and well detailed; is

quite cumbersome and tedious. Utilization of the instructional design

4S2
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-,process advocated would almost be.disastrou a context where exten-

,
sive pre-planning is required for instructional delivery. In fact, the

instructional methods described by Case closely follow the clinical metho-

dorogy techniques which have become synonomous with Piagetian theory.

Clinical approaches to teaching arewell suited to clinical settings but

O

difficult if not impossible in regular instructional situations. Case

(1976a) also recognized this problem and suggested'that the procedure he

described was, in fact, most applicable in clinical situations.

Relatife to curriculum development this approach is not espe.ially

helpful 'since the major focus is.ovcognitive strategies. Curriculum

design usually revolves around content and either an inherent or generated

structure of that content. It is conceivable and even appealing to consider

curriculum*struttured around cognitive strategies, but this appears to be

unlikely since a major reorganization of education would be required.

Approach 3: Optimal Content Presentation Approach. Gehlbach (1979)

. z

criticized the ATI approach_to_theory_building_because_of_the_prescriptive_____

orientation generally pursued. He suggested a more generalizable approach

where ATI are used as dependent measures and, instructional methods are

independent measures. Flat AT regression curves would be indicative of no

interaction and-identify "generally powerful" instructional treatments..

In essence, Gehlbach suggested that ATI's be rendered impotent by exception-

ally powerful:instruction thus negating the differential effects of aptitude

variations. Instructional, strategies of this sort should provide instructors

with very high levels of control over learning through explicitly defined

teaching routines and regular student responses. In essence the focus of

the approach is on the link rather than the content. Two examples of this

approach are drawn from the work of Landa (1976) and Englemann (1980).

Enge)mann (1980) did not address the issue of content structure; his
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approach may be more accurately described as instructional structure. The

strategy is td structure the instruction in such a way that it cannot.fail

by attending to the instructional routine (the stimulus) rather than learner

response as is traditionally done by behavioral psychol6gists. Engelmann

(1980) presented fiye rules from which the effects of stimuli can be pre-

dicted on learner response:

1. Examples are classified as being the same in some
way.if they are treated in--the same way by the
'teacher.(labeled the same way).

2. Any observable sameness shared by all examples
treated the same way descHbes a possible inter-
pretatioh.

3. The set'of teaching examples may describe only one
interpretation or more than one interpretation.

4. Each interpretation implies classifying an in-
°definitely large number .of--"-genera-lization examples"

in a particular way.
5.' The, learner who receives a set of 'teaching examples

will behave in a way that is consistent with
one interpretation (Engelmann, 1980, p. 30).

Application of these rules .should result in one of three. outcomes:

(1) if one example is taught, all learners. will respond in the same way;

(2) if-more-than-one-example-i-s-taught,each-learnewl.1.1-respond_to_one

of the interpretations; (3) generalizations may be expected to be consistent -

with the example(t) taught. Engelmann's point is that "the basic analysis

for discriminations and concepts is performed on a set of examples, not

the learner" (p. 32). Thus, the focus of analysis must articulate rules

about the use of examples. The basic goal is to "construct sequences or

routines that are consistent with a single interpretation" (p. 35).

Al gori thins were defined by Landa (1976) as "instructions -for the per-

formance, in a particular order, of some system of elementary operations

'for solving all problems of a given class" (p. .77). Thus, knowledge of an

algorithm enables a learner to correctly solve all problemswithin a problem

domain. Since an 'algorithm is not a rule of itself but a description of

the operations required to implement a rule, it may be thought of as a :rule
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. for using a rule. It is also, from an instructional design peispective,

.

an operation which follows or is in addition to a content analysis. That

is, the rules to be taught,muit be identified and,ordered prior to the

development of specific algorithms to implenient or teach "these rules.

The potential power of an algorithm in instruction is based on .the

high level of contra' established over learner information processing.

At every stage of problem solution the instructor can match student produc-

tion with the algorithM. Through practice, algorithmic problem solution

becomes less of a step-wise process and more "simultaneoUs" (Landa, 1976,

p. 93).--Thuv, the algorithm is the essential link between the learner, .

and the rule to be learned. It is a highly structured, guaranteed and

easily operationalized construct which will always lead to the correct

solution.

In both examples, it is clear, that the teacher is advantaged by the'

identification of specific linking strategies. What is unclear is the

manner in which the content to which the strategies are applied may be

_identifiederhaps_ailtraditi on W-task-a eme-the-p u r

pose. It is aUo possible this would not be the case when non-algorithmic

conteqt or concrete concepts were not theAcus of instruction (e.g. demo:

cracy or problem_solving,Areeno,1978)...RIgardless, the_ quest for_power-

ful and well structured instructional stimuli is,well worth pursuing.

Conclusion

It appears that the link between content and learning is dependent
.,

upon several factors which-are not inherent in task analysis. The.the-

oretical approach of the instructional designer appears to be a major

determinant. For the theoretical approach plays a large role in the nature

of the content included in the task analysis. One may legitimately focus

on inherent content'structure, learner capabilities, and/or instructional

. . ""
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Houkver, two implications seem4articulary noteworthy. Frst,

it is imperative that task analysis be considered from a theoretical

ersptctive. The theory appears to drive the whole instructional design

process in that once a task'analysls is Completed, all subsequent instructional

decisions should be consistent with the analysis approach. An understand-
:,

ing of theory may be the only way to generate such consistency. Second,

structure of some sort is vital to successful instruction. if what is to be

learned is not purposefully Organized, generally lower rates of learning

May be expected. Purposefullness appears to be a key issue in developing

structure'. That is, the content should be specifically structured to teach

concepts and/or strategies and/or routines; etc. Failing to do so may

result in studentt not learning what was intended. Finally, from all

perspectives, it seems clear that there is agreement that task analysis,

at a minimum, assists the,instructor or designer understand the content to

be taught. This alone is, probably a sufficient reason for recommending

the analysis and structuring of content. That is, the ultimate link may-

be that the teacher understands what he or she is teaching.
.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA, ATTITUDE 'FORMATION ANDCHAWDE

As early as 1931 Thurston-was investigating the influence of film on
.

.ccilldren's attitudes toward concepts depicted .in theefilm. Specifically,
..-_,.------mm.;;;,;04--

opinions about the Chinese. Even at that early date the impact of the

newer media ore the more subjective components of learning such, as opinion?

.
y.

O

liking and feeling were a concern. Thurstone (1931) found that film could

cliange'attitudes in both a positive and'a negative direction. Since
. .

Thuritone's studymany other researchers have Investigated the relation-

. .

ship betweeil attitudes and instructional media. .

This review identified over one hundred forty of these media /attitude

studies, and categorized them according to the type of media and,type of.

attitude investigated. This categorization made it possible to 'cletermine

V

if iden.tifiable relationships existed between instructionalmedia and

.
attitudes ofyiewers.

Experiments dealing with three typesof jnstOlictional media were

found in sufficient quantity and quality in the literature to be included,

.

in this review. The media included were:

I. television,

II.' motion pictures (primarily 36mm film), and
1I

III. still pictures (filmtrips, slides,- prints, filmogriphs).

`1. .

Of primary concern to this review was the use of media.in,classroom

instruction. This was at the exclusion of.broadcast or mass communication')

4plicatlonsof these media. Also, while not always possible, anattempt

was made to include only experimental or quasi-experimental studies in

the review according to criteria established by Campbelland Stanley (1963),

475
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Attitude Defined, In,order to clearly establish parameters for the

review process a set.of definitions was establiqed
.9

to guide searchvactivities. Attitude was a difficult term to adequately

define, primarily because it had been defined by so many, but also because of

its many lay uses and connotations. However, for the purpose of this review

_attitude was defined as:
1:

A mental and neural state of,readiness, organized through
experience, exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the
individual's response to all objects and situations with whIch,
it is related,(Thomas and Znaniecki, 1918).

- "

Additionally, Zimbardod Ebbesen (1970) divided attitude into three

components: affect, cognition, and behavior. The affective component was

As

said to consist of a person's. evaiuition of, liking of,°or emotional

response td some object or person." The cognitive component was conceptual-
,

ized as a person's beliefs about, or factual of, the object or

,person. The behavioral component involVed the person's overt behavior

directed toward the object or person.

These .definitions were operationalizedd for this- review by dividing

attitude/media research into two types--attitude toward the medium of

instruction, and attitude toward content delivered by media.

The search process also necessitated a further sub-divisionof media/

attitude experimentation.. Generally, media/attitude researchers either.

expined a legrner's attitude toward the medium (often referred to as

liking), or attitudes produced in learners toward a medium after .ue

Instructional activity. 'A secontlitype of attitude toward medium eiperimentatfon

.

usually included a design that compared two groups of learneri, one

/receiving instruction by the medium, the other by some other form (such as

a'lecture). 49
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Similarly, when researchers investigated learners' attitudes toward

content delivered by some medium theyWould usually examine either content-

relatedatITtude formation. (TaTiq) or iftitudcam produced as a

result of the mediated instruction. For the purpdse of this review these

four types of attitude were used to categorize studies.

The types were:

attitudes of learnerstoward a medium,\

comparisons of attitudes toward more tha one media or method,

4
.

attitude of learners toward content delive d by media, and

attitude changes toward content produced as a result of mediated

instruction.

,Obviously, no category system it without mis-matches,but this grouping

seemed to allow for the most logical disc4sion of studies (see Table

The.remaiuder of this review of the literature follows the organiza-

tional framework provided above and depicted in Table 1. Experimental

studies concerned with each of the thi.ee types of media were reviewed in

turn, beginning with television. Each review was divided into four ;ub-
.

parts corresppoding to the operationalized definition of attitude. A

summary of conclusions was included as was a discussion of the design

methodology of media/attitude research.

. TELEVISION {TV).

More than sixty studies, that examined the influence television

,instruction pad on learner's attitudes Were identified. These studies were

categorized according to the type of attitude investigated, and each

category was reviewed below.
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A. Attitude Toward Television (Liking): Twelve studies examined the

,attitudes users had toward televi-

sion- (TV+-as-a-mode -of- instruction . Generally, the-studies -in-this-cat!gory---

were not experimental, but rather were.one -time evaluations of opinion that

asked those involved in televised classroom instruction to rate their

reactions, toward this method of teaching.

Five studies reported TV users who were generally favorable toward
p

this mode of instruction. Jacobs and Bollenbacher (1960) reported that

in a 1960 administration of an attitude scale toward'a TV course on biology

the students were more favorable toward TV than were students in 1958.

Westley and Jacobson (1962,a) found that a group of teachers they sampled

were highly favorable toward TV as a mode of instruction. Neidt (1967)

reported that university students "liked" TV lessons on study skills they

saw, and Dambrot (1972) found that college psychology students had slightly

aboie-neutralreactions toward TV, even though these TV attitudes were

slightly lower than those toward the course in general. Vandermeer,(1961)

discussed a study by Hunt that evaluated the use of fifteen televised

lessons,on thi teaching of reading. Both teachers and parents indicated

significantly favorable attitude (liking) toward television as a mode of

instruction.

oThree studies reported results where learners indicated a negative

feeling toward televised instruction. Colle andAlbert (1958) surveyed,

one hundred sixty-two teachers who did not use television in their teach-

ing and found that only 5% approved of TV as a mode of instruction (50%

disapproved and 45% were undecided). There seemedto be arelationship

between familiarity and approval., Bobren (1960) found that student
-

attitudes toward a TV course were negative on nine _g_eleven questionnaire
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scales. Larimer and Sinclair (1969) polled st....ients in a course taught

using a two -way television link-up between instructor and class. Students

reported 14negative attitude toward the class.

Several researchers attempted to evaluate the reasons for the incon-

sistent reactions toward television expressed by TV users. Westley and

Jacobson (1962,b) conducted a second study on teacher's attitudes toward

television as a method of instruction. They found that teachers who had

used TV in their own classes were significantly more favorable toward this

technique than were teachers who had not used television. Toch (1960)

also examined whether familiarity with television had a relationship to

liking of this medium. Resulti were inconclusive but did show a rela-

tionship between those who indicated they approved of educational televi-

sion and those who actually chose to watch an educational program.

Neidt (1964) found a "Hawthorne effect" in operation when television was

used in classroom-si..ations. Learner's attitudes toward television-

tended to decline as TV was used more in the classroom. .Klapper (1958)

found that,liking could be influenced according to the way information was

presented via television.' Highly visualized lessons, in contrast to

lessons showing only an instructor and blackboard, produced strongly.

favorable attitudes toward television in viewers.

Generally, results reported above tended to be somewha1t inconclusive

and sometimes contradictory. Probably the attitude (liking) developed in

viewers of instruction delivered by television depended on more than just

the medium. Variables such as famil4arity with medium, amount of visuali-

zation, quality of production, and utilization techniques_may

-2- crucial in-developing favorable or unfavorable attitudes in learners

toward TV as a method of delivering instructional information
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.B. Comparisons Between Another-procedure for determining student's

TV and Other Modes: attitudes toward televised instruction was

attempted :by-researchers whe-eompared-twe

groups of learners who received the same content by two modes -- television

and some other, usually the conventional lecture/discussion. Greenhill,

Carpenter, and Ray (1956) attempted to ascertain students' preferencei for

televised instruction by having one group of students receive_five_weeks_

of face-to-face instruction and then five weeks of televised teaching.

The other group received similar instruction but in the reverse order.

Students were then allowed to choose the type of learning situation they

wanted to continue receiving. Seventy-one'percent chose TV, even though

only 51% indicated they preferred televised instruction.

- Champa (1958) divided-science students into three treatment groups

(convenitonal instruction, TV supplement to instruction, and TV/film

supplement),, and found that students favored the use of TV or TV/film

"almost_unantmously." &similar study was conducted by Westley (1963),

Ninth grade math students received information by television or conven-

tional instruction. At the conclusion of the year-long course the students

in the TV group rated their mode of instruction more positively than _did

the conventional'instruction students. Morrison (1967) compared dental

students' attitudes toward instruction after half had received instruction

by television and half conventionally. Attitudes toward instruction were

significantly more favorable for the TV clasp..

One researcher (Janes, 1964) attempted to identify_ what correlated

with learners' preferences for television and found that self-confidence

and intelligence correlated significantly with preference for television.

Neidt (1968) compared attitudes toward instruction expressed by learners
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who were'taught by one of four modes. This study reported that programmed

instruction had the most favorable rating, followed by televised instruc-

tion, small class and large class.

Contradictory evidence to the favorable results reported above was

also found in the literature. Macomber, et. al. (1958) reported that

college students genecally preferred conventional class situations to

televised instruction. Bo6ren and Siegel (1960) described a study that

compared attitudes of five sections of engineering students taught conven-

tionally to five sections taught by television. The TV students had ,

.relatively more negative attitudes than the traditionally taught students.

Woodward (1964) found that college biology students preferred conventional

on,Addi-t4ona-1-1y-twostudi Cs (Tannebaumr-14561--and

Davis and Johnson, 1966) reported no significant differences between the

attitudes of viewers'of a televised presentation and a live one:

It would seem, then, that preferences for teleVised instruction were

probably, dependent on some other variable, or variables, than merely mode

of instruction. Holmes (1959) stated this a general conclusion of a

study conducted to analyze the trends of results in television research.

Holmes concluded that the attitudes_ of students_toward _television could

probably be 'more accurately described as attitudes toward other elements

involved in the teaching-learning process, such as the instructor, the

situation, and the content.' A study in the Cincinnati Public Schools (1959)

gave support to this contention when it reported that different ability
_ .

-students tendedto ratt diffiFently to, biology instruction- by television.

Based upon the results reported above, there did not seem to be any

conclusive trends in the literature supporting the hypothesis that

televised instruction is either favored, or dthiked, by students. One
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generalization that seemed to be. supported was that the content of an instruc-

presgntation_prOWY 043(0 a.more_IMPortant role in the likIng of

delivery mode than did the delivery mode of the instruction itself.

.1.1111.

C. Attitude Toward Content Eighteen studies were.identified-that

of TV Instruction: attempted to determine if students demonstra-

tedany liking of, or preference for, the

content presented jn:televish lessons. Agaih, v'esults were fairly evenly

divided between those studies where learners preferred TV-delivered content

°and studies where no preferences were reported.

Eight studies produced results where viewers of alevised instruc-
,

lion indicated a positive attitude toward the content delivered by TV.

Two of these-eight -studies-compared-televi-sed-instruoti-ontei-some-form of

control or non-television teaching. Westley and Jacobson 4963) found

that ninth grade T students had more favorable attitudes toward math than

non-TV students. ldevin (1975)-found that all four variations of a TV

lesson produced mo e positive attitudes toward the content of the lessons

.that attitudes produced in control subjects. The TV tre'atmenIqhat

repeated information 5 seconds after each subunit of the televised lesson

(for student response and involvement) produced the greatest positive

attitudes in subjects.

The six other experiments that reported positive results merely

evaluated viewers' attitudes toward the content of a television presenta- .

tion and reported conclusions. Hunt (1961) fowls' .that teachers_who:watched. .-

15 half-hour television'programs on indiiiidualizing re&ding instruction

developed positive attitudes toward this topic. Kihava, et.al. (1961) .

reported that television lessons favorably affected Japanese students
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attitudes toward science. Skinner (1967) used televised science lessons

with variations in the method of on-tape subject presentation and post-tape

follow-ups. Results reported that interest in science improved, with the

largest positive gains for girls. Daibra (1972) gave an attitude sca le

to 2900 college piychology students and found that a slightly more positive

than neutral reaction toja TV course was reported by subjects. Six video-

taped science lessons were developed by Galey and George (1974) and shown

to first grade students in order to motivate them to continue science.

experimentation. Results indicated the videotaped lessons were successful.

Piper and Butts (1974) found that after seventy-six science teachers

participated in a televised science in-service program the teachers reported

having significantly more favorable attitudes toward science than-before

the sessions began.

483

Contradicting the results reported in the studies reviewed above were

the results of ten experiments where negative or neutral reactions,to

teleVised information were reported. Seven of these eleven reported no

significant differences betkeen attitudes of subjects who saw a television

.

presentation and those who viewed similar informatidnyresented in some

othqri-ivay. - Kumata (1958) found no difference. in attitudes toward social

.

science-course content for TV or non-TV stndenti. acobs and Bollenbacher

-(1960) reported that students' attitudes toward science were not different

"fOrfour,classes of varying ability levels either taught by television or

taught conventionally. Garry,(1960) reported similar no-difference results

in a study that,evaluated
attitudes toward science of fifth grade students.

,

Walton (1963) compared the attitudes toward course content of college

students wfiTviewed eithera,live presentation or closed-circuit .TV and

found.no significant differemes between groups. Backens (1970) reported

49:(.;
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that subjects who received instruction by the conventional method had

significantly more poSitive attitudes toward a mathematics course than did

subjects-who saw closed-circuit versions of the ,lecture, even when follow-

up sessions were provided for the TV treatment sub'ects.

A television course in physical science for ninth graders was compared

to instruction that was not televised by Welliver (1967). Attitude results

were not significantly different.. Sims (1968) compared subjects' attitudes

toward geography after two groups received either teleyisioninstruction or

live classroom lecture/discussion. No significant differences in attitude

toward geography were reported. In a similar study, Levine (1973) comma

pared closed-circuit television instruction to traditional lecture/

recitation and found no significant differences between subjects' attitude

towardochemistry. A study by Ganschow, et.al. (1970) compared videotaped

to audiotape "iTfs-tWEttor-on-vocational-edueationWit' -all

attitudes toward this topic were not differeh*it-was_fpund thatsubjects

who saw social models. of an ethnic group like their own tended to

771-
more positively on attitude measures toward the occupation of the model

they viewed.

Booth and Miller (1974) attemptedto evaluati7teleThibil'-s Impact on

attitude formation by showing color and monochrome versions of the same

lesson. They found an age/color interaction. Primary grade students

, tended toward more positive attitudes for monochrome presentations while

color was found to be a positive factor 4 promoting levels of valuing in .

the upper elementary grades.

,It would seem apparent from the-results 'reported that merely

--a

a lesson did not necessarily promote positive attitudes toward the contAgt

the lesson, and often produced negative reactions in viewers. Negative

4 0 ?). 484
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attitudes toward course content 'seemed to be very likely for subjects

who were required to view closed-circuit, or videotaped replays, of live

lectures. Variables other than delivery mode probably were most important

in determining students' attitudes toward instructional content.

D.1 Attitude Changes Toward Pos'sibly one of the most powerful tech-

Cdntent of TV Presentations: niques for determining the influence of

television on the content-related

attitudes of viewers was attempted by researchers who developed television

treatments designed to change existing attitudes of viewers. The studies

in this category evaluated techniques for altering attitudes toward some

instructional topic through the use of televised presentations.

Twelve studies were found where televised treatments mere, in varying

degrees, successful in altering pre - existing, content-related attitudes of
.

viewers in the desired direction. In 1959, Asherconducted a simply

designed experiment to determine ifattitude-changes-tow d the main con-

cepts depicted on a television program could be produced, and if change

was a function of source credibility (national network versus local educa-

tional station), or predictable frqm a viewer dogmatism scale rating.

Attitude changes were produced, but neither source or dogmatism data

provided significant conclusions.

Lottes (1960) reported that a series of fifteen televised lessons on

\tihe\individualization of reading instruction were'sUccessful in positively

changig reading teachers' attitudes toward that topic. Weldon (1962)

conduCted a *milar study that evaluated the impact of a twelve-hour
14

=television course- n adults' attitudes toward civil defense. Experimental

subjects reported sign' icantly positive attitude,changes toward .civil
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defense, as comparedoto control subjects. Environmental education was the

topic presented by television in a study conducted by Wright (1971).

Results showed a signflcant positive attitude change toward environmental

education as a result' of televised treatment proceduies. Menzies (1973)

reported that violent attitudes of prison inmates were positively (made

more violent) influenced by three forty-five minute violent television

treatments, as compared to non-violent TV, and that there was a multiplier

effect apparent. O'Brien (1973) reported the results of an experiment

where only urban students' attitude changes.toward the topic of problem
o

solving were positively influenced by a televised preientation. Rural

students' attitudes were more influenced by a Conventional lesson. It was

hypothesized that viewers of persuasive information need to identify with

the communicator in order for attitudes to be influenced, and since the

rural identified with the real instructor, but not the teleyised

message; they were not as susceptible to'television as were urban students.

Croft (1969) and Donaldson (1976) designed their studies to evaluate

.7sobjectslreactigns to televised instruction as compared to control groups,

_

but also as compared to subjects vtewing a liiirmes-sage7----Croft_ wanted to

change the audience's attitude negatively toward intercollegiate athletics.

Resultsindicated that a televised messag4 was successful in changing

viewers' attitudes, but not as powerfully as those changes produced by the

"live" communication. Donaldson's results were similar. A televised

communication on the disabled was successful in changing college students'

attitudes toward disabled people as compared to control subjects, but

viewers of a live,presentation had greater positive changes. Both Croft

(1969) and DonaldsOn (1976) hypothesized that TV was not as'powerful as a'

live communication because TV-had fewer informational cues (ie. was not

50(
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as "realistic").

Several researchers evaluated not only the impact of televised

messages on attitude 'change, but also whether variations in the type of

TV presentation would have a varying impact on attitudes. Seiler (1971)

'designed an experiment with four treatments. Each of the three experimental

groups viewed a television version of a persuasive speech on the Vietnam

War. One group's tape had technical. visuals such as graphs and charts
//"

interspersed on its videotape. Another group had "hUMan-interest visuals,"

such as:photographs, on Ats.videotape. The third grOup saw only the

speaker. Both of the "supplemented" versions produced significantly

greater attitude change than'the other treatment. The visuals were

thought to add more information, and to increase the credibility of the

*message.

Kraus (1962) took a slightly different approich: .In this study on

attitudes of whites towards Negroes the race of the two communicators was

varied. Greatest positive race-related attitude Charges were produced'as

a result of treatments' where both races'were represented, as compared to

all-white or all -black communicators. Possibly, the,message was perceived

as being more credible in this instance. Amirian (1962} found that

signifTEIht:poatime3 science-related attitude changes were produced when

televised lessons were supplemented with fellOw=up -assignments.

An experiment'conducied by Kraemer, et.al. (1975) also evaluated the

way a televised message was presented in order to evaluate -the type of

attitude changes produced. They found that including a role-playing actor

on'a videotape' who reacted favorably .to the persuasive communication (race

ielationi., in this case) was as successful in producing desired attitudinal

changesin viewers as was the filmed message presented alone, and that

0
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both procedures produced significant attitude changes, as compared to the

control treatment.

Contradict6iicresults-Were_alsO found in the literature. The conclu-
.

sions of five stuties indicated th4,attitude changes were not produced as

a consequence of a televised communication. A study by Meyer and Bute

(1472) evaluated the efectof channel variation on attitude change and

source credibility. There were no differences in attitude change reported

between groups who received a persuasive message either by video', audio,

or live, as compared to each other or a control group. Evans, Wieland and

Moore (1961) reported thit a single TV presentation of a controversial

educational program did not sighificantly alter viewers attitudes toward'
#

the controversial topic (prejudice), as compared to control subjects'

attitudes.

Bickel'-(1964), Field (1972), and Browning (1975) reported the results

of studies where deSired attitude changes were not found in viewers of

. televised instruction. TV versus live (Bickel, 1964),"film versus color

TV versus monochkome TV (Browning, 1975), and color TV versus monochrome

TV (Field; 1972) were compared, and no significant attitude changes were

reported.

Several researchers attempted to'more completely explore procedurps

for using television to deliver messages 'that would successfully change

the content related attitudes of viewers. Keating and Latane (1972) found,

---that when intermittent distractions (2-second decreaie in video signal

by 20db, twenty times ;during -a-peroasive speech) were added to a televised

message there was a significant positive cha11g;1W-Wttitudesc_as compared

to subjects who viewed the speech with no distractions or a continuous

distraction. It was theorized that the intermittent distractions acted ,

,
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to iriiibit viears' counter-argumentation, increased their involvement,

and lowered their defenses to the counter-attitudinal message presented

on the videotape.'

Simonson (1977) and Goldman (1969) evaluated the impact of commitment

and involvement of subjects in making of videotapes on attitudes. Simonson
A

found that by inducing students to commit themselves on videotape to a ,

counter-attitudinal position their attitudes would shiftin the desired

direction. Goldman reported that microteaching ideotape recording of
ar

self while teaching) significantly altered education students' attitudes

toward self and teaching..

When.the results of experiMents designed to change content-related

attitudes were evaluated. collectively it seem6d-obvious that televised

messages were often successful in. producing desqed affective, outcomes.
4

V

It also seemed obvious pat,tilevisionalone did not account for these

chahges. 'Attitudinal outcomes were produced when, television presentations
4

were designed to bring about those changes, just as cognitive outcomes can

be produced in well developed lessons. If a persuasive message was pro-
.

..duced that maximized the capabilities of the televigion medium, and.that

incorporated some theory of attitude change, (e.g: communicator credibility),

then desired attitude alterations in the viewers of that lesson were

probably found. However, if television was improperly used, or used only

to vary the channel or method of message delivery, than desired attitudinal

. ,

outcomes were

formation and

probably'less likely to be found. In the dolilain of attitude

change, television's impact seemed to be similar to the .

impact it has in the cognitive domain. If correctly planned, produced and

used, televised instruction will be liked, will promote 4nterest in the

message .it delivers, and will be successful, in changing attitudes.
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II. MOTION PICTURES (FILM)
,

t

Research concerned with -the relationship between, Motion photography

(film) and attitudes was identified and ..reviewed by applying the same

,categorization system .as that used for television research. Over fifty

studies were collected. Whilethere were many similaritieereported.

czie

between the motion media (TV,and film), there were also many production,

visual', and utilization d4fferences found that.mighi Have produced conclu-

sions difFerent from those reported in the television.literature concerning

the impact of motion photography on 'attitudes.

A. Attitude toward Film: Generally, researchers reported viewers of

..

film enjoyed it as a communication mode (Lange,
.

et.al., 1956; Redemsky, 1959; for example). However, wherffilm was used

as the basic instructional method the of viewers Are less likely

to be so uniformly positik. Wittich (1959) reported that science

students became interested in science afier.iiewirklilms but they did not

"lookdOrWard to seeing the films." As a partial'reaction to the mixed

opinions of.instructional film viewers, several researchers attempted to

' determine the characteristics Of instructional ':films that tended.to be
A

. valued positiiely by viewers. This wasdone in order to prescribe tech-

niques,that would make teaching films more likely to be favorably received

by students.

Greenhill,and McNiver; (1956) were able'to determine that the .more

useful a learner perceived the information' presented in a film, Or the %

nearer he/she felt they were to the people
0.

the more favorably they would react to\the

or objects depicted in.a film,
4,

film, and learning would be

,
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--linci.easeb. Knowlton and Hawes (1962) found that,a pWtive attitude about

film as a method of teaching and learning was significantly correlated with

knowledge about instructional uses of motion photography. Redemsky (1959)

reported that if a specific procedure for the showing of a film (one that

included preview and review discussions) was used, most students reacted

very favorably to motion photography as a method of instruction.

B. Comparisons Between A few studies were identified that attempted to

Film and Other Modes: determine viewers' liking for instructional,

film by comparing units taught by motion

photography with some other method of teaching. Ganschkow, et.al. (1970)

reported that vocational education students reacted more favorably to filmed

,Instruction than to the same information presented in written form.

Champa (1958) conducted a study that evaluated attitudes toward TV and film

when they were used to teach ninth grade science. Results indicated pupils°

favored the use of TV and film "almost unanimously."

e Two studies compared a film to a-filmograph (still pictures of film

04
mscenes) version of the same script. Miller (1969) hypdthesized that film -

0

1

motion would increase the emotional involvement of viewers and produce

positive attitudinal responses. Results supported this hypothesis.

However, a study conducted by the U.S. Army (Instructional Film Research

Program, 1954) reported that there was no difference in attitudes produced

- toward/film or filmograph versions of a presentation on military police

6.suppOrt foremergenciei.

Similar ioconclus4ve results were reported by Hayes (1966).
44

Students' attitudes toward instruction were not sigpificantly different

between those taught driver's education conventionally and thdie'iaught

. :
4 04.
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using film.

Weisgerber (1960) conducted a large-scale experiment involving the

use of science motivational films in several grade level's of two schools.

Neither junior high or high school students were more favorable toward

filmed instruction than they were toward conventional instruction that

used factual rather than motivational science films.

An interesting adaptation of the use of film in teaching was evaluated

in a study conducted by Mason (1950., In this experiment students

actually produced a film in one class. Students in the film-making group

reported that they enjoyed this technique for learning science more than

students in a conventional treatment.

Generally, results seemed to indicate that students enjoyed filmed

instruction` and had favorable attitudes toward this medium. While the

small numbers of attitude-toward-film studies reviewed made definitive

,conclusions of a general nature impossible, it did seem that film was

more often favorably valued than not, and was generally more positively

valued than televised instruction. Probably the single most important

reason for this was the-fact that most classroom films were commercially

made and were technically excellent, while many TV lessons were locally

prepared, not as well done; and therefore not as favorably received.
.

C. Attitude Toward Content The basic form of content-related film/.
1.1.4

of Filmed Instruction: attitude research involved assessing the

reactions of viewers to info'rmation

. presented by motion pictures. While generalizable conclusions were not

readily apparent, the results of the several studies reviewed in this

category did provide some interesting insights into the liking of the
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__
content of filmed instruction expressed by viewers, even if these insights

were not exactly definitive. As early as 1933, Charters had summarized

several studies that evaluated the impact of film on attitudes of

children. It was found that desired attitudinal outcomes were produced,

but multiple showings of a film tended to confuse viewers' attitudes.

Rizik (1974) wanted to determintif a film on rehabilitation counsel-.

ing would produce positive attitudes toward that topic in college students.

Results indicated that subjects felt positively about this topic after

viewing the film. Wittich, et.al. (1959) also reported positive. affective

reactions to film. These attitudes were expressed by subjects who viewed

the 162 thirty-minute 'films making up the Harvey White Physics rilm Project.

Experimental subjects reported greater positive interest in science than N

did non-film viewing control subjects. However, no differences in science

interest were reported by,Noall and Winget (1959) in a study evaluating

the same phySics film series. Weisgerber's (1960) study of interest

toward Science as influenced by motivational films reported that while

junior high school students were not significantly influenced by the

films, high'school pupils were.

Smith. (1973) compared. attitudes of sociology students toward either

film-only instruction or conventional instruction. Post-tests of attitude

toward the courses tended to demonstrate that the film-only students were

more positive about sociology, but statistically significant results were

not obtained.' Even more negatOe results were reported in one study that

found that unfavorable reactions toward(physics and chemistry were produced

in yfewers of films, as compared to conventionally taught students. These

results were reported as pareof a project evaluation conductedby

Popham and Sadnavitch (1960).

Several researchers attempted to evaluate the film medium to determine

.5(_Ps
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how it could be used more effectively to promote liking of the messages

carried by-motion pictures. Donohue (1973) found that political advertise-
.

ments were perceived-more favorably-in color than in black and white.

Greenhill& McNiven (1956) concluded that students valued the content of a film

morb-positively if they perceived a usefulnbss for the content" of the motion

picture, and if they identified with.the characters or events depicted on the

.film. Weisgerber and.Coles (1971), discovered that while different racial

groups did not react differently to films -bh "self-image" there were

mixed feelings expressed by several ability groupings of subjects.

In summary, there did not seem to be general conclusions apparent

from the studies reviewed in this section. In some cases subjects reported

significantly favorable attitudes toward the content of instructional films.

In other cases, no differences, or negative reactions, were reported. It

would seem likely that there were intervening variables that exerted an

influence on the impact a filmed message had on the messagerelated

atti6des of viewers.

D. .Attitude Changes Toward

the Jontent of Filmed Instruction:

Landmark studies condUcted in the

1930's (Thurstone, 1931; Peterson

and Thurstone, 1933) demonstrated

the p tential impact of motion pictures on the social attitudes of children.

Since then, attitude change has been frequently studied by film researchers.

More

1

an thirty studies were found in the literature that evaluated the

abili of filmed presentations to alter existing attitudes of viewers.

i

"qirstone (1931) found that two versions of.a motion:picture about

the Chinese produced either favorable or unfavorable attitudes in children,

depending on the intent of the message presented in the film. Peterson

1
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and Thurstone (1933) reported on a series of experiments that used motion

pictures to alter the attitudes of. elementary and secondary students`

4:95

attitudes toward topics such as nationality and race, crime, punishment

of criminals, capital punishment and prohibition. They reported that

motion pictures had a defin1te, lasting effect on the social attitudes of

children, especially younger children, and that the viewing of a series

of films on the same topic seemed to have a cumulative effect on the

attitudes of'viewers.

Since the 1930's, when these studies were conducted, there have been

a substantial number of other research studies that have verified the

impact of filmed messages on attitude changes. Levonian (1960, 1962, 1963)

published a series of articles that described the processes used to devclop

a persuasive film on India. Levpnian administered p.questionnaire to

the target Audience and analyzed the responses to this instrument in order

to develop the script for the persuasive film on India. Results of the

final study (1963) showed that the film produced as a result of the data

collected from the questionnaire was successful in significantly changing

the attitudes toward India of .viewers of the motion picture.

Winick (1963) reported that a film oedrug addiction, "The Man With

the Golden Arm", produCed a shift in attitudes of viewers in the direction

of a more permissive attitude toward the narcotics addict, as compared to

controls.' Greenberg (1963) evaluated the attitudinal impact of two films

with identical visual content but opposite narratives. One film claimed .

0
communism was active in the U.S. while the other took the opposing position.

Results indicated that attitudes toward communism were stablized in viewers

of the first motion picture. Subjects who watched the second film developed

,strongly negative attitudes toward the group that advocated that communism

5.0
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was playing an,active role. This was the position presented in the

narration of this film version. Another study (Hanson, 1968)° reported

that a color film on the, necessity for parental involvement in the._ _

----dtveloOnient,of normal speech habits of their children produced an attitude

change in parents-it the direction advocated in the motion picture.

An interesting adaptation of the use of persuasive filths was presented

in a study by Rogers (1973). This experiment evaluated the impact of public

health films on attitudes toward cigarette smoking, safe driving, and

venereal dise4se. Rogers found that the more noxious the film_wasthe----------

more fear that was.arousedin the viewer. However,. it was also found -that,

attitudes of viewers of films on these topics were changed most dramatiCally

when the motion picture either gave effective preventatives, or convinced

the viewer of the likelihood of exposure to theialady depicted in the

Another group of studies that reported positive attitude changes.in

the viewers of-films were those that included some type of post-film

discustion or followkip in the experimental design. Allison (1966) reported

that positive attitude changes toward the film topic science were'only

produced after viewing ten motivational films accompanied by follow-0

discussions. Burrichter (1968) found that-attitudes lxn4FdCOntinuing

education were positiVely changed in viewers of films who also participated

in'lectures and discussions on this topic. In a study by Domyahn (1973)

a non-persuasive film on America's-responsibility for the fall of

Eastern Europe after World War II was used with various types.of

viewing critiques and discussions.. Significant attitude changes were

produced in viewers of the film who also participated in a persuasive

critique. Fay (19741'also used follow -up discussions,after experimental
,

5J.1
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-subjects saw a film-an the need for the design. of barrier free buildings.

Attitudes toward this topic were significantly changed.

*Four additional studies were found in the literature where filmed

treatments were used to positively change.attitudes toward the topics

presented.by motion pictuTes. Greenhill (1957) reported on a study where

a film on the mentally retarded wag used to shift some personality scale

responses of viewers, Alese (1973) also evaluated-the impact of a film

aboUt mental retardation, and reported a small'but significant change in

attitude toward acceptance of the mentally retarded in viewers of the

motion picture. Reid (1970) evaluated the impact of two versions of a

presentation about the church. Both the traditional film version and

multi-image version of the presentation were successful in changing -

attitudes of viewers toward the church in one of two situations. Incidental

instruction in the form of two films, a lecture, class discussion and a

hall display Were found to be successful in changing attitudes of*junior

hgh.students toward the problem of overpopulation (Soarers, 1973).

A final study iBuvinie, 1976l was found in the literature that

reported positive attitude changes in viewersof a filmed treatment. This

_

experiment evaluated the aggression heightening effect.of a violent film

scene on college men. Results indicated that the aggressive motion picture

significantly heightened the strength of a film viewer's written attack

on a partner, as compared to viewers of a non-aggressive film. Aggression

occurred only if evaluation immediately followed viewing. It was theorized

that this heightened tendency towards aggression was produced as a con-

sequecce of viewing the film scene.

A somewhat smaller number of studies were found that reported non-

-

significant attitudinal changes in viewers of persuasive motion pictures.

I19'7 012



During the 1940's McFarlane (1945) was attempting to use motion pictures to

change children'3 attitudes toward other races, and while significant results

were not obtained it was found that "story" films that were'.realtstic to

children were probably better at changing attitudes than "non- - story" films

Kishler (1950) found that college students who viewed persuasive motion

pictures with a main character who had an occupation/position with a high

prestige value for them tended to change their attitude in the directiorr
. .

advocated by the character._ However,_expeEimental results were not

significant.

Spigle (1956) conducted a study on attitude changes of high school

boys toward the armed services. Results were conflicting. While most

viewers of the motion picture changed in their attitudes toward themilitary,

they did so in opposite directions. The motion pictures seemed to have

caused those who were originally less favorable to become more-favorable,

and those who were more favorable 'to become less favorable.

Mental health films shown to prison inmates did not,produce all predicted

changes in attitudes even when group-centered psychotherapy sessions were

included, according to results reported by Greenhill (1957). A similar

inconclusive outcome was discussed in a study conducted by Merrill and

McAshan (1960). This study was conducted to produce attitude changes toward

traffic safety, as a result of viewing a'persuasive film. Even though

considerable pre - production analyses were conducted before the motion

picture was produced,-simt6Y4y to whatIe vonian (1963) attempted, the

predicted attitude shiftt were not produced. . 4

-Merrill (1962):concluded that defensive avoidance prevented altera-

tion`of attitudes as predicted in viewers of "attitude films" that used

dramatic plot and characters to alter social attitudes. Similarly,

51,-)
9,
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Wickline (1965) found no significant changes in attitude toward science

produced in experimental subjects who viewed weekly motivational films ,.

on science.

Two additional studies were found in the literature and neither

reported desired attitude shifts resulting from film treatments. Sullivan.

(1964) found no differences between attitudes of high school girls who

viewed persuasive films on college and those who did not. Bond and

Rosing (1973) showed a film on hunting tp mentally retarded subjects and

found chinges in attitudes that were opposite to those hypothesi,f:d

In spite of the fact that many researchers we're able to prodUce.

attitude changes inyiewers of persuasive motion pictures there were a

smaller but sufficient number of experimenters who used'similar proce-

dures, but who were notable to produce attitude changes (e.g. Levonian,

1963;,as compared to Merrill and McAshan, 1960;_for example)'. Attempts

to find solutions to the inconsistency of reported results were made by

several researchers. Miller (1969) attempted to discover if film motion

had any influence on the emotional involvement of viewers, and thus the

production of attitude changes. A filmograph. was compared to a film on the

same topic. Results supported the hypothesis that the motion picture

version would produCe significantly greater attitude changes than the

still pictures. Browning's (1975) two by three desigrOability by film,

c.

color TV, or black ana white TV) did not produce any significant attitude

differences or interactions toward the topic of nutrition. Morin (1976)

attempted to ascertain if skin color or speech. patterns of the actor in

a film would affect racial attitudes. No significant differences were, reported.

One unique experiment that did produce significantly different

attitude changes was conducted by Schwartz (1970). Three treatment groups

5.14
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were included -in the design of thfi-study, Each group saw the same film,

--but the sound track was altered to either support, glorify, or contradiCt

the anti-war theme of the motion picture. Attitude change in. the direc-

tion advocated by the film were produced when ,the sound track was glorifying

or supporting, but not when it was contradictory.

E. Summary: Obviously, no conclusive statements about the impact of

film on, attitudes should be made. Results of studies

reviewed were not unifoim enough. However, some general implications were

apparent. ;-It would seem that viewers like films, and like to learn from

motion pictures, at least as well as other foes of instruction. It also

would seem that subjects' attitudes toward the content of films was often

quite' positive. VieWers valued information presented by motion pictures.

Additionally, attitude changes were more often thap not produced in viewers'

of persuasive films. Motion pictures were found to be a powirful tool for

delivering controversial messages, especially when extreme care was used

during,plannipg, production, and utilization of the film.' In short', motion

pictures would seem to have been a viable mechanism for delivering infor-

mation when attitudinal outcomes were important.

300
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III. STILL PICTURES.
.____

Still media (slides, filmstrips, filmography, and photo essays) were

.

not evaluated and written about inthe research
-

literature in as greot

a quantity as was experimentation on film,and televisiOn. Twenty-three -

studies were found that evaluatethe impact still visuals had on the

attitudes of viewers,. The absence$of motion in the presentation of visual

inf9rmation was the most obvious difference between this medium anthe .

TV/film media. Evaluations of research on still media We included in

this review to pi-ovide as complete a discussion of the media-attitude

relationship as was possible.
O

A & B. Comparisons of Still Three studies were found that reported'

.Photography to Other Media:, positive` reactions by students toward

instruction bysti1l4pedia. Vander Meer

(1961) reported "highly favorable, reactions of students toward posters

and tape recordings as a method of teaching. .Crist (1967) compared

written prograimed instruction (PI) to programmed.frimes projected one

frame at a time with a 35mm slide projector. It was reported that

students who used the projector were more positive about their instruc-

tional mode than were the traditional PI students. Hempstead (1973)

studied reactions, of sixth graders to five types of mediated presenta-

Lions (print, verbal sound, print with piCtures; print with verbal sound,

and pictures with verbal sound). Results indicated that pupils preferred

print or pictures with verbal sound, and that subjects in these treitmints,

had the most, positive attitudes toward the' learning experience, as

compared to subjects in other..treatments.

5oi 5th
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Two,iZVeriments atteiOted-to-determine if pictorial embelliShments

P.
on still slides improved the attitud6 of viewers-toward the slide medium.

Pe

'Results `were contradictory. Baker yid Popham (1965) reported'that,those- --

subjects who saw an embellished version of a slide presentation were more

favorable to the `presentation than were viewers of unembe-Ilished slides.

A later study by Popharl; (1969)did not repor:t any significant preferences

for embellished slides by viewers.

Filmograph- versions of motion'pictures reported in section II

(instructional ,Film_Reiearch Program, 1954; and Miller, 1967) seemed to
8

provide weak support for the hypothesis that motion versions were a pre-

ferred method of 'instruction to still versions of the same script.

Thus, it would seem that while'still media pictures were favorably

.

received in certain instances, there were other instances reported where

information was depicted more. positively by motion media. Actually, there

were an insufficient number of studies reviewed in this category to

a4.

develop any conclusive opinions on the medium-related attitudes of learners,

C. Attitude Toward Content of 'Nine studies were ilientified in the

__Instruction from Still Media: research litirature that evaluated'the

4

impadt of still yisuals'on the content -

related 1" -tides of learners. Only one study (Vickers, 1972Y reported

positive results. It was found that students who were taught English using
.

a large number of overhead transparencies and worksheets had significantly

more positive attitudes toward that topic than controls. However, results

were suspect because subjects were not randomly assigned and different

instructoretaught.the control and experimental groups.

Four researchers reported no significant differences

ass the result of experiments that evaluated attitudes

4 -
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toward content delivered by still pictures. Reeser (1972) used a slide

presehtation, booklets, and lectures to present information on the construc-
..

tion industry, and while results were not significant, the slide subjects

did possess the most positive attitudes toward the subject. -Kolmos (1970) .

designed a study that compared attitudes of7allege students toward

.statistics after receiving instruction from 35mm slides either in study .

carrels or in the classroom:- Control subjects
_
received lectuminstruc-,

tion. No 'significant differences in attitudes_toward content were reported.

Another study reported that eighth grade mathematics stuilents.Oid pot'

change in their attitudes as a result of filmstrip instruction, and were

not significantly different' from students,traditionally taught (Wilkinson,

1971). Watts (1974). reported no significant differences toward sex

ed ucation fpr students taught by slides, lecture, or independent study.

Four experiments were identified that attempted to evaluate the

characteristics of still pictures when they were used as a method of

instruction. This was to determine if these characteristics had anifjmpact ;

o on the attitudes of viewers. Two studies (Winn and Everett, 1978; and

'.Katzman and Nyenhuis", 1972) compared black and white slides to color slides.
4,

Katzman and Nyenhuis reported that Wcolor slide presentation' produced more

posftive.affective reactions in viewers; but only two of the several
.4

attitudinal comparisons made were significant. Winn and Everett reported

that:color did seem to influence affective meaning;_andthat younger sub-
.

jects were more positively influenced by color than older, subjects.

;
,,,.Ainsworth (1970) varied the frequency of still visual change for either

five', three, or one second intervals. Each slide was viewed for a total of

ten seconds,sbbt there were no attitude differences prodlided that seemed
k

related to frIquency or time of viev,1n Miller a nd Roberts (1965)
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4

t
conducted a similar study to several reported by film and television

4 A.
reseachers, bOt with slides. They doieloped two versions of a slide

presentation but varied the race of the actor.depicted. It was found that
,

the viewer characteristic !'closed-mindednigs" exercised the greatest

. influence on attitude toward the message presented. The most 4

attitudes were expressed by closed- minded individuals exposed to the black

actor.

Results of studies reported in this section did not seem to provide

support for any hypothesis-related to'the positive or negative impact of

still media on content-related attitudes of learners: Few significant
a

findings were repoked. Possibly the informal nature of the classroom. use

b- of slides, filmstrips:or transparencies contributed to this lack of
$

---,...definitive conclusions.

D. Attitude Changes Toward Six'experimental studies were found in the

. Content of Still Picture -literature that were designeto determin4
'd*

Presentations '-s, if attitude changes could be produced as a
.

consequence of instruction from still\

pictures. .Five of the six studies reported desired attitude changes.
t

One of the earliest studies involving mediated materials and attitude

.cliange was conducted by-Janis and Feshbach in 1953. This experiment
4

involved.the.use of "fear-arousing" slide presentations with appeals of

varying strength about the perils-of poor 'dental hygiene.' Results Indi-
o

acted that the slide presentations were effective in producing desired

.-affective responses in viewers, but pit minimal, appeals were more effet,. .

Live than stronger, fear-arousing appeals. Janis and Feshbach concluded

that this was because a strong. appeal increased the likelihood that the

, 0 \
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audience would4be left in a state of emotional tension, and if this tension

was not fully relieved by the reassurances contained in the mes le

audience would tend to ignore or minimize the inporiar-e of the thr.....t:

This conclusconseemed to support those offered in the study by'Rogers
o

(1973) that ovaluited the effects crfear,arousing films on attitudes.

Allen.(1968) also reported resnizs.of a study that supported results
.

found in other media /attitude experimentation (Skinner, 1967; Allison,

1966; and Burrichter, 1968; for example). Allen's study reported that a.

. slide presentation was effective in changing the attitudes of culturally .

disadvantaged students, and that these chatiges were most likely to occur

when students were allowed to actively participatR in, and responto, the
N.-

message. Also, low, less knowledgeable students were most

susceptible to attitude change. Jouko (1972) reported'similar results.
.

4

in a study on social studies attitude change. There was a negative

relationship found between amount of attitude changeand,pre-instruction

.

familiarity about social studies.,

even

Litcher (1969) conducted an experiment withpcissible implications for

the textbook industry. Results supported the FOothesis that the use' of

multi-ethnic pictures in textbooks would produci positive race-related

attitude changes in students who used them. !last, PiersmeT) 974) found

that attitudes toward Africa were successfully changed through the use of an

audio-visual Presentation.on that topic.

Only one study was found where still;pictures were unsuccessful in

producfng desired attitude changes. 'Smith (1972) reported that a film-
:

striP/tape presentation designed to alter teachers' attitudes about

behavioral objectives did not produce any uniform attitude alterations

'b05

though different personalitytyl4s seemed to be influenced differently

5;1'i) .



by the presentation.

me

E., Summary: Because of the small number of studies found and reviewed

. that examined the impact of still pictures on attitude

formation and change, few conclusions can be proposed. It does seem that

still media "did not produce'as large a.percentage of favorable rantions in

viewers as did television'and film. The exception to this generalization

was in the area of attitude change. it did seem that still media instruc,

tion wassticcessful in'producing desired attitudinal changes in viewers,

and these positive outcomes were most likely to be found when the still

media was designed, produced and used properly. This finding supported

similar conclusions reported in the television and film sections of this

review.

ere11
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IV. EVALUATION OF PROCEDURES USED IN MEDIA/ATTITUDE RESEARCH

. Without attempting An in-depth analysis of research and research

design, there seemed to be four prevalent characteristics of the media/

attitude research reviewed in this paper that prompted a critical question-

ing of the resulti and conclusions offered. .These design faults seemed'

soinewhat unique to this area of educational research, and not as typical

of other forms of instructional experimentation. Certainly, these deficiencies -

were, not found in all, or even most of the studies reviewed. However,

these problems occurred often enough so that they should be considered

when research conclusions are offered, and should be avoided when future

experimentation tn this area is planned.

A. Definitions: Apparently, attitude was a difficult concept for

researchersrto adequately define. Actually, attitude

. was used as such a broad, all-inclusive term that a single definition for

all studies would not have been adequate. However, it is imperative-in future

research that whenever "attitude" is measula the experimentermust define

what is meant by that term in the'specific research situation undr study.

This operational definition should be based on attitude-literature and

'should be clearly stated for the research consumer. A common fault of the

research reviewed above was the failure by experimenters to operationally

define what was meant by attitude.

Additionally, much of the media/atttude experimentation reviewed

seemed to have been designed in a theoretical vacuum, especially the

attitude change studies. There seemed to have been little effort at

relating attitude hypotheses or results to any theoretical framework.

0,?;)



In fact, many researchers failed to include any review of attitude research

in the literature sections of their studies. It would seem imperative that

future media/attitude research should carefully draw upon the literature of

attitude change and'perception theory, for example, when experimental

studies are developed.

B. Measurement: It has been said that an experimental treatment is only

as good as the measure used to determineits.success.

The measures used in studies reported above often, seemed to beefaulty.

0
In over fifty percent of the reviewed studies no standardization of the

attitude measurement tool appeared to have been attempted. Fewer thpn

twenty percent reported any descriptive information about their attitude

tests. Most measures seemed to have been locally prepared and intended

for use only once--in the specificstudf reported.

C. Design: Many studies reviewed that were conducted prior to Campbell

and Stanley's (1963) publication on research design did not

use generally accepted experimental procedures when testing attitude

hypotheses. This was to be expected. What Was of greater concern was the

poor design and control procedures used in more recent studies. The problem

As compounded by the fact that attitude measurement was often not of primary

concern to the researcher, but rather was a post-hoc analysis that had

peripheral Importance and connection to the main purposes and design of

the study. Attitude hypothesis testing should demand the same design rigor

as the testing !of any experimental question.

Long term follow-up of the results of treatments was

almost uniformly nonexistent in the attitude research

reviewed. Many critics of attitude research.consider attitudes to be

4?3
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transitory and attitude changes short-lived. While there is some evidence

to refute this criticism in the psychological literature On altitudes,

the long term consequences of mediated instruction on learner attitude

needs additional evaluation.

Obviously, when the problems described above permeate a body of

research it is difficult to identify 'relationships or,trends.* However,

it is the opinion of this reviewer that in several categories thequality

and quantity of research efforts allows for the.development of fairly

concrete conclusions by the reader. The foundations for the review.

summaries provided in the foll'owingsection'of this paper were-based on

this substantial number of high quality experiments.
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N. SUMMARY AND OPINIONS

The very nature of educational research often prohibits the develop-

ment of conclusions that can be widely applied to'a variety of situations.

This review tended to uphold that limitation of research in general and

especially in the specific area of instructional media and attitudes. In

every category of review there were substantial numbers of studies that

offered contradictory results. While the percentages of positive, or

predicted, results reported were often very high in man? categories,

the obvious inadequacies of many experimental designs, coupled with the

numbers of non-significant findings, p.rohibited the reviewer from develop-.

ing any prescriptive conclusions about the relationship between media and

attitudes. As a matter of fact, it would seem do this reviewer that.onlj

one, broad, general conclugionconcerning the relationship between media

and attitudes was apparent and that this conclusion was a most obvious one.

Instructional media is.primarily a carrier of information, and plays its

greatest role in the teaching /learning process as a delivery mechanism.

'Characteristics of media-and mediated instruction, such as.flexibiliti of

use, accessibility of materials. and equipment, and relationship of content

characteristics to specific Media characteristics, for example, were

probably most important in determining affective Catcones in learners

(or cognitive ones, for that matter) in the studies reviewed. Any inherent

communication-related characteristics of a given form of media were probably

of secondary importance in the determination of attitudinal outcomes.

However, a reviewer would be just as remiss in his/her mission by

not offering the reader opinions abo'ut how to interpret review information.

careful examination of the experimental research reviewed above does
t)0:-
, -.4)
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foster certain "research opinions" in the reviewer. -These opinions, while

certainly not definitive, might possibly be valuable in providing guidance

for future researchers interested in this aria. Also, it was obvious that

there were a large number of successful studies that used techniques

valuable to the researcher as well as to the developer of mediated instruc-

tion. The synthesis of such information was stated in the terms of

"Research Opinions". These "opinions" were annotated by citing,those

studies that suppbrted each.

I. Research Opinion - General

Instructional medi?, materials that were most likely to produce positive'
or desired'attitude in learners were those that.were specifically
'planned for this purpose and that included procedures or activities
designed to influence all three of the components of attitude (affective,
cognitive; and behavioral; ZimbardO and Ebbesen, 1970).

A. Methods of positively influencing the affective'component of
attitude:

Specific Opinion hi - Realistic" media (with many visual cues, .

for example) seemed to be preferred and
"liked" by students (Ganschow, 1970; Katzman
and Nyenhuis, 1972; Booth and Miller, 1974;
for example). In other words,, realistic
situations depicted realistically seemed to
be highly regarded by viewers'of mediated
instruction.

Specific Opinion 02 - Technically "well-done" materials that were
specially designed seemed to be valued highly
by learners (Leyonian, 1960, 1962, 1963; for
example).

8. Methods of positively

attitude:

Specific Opinion 03 -

pli,

influencing the cognitive component of

Students seemed to react. more favorably when
"new" information was presented in a
persuasive communication, or in a mediated
lesson (Knowlton and Hawes, 1962; Allen;
1968; Jouloi, 1972; for example).
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Specific Opinion #4 - Younger students seemed to be most likely
to react favorably to mediated instruction
when it was presented realistically, possibly
because new information was being presented
to them (Peterson and Thurstone, 1933; Winn
and Everett, 1978; for example).

Specific Opinion #5 ,-Information presented by some credible source,
or in a credible manner, tended to-be valued
most favorably by viewers (Kistler, 1950;
Seiler, 1921; O'Brien, 1973; 'for example),

C. Methods of influencing the behavioral component of attitude:

Specific Opinion #6 - Students who were actively involved in.the
planning and/or production of mediated instruc-
tion seemed to be favorably directed towards
the medium used, and toward the message
delivered (Erickson, 1956;

Simonson, 1977; for example);

Specific Opinion #7 - When students were involved inthe delivery
of mediated instruction, such"as by answering
questions, or by participating in the sequenc-
ing of materials, they seemed likely to be
positively affected (Kraus, 1962; Goldman,
1969; Coldevin,.1975; for example)..

Specific Opinion #8 - When follow-up discussions and critiques were
used in conjunction with 'mediated instruction,
students tended to react favorably toward the
medium and content discui,sed, and were more
likely to change attitudes in desired directions.
(Allison, 1966; Skinner, 1967; Burrichter,
1968; Domyahn, 1973; Fay, 1974; for example").

specific Opinion #9 - Any technique of design, production, or
delivery that increased.a viewers emotional, .

involvement was likely to produce desired
attitudes or attitude changes, if there was
ample opportunity during the instructional
situation for the student to alleviate the
arousal produced. This alleviation should have' been
related to the attitude, position desired or'
advocated (Janis and Feshbach, 1953; Miller,
1969;*Rogers, 1973; for example).' .

II. Research Opinion - General a

:Merely converting a message from one media delivery type to another
usually had little positive affect on the attitudes of learners toward
the instructional activity, or the content presented, and often had an
adverse influence on the attitudes of learners. There was no "best"
medium for influencing attitudes (Walton, 1963; Backens, 1970; Meyer
and Gute, 1972; Levine, 1973; for example).

"
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Depending on the reader's frame of reference, mediated instruction

either- greatly influenced, or did not greatly influence the attitudes of

:students. If mediated instruction was defined to include the entire

learning .process of which ;television, film or still pictures were a part,

then'those media didseem to contribute to the attitude formation and

change of viewers. If only the media themselves were evaluated, then

conclusions were much less Conclusive. It would appear that mediated

instruction was only one variable operating during the process of forming

or changing attitudes, and that media played a role of varying importance, -

depending on the Secific situation under study.

,61p
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.TABLE 1. CATEGORY SYSTEM OR REVIEW OF MEDIA/ATTITUDE EXPER tQENTS

Attitude Category

. .

,

A. Toward
Medium

B. Comparisons
To Other

.
Methods

.

C. Toward
Content

.

D. Changes
Toward
Content \

Totals

I. Television :12* 13 18

.

20

33

63 ',

56

II. Motion .

Pictures

.

6

.

7 10
. .

III.

.

Still-

Pictures_

.

.

(combination
.

.

8

of A and B)

1

.

9

.

6 23"

7":" -
142

4

* Number of studies in this category
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Relating What is to be Learned to What 4s Kgown:

-Subsgpotive alggeilcigg4 Co-ordinationL and Cognitive Skilli

Activation

\ One of the most important functioni of. instruction is

to assist learners in relating, n.ev content to existing ,

cognitive structures. Aisibel's development of the advance

organizer vas an attempt to,serve:this2functiou, but the

approach has not been widery adopted. for a variety of'

reasons, including a, lack '-of specificity about different
.

says ii which such relationships can be made or facilitated.

This paper reports on some recent advances in the detailed

specification of three - different Ways of effecting,

relationships between what is. to be learned and what has

already been assimilated within cognitive" structure.. These

three 'methods are the use of sgimugotive muencing of

instructional content, the use ,of coordinate lin/ages

between content constructs, and instruction in and

\. ;

activation of appropriate or cognitive skillsA for

aanipulatinq and iOcessing unfamiliar content (see Figure
\\

\"\

1)

Insert Figure 1 about here.

Ausubel's work on the nature of meaningful learning

emphasizes, the centricity of the learner's cognitive

O
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"structure in the acquisition of skills and knowledge

.(Ausubel, 1964; . 1967). The act of !linking meaningful""

.requires bdth..the potential for,relatability in the content
.

to be learned and the potential for relating that content
,

within the learner. Hean::,agful learning is a ,constructive

process,, in which linkages hettiden external and internal

content structures must be carefully and consciously built

by the learner (see Figure 2). The Conscious nature of this

process requires an intent n'the learner!s part to make ..-

relationships and connections: as previously stated, that

intent is delimited by the quality, guantity, and stability..

of the constructs and links already preselit within cognitive

structure.

Insert Figure 2 about here.

. :

Ausubel has suggested the use of advance organizers, -

WhIch aie general constructs of.greatet abstractness and

,inclusiveness than the constructs to be -assimilated; he"

maintains that introducto;y, use of such content !provides
.

ideational anchorage for the constructs to be f learned."

However, the advance organizer has come under fire as being
.

difficult to operationalize and research results are often

non-replicable. What appears to be needed is a more precise,

means of analyzing the types of relationships that can and

'do exist among constructs in a subject area and a more

.piecise set of strategi for assisting learners in
N

5.1G
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A.4

perceiving and' using those relationships as .strategies for

'learning. ThuS, the call- is for a, greati. variety,' of
.

1

vell-defibei Strategies to' aid in the proceSs of meaningful
..

.

learnin0'.

Whatcvm041sh,to discuss today is not new or different
t

from the 'lines of research and Pleorsbuilding that have

characterized cOgnitisve'psychologxover the past several

decades. Rather, we offer -a,,,reanalysis and synthesis of

several, lines of work qn models of instruction and a set of
.

pmescriptions for the organization of instruction that take

into account the relationships among content in a 'subject

area. We can begin with a brief descrirtiotiof the lexicon

in which thesd.'rilationihips and strategies *rill

de cmibed.-

MerFill's.(Merrill and Wood, 1974) .work on a taxonomy

owf tiuctional variables has delineated two major kinds of

initruictional elekents: an instance, a specific object or

event (or its reOreseniatipn vhich exists oi,could exist-in

the real world; and a generaliti, a statement- of a
. A. .

definitional or '.propositional relationship which- can be
.

I, applied to more than"bne object or evtnt (i.e., 'instance)..

?or example, the concepts "literature", "poetry ", and

"sonnet" are all generalities, while "Shall I Compare Thee

To a Sinister's DWI is an instance of all'three-getleralities.

On the .basis of analysis,of'the type' of 'operation involved

in deriving the element (identity; descriptiwe.,--

productive) and the meaningful or rote nature of the
.
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operation, Merrill (Reigeluth, Mereill, and Bunderson, 1978)

has identified five major types of subject matter content or

constructs: facts, subsets, concepts, ,procedures,

principles.

Moreover, with the exception of -facts, each of the

content types can be manipulated at three different task

levels: 'remember, us;.;', and find. For example ope can

remember *the definition of a concept.(the set of ctitical

attributes) or an familiar instance of that concept, or 'one

can use 'the definition to classify unfamiliar instances, or,

given a set of instances, one can identify and .use the

common attributes to form a) concept definition which

characterizes their identity as a set (see Figure 3.) .

O

Insert Figure 3 about bete.

A"ccordingly, considerations of.contept element, content

type,' ant: task level can be used to characterize subject

matter constructs individually and in relatio:.:,nip to each

other. Analyses of the individual constructs and their

relationships to each other lead ,to prescription of

instructional stratelies that. are specific to the type of

'Construct or relationship that must be acquired by the

learner. Borer 4t is e'.ur hypothesis that learning

increases to, xtent that learners are helped to

-understand hw, on.l.y that constructs in a content area are

related, but also how 'they are related: Relationships

5



-\, and /.between$ familiar nd unfamiliar content can be as

being one of twom ajci: types --,hierarchical or coordinate.

Each type can t lake' several forms (sie Figure 4). .

Insert Figure 4 .about here.

RELATIOISHIPs

- Mrarchical Allati6nshig.s. Hierarchical relationships
exist between generalities and, their instances and among

/

enpsa awl Their Instance's. gene ality' a

Oneralities.

concept, procedutie, or principl

relates gr'ou,n lof natural_ p

hypothetical, ev jin though their

the status of 'convention or sta
people. The instances of a gene

real world and function to make

explains, classifies, or
enomena.'-, Generalities are

expression mayhave acquired

dard among large groups of

ality have existence in the
generality meaningful.

"hot" by touching thing's

armth and associating the

Thus, a child leans the generali
(instances) of vaOying degrees of

se\iation of eaai! h with the conceAt. The instances become
\ .ass ciated with 'the concrnt and the concept with the

instances.i In otder to be able to use the concept to

classify new instances, the child \must encounter many

different instance's which exhibit di fering values of the
attribute "temperature" and must learn to judge which of
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those instances fall within the parameteri defining

membership the "hot° class. Thus, the generality becomes

meaningful and usable only through multiple instantiation.

Generalities and Glgeralities. Hierarchical

. relationships also exist among generalities. The most

troadly applicable of these hierarchical relationships is

the taxonomy. In taxonomic relationships, higher-order

generalities subsume lower -cyder generalities, which in turn

subsuml_ even lower-order generalities. For example,

ft:Aterature° subsumes °poetry° which in turn subsumes

°sonnet°. At the apex of the taxon..my is the most general,

abstract, and inclusiYe generality; at progressively lower

levels, the generalities becoie more specific, concrete, and

limited. Equally, the set of acceptable instances becomes

smaller at each lower level of the taxonomy. -The 'set of

instances for the generality "vertebrate" is much larger,

and has broader cricical attributes, than the- set of

instances for the generality °dog°, which in turn is larger

than the set for*the generality °spaniel°.

The taxonomic s&ucture utilizes two kinds of

relationships among generalities; one generality may be a

gart or .a kind of another higher-order generality. Par

example, we can talk about the parts of a poem (stanzas,

lines, imagery, and theme) cr the kinds of poems ,(sonnets,

odes, ballads, or limmericks) .

tabh type of generalizable content can be' represented

in 'parts- or kinds taxonomies. Principles are composed of

55!)
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parts which are concepts: several different kinds of more

specific and concrete principles may be subsumed under a

highly abstract, general principle. Higher-order concepts

are defined in terms of attributes which are themselves

lower-order concepts;. also, lower-order concepts are parts .

or kinds of higher-order ones. And general procedures

Subsume more specific lower-order procedures and are

composed of parts or steps (see Figure 5) .

The structure of content in a subject matter area can

thus be analyzed into the kinds of relational components

---the kinds of content--- and the nature of relationships

among those components. Both the individual constructs and

their relationships can and should be taught.-

Insert Pigure 5 about here.

Co-ardinate Relationships. Co- ordinate relationships among

instances and among generalities are another important and

useful type of connection. Co-ordinate relationships can be

made in three ways.

Co-ordination among tnstances. Instances of the same

generality have co- ordinate relationships whose emphasis

during instruction can enhance learning of the generality.

Even while they share a common set of attributes, instances

differ from each other in two ways, first in the levels or

values of their' shared attributes (for concepts) or the

appropriate contexts for application (for procedures or

55.1 535



principles) and 'second in non-shared but distracting

. components of attributes or contexts. Identification and

use of similarities and differences among instances.of a

generality assists learners in increasing their ability to

generalize' beyond the instances provided during the

instruction (see Figure 6) .

Insert Figure 6 about here.

Ve

-Cg=ordinatign among Generalities. Generalities have

co-ordinate relationships, with each other, as_patts or-kinas

of_bigher-order, subsuming generalities. Fitting a new

generality within the learner's existing knowledge involves

linking it both bierarChically and laterally to already

familiar constructs. For example, the three kinds of

sonnets - -- Shakespearean, Petrarchan, and Spenserian--- are

kinds-coordinates under the more general concept "sonnet".

The more familiar Shakespearean can be used to anchor the

other two less familiar kinds through comparison and

contrast. The more links and the more kinds of iinks among

generalities a l'arner is able to make, the more fitmly.the

new construct will be anctiaTed and retained. At the same _

time, generalities must be demonstrably separate from each

'other or obliterative subsumption (Ausubel, 1967) will

occur. The instructional identification of co-ordinate
4

- linkages ---similarities and differences--- among

generalities at the same taxonomic level may help to prevent



1

1

obliterative subsumption (see Figure 7).

%

Insert Figure 7 about here.

Analogic Eglationgligs. The preceeding discussion has

focused on types of relationships among constructs within a

single subject-matter area. However, subject-matter areas

can sand should be related to one another, by means of

analogy and metaphor. Such analogic ',_statements- create

r----co,-ordin-a-teli-nkages among generalities of different areas;

I

they can be useful whenever the constructs to be taught are

so. new and unfamiliar to learners that no subsuming or

co-ordinate constructs are available from the learner'

.prior knowledge and experiences within the subject matter

area to be learned to provide ideational" anchorage. An

analogy creates co-ordination between two normally very

dissimilar constructs; it is useful for producing

comparative transfer of crucial qualities from. one construct

to another. To help learners understand the dynamic nature

of a city, a sociology professor can compare the city to a

living organism'; this analogy to a familiar biological

construct can immediately and vividly articulate the crucial

characteristics of a city in recognizable terms for learners

(see Figure 8). It is a.dramatic, cogent, and useful means
.

of explication, and one which is too seldom used in

instruction.
....

.,
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Insert Figure 8 about here

mlo

Activating Colnitige glillg. Equally important is the

instructional. identification of the kinds, of relationships

that exist among the various types of constructs.

Instruction should make explicit the relationships among

component concepts of a principle, defining how tile-cOio20is

relate (.as parts of the whole) and how the lower-order, more

specific principles are special cases (kinds) of the

higher-order case. Instruction should make explicit the

relaticinships among attributes of a concept and' how the

lower-order concepts are parts . (attributes) or kinds

(special cases) of the higher -order case. And instruction

should make explicit the relationships among the steps

(parts) of a procedure and how the simpler, more specific

lover -order procedures are special cases (kinds) of the

higher-order one. Thus instruction should not only identify

and use hierarchical and co-ordinate relationships among

constructs as the basis for organizing the instruction, but

also make explicit what those. types of relationships are

which can exist among various types of constructs and how

learners can use them to manipulate content on their own.

Therefore, one additional kind of linkage merits

discussion. The analytic and constructive activities by

which designers and teachers identify constructs and

relationships can be considered as constituting another Kind

of subject-matter area of equal importance _in school
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learning. Generic or cognitive skills, such as definition,

description, taxonomizing, and .metaphor-making, represent a
. ;

critical kind of knowledge which must also be. meaningfdlly

acquired during schooling. If we consider these skills as

constituting a separate subject -mat ter area, .we ,can see that

they exist as generalities for which instances can be,

identified, that they can be used at all three task levels

Aremember, use, and find), and that they consist of all five

types of, constructs (facts, subsets, concepts, procedures,

and principles).* Thus, hierarchical and lateral
. .

relationships among these skills can be identified and used

,for instruction in theSe skills . Equally important, these

skills, once acquired, pan be activated as another means of

clarifying constructs in any subject-matter area. A

construct in an area such as biology can be made meaningful
.

for learners by instructional 'methods which explicitly

identify the construct as an instance of the

- skill-generality. Thus, a taxonomy of plants can be taught

both as a set of biological constructs and as -an example of

taxonomizing. Explication of both the biological construct

and the -skill construct increases the types of ideational

anchorage aYailabLe for the plant taxonomy. A model

airplane and a blueprint of. a house can instantiate the

concept .19modelo; the skill of model-building can be

activated to help make meaningful the nature- of an

instructional model (see Figure 9). Thus, the activation of

familiar cognitive skills and the identification of specific

0
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constructs (from the desired subject area) as instances of

the',use of those skills enhances the learning of the deiired

subjectfmatter area.

ti

41

Insert Figure 9 about here.

STMEGIES

The, identification and use of hierarchical and

co-ordinate relationships among constructs is an important

Itteofor designihg instruction. Specific organizational

'strategies can be specified fOr using each type of

relationship to facilitate meaningful learning.

StEateligl for taphaaiIing lierarchical Relatignshigs.

To teach an individual construct, the primary strategy

is instamtkation. A generality is meaningful acquired to

.the extent that it is tied to, referrents in the real world.

instances. should be selected to meet- the following criteria:

First, a large enough set of instances, should be selected to

represent a sampling of the range of types of possible

instances. The instances should be divergent tdemonstrably

-different) on several nonrelevant components. The set

should be sufficiently large to permit slow learners to

acquire the construct. The set should represent a range of

levels of difficidtv,-from.very easy_to_very_difficult. The

9

set should' include both familiar and unfamiliar instances.

5 G



Finally, instruction should continue on any one generality

until the learner is able to generalize to the range of

possible instances beyond those provided for instruction.

Component Display Theory Iherrill, in press) contains a

set of strategy prescriptions for utilizing instances.

Included are strategies for selecting and sequencing

instances across a range of difficulty:levels, for utilizing

instandes.which are divergent on noncritical attributes, and

for matching instances with non'instances.

To teach a set of related constructs, the 'primary

strategy is elaboration. A set of generalities is more

-effectively learned to the extent that the relationships

among the .members of the set are explicated and used as

learning strategies. Thesmost superordinate, constructs

should 'be taught -first,' and linked to constructs already

familiar to learners. Then the set of generalities -which

represent parts .or kinds of that superordinate generality

should be taught next. Each second-level generality should

4 be taught explicitly in terms of its relationship to the

subsuming generality. Each should be instantiated

separately. Third, the next level of elaboration should

present generalities which are parts or kinds -of each

separate-second-level generality; agair, the parts or kinds

relationship for each hierarchical link should be made

explicit and instantiation should occur for each generality

separately.. This progressively elaboratet organizational"

structure should constitute the basic form of the instection p

541



and should continue until all generalities have been taught
,

terns of .their hierarchical'relationships to each other.

the Elaboration Theory (Reigeluth, 1979). prescribes

strategies for utilizing an elaborated hierarchy of subject
.

matter constructs. Included ;are strategies for

key constructs ,to be ...taught and, their

(Fonceptdal, procedural,Cor theoretical) ,x for constructiig a

hierarchy of,content within that orientation, for presenting
4 .t..

that hierarchy in terms of a series of ,,levels of increasing

identifying

orientation.

.

detail and specificity, and for synthesizing and summarizing

4each level of the elaborated structure before pioceding With

next level (see Figure 10).

A

.Insert Figure 10, about here.

Ve

.2tratnies foie Emphasizing Co-ordinate Relaii2aships.

In instruction on a single generality, the primary

strategy, is comparison and contrast among instances.--
Instances should be presented in terms of their shared

critical attributes as. well as in terms of non-shared
_-

attributes or-irrelevant components. The set of' instances

should repnesent,the range of acceptable values. on critical

components, while being is divergent ''as possible on

non-critical components. Practic,,in distinguishing between

acceptable and nonacceptabl.e instances should also be

provided.

Component Display Theory (Merrill, in press) prescribes

55s
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0

*tie: use of matched noninstances 'and divergence to

taciliatate meaningful acquisition of the generality and to

.prevent applicatiori errors.
-

For :instruction on a set of related generalities,' the

principal strategy is synthesis at the conclusion of

iliVruckion at each level of elaboration. The set of

gene a-11.-tretiti.ting a particilar'level
.

should be

.

..
, .

,prey fted in ferms$ of their relationships to each other

(co-oldinate kinds or parts)' and those characteristics.

Almtin uishing one generality from another explicat4. et-

..this tmge an , expanded taxonomy. containing both
,

coordinate linkages should also be a topic

4 in;i .uCtion.- learners must be Able io reinforce or
.,

correct their understanding of how gene ies relate to

each other as 'well as u their in'sstances, and to other

generallti4s--Ulth which th4y were previously familiar.

Instrictipnt at the next level of elaboration should not

I

beginuutil learners can demonstrate their understanding of

relationships at that particular level (see Figure 11).

4/

EE ar

Thp%Elaboration Theory (Reigeluth, 1979) calls for

-

Insert Figure 11 about here

esenting (1) a simplified version of the synthesizer for a

psson before the lesson, and (2) a complete version of the

ynthesizer for a lesson after the lesson.

Strategies for Relating Extremely Unfamiliar Content.
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,.

Odciiionally,, the content' to be learned,' may be so novel
.

'or unfamiliar to learners that no subsuming or coordinating
,.construct within that subject matter area o.s available in,- /

the . learners*, cognitive structure o2t anchOr the new
. .

,

:
knowledge. In such cases, the principal strategy is, the use
:. .
of analogy and metnhor'by Which a construct in some other

subject area serves to familiarize t he construct of
.

iinterest. -An analogy or metaphor serves as a "faro
. .

coordinate link between the constructs of interest and some

other subject area 'Ithro'ngh a kinds
.
relationship.' The

familiar construct and the new construct 'are presented as

_sharing certain characteristics which. are famiaiar to the
i

learner. The learners' knowledge of the* .shared

characteristics is used to familiarize the new construct so
, AN.

. that the new construct can be meaningfully placed within the
t

. construct" hierarchy_ in the subject area of interest.. Thus,

the analogy -or metaphor is utilized to explicate the salient
1 .

characteristics of the new construct so that the 'hew
0

construct becomes meaningful (see Figure 12).

\
Insert Figure 12 about here.

'4 .. .
Itrategies for pjahasimi.j_21 the Structlige dr -the Content. '

Concommitant with instruction on the constructs of interestd-
An a particular subject matter area, there _should also .occur

instruction in the nature of the structure of that area and
in skills for deciphering and using that structure. Once



generic cognitive skill2 hive been acquired,. le4rners should

be directed, by the instruction to activate those_ skills in

order to examine how constructs relate to one another and in

order to continuediden.tifying and using those yelatfonships

filecr, own; COgnitive skills should be practiced, using

the subject areaof interest as instance pool. InstructiOn

should emphasize how to analyze, or define, or construct

analogies, as well as how to us.504the fruits of such

ac Ivities performed by designers and teachers. Instruction
. .

should halivdu'al goals of'competence in a particllar content
. e.

it

area and ' competence in critical thinking and

problem-solviinT.
-

Theatribary strategy for emphasizing acquisition of

relaeronshipS Is activatio2 gf arvionii leaned cognitive

smells and ilstuction,isas needed, in new skills (see.Figure

13). liveral mpdels of cognitive skills instruction .

the reader-is". referred to Gagne and Briggs (1974) And

4 O'Neill (1978) as examples.-

Insert Figure 13 about here.
O

PROBDURES

Prgceduges_lorEmphasiziag Hierarchical- R212tigiahig2
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_Isztances. .."_Ccmponent Display Theory provides the mo41 for

'structuring, a lesson toc teach a ting1( construct (c4Cept,,

procedure, or princip10. Four prescriptions relate

directly to the use of instances (see. Figure 14). First,

'instances s!"-uld be selected which represent a range of '

levels .of easy! or familiar instances\shoUld be
1

presented before unfamiliar or difficult ones. Moreover,

both irstructioial insfahces and practice instances should- '

dppear_in easy-to-difficult sequences.

.11

Insert Figure 14 about here.

. Second, the instances, should be divergent With respect

to noncritical components so that learners can be helped to
---

avoid-undergeneraliz.ing or overgeneralizing the construct.

For ,procedures and principles, contexts of instances should

be varied on at 1e4st, two dimensions; , for concepts,

noncritical attributes _should vary on at least two

dimensions.

Third, instance! and feedback for instance practice

should cocain attribute isolation so that the salient ,

characteristics of the instances are separated. and

emphasized for ease in perception. Algorithms and Mnemonics

should be `used to assist learners in structuring their

analysis and emlloyment of instances.

Finally, instances should be presented for both

I

4. in4tructiOn and practice in a variety of representational

1 -

a

4
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forms. Verbal, pictorial, and diagramm'tic. representation

of instances provide' learners, with addition 1 modes for

relating instances to generalities since 1 diffeLant

representational forms 'cue different memorial structures and

retrieval strategies (F.o a detailed sequence of p ocedurei
4

for implementing the strategy of instantiation, sea errill,

Reigeluth, and Faust, 1979).,

6.

Procedures for Relating ,Generalities. Elabortion

Theory delineates a set- of procedures for structuring

\instruction on a set of generalities. There are three bafic

strategies for developing an elaborated Structure(of content

within -7a subjet area (see Figure 14). 1First, an

orientation structure be selected that is congruent
, .

.

i

with the cuurse goals and objectives. The orientation mal
\

be )conceptual, procedural, or theoretical. Using that

\

orieintation, the constructs constituting the course are then

delineated and intra-construct relationships are specified.\

The result of this effort is a taxonomy of the key;

constructs to ho. taught.' Higher-order, more inclusive
J, .

1

o4nstrUcta occupy the top portion 3f the taxonomy and are 1

used instructionally to anchor the lower-crder, less
. i

inclusive constructs in the 'Omer portions or the taxonomy

through the process of subsumption. The orientation

structure determines the kinds of strategies to be utilized

in developing the elaborated structure.

Second, the epitome should be constructed. The epitome

5 e



is a synthesizing set of constructs which Summarize, at a
.

very general level, the entire content structure to be

taught. It portrays only the most important aspects of the

orientation structure, and its related supporting

Structures. In epitome is like an overview, but it is

derived frOm an Orientation structure and is taught through

the strategy of instantiation.

Third, the elaboration structure must be comstructea in

layers of increasing detail and complexity. The

,superordinate constructs are the most ,general and simple;

each succeeding 'layer adds complexity and detail to

--elaborates on--- the layer before it. The complete

elaboration structure contains all the subject matter

constructs and their interrelationships in the area. Each

level of elaboration is taught separately by developing

parts or kinds relationships among- its constructs and the

superordinate constructs of the previous (higher) level, by

--identifying the parts-coordinatE or kinds-coordinate

relationships among the constructs within that level of

elaboration, and by instantiating each construct

individually (For more detailed information on the

construction of elaborated content -structures, see

Reigeluth, Merrill, Rilson, and Spiller, press; and

heigeluth and Rogers, 1980):

1

1.rocedures for EmRhasizing Co-ordinate Relationships

5

IJ



.
o

Procedures for Relating instances within a Single

-,Generality.-- The procedure consists of three strategies (see

Figure 14)e First, matched instances and noninstance$

should be presented '-ogether during instruction so that

learners can be made aware of the importance of attending to
4

both critical and .noncritical aspects of the instances.

Second, alternative representations of instances should be

used to assist .learners in avoiding undergeneralizing to

instances in different representational forms. Finally,

instances which are divergent on several noncritical aspects

should be utilized to help learners avoid undergeneral:zing

(For more detailed information 'on the selection and

sequencing `of .instances, see Merrill, in press).

Procedures for Relating Genpralities at the sloe Lexel

'of Elaboration. There are three strategy components in

building instruction that elucidates co-ordinate

-7-relationships among generalities (see' Figure 14). First,

the type of r lationship ---kinds or parts--- should be made

overt and the attributes or elements which separate the

different generalities should also be articulated. Thus,

the higher-order construct should be used to anchor the

various lower-order parts or kinds: then comparison and

contrast among the lover-order constructs should be used to

identify their uniquenesses and their co-ordinate
4

relationships. second, the instruction on each level of

elahoration should commence and conclude with the relational

5C5
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structure in the form of an internal synthesizer which

.articulates the parts or klnds relationships in advance of

rand after instruction on each separate generality within

that level. Third, an external synthesizer should be

_provided at the conclusion of the entire layer of

elaboration to relate that layer to the orientation

,jstrucure as 'a whole. Thus, by building co-ordinate

relationships within each level of elaboration and

hierarchical relationships among levels of the elaboration,

relationships among generalitles ar.e elucidated and taught.

Procedures For Relating figeeralities Across Sekiect

!latter REeas. The analogy provides the basis for the

_strategy for-relating generalities from different subject

matter areas "(see Figure 14). The familiarizing analogue

lust already exist in cognitive structure, or he aquired

prior to its use. There are three strategies involved in

using analogies., First, the familiar analogue must be of

the same content type (concept, principle, or procedure) and

at the same level of generality and inclusiveness es the

content it is intended to familiarize. Second, the critical

attributes of the familiar analogue should be articulated

and compared with the similar critical attributes-or the new

content. Third, the?. instruction must make the learner aware

of the limitations of the analog/ (aspects where the analogy

breaks down). The .analogy is most 'useful when it

familiarizes several related. constructs. Therefore; the
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instructional analogy (familierizer) is a tool for proviling

ideational scaffolding for extremely unfaeiliar content

Which has no within - subject - matter -area anchorage available.

Proggdures for Activatigg Coggitive Skills. There are

two methods for .activatino cognitive skills during

instruction (see Figure 14). Instruction may either require

the student to perform a given cognitive skill in order to

,produce a desired response or instruction .may. tell .the

le9rter to use a skill rather than produce an answer.

Rigney (1978y refers to the former as an embedded strategy

and the later as a detached strategy.' To use an embedded

strategy, the instruction should require the learner to

perform in such a way that a previously aquired cogniti'Ve

skill is required; requiring the learnir to analyze a

problem in order to determine the type of answer seeded

involves .the embedded skill of analysis To use a detached

strategy, instruction should suggest to the learner that a

Particular cognitive skill ,be utilized as a means of

organizing, 'storing, or retrieving infornation; suggesting

that the learner draw a picture of a 'construct to help

him/her remeiber it better involves a detached cognitive

strategy. Both embedded and detached strategies should be

incorporated within instruction. Atention-tocusing devices

Which isolate particular cognitive skills,sfieuld be utilized

to increase `learner awarenes" of the usefulness of those

skills in manipulating kpowledg 'The constructs within a

0
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particular subject area can provide an instance pool foi

.teaching new cognitive skills. once acquired, those skills

should be overtly activated in instruction that encourages

learners Ito apply, the sktlls in manipulating content on

-their own.

Instruction should make overt those cognitive skills by

which the content was prepared for the learners. Including

--references to particular skills ,during instruction will

increase learnrs, facility with those skills as well as

making learnert more aware of how knowledge can be

manipulated. Therefore, instruction in cognitive skills

should accompany _instruction in subject matter content.

4
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*Variation, Deta..: and Event 144 'tivtinee in Illustrated Materials

Janet t. A:tah-e
West Wirgini, :!ollege

Ht ..ward J. Sullivan

Aii-hena Stctte OniversIty

Introduction

h. investigation of the effects of pictures on information learning is a

ret-ntLy revived area 01 interest.among educational researchers Fictures - have

been ,tudted under many. experimental paradigms - the paired-associate paradigm

.vnit. popular. .Trt tressley's 1977 review of the studies concerned with

tetge:y, employing pictures as stimuli, and children's learning, approximately

7% of the studies cited employes) paired-associate tasks. Fewer studies have

in4e:=tigated prose materials (e.g. Rohwer & Harris, 1975; Rower 1975)

Jnve.3tigated the rekatignship between the pictures used and the type Of task
V

4.J-1,p.tformcd or information to be learned (e.g. Dwyer, 1968b).

f,,theeries have been proposed to account for the communicative benefit

,f dec,-ce detail in pictures. The realism theories of Dale (3946/1969),

1194(;), ana Gibson (1954) hold that the-closer the picture represents

x.E.a:1.4;y, that the more detail, the easier it is to remember-and-- comprehend

rhe "uf..,rmation in the picture. An alternative notion is the "relevant cue"

thjory of Dwyer tsee Parkiltirst, A975, p. 176), which Wilds that when irrelevant

itiformation 's ekiminated, that, is less detail is presented, the easier it is

t' rem,mber and comprehend the picture.

"Paper presented at annual convention of the Associa#,ion for Educational
immunieation and Technology, Denver, April 21-25, 1980.

I.
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ilwy 968u; st.idied degree of pieture detail with college and high school

*udonts but not with pa..nger childrPn. Pictures from a group of lessons on the

,,ar.e0 from simple line drawingu to detailed Line drawings to photographs.

,ariaLins were - rammed in relat:on to the type of ifformation to be learned

avd '4P task to be performed Dwyer found that simple line drawings were the

uevwfioiel for most tasks and information types including drawing, identi-

4
ft' terminology definition, and comprehension. Realistic representations

'f Inf,rmatior4us, conveyed in photographs. did not improve performance in these

i:, a Brady comparing photographs, paintings, and line drawings, Moore and

0971) found that atJdents from grades three, Seven, and eleven .could

oh;lor more questions regarding the content of the line drawings than the content

. 'he former Iwo picture forms. However, some methodological problems-can be

Ind in the study. First, only nine pictures were used. three of each type being

Eacn pirtare followed the same criteria for selection, such as

rig. tion and limited popular exposure, but the content of each picture was

'J,flos.a1. A more ndantnrc:, approach wuuld be to keep picture content constant.

.nd, the questions.about the pictures were asked immediately after each

4.

,ninv.dual picture was shown,. This procedure does not parallel classroom learning

,.4.4-.11t.-ns, in which a block of information jt, usually presented before testing.

becauFo ell questions were programmed into the timed presentation,

ouch student was forced to answer questions et the same rate. Because of the

ab.,o problems results and conclusions from the study have Uplifted generality

:n studt,s that" examinedoomiwative effects of narration, pictures, and

.atraLion plus p.Oures on children's recall ,of information (Guttmann, Levin,

N,

:
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A

frvSSleyi 1977; RJhwer & Harris, 1975; Hohwcr & Matz, 1975), results

4

matchte that narratton pus pictures is the most effective treatment. If

pi ares and narration are more effective than pictures alone, verbal description

may ILI,oract with the amount of detail present. Photographs with verbal descrili-

0

:.or, may be as effective as simple line drawings alone (see Outtmann et al, 19771%

Ile type of information to be learned can be categorized a number of ways.

Th1 foregicond,background relationship or story relevant/story irrelevant infor-

mat,ieli can be examined in prose learning studies. More story relevant infoi

mutton should be remembered than story irrelevant, information. _However, if narra-

tion iS added, a strong cuing effect should be apparent and eliminate the super-

iprity of the relevant events.

The purpose of this study is to investigate if, and to what extent, the amount

of detail present in pictures has an effect on recall by children. By adding

./i'
a narratfron of the infor.stion portrayed by the pictures, the interactive effect

of 01.:.:ure detail and verbal description was examined in relation to children's

periermance on a recall test. Also, by testing the relevant and irrelevant'
5

:reformation in narrated and non-narrated situations, the impact ot narration on

inf ;rmation
.
'type in prose 'eel-Fling was examined. The major hypotheses' to be

tested here were:

1. All picture plus narrative treatments facilitate recall of the

,

information presented better than pictured passages without

narration,

Low detail line drawings'facilltate recall of pictured information

ibetter: than high detail line drawing

O
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Mg... detail:Inc drawings anal low defa'l line drawings are equally

,effeciive when accompanied by narration

° 4. Ftory relevant, informati,m is recalled better than story irrelevant

iitf0rMattag.
0

Story reievant and story irrelevant information 8n pictures are

recalled equally well when the pictures are accompanied by narration.

Method

!sebitcts
. A

9

3
t;ahjects were 81 third graders and 93 'sixth graders from two, middle-class

si.b.ohan schools An the Southwest.

. , MaLeria!v

.'nn treOment materials consisted of two seven-frame slide/tape stories _

a,,lopted from a professionally,develOpeddreading series. The pictures for the

.,1,1e were produced in two degrees of detail; high detail line drawings were

Ilrectly from the series and- low detail line.'arawings were abstracted from

Ire .liginats by the experimenter by tracing. The two styles are shown in

Ins'ert Figure 1 about here

low detail pictures retained the outline shapes of the major aulracters

up41 tine6 necessary eo retain the perspective of the picture and convey the

7
r-ahing A' the picture. For example, the meaning of the picture from the "Man

and W( man* story in Figure I was that the woman was in a mensy.kitchen. Therefore,

6imple information that would convey that meaning was retained and extraneous

detail, such as the mice, were omitted.

5!G :173,
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3

a

,n the other story about "Kids", these same detail considerations were

applied. The horizon line was retained for perspective because this story takes

place outside in a playground. A frog definei a pond which is an important

vlement'for later in the story. However, embellishing details suCh as trees,

reeds, and lesigns on the clothing were omitted.

Another modification of the pictures was- the additiorPof*iii-ii-rei-evant_'

I

event to each picture. These irrelevant events were irrelevant to the story

line. For example, the major story line of the "Kids" story concerns the

interaction of three children and a hat. Every frame also contains an irrelevant
AI

event, such as an airplane flying in the sky or a baseball bat and ball dying
of

.

.beside a park benchthat does not contribute directly to the story line of

1.

the children and the hat. These irrelevant events were always located in the

background and the relevant events were always in the foreground. Relevant

and irrelevant events were represented in each frame of both stories.

A taped narration was also provided to two of four treatment groups. AP

r

The -narratiOn was a detcription of all relevant and irrelevant events of the
. . .

.
.

° ,..

.

itvries. Each frame had an associated two or three sentence passage of description l'

o

, I

. 1

.,
1

I

l

i

C
;

that was between eight and ten seconds long. The narration web written by the

experimenter with content and level approved by practicing elementary teachers

'and pilot tested with p nursery school child. Meaning was Judged to be clear

in both cases-

The order of the relevant event description and irrelevant event description'

was randomly varied throughout the Stories such that. four times out_ of seven

the relevant eVent was described first and the remaining three times the
10.

irrelevant, event was described first for each frame.

V

r
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'.:Oerion Test
v.

.The criterion teat consisted.of 26 short answer, questions about narrated

;Andior pictured .Information. Fourteen questions were asked about each' story,
. .'

.

(wc, qt.wstions per picture. One of the questions /as alput.a\relevant event rind
b

e .,

"(...0 way. about an irrelevant event. Figure 2 lists example-ef relevaht'and
. . .

itrlevant event questions from each storiv. The question order°paralleled the
.

. .

et,(ry order, "Kids" then "Man and Wothan", and the story line of each story.
_ ,

4

Insert Figure 2 about here

Each queslion was worth two points: One point was given to ansvers that

plausible answers but not eyident eke nor, guess response. For example,

when aNed what kind of table was in the playground, if the Stpdeni answered

'w-oden' one point was given. The correct answer was 'picnic' which was given

0.0.4 ,),Jints. The inference that the table was wooden was 'acceptable as an

'nf,.relice but the table may well have been plastic. The answer was novenWely
4

Nrf(Ig s the answer 'dining room table! would be, therefore the student was'not
414

penalied with no points.

Twenty-eight points were possible for each story for a total of 56 points

for- ale entire test. Students received a relevant event score and an irrelevant

event score as well as a high detail score and low detail, score for analysig

purposes.

Procedures
.

WitilZh each school each student was,randomljr assigned to one of four

treatment groups. The first group viewed the low detail "Kids" story and the

high detail ."Man and Woman': stpry. The second group 'viewed the high detail'

16
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4

4
THE MAN AND WOMAN

1. WHAT WAS WRONG WITH THE KITCHEN?

2. WHERE WAS THE FISHING POLE IN THE KITCHEN? .

THE KIDS

1. WHAT WAS THE BOY WITH THE HAT DOING IN THE FIRST PICTURE?

....

2. HOW CHILDREN WERE SWINGING IN THE PICTURE?

111.000. ..10=00.100.100006,

Ropesentative relevant and irrelevant event que&d.oni from both stories.

t

3
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'K'ds- .tery and the low detail "Man and Woman" story. Both the first and

eecond treatments were narrated. The third group viewed the sams pictures as

the first group. The fourth group viewed the same pictures as the second group.

Neither the third nor the fourth group hedel a narration,

t.ach treatment was'administered in different locations concurrently

:.:tuden's were told that they were participating in an experiment to find out; how '

eIt dren tear.-i. They were then instructed to listen to the voice on the tape

reeer der The projectiodscreen was blank. The tag* recorded message was:

"You are about to see (or see and hear, depending on the treatment group)
two'storids. One is about a man and woman and the other is about some
chileirn. Pay attention to what you see (and hear) because you will be
geked questions about them afterward."

1

The slides were advanced automatically by a
.

synchronizing inaudible pulse .
P

,, the ...lee. Students iirst viewed the appropriate version on the "Kids" story

wrieh always advaneed at the same rate with or without narration. Rate was

determined by the amount of time necessary to speak the two or three sentences

as Belated with the frame in the narrated treatment. A black slide appeared
.

between the stories for approximately six seconds. The students then viewed the

apprepriate vrsion oT the "Man and Woman" story which also advanced at the same

rate with or without narration.

After viewing the stories students received a copy of the, test questions.

Tney were told that the questions would be read aloud to them by the experi-
,

'mentor and to answer as well as they could. They were also told that it was

permissable to leave blanks if they didn't know an answer. The experimenter

read each question and allowed approximately 12 seconds between questions for

answering No student indicated problems with keeping up this pace.

tine week later the test was readministered,in classrooms. Students did not

know the delay test was to t.ake place. The same procedure of test administration

was followed on the retest.

Gul fi78



The design of the experiment was a 2.-Lnarration) X 2 (detail level) X 2

tevent type).X (test trial) factorial delsign. iiii"ral4onwas a between subject

factor with al! other factors within subjects.

Results

Fables 1 and 2 disp1ay all means and cell sizes for immediate and delayed

tea =s respectively. The statistical results were obtained by using a series of

repeated measures ANOVA for main effects of the within-subject factors and their

interactions with the between-subjects factor. Table 3 displays the summair

results of.these analyses. An independent T-test was used to test the difference

berwcen the means of the two Levels of the narration factor.

Insert Tables 1, 2 and 3 about here

. nai-ratien

Significant main effects were obtained for the narration variable on both

the immediate and delayed tests. The students in the narrated treatment groups

scored significantly higher than the students in the non-narrated treatment

groups, t (174/ = 15.97, E <.001, on the immediate test with means equal to

42.82 and 25.41 respectively, and t (154) = 11.05, .0.:..001, on the delay test,

means equal 4-o 40.81 and 25.89 respectively.

Picture Detail

.he low detail pictures allowed for significantly better recall of

information than the high detail pictures on the immediate posttest, F(I,172)

= 5.80, 2 = .0t9, means equal to 17.64 and 16.55 respectively.. The main effect

was not significant on the delayed test.

4
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Table 1

Narration

KEA4

D ',tail

ON 1WEbtKIL

Event Rclevanvo

Totals*High Low Relevant IrrPlevant

Present 88 21.33' 21.47 24.25 '18.59 4 ?.82

SD 3.90 3.65 2.86 4.37 6..77

Absent 86 X 11.76 13.73 18.37 6.96 25.41

SD 5.49 5.30 5.25 3.84 8.0?

Totals 174 X 16.55 17.64 21.34 12.84 34.22

6.74 5.96 5.13 7.13 11.26

*Note: Totals for the narration factor are based on the total 28 item test. The means for the within- :

subject factors of detail and event relevance are based-on 14 items for each level of the factor
(la high + 14 low, 14 relevant + 14 irrelevant).

4
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S.

Narration

O

Present, 78' 7
SD

Totals 156
SD

'rabic

MEANtX0RES 011 DELAY TEsT

Detail Event Relevance

Totals*High Low Relevant Irrelevant

40.70 22.43 18.2.9 . 40.81

4.58 4.44 4.25 4.71 8.39

-0

12.41 13.50 17.58 8.29 25.89

5.46 5.61 . 5.24 4.44 8.44

.

16.56 16.86 20.01 13.29 33.35
6.52 6.07 5.34 6e79- 11.09

*Note: Totals for the narration factor are
subject factors of detail and event
(14 high l4 low, 14 relevant + L4

base4 on the total 28 item test. The means for the within -
relevance are based on 14 item, for each level of the factor
irrelevant).



Table 3R
. -

Summary of the Repeated Measures ANOVA for the Three Within-Subjects Factors-

Source df Mean Square- F

Immediate

Detail

Mean 1 101390.80469 3012.32410
Narration 1 .6514.01794 251.33135 <.001
rror 172 25.91805

Detail 1 97.10577 5.60447 .019

Detaii X Narration 1 73.6573 4.25115 .041

Error 172 17.32649

Delay
1,:ar4 1 87100.45996 2669.37122 <.001.

Narration 1 4394.99719 134.69365 <.001
Error ,3.54. 32.62958

Detail 1 7.08011 .38463. .536

Detail X Narration 1 48.49036 2.63411 .107-

Error 154 10.40863

Event Relevance

ImmedLate
tete;ans I 101686.10156 3864.74283 <.001
Narration 1 6662.86414 254.07675 4%001

Error. 172 26.22382

Event Relevance 1 6331.85950 742.99323 4%001

Event Relevance X
Narratioh 1 718.48569 84.28195 <.001

Error 172 8.52479

Delay
Mean 1 86500.00098 2554.34656 <.001
Narration 1 4305.38245 127.13802 4.001

Error 154 33.86385

Event Relevance 1 3513.48767 354.66026 <.001
Event Relevance X
Narration 1 515.38777 52.02453 <.001

Error 1.54 9.90663

.

rk...



Tab.!

yAMMAly if the heiDeated Measure ANOVA for the Three Within-Subjects Factors

Source di 'Mean Square Fl

4
Test,Trial

MMean 1 350543.84766- 3223.90228
Narration 1. 19681.01562 181.00352 < :op].
trrJr 154 108.73278

r,,t Trial '52.51262 3.77128 .054

rrial X Narration 155.12814 11.14074 .001

Error.- 154 13.92440

r,
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Fvent heLevance

,A significant difference was found ketween relevant event scores and

irrelevant event scores, F(1,172) = 742.99, 2 4:.001, on the immediate test

with meana equal to 21.34 for the relevant event and 12.84 for the irrelevant

event, and F(1,154) = 354.66, 2 < .001, on the delay test with means equal to

N3.01 for the relevant event_and 13.29 for the irrelevant event. Students
4

remembered more relevant events than irrelevant-events.

4W.

Intcriactions

A significant interaction occured on the immediate posttest between

narration condition and picture detail. The difference between low detail scores

and high detail scores in the narrated treatment was significantly less than

the difference between the low detail scores and high detail scores in the

non-narrat^d treatment, F(1,172) = 4.25*E = .041; Figure 3 graphically displays

tilts interaction. / f

.Insert Figure 3 about here

Two interactions were also noted for theevent releverice factor. The

difference between the relevant event means and irrelevant event means in the

narrated treatment was significantly less than the difference between the

rievant event means and the irrelevant event means in the non - narrated treatment,

F(1,172) A '84.28, p< .001, on the immediate test and F(1,154) = 52.02, 2 ii.001,

vn 'he delay test. Figure 4\graphically displays these interactions.

Insert Figure 4 about here

f4f)
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tither Findings

The difference between the means on the immediate and delay test approached

'significance, F(1.154) = 3.77,E = .064, with means of 34.22 and 33.35

repectively. 'A significant interaction:between narration and test trial was

0.(:.1, F(1,154) w 11.14; Ew. .001. The performance of the students receiving

p;+! ,.ArraLed treatment decreased significantly more ont14 delayed test than

the performance of the students receiving the non-narrated treatment. This

nit is graphically displayed in Figure 5.

4.

irisert Figure 5. about herp

Discussioq,

4

The purpose pf-this study was to investigate the effects of narration,

amount of detail, "and event' relevance on children's recall of information in a
4

*wry.' Immediate and delay posttest results were obtained.

Narration

The narrated treatment group scored extremely higher than the non-narrated

treatment group on both the immediate land-delay test. Thus,, the hypothesis that

picture pies narrative treatments facilitate recall of information presented

better than pictured passages without narration is accepted.

Detail
4

it

The results of the test of the detail factor were not as conclusive. On

t the immediate test, low detail pictures facillihied recall better than high detail

picture; , "E .019. Nowever,:on the delay test the effect disappeared. When

4 the actual means were examined on a practical basis, only one point separated the

61
I
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mLans on the immedia-e test. Therefore, even though a statistically significant
..

.diff .-rence was achieved un the'immediate test, the actual mean difference was no

small as tb,have little practical signi.ficaqce. Thus, the hypothesis that low
# ,

detail line drawings faCilitate recall of pictured informat.iini better than high

detail line drawings is rejected.

The 'effect of narratiIn with regard to level of detail is also queition.'
#

itatisticaliy, narration did improve the effect of high detail line drawings s.

that it equalled'the effectiveness of low detail line drawings on the immediate

test. Agaln,.this effect disappeared on thedelay test because no difference

existed between high and low detail levels. In other words, when a difference

,tetwen high and Iowa deLail levels exists, added narration overcomes the sup4iority

of low detail. Thus, the hypothesis; high detail line drawings and low detail

. line drawings are equally effective when accompqnied by narration, is supported.

Eient Relevance

flee effect of event relevance on information recall. Was found to be very

strong. Relevant events were better recalled than irrelevant events on both the

immediate and 'delay test with mean differences' of eight and seven points respec-

tively. The hypothesis that events rerevant to the story are recalled better

than everin irrelevant to the story in accepted.

the cffect of rirrationwith regard' to event relevance was very strong.

When r(le.tant and irrelevant events were described'in a narration, there was less

diffe.reme between the means (six points) than when no parration was present

(12 prInts) on the-immediat0 Lest. On the delay test ,the mean differences for

the event rele.ance fantor were five points'for the narrated condition and ten

peints for the non-narrated conditiwi. Examinatioryof the cell means shows that

the narra',vd Irrelevant (vents were remembered asiwell as the non-narrated relevant

a

- 1
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t
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the hypothesis that story relevant and story Irrelevant information

an pictures are recalled equally well when a narration is presentcannot he accepted

Col 7eac meane were not equalleed in the narretioa treatment. However, it could be

taten that narration improves recall of irrelevant events more than relevant events.

lee! Trial

Alstolugh no hypotheses were suggested regarding the test trial factor, some

n".te:ting resulth were obtained. t Test trial as a main effect. did not. reach

sigt "licence, = .054. The actual mean difference was less than one point.

.;tedents tended to recall the stories after a week regardless of the treatment

Arai; ions.

The effect of naratior with regard to test trial was also Intel sting.

t'Andentzt receiving narration recalled less after a week than students receiving

no narration. 1h fact, the non-narrated treatme..... group mean increased .5 points

en the delay _test. The narrated treatment group mean dropped two points on the'

inlay test.

Conclusions

Seveal.interesting conclusions that have practical value can be drawn from

this study. Also, some additional questions are raised.

o

Preetical Applications

The effect et' narration on recall is great. Whenever possible narration

sheeld be provided with picture sequences of a story.lnature. Narration overcomes

the effect of picture detail and Improves recall' of less important events in the

nturf. 'tudent.e recall more of everything, not just main events. In addition,

even tie...ugh less information is retained over a. when narration is provided

and the same amount a information it retained when narration is not pAwided,

the aliment forgotten is neeljalble so as not to effect the superiority of narration.

59



Tz effect of let f detail in Line drawings does not seem to be con-

sequential over time. in the short run, low detair,line drawings facilitate recall

better than high detail line drawings. Over time, it doesn't appear to make any

difference whether detail is high or tow. The addition of narration improves

Qv effectiveneqs of high detail line drawings. But, over fame, this boost» also

disappears. seems that it is more important to be concerned with providing

nariarlon than - Cc be concerned with detail in the pictures. When narration is

not, an option, low detail pictures gill facilitate recall better than high detail

pictures.

. Narration also affects the memorability of irrelevant and relevant events.

When presenting a story without narration, events relevant to the story line will

be easier to recall than less relevant events. To increase the number of less

relevant events remembered, a narration should be added. This also will increase

the number of relevant events remembered.

Theoretical eoncerns

k a result of this study, the realiaitheory versus "relevant ctie theory

debate is put in a different light. The strong effect of narration overwhelms

the concern for detail level in line d;awings. In this study, results showed

that low detail representations (relevant'cue) were as equally effective as high

detail representations (realism) over time. It was more importailt to consider the

complex:Ay of the media, narration plus pictures, and the importance'f the

c.ntent to the story being told (event relevance).

P%rfiwr Research

At least two lznes of further research seem appropriate based on the present

fIndings. One invnlvessinvestigation of the retention of information and its

reinticinship to picture characteristics. The second relates to the degree of detail

GIG
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f

,t
differences necessary to elicit recall differences. Research un thes( issues

should help increase our undergtanding of the effects of picture charari:Itirt

on .short-term and longer-term memory for meaningful material.
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In past years media research has often been evaluative in

nature, comparing learning from one medium with learning from lin-

other.. During the last decade this type of comparative research

has often been criticized because of its failure to produce useful

research questions, significant findings, or a theory of instruction.

Many have hypothesized that the problem may lie in the failure to

conduct research that goes beyond the descriptive stage and into

the prescriptive stage (Allen, 1971; Salomon and Clark, 1977).

Some suggest...that media must be defined in terms of unique attri-
.

butOrwhith-fafill-UfficlUe-pycholOgiUgl-fUnttiOhs'(Salombn,-1971).

The cognitive and non-cognitive characteristics of the individual,

the'ultimate learning task, and the best method of achieving this

goal all interact to produce the desired result. Aptitude-treatment

interaction research is beginning to provide specific guidelines

that may establish principles of instructional design -which consider

these thrie elements. But a need still exists to go beyond defining.

'interactions in terms of the general intellectual abilities of

individuals and the broad levels of learning or of instructional

events. It is to meet this need that this particular study was

designed.

The elements investigated in the study were chosen to answer

the demand for specificity in the media, learner and task variables.

Much comparative research has been conducted examining the useful-

ness of color in facilitating learning. The investigations haste

often produced conflicting evidence. VanderMeer (1954) found that

students preferred color films to black and white films, but there

was no correlation between preference and learning in immediate.

erbal posttests. Fullerton (1956) and Kanner and Rosenstein (1960)



found similar results. More recent research conducted by Dwyer

(1911) and BeTry (1974) has found that color is a significant design

factor. When the results of these studies are taken into considera-

'tion, it seems apparent that as Otto and Askov (1968) indicated the

"cue value of color in iearning.is still essentially unclear"

(p. 161).

One variable that may be `interacting with color to produce these

inconclusive results is that of cognitive style. This learner

characteristic involves the unique ways the. individual perceives

---his-environment..__Tlie two specific styles of field dependence-
A

independence and reflectivity - impulsivity are illustrative of those'

being researched in relationship to the perceptual area of cognition.

Each of these represents a different aspect of stimulus reception.

capabilities in the learner and thus relates to variations in dis-

play characteristics, particularly in visual presentations.

The question now apparent is how do these two cognitive styles

interact with color in achieving a specific learning task. The

task variable chosen to examine this relationship is- that of

pictorial recognition memory. It is one of the most basic types

of learning involving visual perception, yet one that is not entirely -

understood. Research in the area of visual learning has indicated

that_pictures.gbe remembered better than either words or sentences

(Shepard, 1967; Standing, 1973). This finding applies to such

fundamental tasks as simple visual recognition as well as to more

advanced types of learning, such as concept attainment and principle

development (Gropper, 1966).. Many of the characteristics which

facilitate or hinder visual recognition or concept attainment,

however, are yet to be investigated.

:07



These three variables coalesce and form a sound ratianale for

assuming the existence of a reliable interaction, for the 1 ing

task involves a visual preseritation wLich must be perceived, encoded,

and retrieved, a function of cognitive style, and the display

characteristic of color may determine how successfully this is

accomplished. Thus the purpose of the study evolved into an.investi-

gation of the interaction of field dependence- independence and

reflectivity-impulsivity, both individually and simultaneously,

with color cueing, and pictorial recognition memory in elementary

school children.

---1$1164iiigttie-p-tifibipie-s--cifTotitude-treatment-imteraction

research which involve task, learner, and-treatment analysis to

determine potential interactions (Cranbach and Snow, 1977) the
- .

following research questions were formulated:

1. Is there a significant interaction between the

presence or absence of color in a pictorial pre-,

sentation and the cognitive style variable of

field dependence-independence?

Is there a significant interaction-between the

presence or absence of color in a pictorial pre-

sentation and the cognitive style vatiablegof

reflectivity - impulsivity?

Is there a significant interaction between the

presence or absence of color in a pictorial pre -

seritation and the cognitive style variables of

reflectivity- impulsivity and field dependence-

independence when considered simultaneously within

the individual?



'Related Research

Research in each of the variables under investigation, that

of cognitive style, - particularly field:Oependence-independence,

and reflectivity- impulsivity, pictorial recognition memory,, and

color in visualized learning has been conducted with eaCh:eiement

being. considered independently. Limited work has been done in

interrelating cognitive style and color cueing and none in which

a dual cognitive style Component in each subject was studied in

relationship .to. a learning task.

Research in the area of Cognitive styles has indicated that

these are

and thinking, or as distinctive ways of apprehenu,',g, storing,

transforming, and utilizing information" (Kogan, 1971, p. 224).

Witkin, More, Goodenough, and Cox (1977), basing their conclusions.

'on.research in the area-of field dependence-independence, have

umerated the essential characteristics of cognitive;styles.

Fi t cognitive styles are concerned with the form rather than the

content of cognitive ability. They refer to how individuals differ

in what ,is" perceived, thought, learned, or resolved not to howmuch

is perceived or learned. Second, cognitive styles are pervasive

dimensions and are not only a part of cognition but also of person-

-atty. A third characteristic iS that of stability over time. A
#

person who has a particular style one day will have the same style

the next day, month or year. Related to this stability is the

apparent general resistance of certain styles to training or change.

Fourth, with regard to value judgments, cognitive styles are bipolar.

Each pole has certain characteristics which are valuable in meeting

)
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the needs of a partiOular situation. Because of these.character-

istiCs cognitive styles are influential during all learning and:

thus should be considered when pfanning: instructional situations

and materials.

Two particular cognitive styles, those of field dependence-

independence and reflectivity-impulsivity are evident in visual

perception and thus function in situations involving learning

from pictures.

Field dependence-independence concerns the ability to perceive ,

details as discrete from their backgrounds and to overcome an em-
.

bedding context (Witkin, Dyk, Fatetson, .Gopdenough; Karp, 1974).

An example of such a task is thsEmbeddedFigures:Te'st (EFT)

(Witkin, 1971) in which the subject is shaft a simplefiguie and

,:then required to find it in a complex design which is so patterned

that each component of the simple figure is made part'of a clear-

cut sub-whole of the pattern. The simple figure id thereby

effectively "hidden". The person who experiences in a field .

independent fashion has the ability to perceive items as discrete.

from their background and to reorganize a field. when the field is

organized. The field independent individual is also able lb impose
.

structure on a field and so perceive it as organized when the field

has relatiliely-24-ttle inherent structure. Field" dependent individ-

uals are less likely to attempt to structure or restructure stimuli,

thus they usually experience ambiguous stimuli as vague 'and-un-,

defined.



The cognitive style of the reflectivity-impulsivity also has

direct implications in the area of visualiperception. It involves ''

the individual's evaluatiop of his'own cognitive products- -that is,

his willingness to pause and reflect on the accuracy oe

sponses. Some individuals act upon the first' solution that enters.

their"mind; paying little attention to its appropriateness or

validity. These individuals are classified as impulsive.- Other

individuals,-the,reflectives, devote considerable time to reflection

'biefOreliopting for a snecific'alternitive in a situation of respchse
i :tj .1

uncertainty (Kagan, Rosman, Day,_Alb rt, Phillips, 1964). The test'

'designed to indicate this percept al style, the Matching Familiar

Figures,Test.(MFFT) (Kagan, 1969),requires discrimination of

visual detail presented, via pictorial stimuli. Each item on the
.

test consists of a Standard and s k alternatives, one.of which' is

identical to the standard. The i dividual is asked to select, the

matching alternative. The subjects who respond quickly often err

'(impulsives), whereas those who pause to reflect on. response

aiternafives.are more often correct (reflectives).

Research conducted to studyantecedentsof the dimension

have centered on scanning techniques and attention deployment.

Siegel,larasic, and Kilburg (1973) indicated that on tasks highly

correlated with the MFPT, boll reflective andimPulsive children

utilize feature d4fferences°in a problem solution, butreflective

children tend to perform.amore thorough and detailed feature
,44e

analysis of the.stimulus,array. Drake (1970) further concluded

that the impulsive child simply searches for a variant that.,

globally resembles the standard and is not very diAcriminating
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or particular in 'his viewing. Impulsivesub/ect3 do not scan all .

of.the alternatiies in the MFFT before venturing a solution,

Whereasreflectivechildren make careful visual searches of the

standatd and all of the variants before they are willing to, offer

a response. This complete search made by reflective individuals

makes possible better identification of the variants and success=

fa encoding of these variants for storage and subsequent comparison

with the stimulus.

A

. *One of the most basic* types of learning .that involves visual

perception and thus may be influenced by these two styles is that

of pictorial recognition memory. 1t. has been defined as the ability

to'perceive, encode, store, and retrieve visual information (Standing,

Conezio, and Haber, 1970). ' znitive stylea4have also been defined

as "distinctive ways of...storing..:and.Utilizidg information"

(Kogan, 1971, p. 244). It, therefore, appears that the,two

variables in learning are closely related. Research in this area

has begun to investigate' this relationship with varying .results.
I

Myatt (1974) concluded that Cognitive *style as measured by the EFT N..

did not appear to be a factor in pictorial recognition memory.

Rudnick (1974),' who conducted an experiment involving auditory
4

masking, color, and'perceptual style, found,' tt,wever,-.that field

independent individuals recognized significantly more pictures

than did field dependent subjects.

In an experiment condhciediby Siegel (Siegel, et 0..901973)

preschool children grouped' as reflective or impulsive were found

to differsignificantly in a forceduchoice recognition memory task.

.Reflea,tive preschool children made more correct recognition choices

O



than did impulsive children when correct responses could be made
1

on the basis of verbal labels, visual featufe analysis, or both.

This finding 5eeins to indicate that detailed visual featuie
4

analysii is a significant component of reflectivity -impulsivity.
. Ar..%

An element which may bi interacting with cognitive style to

produce these results is color. A n6mbdr of studied have been

conducted to investigate the interrelationship of these two

et

I.

variables. Rudnick (1974), while researching visual recognition

and recall in children categorized as field inddpendent, moderately

field independent and field dependent, found that in all groups

color visuals were recognized to a significantly greater degree'

than black and white visuals.. Ilyatt (1974), however, concludild

that color was not a significant factor in 'pictorial recognition

in children and adults similarly grouped. Chan (1974), investi-

gating color mode and reflectivity- impulsivity found that color

stimuli on the MFFT facilitated learning when the intra-array

similarity of each visual presentation was high. ;The implications

appear to be that the greater the similarity among variants in the

visual array, the more effegtively colex stimuli fuuction as

facilitgtors of matching.

In situations where color 4:-Leing appears to be significant,

a number of reasons have srggested to explain this superiority.

Dale\ (1969) theorizes that color in a visual presentation can per-
.

form,three major tasks: 1. It can heighten realism; 2. It can

distinguish and emphasize detail r conl-mst; 3. It can produce

esthetic effects. In the case of an impulsive individual, the

added realism and the esthetic effects produced by using color may

Increase the time spent scanning a visual thus allowing more of the
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stimulus variables to be encoded for later retrieval. he use of

.color to provide contrast may aid the field dependent individual

to disembed the figure from the ground more easily thus allowing

more information to be ',toted in memory.

There is also evidence that children who are classified as

impulsive do not encode all stimulus information and thus respond

to color more than reflective children (Katz, 1971). Rudnick (1974)

. speculated that differences in subjects' scores on recognition of

color and monchrome photographs may be due to a loss of detail in

A the monochrome photographs. This lack of detail may explain why

field dependent subjects and impulsive subjec s do not perform as

_ we] . as their counterparts on recognition mi .Jry tests. The field

dependent subjects may need the extra detail in order to disembed

information found in- visuals from its background. The impulsive

individual, since he does not scan as broadly and as systematically,

Mil-need' the detail as an added cue for encoding and retrieval.

Inqiummary, limited work hasbeen done in interrelating

cognitive style and color cueing and none in which a dual cognitive

style component in each subject was investigated. Yet research in

the use of color in visual presentations has often produced chn.:

flicting Tults. A factor that may be contributing to this

situation is that of cognitive style. Careful task analysis

indicates th t the components of a pictorial recognition memory

task include ithe a':1..lity to visually discriminate and separate

I'
details of alpicture from their background and to anal the

11

stimulus arr4, for encoding purposes so that a recognition decision
',.



.0111..

can be made at a later .time. An examination of learner character-

istics or aptitudes suggests that the cognitive styles of field

dependence-independence and reflectivity-impulsivity may function

in such a task.

The media attribute of color can be hypothesized as an inter-

acting variable. Because of the added realign, and the esthetic

effects produced by the use of .color, it Can be assumed that im-

pulsive individuals will spend more time scanning a visual, thus

allowing more of the stimulus variables to be encoded and even-

tually retrieved. The use of color can also result in increased

time spent in scanning the response alternatives presented during

the recognition test. This can result in a w're accurate response

and a higher recognition rate. The addition of color also results

in added detail which can aid the impulsive individual in re-

trieval by providing more visual cues for encoding. Thus, the

realism, the esthetic effects, and the added detail resulting

from the use of color can compensate for the impulsive individual's

tendency to scan visuals quickly and unsystematically;

The addition of color can also aid the field dependent

individual in a pictorial recognition memory task. The ability

of color to distinguish and emphasize detail or contrast will

enable the field dependent individual \o disembed the figure from

the ground more readily, therefore allowing more information to be

stored in memory. Thus, color may compensa N for the inability\

of field dependent individuals to perceive figure from ground by

providing visual cues that may make the completion of this task

possible.
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Methodology

The priMary purpose of the study was to investigate the

relationship between the cognitive styles of learners and their

ability to correctly identify-previously seen pictorial materials.

presented in color or black and white. The statistical model

chosen to analyze the various interactions was that of regression

analysis. The following null hypotheses can, therefore, be

formulated.

Ho: 1. There is no significant difference between the

slopes of lines used to predict performance on a color or black

and white memory task from field dependence-independence scores.

Ho: '2. There is no significant difference *between slopes

of the lines used to predict performance on a color or black and

white memory task from reflectivity-impulsivity scores.

Ho: 3. There Jill° significant difference between the

slopes of the planes used to predict performance on a color or

black and white memory task from scores of field dependence-
.

independence and reflectivity - impulsivity when considered simul-

taneously:

The subjects for this study were 53 third and fourth grade

students from the Pittsburgh Public School System. The children

were from middle class socio-economic backgrounds with I.Q.'s

falling into the average or above range as measured by the Otis-
.

Iennon Mental Ability Test given in t:le second grade. None were

found to be color blind when given the Ishihara Color Vision Test.



The testing instruments which were used to determine the two

cognitive styles under consideration were the Children's Embedded

Figures Test (CEFT) (Karp and Konstadt, 1971) and .the Matching

Familiar Figures Test (MFFT). (Kagan, 1969):,' The CEFT is an

individually administered test determining the degree of field

dependence independence in children. This instrument has no

specific time limit and the total score is equal to the number of.

items identified. Twenty-five is the maximum score which indicates

a large degree of field independence.

The studies conducted to determine the reliability and validity

Of th- CEFT indicate that it is both a valid and reliable instru-

ment for determining field dependence - independence in children 12

years of age and younger. The reliability coefficients for the\

age group under consideration, 9 to.10 years of age, are'.89

males, .89 for females and .88 for the group as a whole. Validi-py

_coefficients indicate that for ages 9 and 10 the coefficients area

.70 for males, .73 for females, and .71 for the standardizing group

in general: (Witkin, et al., 1971).

The MFFT is also an individUally administered test which

determines the degree of reflectivity-impulsivity. It is a timed

test with a dual score consisting of response latency to first

response and number of errors for each of the twelve test items.

Children above the group median in response latency and below the

group median in error frequency are considered to be reflective.

Children below the group median in response latency and above the

group median in error rate are considered to be impulsive.
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Reliability coefficients, obtained by Egeland (1974) using equiv-

alent forms of the same test for adults and children, ranged from

.92 to .98 but whether these figures applied to response latency,

errors, or both was not indicated.

The stimulus materials for the recognition task consisted of

a set of 400 dolor slides of naturals objects and scenes. Slides .

with any verbal material, recognizable human Figures or unique

features were, eliminated. This group of 400 slides was randomly

divided into halves. One half, or 200 slides, were photographic7

ally recopied into black and white using a Honeywell Repronar

Slide-Duplicator, Kodak Panatomic X film, and Kodak Direct Positive

Processing Chemistry; The remaining 200 slides were retained in

color. Each,group of 200'slides was randomly divided in half a

second time. One half, or 160 slides in each color mode, were /

desrgnatedothe_learning or stimuluk slides and the other )nO.inr

each group were designated the distractoi slides. The learning
)

slides were duplicated and randomly comb;lect with the distractiOr

slides to form the recognition set.

The 53 subjects were individually administered the CEFT land

the MFFT during two separate testing sessions one.month,apart.

Since the "scores from any test of field dependence form a continuous

variable" (Witkin, et al.,.1971, p. 4) the subjects were not

dichotomously grouped as field dependentindependent as in previous

studies. Each s'...bject was given a score on ,a continuous scale -

ranging from 0 to 25, with 0 indicating extreme field dependence

and25 extreme field independence. In this way all the subjects,

Oa
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not just the highest and lowest 1/3 or 1/4 of the group, were ,

.1

studied and vital information was gained concerning individualb

who are not dominantly field dependent or field independent and

who have long been neglected in experimental research.

The MFFT has also been criticized for artificially dichotomizing

the continuous variable of reflectivityimpulsivity thus squandering

potentially valuable discrimination informaticin (Kerlinger and

Pedhauser, 1973). For this reason the subjects in this study"

were given"a dual score consisting of response latency and error

rate, but were not grouped as reflective or impulsive. The dual

.score was then converted into a ratio score of response errors'over

response. latency. Thus an individual with a response error score

of 10 and a response latency score of 100 would have a.ratio.score

of .1. Individuals who tended to be reflective. would have smaller

ratio scores.

Four to six weeks after the completion Of the testing sessions

to determine cognitive style, the first session involving the

recognition task took place. All subjects were 'shown 100 stimulus

slides, 50 black and white slides and 50 color slides randomly

chosen from the original set of stimulus slidei. This was followed

by the recognition set of 200 slides evenly divided between both

color modes. These included the 100 stimulus slides just seen aid

100 distractor slides. At a second testing session, one month

later, a similar procedure was followed using the remaining 100

stimulus slides and 100 distractor slides.
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The °forced-choice" procedure for recognition experiments was

,followed. In this method a recognition set consists of an old

stimulus item presented simultaneously with one or more new or

distractor items.' The subject must discriminate the'old item

from the new ones (Adams, 1976). In this study the subjects were

Shown the stimulus item and one distractor7iteMi.

Each subject was shown'the group*of 100 randomly sorted

stimulus slides each for an interval of 2 seconds; After the

first 50 .stimulus slides had been viewed a 5 minute rest period

was given before the recognition set of slides was shown. On each

recognition'item two slides were presented side by side, one a

randomly selected copy of a stimulus slide and the other a randomly

Chosen distractor slide both of the same mode, color or black and

white. The slides were randomly placed in a righter left hind

position on the screen ,and labeled A or B. Each subject was in-

structed.to state whether slide A or slide B hard been seen before.

Each recognition item was presented for an interval of 8 seconds.

A 3.minute rest period wa6 given after the first 50 test items.

One month later the subjects were shown the second group of stimulus'

and recognition slides. The same procedure was followed on this

occasion.

Results

Ho: 1. There is'no Significant difference between the

slopes of the lines used to predict performance

ona color or black and white memory task from

field dependence-independence scores.

This hypothesis was tested by moans of alineair regression

.analysis. The intercepts and the slopes for each regression

equation are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1

Litear Regression Equations - CEFT'

-a-kiatment Intercept
11=11.

Color. 53.367 .722

Black and White 58.221 . .169

The slopes for the two regression lines were tested ,by an F

statistic and found to be significant. (.F = '9.071; df = 1/51;

p< .01). Therefore, Hypothesis 1 was rejected. The slopes of

the prediction linei for field dependence-independence and thtwo

treatment modes were not equal. Thus an interaction existed be-

-ikben the aptitude variable of field dependence-independence and

the design element of color.

The regression lines were then plotted to determine the type

of interaction that existed, i.e., ordinal or disordinal. The

results of this'eperation are shown in Figure 1.

-As seen in Figure 1 a disordinal interaction existed with

regression lines for color and black and white intersecting within

the range of 'the aptitude variable in question. In this case the'

intersection point was approximately 9. Such findings imply, in

general, that assigning subjects on opposite sides of the inter-

section to alternative treatments would be instructionally sound.

Thus, subjects to the right of the point of intersection. would be

expected to benefit more from the color treatment than -from the

black and white treatment, while those to the left of the point of



Figure I. RegressiOn Lines for CEFT
and Treatment Mode
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intersection would prObably benefit more from the black and white

treatment than'from the color treatment. In the present study the'-

color treatment was superior to the black and white treatment

through most of the aptitude range. There Were only 4 individuals

for whom the black and white treatment was the superior treatment.

fib': 2. There is no significant difference between the

slopes of the lines used to predict performance

on a color or. black and white memory task from

reflectivity-impulsivity scores.
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This hypothesis was also tested by means of a linear regression

analysis. The intercepts and the, slopes for each regression equa-

tiori are reported in Table 2.

'Table 2

Linear Regression Equations - MFFT

Treatment Intercept Slope

Color 65.287 -8.923

Black and White 62.64? -28.436

4

The slopes for the two regression lines were tested by an F,

statistic and found not to be significant (F = 1.795; df = 1/51;

p4..011. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was retained. The slopes .of the

prediOtion lines for reflectivity-impulsivity and the two color

'podes, were not significantly different. Thus, an interaction did

-not exist between the aptitude variable of reflectivity-impulsivity,

and the design element of color.

Even 'hough no interaction existed between the two variables

the regression lines were 'plotted in order to provide information

leading to the generation of new hypotheses. The results of this

operation are shown in Figure 2.



Figure 2. Regression Lines for MFFT
and Treatment Mode
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As seen in Figure 2, the two lines did not intersect'within

the range of the aptitude variable. This indicates that when the

cognitive style variake of reflectivity - impulsivity is considered
. .

style

it makes no difference.whetl-ar the visuals in a pictotial reeog-
.

nition memory, task are pres,anted in color or in black and white.

Ho: 3. There is no sigffificant difference'between the .

slopes of the planes used to predict petformance

on ,color or black and _white memory task from scores

Of field dependence-independence and refiectivity-

impulsivity when considered simultaneously.
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The hypothesis was tested by means of a multivariate, ultiple

regression analysis. The intercept and the'slopes for each re-:

gression plane are reported in eXe 3.

6

Table 3

Multivariate Multiple Regression Equations
AI

TreatmeSt 'Intercere -Coefficient Coefficient

' Color 53.857 , -7.095

Black. and' White .60.155 .156 -28.038

CEFT MFFT ,

Theslopes-for the two regreision planes were then tested by

an F statistic .and found to be significant (F = 5.869; df - 2/50;
4

0

p4.05). Therefore, Hypothesis 3 was rejected. The slopes of

. . the prediction planes for field dependence- independence,

relectivitY-impulsivity, and treatment modesvere not equal. An
. .

interactiondtd exist between the aptitude variables and the
,

k

two treatment modes when considered simultaneously.
,.. . I

Two univariate tests were then ddneto determine which of
.

the two independent .variables was responsible for.the interaction.

The 'equality of the elopes for field. dependence- independence and

color and black and white, given that the variable reflectivity-

impulsivity was also in.the
-\

equation, was tested by an F statistic.

The same procedure was also followed to test the equality of the

slopes for reflectivity - impulsivity given thai the variable field

.dependence- independence was also in the equation.
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The tesults indicated that the interaction between the two

aptitude variables and the two treatment variables was due to the

presence of the field dependent-independent cognitive style.

Reflectivity-impulsivity was not responsible for any of the inter-

action. The. F value for field dependence-independertce was 9.639

aWor reflectivity-impulsivity 2.416.

These findings supported the results found in testing the two

indefendent.variables sepdrately without regard fo4.the- presence of

the other variable. In that case-, a significant interaction was

present for field dependence - independence, and treatment mode as

was the case.when the two independent variables were considered

simultaneously. Again reflectivity-impulsivity produced no inter-

action
-

when consideied independently or in conjunction with field

dependence-independonce.

The regression flames were then plotted to determine whether

an ordinal or dispidinal interaction existed. The results of this

operation are Showri in Figure 3.

.; As °Seen in Figure 3, a.disordinal interaction existed with .

regression planes for color and for black and white intersecting

within the range of the aptitude variables in question. Although

both planes intersected'svalid prediction line could not be drawn

between the'points of intersection because one interaction, that

oiHMEk was not Ekatistically:iiiiiifidant. The point of inter-

ae6tion 6the CEFTvariabIe, however, was projected onto the cut
. 3

axis. Subjects with scores below the intersection point on this

axis benefited lore from the use of,the black and white treatment.

1 I. Gis
..
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. Figure 3. Regressidn Planes for MFFT,
CENT, and Treatment Mode
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It must be pointed out, 116v/every that in the case of reflectivity-

impulsivity, tither treatment wa's valid because a-significant

interaction did not exist, between this variable and4he treat-

ment.

Discussion

The findings of the study indicated that since the slopes of

the prediction lines for field dependence-independence and treat-

ment modgwei4.not equal a significant interaction did exist, in

this case, a disordinal interaction. The point of intersection

was a score of approximately 9 on the CEFT. Theoretically, all

individuals to the right of the point of intersection, those with

scores higher than 9, would benefit more from the color treatment,

whereas those to4the left of the point of intersection, those with
f.

scores less than 9, would benefit more from the black and white

Practically spea?ing, Jin the present studyr only four indi-

viduals scored lower than 9 on-the CEFT and at present time

statistical analysis capabl of determining a justifiable decision

rule for classification of ndividuals into treatment does.not

exist when one grOup has be n given both treatments. It was possible,

therefore, to,determine that a significant interaction existed,

but impossible to determine t e points before and after the point

pf intersection where placemen in one treatment or another would

\make a significant difference.

treatment.

4';
,..,. GIs



Since so few individuals scored below the point of inter-

sect.on it can tentatively be concluded that the addition of color

is a significant factor in a pictorial recognition memory task

and ay aid individuals' along tht.entire continuum of field

depends ce-independence. This conclusion finds support in research

done by Rudnick (1974) and Berry (1977), both of whom found color

to be a significant variable.in recognition memory. For the more

field dependent individuals color may perform the task requirement

of visual discrimination-and separation--a process they are not

able to accomplish themselves. For the more field indepefident

individuals color may emphasize detail and contrast and enable

theie individuals to utilize more completely their ability to

e.sembed figure from ground.

In order to test this conclusn, it would be necessary to

conduct research'on groups of individuals that were given one

treatment or the other so that a decision rule could be determined

that would indicate at what points a significant difference would

result if individuals were assigned to one treatment or another.

It may be found that the significant cut off point fOr black and

white does not lie within the range of the variable under considera-

tion. At that time justification can be given for the use of color

at any point on the scale of field dependence-independence.

It was also found that since the slopes of the predictions

lines for reflectivity-impulsivity and color mode were not signifi-

cantly different, an interaction did not exist. It is to be noted,

however, that in all cases, color recognition scores were higher

than those for black and white. The present results were somewhat

619



unexpected because of the recent research by Katz (1971, 1972)

and Chan (1974). Katz indicated that impulsive children respond

to color more than reflective children, and in color-form sorting

tasks impulsive children use color more often than do reflective

children to accomplish the task. The results of the Chan study

also indicated that on the MFFT, color stimuli facilitated learning

when the antra- -array similarity of eazh visual presentation was high.

In attempting to explain the lack of an interaction between

this cognitive style and the treatment modes, a number of theories

may be postulated. The first may be explained by reference to the

two-stage model of selective attention suggested by Hagen (1972).

The firSt stage is one of discrimination where the subject identi-

fies both the 'relevant and incidental cues. The second stage in-

volves focusing on the relevant features and ignoring the incidental

cues. Impulsive children may have trouble attending selectively

because of problems in stage 1 related to difficulty in distin-

guishing relevant from irrelevant cues. Since impulsive children

are less analytic than reflective children and do better when re-

quired to perceive wholes rather than details, the addition of

color may have resulted in the impulsive child being able to en-

code more visual cues. These children, however, may not be able

to separate ''relevant from irrelevant cues and thus remember more

pictures.

Another theory that can be considered centers around the area

of response latency. Research by Fleming and Sheikhian (1972) has

shown that presentation Mmes of two seconds or less may be in-

adequate for processing the quantity of information available in

6.1
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pictures. In addition, Dwyer (1972) speculates that in fixed-pace

presentations learners, do not have time to take advantage of the

added information available in realistic visa -ls, of which color

is an example,. In the present study the presentation time of 2

seconds may not have allowed the subjects to respond to the

presence or absence of color in the visuals. In order to test

this hypothesis it would he necessary to conduct a study which is

self-paced, allowing learners to take as much time as necessary to

scan each of the visuals. Since pictorial recognition is very

high a ceiling effect can be avoided by increasing the similarity

of each of the visuals.

Finally it was found that since the slopes for the prediction

planes for both field dependence-independence and reflectivity-

impulsivity, when tested simultaneously, were not equal an inter-

action existed, in this case a disordinal interaction. The results

of further analysis indicated that the interaction between the

bivariate aptitude and the two treatments was due to the presence

of the field dependent-independent cognitive style. The point of

interaction on-the CEFT variable was projected onto the CEFT axis

and was determined to be approximately 12. This intersection point

differs from the previous one because the variable reflectivity-

impulsivity was also in the regression equation. Thus, individuals ,

with scores lower than 12 on the CEFT benefited more from a black

and white treatment, whereas, individuals with scores higher Van

12 benefited more from a color treatment.

It is interesting to note that even when the two cognitive

styles are considered simultaneously, the interaction between treat-

ment mode and cognitive style still raises the question as to



whether -color might not be effective for individuals along the

entire continuum of field dependence-independence. Further re-

search is again needed to clarify this issue. At the present time

the color cueing appears to follow a perferential function. The

addition'of color to the visuals seemed to emphasize detail and

contrast, thus enabling more field independent individuals to more

fully utilize their ability to disembed figure from ground. .TI,e

black and white color mode seemed to aid the more field dependent

individuals by providing less visual cues and enabling them to

encode and retrieve only those that were relevant. ihowlton's

(1964) conclusiori that realistic pictures, of which color is an

element, are often too rich in detail and may act to reduce fidel-

ity of communication by providing the viewer with cues that are

irrelevant, may lend credence to this theory. Following Broadbentrs

(1958) and Travers' (1970) information overload hypothesis, the

additional color cues' may have jammed the informgtion processing

system of the more field dependent individuals, thus preventing

the successful encoding and eventual retrieval of the color visual.

Since, however, the black and white visuals did not offer as much

detail and contrast, they could be more globally viewed and jamming

would not occur. Only further research in which one (10:7 the other

treatment is given to two individual groups can substantiate or

refute this theory.

Summary and Conclusions

The present study clearly indicated that an interaction

existed between color mode and field dependence-indpendence in a

pictorial recognition memory task. It also concluded that such an

6 I*/



interaction did not exist between color mode and reflecIiIiity-

impulsivity. When the two cognitive stylewwere considered simul-

taneously, an interaction was present, again caused by the variable

of field dependence-independence. These results can offer a be-

ginning for the construction of a matrix of learner characteristics,

media attributes, and task variables. In this way media producers

and educators would have clear cut guidelines for delineating the

most effective media treatment to employ in,order to optimize both

instructional development and learning slccess. As the educational

process moves towards the universal use of Individual Educational

Prescriptions, a widely accepted practice in special education

programs, these types of guidelines could prove to be invLable.

By determining each individual's cognitive profile the proper

combination of media treatments can be piiescribed so that a learning

goal can be successfully achieved. Continuing research that clari-

fies the relationship of cognitive and non-cognitive variables with

specific media attributes for specific learning goals will hope-

fully provide a widely accepted and utilized theory of instruction

and a rebutal of the criticisms lodged against media research.

Recommendations for Further Research

In order to more fully understand the relationship of media

design elements and cognitive styles, the following recommendations

for further research are made:

1. This study should be replicated to confirm the present

findings.
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2. The present study should be replicated placing subjects

in either of the two treatment groups. In this way a

decision rule can be formulated that would indicate at

what points a significant difference would result if

individuals were assigned to one treatment or another.

3. Numerous cognitive styles have been identified, many of

them related to visual perception. Research should be

conduCted to determine the interaction of these cognitive

styles and color cueing.

The various cognitive styles related to visual perception

should be investigated in relationship to other specific

components of visuals i.e., realism, complexity, informa-

tional load, and non-realistic color.

5. The various cognitive styles and the various components'

of visuals should be investigated in relationship to

different types of learning tasks, such as recall, rule

learning, concept attainment and application.

6. This same type of interactive research must also be con-

ducted to investigate the relationship of cognitive style

and design elements with learning goals in the affective

domain.

7. Conclusions in the present study were drawn concerning

only a small portion of the population involved in learning

tasks. ftrther research is needed to,determine theinter-

' action of cognitive style and design elements along a

developmental scale.

t;24



The present study involved an investigation. of immediate

recall. Research should be conducted to determine the

relationship of cognitive style and design elements using

both immediate and delayed posttests.

9. The recognition task in the present study was externally

paced. A similar investigation should be undertaken

using a self-paced recognition task.

10. Research must also be conducted to determine the effects

of intercultural differences on the interaction of

cognitive styles and color cueing;

65.2
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Matching Learning Theory, Instructiotal-Technology,
and 1 ialuation Design

le

This paper comments on the state of educdtiocal evaluation and is

directed both to those who produce and to those whb consume evaluation

data. 'At a surface level educational evaluators (t }e producers) may

A

reasonably begin the new decade with feelings of optimism and permanency

because some form of evaluation iA now required in aln st every.type of

educational endeavor supported by public funds. In addition educational

systems are under pressure to change. Issuesisuch as m Instreaming"

multicultural education, increased community involvement 'in till!

educational process, and preparing children to meet mandated minimum
\

competency standards are but a few of the challenges whichkpolicy makers

face as the decade opens.
\

As the need for policy decisions continues to increase 41 number

and urgency, so will the need for information on which to base those

decisions. Moreover, policy makers often protect themselves through the

redundency If several l;levels of evaluation. EvalUators can expect to be

busy in the 80's,

This positive projection notwithstanding, evaluators and consumers

should 'so be concerned ab ur thp directions each will take in the 80's.

The first part of this paper suggests that certain prevelint evaluation
1

practices are seriously out of step with, aid inappropriate for, ;current

ImaInstream instructional activity in this country. Moreover, sinIFe

educational practice is not a static exercise, conceptual advancei currently

in the literature eil continue to force changes in instructional practice

and exacerbate further the existing asynchrony with evaluation practice. The

sections which follow describe the problems, propose a solution framework, and
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suggest an analysis of who should contribute what in future interactions

between educators (teachers) and evaluators.

Signs and Dimensions. o£ Asynchrony

Limited observations and limited variables

Evaluation of instruction has often been conducted as if it were

possible to rush in, take a snap-shot of ongoing activity, and present

this as evidence for making important decisions about a program. In this

manner evaluation has "grown-up" more as an appendage to instruction than

as an integral part of program development and operation. Even the more

advanced two slice approach, featuring a pre -pram slice and a postprogram

slice, does not substantially improve this situation. One or two shot

evaluations are problematid for several reasons. First, the approach fails

to recognize that successful instruction is a continuous process and that

imany'slices are necessary to be confident of its speed, direction and

quhlity. Secondly, the slices are most often taken at the wrong time.

During developmental stager instruction is "fluid" (Cronback, 1963) enough

to benefit from corrective fcqdliack whereas during full scale implementation

it is highly unlikely that limited feedback will penetrate the more rigid

structures. As appendages, evaluation components are very likely to be plac,rd

in these untimely positions. Finally, when one shot evaluations are planned

it is nece-,e-l! to Ieet carefully the few variables to *be observed or

rented during a simile visit, and this in turn creates two other major

problems.

One outcome of tic. one shot evaluation aplroach is that it forces one to

emphasize a very limited range of instructional variables (c.f. Scriven, 1972,

1975 & Stake 1976). Moreover, these variables are often examined in isolation

with very little attention to interactions,with each other, or with yet unnamed

variables.

;" s
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Figure 1 presents a model of current instructional design technology

(Wildman, 1980) which makes explicit two important points: First, most

instructional programs should be viewed as systems composed of many Inter-

acting components and second; evaluation as a process must deal singly and

interactively with these various components. Note that evaluation is not

simply a single component sandwiched between others all of which are arrayed

in some linear fashion Evaluation tecnnology must be matched to the

complexity of the system(s) it serves.

Is an evaluation theory or model enough?

When one examines the various components shown in Pigure 1 it should

be apparent that each represents a decision point in the design of instruction.

It should also be apparent that decisions about learning outcomes, entry

behaviors, sequencing, delivery systems, etc., can and do differ considerably

across designers and also evaluators. One reasonable and systematic way

in iThich designers and evaluators can reach iifferent conclusions or decisions

within components is to begin with competing views or theories of learning

or for one or both parties to have no view at all. Selecting between induc-

tive and deductive modes of learning, or between behavioral or information

processing theories can for example, result in dramatically different kinds

and sequences of instructional objectives, activities, and outcomes. When

instructors : d evaluators fail to agree upon a common learning framework

for an evaluation study (or when an evaluator operates in a theoretical

vacuum) it is possible for the two parties to view identical activities as

having extraordinarily different values. The problem is that design and

evaluation are areas which are approtriately technologies. As such they

i ::ust be grounded in a common science; in common t teory. When this does

not occur it is analogous to solving a problem with newtonian physics and

evaluating the ,olution with a relativistic orientation. The assumptions
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that the problem solver and evaluator make are not the same. This problem

is not solved by authors (e.g. Rouge, 1976) who, in a thorough and scholarly

manner, investigate the underlying philosophies of evil/natio'? models.

Properly evaluation relies on the decision points specified by the operative

design model in terms of when to collect data and the common theory to

decide what kind of data is needed. Thus, to look at the philosophical

assumptions of evaluation models is to look at the wrong "layer" or level.

It is inappropriate'to design an evaluation system, or to analyze that

system, without looking at he thoery beneath; the theory of learning. In

this regard, Scriven's (1976) concern. with bias has ledhim to suggest

that the evaluator "blindly" search for as many outcomes as possible with

little or no communication with project designers., Without careful handling

this approach representing the most radical, and potentially dangerous break

of technology from its scientific underpinnings.

Lack of theoretical orientations about the nature of the learning process

can cause other problems for evaluators as well. Later we will see-that the

attainment of competence is currently viewed asa deceptively complex process

during which students naturally assume a great deal of responsibility for, and

control over, their own behaviors. Evaluators who do not understand these

more recent views of learning are poorly equipped to attach valuts to curfent

teacher and student behaviors.

Shifting emphasis

It follows from each point mentioned ahove that we need to reverse the

long standing emphasis on products in educational evaluatiOn at the expense

of directly studying and rewarding process improvemenfs. (e.g. Stake, 1976)

The competency testing movement in this country represents a prime example of

the greater interest in describing what students can and cannot do instead of

focusing on what. .onditions lad to their experiencing success or failure.

4 635



This and other such movements gives educators little information on which

to build a better process. It tends to lump each program into huge t sl

and error process such that successful elements are often lost in a global

"error" judgement.

Stake (1976) and Cuba (1978) have attempted to overc "me this problem with a

shift toward process observations Intere.tingly neither focus on the learning

theory of the designer to guide their observations.

A related problem is that to date the major emphasis in evaluation has

been on what is wrong with an educational program or activity. While it is

understandable that such information may be useful in making certain required

administrative or policy decisions (e.g., to fire a teacher, exclude a program,

establish funding priorities, etc.), it is equally clear th...t. an emphasis on

negative results contributes relatively little to a positive climate of

growth within and among educators. Teachers and instructional designers do

achieve successes, and attention to replications of successful applications

over time are needed to maintain confidence in one's professional abilities,

and to build a better technology of instructional practice.

Improving Evaluation Technology

We have taken the time to point out certain Reneral problem with

evaluation practices because they are worth solving. Theyare worth solving

becanse'evaluation wJll become one of the most critical activities performed

by educators in the coming decade. This prediction is made not in the con-

text of previous uses of evaluation data (e.g., making policy or funding

decisions), but because evaluation, as shown in Figure 1, should become the

focal point for ongoing instructional development and improvement. For this

to occur however it is necessarY*or shift evaluation from its long standing

position as an appendage to one where it-serves a control functibra. This

will require a developmental effort in itself.

,t1



Promoting a common design framework

Evaluators and instructional planners, whether the same person with

two hats or two persons (or teams) with separate responsibilities, must

understand that instruction and evaluation are inseparable furktions.
0

This concept is demonstrated graphically in Figure 2, the expanded version

of Figure 1.

The rationale for systems approaches to design of instruction is well

known (see, for example, Dick & Carey, 1978; Gagne & Briggs, 1974; Glaser,

1966, 1976; Merrill 6 Tennyson, 1977; Wildman, Burton & Niles, 1979) and need

not be detailed again in this paper. Essentially, these models or design

frameworks serie the several functions of detailing major decision

components, suggesting an optimum flow of design tasks, and reminding

designers of possible interactive effects among components. While it may

be true that most public school personnel as individuals have little

direct experience with true systems approaches, these practices are already

extensively utilized in military and industrial applications and are

incteasingly attractive within the public sector.

What is most interesting about'Figure 2 then, is the extent to which

evaluation takes a major role in monitoring and guiding the entire process.

Within this context those' evaluation models which focus (for example) only

on describing program objectives and 'subsequently testing to see whether

the objectives have been mastered are clearly veryblimited in terms of

contributing to overall program development.. Others are similarly limited'

but in differenr respects. In each case however, the major challenge lies

in diverting usable and timely information to the program developer. We

should concede perhaps that other constituen<fes (e.g., taxpayers, non-academic

administrators, parents, etc.) may be satisfied with the more superficial

evaluations which yield only summary statements about program outcomes.



A closer examination of Figure 2 ts needed however, to understand

the needs of our primary audience: the developers and Implementers.

As shown here, each of the nix major components in the design sequence

has a logical impact on the construction of the most complete evaluation

system. Notice also that evaluation has not. been given a temporal place

In the model. Rather, we are suggesting that evaluation serve on ongoing

"memory" function by accumulating information as the decisions within each

components are made and checked (and rechecked) against decisions in previous

components. However, deciding the kind of information to collect and the use
%.

to'which it is put requires yet another major reorientation for evaluators.

Promoting theory based instructional evaluation

In addition to design considerations, instructional development (and

hence.evaluation) is also theory related. Each of the major theoretical

positions of learning (e.g., behavioral, cognitive, humanistic, etc.)

interacts with the various components in Figure 2 to proditceremewhlt

different decisions -- sometimes quite different decisions. 'Consequently,,

generating a match between instruction and evaluation requires simultaneous

consideration of at least two major parameters -- design parameters and

theory parameters. As represented in Pigure 2, the particullir data neede

or requirements fisted under each component are generated by considering

general technical concerns as well as the various specific information

needs associated with a given theoretical orientation. A more detailed

examination of these ccmponents will demonsttate further the manner in

which instructional and evaluation activities are synchronized.

This concern with matching instruction and evaluation activities begins

with the needs assessment and task analysis components. One key notion

here that is freqnently :Lacking in current evaluation methodology is that



goals and objectives should not simply be accepted as presented, but should

be examined in terms of the 221 of the processes by which they were

generated. The needs assessment process serves at least two critical

functions. First, it ensures that program goals are continually updated

and prioritized in terms of client needs. Secondly, these goal statements

can be used as a standard for comparison to final program outcomes. The

task analysis phase or component is more complek. The major purpose of

this design component is to provide a detailed analysis of the information,

'attitudes, skills, and other requirements necessary to attain final

learning outcomes. The technical details of performing task analyses are

available elsewhere. The several implications for evaluation practice shown

in Figure 2 however, should receive further mention. One of the basic

objectives of task analysis is to make explicit the structure of tobe

learned'content. Once this structure is known evaluators (and teachers)

have several interesting options. First, objectives and accompanying

evaluation items may be "copied" directly from the task structure.

Secondly, if the task structure can display the information processing

requirements it will greatly facilitate the development of devices for

describing and assessing required student entry behaviors. Third, and most

interesting, is the notion tnat task structures can be reproduced and used

to graphically display atudent entry behavior and subsequent progress toward

final learning outcomes. These graphic displays could show, over time,

the cumulative development of student learning and could replace the

standard lists of means, perc-ntiles, and deviation scores which continue

to confuse teachers and lie unused in school data systems. Presumably

these displays conk' also be utilized in conjunction with the next component,

analysis of student entry behaviors, to for^ an initial hmpression of the

"distance" between students' existing cognitive structures (a critical
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concept in cognitive orientations Lo learning) and the "expert" structures

created via the task analysis phase. Repeated comparisons of this sort

provide a visible and instructionally relevant tracking of student

learning.

Keeping track of student env./ capabilities is of course an ongoing

task. Aside from the attempts to detect cognitive structure characteristics,

it is also clear that a great variety of additional information is needed

to serve other conceptual approaches to the training of human behavior

such as described in the theories of Skinner, Piaget, Bruner, Gagne,

Ausubel, and others. A full listing of relevant evaluation concerns would

exceed by far those shown in Figure 2. Nevertheless, evaluators should

'have the capability to shift data collection strategies in conjunction

with theoretical shifts.

The remaining three components deal explicitly with the various major

decisions regarding instructional delivery. As we move into these areas

evaluators will need to exhibit the following 64deral capabilities:

0

1) The ability to assess the technical quality of decisions and
subsequent activities within each of these design areas.

4

2) The ability to understand the relationship between learning
theory and decisions made within and among these components.

3) The ability to understand that decisions vary with .(in addition
to conceptual notions about learning) the previous detisions
made across the first three components.

One promising development in terms of understanding the more specific

evaluation requirements across all these components is the emergence/If

several theorybased 'teaching models such as those described by Weil and

Joyce (1978). Such models have served to make visible the fact that, for

example, the Concept Attainment Model based on Bruner's work requires

substantially different information requirements than does the Advance

Organizer Model based on Ausubel's work. Here is a ease where two models

640
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from the same basic theoretical framework not only have different intended

and incidental outcomes, but also require.differoni kinds of student entry

capabilities, are sequenced in opposite directions, involve different.

delivery systems.and require substantially different learning activities.

Even greater distinctions between data needs can be made/when teaching

models are generated from different theoretical frameworks. The challenge

for evaluators, then, is to keep pace with these data demands which vary

0

. from model to model.

New Responsibilities

To remove these asynchronies which currently exist between teaching

and evaluation activities both constituencies (i.e. teachers and evaluators)

will have to engage in.some rethinking concerning their responsibilities. Gains

and losses will be experienced on both sides.

Teachers will gain in several important respects when ongoing

productive communication with evaluators is the rule. First, tea' ers

should have a gieater expectation that evaluators will play on their terms,

that is, that they will.generate evaluation questions and devices which

will center around teachers' own theoretical and technical orientations.

It should become a less frequent event that educators are unfairly
, .

subjected to the biases of evaluators who value only a limited range of

instructional plans and activities simply because they do not correspond

to historical .patterns or do nqt produce outcomes amenable to standardized

norm referenced iesting procedures, Smondly, teachers should have

increasing partnership in the conduct of..e.ua.1-uation stitches which directly

affect their professional lives.

tb
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These new partnerships however,,carry withothem some new responsibilities.

Teaebe'rs'wfil now be responsible for much of the documentation which goes,

into an evaluation study. Even'in cases where independent evaluators are

utilized, teachers maybe required to submit information relative to the

conceptual frameworks and/or models on which daily activities are based.

Teachers will also need to provide details concerning program outcomes

which may be different from those typically measured in large scale

Evaluators will also experience certain benefits under-more cooperative

arrangements with instructional personnel, For one thing, they will have

more information qn which to generate evaluation plans and should also be

able to expect a much higher level of documentation from teachers. Con-

ducting an valuation of instruction will becoie, as we have seen above,

-much more complex. Simple one and two slice evaluation Models. will have

to be replaced by others more compatible with the newer instructional-

design and teaching models: .
Administrators will benefit from haying data to make decisions

which is at once more fine grained and more related to thelPiogral designer's

assumptions-which were implicitly "bought" at the outset. This will al so

necessitate thap administrators become more sophisticated consumars,off

theory. Finally educational researchers will benefit since evaluation

would become research in a sense that the usual "traditional method" versus

. "whatever" never will.
/

The theory and technology is curtimtly availableto bfgin moving in

these directions. What is needed now are school systems and professionals

willing to begin moving toward these new relationships 'ietween evaluation

and teaching.
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This sympotium.has as its aim toe plore three models of learning

within irhich research in educational media can be conducted. Its particular

focus is on research methodologies appropriateto etch model. It is

difficult, however, to discuss research methodologies without first

examining the theories upon.which they are based. For information

.

processing, moreover, it is Hoportant to add an historical perspective as

well, for the information-processing model of learning has evolved steadily

over the last three decades, without the same degree of oscillation and

polarizatiod that has characterized the behavioral and the cognitive models.

the characterisiics of research in information processing, and the methods

It uses, can be traced to mathematical-mechanical models of communication of

the forties. and fifties. Their evolution from descriptions of how, say,

telephone systems communicate information to descriptions of human cognition

has caused specifics to change:Yet the basic idea of informatton-

- processing -- that information changes the likelihood of particular

behaviors or cognitive phenomena occuring -- remains unchanged.

The information-processing model of learning differs from the behavioral

and the cognitive models. in the case of the behavioral model, the

difference is one of substance. While the behabioral model describes

learning in terms of certain stimuli causing certain responses, without too

much concern for what happens in between, the information-processing model

concerns itself more with the reasons why stimuli are related to responses.

The same could be,.said about the cognitive model, which suggest& that the
. .

difference between the information-processing model and the cognitive model

is one of degree rather than substance. For the purpose of the following,

it might be helpful to think. of the information-processing model as a

e
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subset of the cognktive model. The particular approach taken by

informatroii-p ocessing researchers to human leiirning and cognition

focuses on the y in which information-changes the.way in which'concepts,

are organized. The gpinitfve model-is much broader. e

This paper traces research in conceptual organizatiL6 to its beginnings

in mathematical models of information processing. At the same time, a

theoretical framework for research is built up, and the information-

, prOcessing malel of learning is described.

Studies illustrating information processing are discussed. Finally, "-

research.strategies for visual information processing are suggested.

The most *Mar form that the mathematical model of information has 1

taken is the one'givcn to it by Shannon and Weaver (1949). In addition to

describing information flow from source to encoder,-to channel, to decoder

and to receiver, they developed the.notion of the bii as a unit.Ofinformation

measurement. A bit is defined as the amount or information needed to reduce

the number of alternatives by one half. For example:in a two-level 0

hierarchy used to classify cats, dogs, snakes and lizards as mammals or

reptiles, one bit of information would enable a person to classify an animal

as either a mammal or a reptile, and a further bit would enable classification

in one of the two sub-categoOes within the broader known category. On the

'other hand, knowing that a particular animal is not a dog'would only

eliminate one of the four alternatives. (Knowing that it is not a reptile

would, of course, eliminate two.)

The limitations when applying this particular, aspect of information

theory directly to human communication were pointed out most clearly by

Miller (1963).

"Most of the careless claims for the importance of information
theory arise from overly free associations to the word

6 7 6 649
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information'. This term occurs in the theory in a careful
and particular. way. it is not synonymous with 'meaning'.
Only the amount of information is measured -- the amount
does not specify the content, value, truthfulness, exclusive-
ness, history-or purpose of-the information."

The bit may be a useful unit for the "telecommunicaiivhs,.engineer. But for
.

the'psychologfst, its exclusiVely quantitatiNpinature limits its useful-
.

ness because it cannot permit the measurement of those things in which the

psychologist is primarily in- rested. However, at a less specific level/
. .

the idea ofinformation redo ing the number of alterna tive outcomes, to a t

,particular event by half, or, if you will, increasing the probability of a

partieblar behavior occuring after a given stimulus, has a central place in

learning theory. It is this thread thareaq be traced from the early attempts

to quantify information for engineerS,'right up to the present..

e. In the early sixties, ge'Veral researchers tried toadapt this basic

tenet of information theory to psychology,'and to relate information to

meaning. Garner (1962) suggested a two-step process to achieve this. The
.0

first step was to,extend information theory so that the probability of a

certain outcome occuring would be predicted from the combined probabilities

of many pieces of information, rather than just one. The second step,
. ,

folio:ding closely from the first, was to develop the notion of information

as structure.

lq.the first instance, Garner suggested that since the human being is

extremely complex psychblogically, the notion of a s ingle bit of information

reducing uncertainty by one half is just not adequate to describe learning.

For darner, uncertainty in a learner can be ascribed to many sources at

once, and can act,, moreover, on many aspects of the learner simultaneously.

As a result,-the uncertainty of a given outcome must 'be ;attributed to many

things. For Garner, this leads to bivariate, and multivariate uncertainty.
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For example, it a learner is te.classify a square, a rectangle,-an
.

equilateral triangle; and an isoceles trianglequio two categories, it can.

be done in many ways- iii the case of anivariate uncertainty, the figures

would be'classifiable by, one feature only, for example by the-number of

--skies: In this case, If the learner; knew that a certain figure were not

three sided, he Would be able to reduce the number. of alt6rnatives by half,'

and would have acquired one bit of inegrmation. However, learhing is rarely e

.

that simple. If the figures also varied in size, they could be classifiee

as large or small, astell as three or for-sided. This is an example of

bivariate uncertainty, where the number of alternatives would not necessarily

be reduced by half if the same amount.of.informatron were given. Were the-
4

; figures also to vary in color, weight, the material from which they were

made, and so on, the certainty with which one could predict the way in which

they would be classified would be greatly reduced. This, obviously, is an

xample, of muitivariate.uncertainty,

I 4.
Given the fact that uncertainty has many sources in human leaning,

Garner went on to relate information to meaning. He achieved this'by

distinguishing between meaning as signification, and meaning as structure.

Signification is defined as the particular specifying or indicating

relation for any single.event'or symbol" (1962, p. 01). In a way analogous

tO univariate uncertainty, if a learner knows what one event Is, the other

related event can'be predicted with certainty. There is no ambiguity.

Meaning as structure is defined as "the totality of relations between

events" (1362, pp. 142-143) Since meaning is-in this case affected by
o

relationships among many events,,tbi certainty of outcomes is far less

predictable, We are dealing with multivariate uncertainty. The differences

between signification and structure can be illustrated by reference to
0

learning a\foreign language. We learn sigAilications: when we learn the

6 ,:
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meanings ofywords, one to one. We learn'structurp when we learn the

grammir and the Moms of the forergnliguage.- 4parning that French

4 ,

"'chitin " .mans eoglish "dog"- is net particularlY useful unless the: speakcr
.

,

canuse the foreign word in meaningful sentences in combination with other
, .41110

words, and knows that.calling a Frenchman a "son of a bitch" does not have.,

the same effect as it would'upon an English,speaker.

Defining meaning as structure in th is waymakep infOrmationnheory

much more useful to the learning resear cher It allows the quantification

- of 'meaning in terms of.the probability of a concepebeing associated with

4
'

.

any of a number of other ooncepts. It also leads to the studra the way: o
,

in whichlegrners organize ideas. Instead of simply sdyinq thata learner

. knows that "chien" means qdog", or that he does not, we can ay fiat the

learner is not sure that it means "dog", andthinksit could mean "cat" or

c -

"chair". And we an assign estimates of probability to these alternatives.

° The learner could be 75% sure it means "dog", 15% sure it means "cat" and ,

10% sure it means "chair". Put another way, we could say that the concept

"chien", for the particular learner, is made up of 75% "dogness", 15%

"catgess" and 10% "chairness". Instructing the Learner wil altet these

proliabilities, by supplying information iesuch a way that the qualities

of cats and chairs are suppressed, and 9ogness"approaches 100% of the

meaning- of the concept.

Res2arch into meaning as structure figs taken many forms. However,

researchers have frequently used word association in order to estfmate the

relationships among concepts, that is, the probability that one concept

*
.

will solicit another: Deese (1962, 1960studied the patterns fprmed by

free ,word associations to sets of words that were themselves conceptually

related. Subjects made free associations to Words associated with "Spring".

67' fbj2
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For each possible pair words, the number. of:common associations was

courailAnd expressed as a proportion of the t/f)tal ncedber or responses.

This a_dmeed a number between 0 and 1 whlch gave an estimate of the

r latedness of eech word in each pair, Deese's "relatedness coefficiek".

If the coefficient's for a1 paii-s are placed in a matrix, then it becomes

.--

apparent that patterns are-eormed by the interrdlatiOships of words in
,

. .

the set. For example, in.Deese's study, "insect"; "bug", "fly" and!

"butterfly';, had relatively high relatedness coefficients with each .

.

other. Other clusters also ocalrid. im this way, the structure of the

conceptual domain'"Spring" became apparent through th amouht ofhssociative
- .

'meaning lhared-by pairs of words within

The Word-association technique has some interesting theoretical

"' 1-eseavc in information-processing. It suggeSti ihat

410

the meaning of a word or pcture can be defined in terms of the meaning
4,

it has in common with other words or pictures. For example, if the

_-
relatedness coefficients between cat and other animal's are the following:

"dog" .4, "lion" .3 and "porcupine" .1, then the me6ning of "cat" can 4e

said to have 40%.in common with,,the,meaniog of "dog", 30%. in con non w4th

.

"lion" and 10% in common with "porcupine": The remaining,20% is meaning

.

-unique to "cat". Fuethermore, the overlapping of concepts that this
.

implies.means thatAthe,reduCtion of alternatives,by givjng information is

T ..' 4 t .

by no means straightforward. For meaning to bepome clarified, it is
)) .

necessary for a learner to be given information that allows spec(fic

.7

discriminations to be made between concepts, not just a crude subdivision

.,
of the conceptcral domain into halves. t

t

: 4 .o,)
it-is the,need foK information that permits discriminatun that leads

.

to the next step in our consideration or information procev. ::9.-
.. /.

. ,
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Olson (1970 defined information as any perceptual or linguistic cue

that reduces the number ol alternatives to the intended referent". The

notion of uncertainty reduction is still present in this definition; and

two new elements have been added. The first of these is the idea of

perceptual or verbal cues. The second is the idea that a communicator

Intends a message to refer to something specific. The first brings

information theory into the media camp, for we are, by profession,

purveyors of verbal and perceptual cues. The second relates information

theory to learning, for it suggests that the giving of information, as

perceptual and verbal cues, allows the consumer of that information to

narrow down, through discrimination, what it w that the giver of the

information meant. Taken together, these two notions lead to a consider-

ation of how information 4:s processed, for there is an implication that

different verbal and perceptual cues will be effective in different ways

in the reduction of alternatives to referents.

Word association has. been used to sty the way in which perceptual

andyerbal cues reduce the number of alternatives to intended referents.

Shavelson (1972) instructed. subjects in Newtonian mechanics over a period

of several days, and administered word - association tests before, and at

- various points during the instruction. When the matrices of relatedhess

coefficients,,calculated for all pairs of words naming concepts to do

with mechanics, were compared to a matrix of coefficients representing-

the "intended",structure, derived by digraph analysis (Harary, Norman and

Cartwight, 1965), it was found that instruction caused the way in which

learners structured the domain to beconie increasingly similar to the

intended structure. At the outset, the amount of meaning shared by

concepts, and the probability that one would elicit another, were minimal.

6 G54



However, instruction, largely through verbal cues, reduced this uncertainty

significantly. Winn (1980a, in press), conducted a similar study, where

verbal and perceptual cues were provided. Instruction in food chains

consisted of text plus a diagram in which the relationships among animals

in a food chain were presented in terms of the distances between them. In

the sequence "h"awks eat snakes eat mice eat plants", hawks are "further

from" mice than they are from snakes, and appeared further from them in the
C

diagram. Again, it was found that Instruction brought about an increase in

the similarity between martices derived from word associations and a matrix

representing the intended structure.-f

These two studies show that information, presented in lierbal or

perceptual forms, reduces learner uncertainty about what the content to be

learned intends to communicate. They also suggest-that the key to infor-

mation processing lies in the way in which learners organize concepts.

Information processing involves the perception, organization, storage and

refrieval of concepts. Of these, organization is the key. Conceptual

organization determines how we perceive, and how we remember. In its turn,

conceptual organization is determined by perception and memory. What we

know influences what we see; what we see influences what we know.

Current theory proposes that concepts are organizedby one or both

of two cognitive systems, the visual-spatial and the verbal-sequential,

(Fleming, 1977; Kosslyn and Pomerantz; 1977; Anderson, 1978). The dual-code

theory of processing and memory (Paivio, 1971, 1974) suggests that, although

theseotwo systems are interrelated, information received as verbal cues

tends to activate the verbal system, and information in imaginal form is

processed by the visual system. The organizatiOn of concepts in spatial

images or in word-like strings is therefore determined largely by the form in

689
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which information is perceived. Other factors, such as learner aptitudes

and the.use to which learners expect to put the information have been

discussed elsewhere (Salomon, 1979; Winn, 1 °80b, in press).

The visual-spatial information procc..ing system works by organizing

concepts in meaningful visual images. For example, Simon (1972) reports

that the leprning of noun paired-associates As improved if the learner is

instructed to create a mental image incorporating both elements of the

pair. It is easier to recall "cigar" as an associate to "whale" if the

learner creates an image of a whale smoking a cigar. In this case, the

creation of an image increases the probability of the correct associate

being given to the stimulus word during the recall trial. It contains

more information. Likewise, in some circumstances, the additional

information provided by the abundant perceptual cues in pictures increases

the probability that pictures will be more accurately recalled than words,

and explains how paired associate tasks are made easier if the concepts

are represented in pictorial form (Paivio and Csapo, 1973;.Paivio and

Yarmey, 1966).

The verbal-sequential system organiies concepts in,linear fashion.

A useful metaphor here is "semantic distance". in the food-chain study

(Winn, 1980a) mentioned above, a diagram made explicit the distances

between concepts in the predator-prey sequence -- a linear process. its

was found that the diagram helped high-yerbal students organize the

concepts in a way that more closely resembled the intended structure than

text alone. The fact that this difference was not found for low-verbal

students supports the claim that learners with amore efficient verbal-

sequential system gain more information from perceptual cues about

sequences of concepts than do learners in whom this system is less
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efficient. In another study (Winn, 1980c, in press), it was found that a

diagrammatic treatment helped high-verbal learners classify insects into

superordinate categories (depending on the type of metamorphosis they

undergo) more succeWully than low verbal learners, providing further

evidence for the relationship between verbal-sequential processing and

concept organization: The probability of cortect classification was in-

creased for learners with an effective sequential processing system by

providing cues about the semantic distance between concepts.

If information proqessing is considered be the way in which concepts

are perceived, organized,stored and retrieved, with organization largely

determining the other then information processing must be studied

within the context of the visual-spatial and verbal-sequential systems.

The studies mentioned above, and countless others, have shown that

relationships exist between the foam in which information is presented'

(verbal or imaginal), the way in which concepts are organized, and the

probability that the meaning that a learner derives from a communication

will kthe same as the intended meaning. The rest of this papei- addresses

the implications of .this for the design of informationprocessing research

studies. The discussion will be limited to research in visual information

processing.

Research hypotheses

The first question that needs to be addressed is what is it that

research in visual information processing should study? From the previous

discussion, three areas emerge for research. These are structure and

organization, processes and processing systems, and perceptual cues.



Hypotheses tested in information-processing research deal with,the inter -

relationships' among these three areas.

Information-processing researchers are particularly interested in

the structure and organization of conceptual domains; Studies wore

described above in which the interrelationships among whole sets of

concepts were described in terms of probabilities or relatedness coefficients.

Information-processing research addresses questions about the. changes in

such conceptual, organization as a result of information being given, rather

than recall of information, trials to criterion, and so on. Researchers

are interested in finding the most efficient ways of providing information

that will change these structures so that intended learning takes place.

They are interested in finding out the relationships between inter.- and

intra-subject meaning -- tha' is, the degree to which patterns of concepts

are common among members of groups of subjects, or are unique to

individuals.

Research in information processing seeks to discover more aboutathe

systems by which concepts are organized. This involvei the study of °

perceptual, sensory and cognitive systems in the widest possible sense,

(--

ranging from the study of perceptual mechanisms, such s vision and hearing,

to study of the spatial and sequentiat processing systems, even to peuro-

logical processing. Most familiar is research that seeks to discoyer more

about how the verbal - sequential and -thvrta61=441i-irTrocessing systems

work. Typical of this research are studies in mental imagery. The research

question here is: to what extent is visual information processed in

picture-like images? Studies by,Kosslyn (1973, 1975) on noticing details in

pictures, and.by Shepard (1978) on the rotation-of letters, all suggest
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that visual informatiOh is processed in liaages, which can be scanned and

manipulated in memory, just as real pictures can be. Fleming (1977),

Anderson (1978) and Winn (1980b, in press) have addressed this issue in

detail. Research has also shown that when learners are required to

process visual information for purposes that do not.require the scanning

of images, such as in problem-solving of certain types, then information

is processed as word-like propositions. Information - processing research

4.

seeks out relationships between the demands of the learning task and the

system that processes the information. It also deals with learner

aptitude and processing systems. This is because aptitude tests are

Often the best way of discovering the degree to which a particular

processing system is developed in a learner.

Finally, information-processing research studies'. the role of various

visual and verbal cues in helping learners to organized concepts (reduce

uncertainty), and in activating the visual and verbal processing systems.

Although visual cues tend to be processed by the visual system, and to give

\

more information about visual concepts, with verbal cues servsng the same

purpose for the c responding system and concepts, it is not aIwzys that

straightforward. or instance, the qUestion of translating information

from verbal to visual and vice -versa is in important one for researchers to

address, particularly since educators frequently defy the logic of

expedfrii§-fiTilents to perform and be tested in the same medium as the one

in which they were given information. (The possible role of propositional

processing as a cognitive intee-lingua, serving to translatefrom imaginal

to verbal forms has been discussed elsewhere. See Kosslyn and Pomerantz,

fr

1977.)

Research hypotheses fOr information- processing studies will therefore

make reference to relationships between organization and processes,
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organization and visual cues, and processes and visual cues. Examples

might be: predicting that high-verba subjects would structure a

particular conceptual domain more effectively than low-verbal learners

(structure-process); that concepts learned from pictures will be better

organized than concepts learned from text (structure-cue); and that high-

verbal learners would structure concepts learned from a diagram more'-

correctly than those learned from a picture, the reverse being true for

low-veil:leis (process-cue).

'Dependent variables

Such phrases as- "structure more effectively': and "better organized"

require carefu.operational definition. Ways of empirically describing

concept organization from word associations were described above. Other

methods also exist, such as the construction of tree diagrams by learners

(Waern, 1972). Whatever the method, the dependent variable will appear

as a pattern of numbers which indicate the interrelationships tmong
o

poncepts. However, such patterns are insufficient in themselves for

hypothesis testing. Research almost always requires the comparison of

scores across treatments or across Atr i als. The question arises: how does

one compare matrices of relatedness coefficients across groups? Before

statistical tests, such as analysis of variance or multiple regression,

can be performed, concept patterns have to be expressed in simpler form.

A way of doing this is to compare, each subject's matrix to a standard,

"correct ", matrix, in order to determine how similar they area Research

hypotheses about structure then become statements of the similarity of

subjects' matrices to the stand-d, as a function of various treatments,

OP
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predictors and so on. Differences between patterns of concepts and the

"standard" pattern cr.n be estimated by calculating euclidean distances

between the matrices derived from learners' free associations and the

standard matrix (Sh4pelson, 1972; League, 1977). This reduces each

subj.ct's matrix to a single score, which is a measure of the similarity.

of organization between the two matrices. This presupposes, of course,

that the standara can be expressed in matrix form. However, if semantic

distaAces between single concepts can be estimated,, hen a matrix of

these can be created. One such method for doing this is digraph analysis

(Harari, Norman and Cartwright, 1966).

Another, simpler, way of measuring organization is to give posttests .

requiring subjects to classify concepts they have learned into categories..

If the classifiption scheme consists of several dimensions, and'multiple

categories, then concepts will indeed be closer to some and further from

others. The pattern of concepts a subject has learned will emerge from

the w4 ay in which they are classified. Dependent variables will therefore

have.to UO with the accuracy of classification, based on.as many or as

'few categories as the researcher wtshes. Research hypotheses will be

concerned with predicting correct classification scores as a.function of

various visual cues, learner aptitudes and so on.

Independent variables and predictors

The question now is: what is information-processing resoarch.

interested in manipulating, and how? The answer is easiest to find for

hypotheses that have to do with the effects of visual cues on concept

organization. Obviepsly, visual cues have to be manipulated. However,

'0
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it is important for this kiltd of research that such manipulation be more

finely tuned than the typical picture-versusword, or color.versusfblack-

and-white-picture study. Research in information processing must be
e

concerned with the properties of various pictorial cues. For example,

spatial arrangement within a visual is an important visual cue. However,

little knowledge wouldbc gained about information processing by comparing
0

two treatments with and without spatial arrangement. It would be more

useful, for example, to compare two'different types of spatial arrangement,

one of which stressed sequence of concepts, the other concept patterns.

Should the former arrangement prove to be the most effective, than something

could be concluded about how the information was processed. If the

researcher also knew something about the structure of the content that was

communicated to the learners, then conclusions about the appropriateness

of sequential arrangement in visuals could be drawn.

If,'in addition to their scores on the experimental task, the researcher

was unable to distinguish between learners on the Vasis of their preferred,

-

or most effidient, processing system (spatia l or sequential), then even

more information about spatial arrangement in visuals would be forthcoming.

This suggests that ATI studies, in which spatial and verbal ability are

used as predictors, are appropriate for the study of visual information

processing. The various aptitude tests that are commonly available are

probably the best way researchers have of.-determoning which processing

systems are likely to be activated in different learners. Of course, the

prediCtions that can be made on the basis of aptitude scores will often

be overriden if the tonteot to be learned is better processed by another

sy ern, or if the learner has certain'expectations about the use to which

the infar,Ination is to be put.
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Information-processing studies have also manipulated instructions

given to subjects with considerable success. Thp best examples of this

are studies in paired-asuiciate learning, where subjects have been

instructed to form, and even to draw, associative images, to embed paired=

associates into sentences, to use various other mnemonics, or simply to

memorize (see, for example, Palv.io and Foth, 1970). Instructions such as

these cause information to be processed in certain ways, controlled by the

,experimenter. In a similar way, instructions could also encourage subjects

to process concepts sequentially or i6tially, and could even override the

,natural tendency of subjects to process certain types of information in

specific ways. Instructions to subjects is a variable that has received

insufficient attention by researchers in information pr'ocessing.

Data'analysis

Data from Information-processing research can be analyzed in the, usual

ways. However, a word needs .to be said aboUt the analysis of concept

structures. Information il7Out relationships between concepts iscomplex

and detailed. A way of distilling it, by calculating euclidean distances

between matrices, was suggested above. However, other methods exist for ,

making concept Interrelationstlips,tdescritpd in matrices, more amenable to

. Interpretation. Thtse are factor analysis and multidimensional scaling.

Both of these techniques reduce complex systems of variables to a limited
\

number of factors or dimensions, which represent the underlying Structure.
-

Deese (1965) used factor analysis to help him interpret the associative

meaning of the coriceptis to do with "Soling". In this case, factor analysis,

identified clusters of concepts that seemed to belong together. Winn (1976)



used simultaneous factor analysis in order to compare the underlying

structure of associations made to words and to pictures. Shavelson (1972) ----

used multidimensional scaling in order to,help him interpret his data on

cognitive structures formed for Newtonian mechanics. In each case,
6

analysis simplified complex data, and revealed underlying structure.

A word should also be said about predictors in ATI studies. Since

scores on many of the sub-tests in aptitude batteries are'often correlated,

it is not.powible to interpret a signVficant interaction in terms of, say,

- the spatial or the verbal system. If verbal and spatial scores are

,correlated, then high-verbals will also tend to be high-spatial. It is

therefore often necessary to partial, out variance caused by aptitude scores

in which the researcher is not interested, inorde r to "purify" the aptitude

under investigation. If should be emphasized that this should be done when

an aptitude shre is to 'be interpreted as indicating something about an

information-processing system. If an aptitude is defined operationally as

the score a leainer makes on i certain testrthen partialling'out variance

in this way is dot necessary.

. The discussion of implications of information-processing theory for .

research studies has been limited to lust a few of the hypotheses, variables

and analysis procedures that are in fact of interest. 'This is inevitable,
4

because human information processing is a vast and complex topic. However,

. .

the elements of 'research design that wei'e mentioned he produced useful

.

information about how people produce information, within/the confines of
.

conceptual organization. They are also likely to have application beyond.

this area. Undoubtedly, r4earchers will devel
4

to their needs. It may even more hindrance

between information processing and other. wes

69 1

op and adapt othe f\techniques
. .

than help to try to distinguish,
c.

of research. They are all ,
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related, as this symposium will no doubt demonstrate. Hopefully, however,
..,

these few pointers will help other researchers unravel the complexities of

how people process information.
7
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